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Abstract
This thesis is in two main sections, both of which feature Thompson’s group
V , relating it to classical constructions involving automorphism groups on trees
or to representations of symmetric groups. In the first section, we take G to
be a graph of groups, which acts on its universal cover, the Bass-Serre tree, by
tree automorphisms. Brownlowe, Mundey, Pask, Spielberg and Thomas constructed a C ∗ -algebra for a graph of groups, writtten C ∗ (G), which bears many
similarities to the C ∗ -algebra of a directed graph G. Inspired by the fact that
directed graph C ∗ -algebras C ∗ (G) have algebraic analogues in Leavitt path algebras LK (G), we define a Leavitt graph-of-groups algebra LK (G) for G. We
extend Leavitt path algebra results to LK (G), including uniqueness theorems
describing homomorphisms out of LK (G), and establish a wider context for the
algebras by showing they are Steinberg algebras of a particular étale groupoid.
Finally we show that certain unitaries in LK (G) form a group we can understand
as a variant of Thompson’s V , combining features of both Nekrashevych-Röver
groups and Matui’s topological full groups of one-sided shifts. We prove finiteness and simplicity results for these Thompson variants. The latter section of
this thesis turns to representation theory. We briefly state some results about
representations of V (due to Dudko and Grigorchuk) which we generalize to
the new family of Thompson groups, including a discussion of representations
of finite factor type and Koopman representations. Then, we describe how one
would try to construct a Hecke algebra for V , built from copies of the IwahoriHecke algebra of Sn in a way inspired by how V can be constructed from copies
of the symmetric group. We survey attempts to construct this and demonstrate what we believe to be the closest possible analogue to the Sn theory.
We discuss how this construction could prove useful for understanding further
representation theory.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
The majority of this thesis is a study of groups acting on trees, or on their ends.
One of the main purposes is to unite two different well-studied groups defined
in terms of trees. The first is the fundamental group of Bass-Serre theory, which
is an automorphism group of a tree defined in terms of a graph of groups G.
The second is Thompson’s group V and its many relatives, a group defined
by permuting the ends of a binary tree, with many unusual properties. We
will produce a family of groups combining features of both of these objects,
and analyse it to see how properties of V and G transfer to these groups. In
the final section of this thesis, we study representation theory of Thompson’s
group. We show how to generalize some known theorems about representations
of V to the new family of Thompson-type groups. Finally, we discuss how the
similarities between V and symmetric groups Sn might let us say more about
representations of V , in particular trying as far as possible to extend a Hecke
algebra construction from Sn to V .
In this introduction we define the main objects of our consideration. We
first describe the theory of automorphism groups of trees, which Bass and Serre
described as fundamental groups of graphs of groups. Next, we exhibit a variety
of related algebraic objects that act on paths in a directed graph, beginning
with the Leavitt path algebra and finishing with Thompson’s group V and its
variants. We will combine both Leavitt path algebras and Thompson’s groups
with graphs of groups to form new objects.
Notation:

We begin by fixing some notation on directed graphs. A directed

graph Γ is a quadruple (Γ0 , Γ1 , s, t) where Γ0 is a set of vertices, Γ1 is a set of
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edges, and s and t are the source and target functions from Γ1 to Γ0 . We say Γ
is finite if both the vertex and edge sets are finite, and say Γ is locally finite if
each of s−1 (v) and t−1 (v) are finite, for all v ∈ Γ0 .
We say that a path in a directed graph Γ is either a vertex, or a sequence
e1 e2 . . . en of edges with s(ei ) = t(ei+1 ) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 (so our paths are
read right-to-left, like morphisms being composed). An example is shown in
Figure 1.1. We write `(p) for the length of the path p, which is 0 if p is a
vertex and n if p = e1 e2 . . . en . Finally we extend the source and target maps
to paths: we say that the path p = e1 e2 . . . en has source s(p) = s(en ) and
target t(p) = t(e1 ), and if p is a vertex v, then s(p) = t(p) = v. Later we’ll also
consider infinite paths, which are infinite sequences of edges e1 e2 e3 . . . obeying
the same condition s(ei ) = t(ei+1 ). The target of an infinite path is defined as
t(e1 ), but the source is not defined.

e1

e2

en

Figure 1.1: An example of a path
We will write Γ∗ for the set of all (finite) paths, and Γn for the set of all
paths e1 e2 . . . en , of length n. We write Γω for the set of infinite paths. If K is
a field, the path algebra KΓ is then the K-algebra with Γ∗ as basis, and with
multiplication defined on the basis by concatenation of paths, wherever defined
(i.e. for paths p and q, p · q is pq whenever pq is a path and 0 otherwise, when
s(p) 6= t(q).)
In this thesis, we will always specify when a graph is directed. The word
‘graph’ alone will mean a graph in the sense of Serre (which is a directed graph
with some additional structure), as given in the next section.

1.1

Bass-Serre theory

We begin by studying automorphism groups of trees. The most important work
in this area was developed by Serre and explained clearly in his book [51], and
later developed by Bass in [8]. Our exposition is a combination of [51] and [13].

1.1.1

Basic definitions

Here we use Serre’s notion of a graph. It is a particular kind of directed graph:
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Definition 1.1.1. A graph Γ is a directed graph (Γ0 , Γ1 , s, t) equipped with a
function − : Γ1 → Γ1 , written e 7→ ē, such that s(ē) = t(e), t(ē) = s(e), and
e 6= ē but e = ē¯.
This means that every edge e of a graph is directed, and comes with a reverse
ē; the edges can be partitioned into disjoint pairs {e, ē}. We allow multiple edges
between the same pair of vertices, and we allow loops whose source and target
is the same edge. It may help to think of Serre’s graphs as undirected graphs
in the usual sense, but where every edge has been replaced by a pair of edges,
oppositely directed.
For v ∈ Γ0 , we define the degree (or valence) of v to be |s−1 (v)|, the cardinality of the set of edges with source v. We say the graph Γ is locally finite if
all valencies are finite, and will usually work with locally finite graphs in this
thesis. Since s(e) = t(ē) for all edges e, we have |t−1 (v)| = |s−1 (v)|, so locally
finite graphs also have finitely many edges with target v for any vertex v.
When we draw graphs, we will normally draw only one direction of each
edge, and we may or may not specify which direction the edge e goes in if we
don’t include ē: for example, we might draw the same graph in each of the three
ways shown in Figure 1.2. We say that an orientation of graph Γ is a choice
of one edge from each pair {e, ē}, and write an orientation as E+ ⊂ Γ1 . For
example, the upper-right diagram of Figure 1.2 shows a particular orientation.
e

e

f

f
e
ē
f¯
f

Figure 1.2: A graph with two pairs of edges
The graph Γ can be topologized as a CW -complex: there is a 0-cell (i.e. a
point) for each vertex v ∈ Γ1 , and for each pair {e, ē} of an edge and its reverse,
we add in a copy of the unit interval [0, 1] by identifying 0 with s(e) and 1 with
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t(e). We call this the realization of Γ. It lets us define topological notions on
graphs: for example, we say a graph is connected if its realization is a connected
topological space, and we define the fundamental group of a connected graph as
the fundamental group of its realization (at any point). The topology described
is metrizable, by extending the usual metric from [0, 1].
Paths:

Recall the definition of paths and infinite paths in a directed graph

Γ as sequences e1 e2 e3 . . . of edges of Γ. We say that a path (finite or infinite)
is without backtracking if ei 6= ēi+1 for any i. In contrast with the directed
case, we write Γn for the set of all paths of length n without backtracking (this
agrees with the notation Γ0 for vertices, which are paths of length 0, and Γ1 for
n
edges, which are paths of length 1). Also, we define Γ∗ = ∪∞
n=0 Γ , the set of

all (finite) paths without backtracking, and we write Γω for the set of infinite
paths without backtracking.
Trees:

Let Γ be a connected graph. We define a closed path in Γ to be a path

ρ of Γ without backtracking such that s(ρ) = t(ρ), and we say the closed path
ρ = e1 e2 . . . en is a cycle if s(ei ) 6= s(ej ) for any 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, with i 6= j. That is,
a cycle is a closed path that returns to its source only once; other closed paths
are formed by concatenating cycles. A tree is a connected graph without cycles.
In a tree, any two vertices are connected by a unique path without backtracking.
It is clear that connected subgraphs of a tree T are trees; we call them
subtrees of T . In particular, if ρ is a path, then the set of edges of ρ and their
source and target vertices forms a subtree. If S1 and S2 are subtrees of T , and
v, w are vertices of both S1 and S2 , then the unique path from v to w in T
must lie in both S1 and S2 . Thus, S1 ∩ S2 contains a path from v to w, and
so is connected. This proves that a non-empty intersection of two subtrees is a
subtree.
If T is an infinite tree, we define an equivalence relation on the infinite paths
of T by saying they are equivalent if their intersection is also an infinite path.
In other words, infinite paths e1 e2 e3 . . . and f1 f2 f3 . . . are equivalent if there
exist N ∈ N, k ∈ Z such that en = fn+k for all n ≥ N . We write ∂T for the
equivalence classes under this relation, and call the equivalence classes the ends
of T .
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1.1.2

Defining and classifying automorphisms

We will be interested in automorphisms of trees. A morphism of graphs, from
graph Γ to graph ∆, is a pair of functions f0 : Γ0 → ∆0 , f1 : Γ1 → ∆1 , which
commute with the source, target and reversal maps. An automorphism is a
morphism from a graph to itself which is bijective on both vertices and edges.
For example, let Cn be the graph consisting of a single cycle of length n, with
vertices and edges as shown in figure 1.3. Then the automorphism group of Cn
is the dihedral group D2n - there are n rotations which send ei to ei+k for some
k mod n, and n reflections which fix a vertex vi and send ek to ēi−k , indices
taken mod n.
v1

e5

e1

v5

v2

e2

e4
v4

e3

v3

Figure 1.3: The cycle C5
Now we can state Tits’ classification of tree automorphisms.
Proposition 1.1.2 (Tits, [53]). Let α be an automorphism of a tree T . Then
precisely one of the following holds:
1. α fixes a vertex v of T (it might fix more than one vertex).
2. α interchanges the two ends s(e) and t(e) of an edge e.
3. There exists a unique doubly-infinite sequence of edges . . . e−1 e0 e1 e2 . . .,
such that s(ei ) = t(ei+1 ) and ei+1 6= ēi , on which α acts by a translation
by some non-zero integer k, so that ei 7→ ei+k . In particular, α fixes two
ends, namely e1 e2 . . . and ē−1 ē−2 . . ..
In particular, the identity automorphism α satisfies the first condition.
We remark that the first and third of these cases preserve some orientation
of T : indeed, if α fixes v, then we orient each edge towards v, and if α translates
a doubly-infinite path, we orient the edges of the path towards one end of it, and
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all other edges towards the path. The second case cannot preserve an orientation
(since it sends e to ē). So we make the definition that α acts without inversion
if it preserves some orientation of T .
Sometimes we will want to restrict to the case of automorphisms without
inversion. This can be done without loss of generality, by the following construction. We form the barycentric division of Γ, written Γ0 , as follows: the
vertex set of Γ0 is Γ0 with an extra vertex ve added for each pair of edges {e, ē}.
For each edge e of Γ, Γ0 has an edge from s(e) to ve and an edge from t(e) to
ve , and their reverses. An example is in Figure 1.4 (drawn with one edge of
each pair {e, ē}). It’s easy to see that this construction just adds a vertex in
the middle of each edge.

Γ0

Γ

Figure 1.4: A barycentric subdivision
If α acts on T with inversion, by swapping s(e) and t(e), then it acts on T 0
without inversion, stabilizing the barycentre ve . So we can always work with
automorphism groups acting without inversion so long as we’re willing to pass
to a barycentric subdivision.
If every element of a group G acts without inversion on T , then there’s an
orientation of T preserved by G: indeed, no G-orbit of edges of T can contain
both an edge and its reverse, so we can just choose a consistent orientation for
each orbit independently.
Finally, suppose G is a group acting on a graph X by automorphisms.Then
we can define a quotient graph G\X in the obvious manner: (G\X)0 is the
quotient of X 0 by the G-action (the set of orbits of vertices), and (G\X)1 is the
quotient of X 1 ; the source, target and reversal maps are defined in the quotient,
because they are preserved by G.
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1.1.3

Groups acting on trees

We now give Serre’s general theory of groups acting on trees. Again we’re following [51] and [13] for this explanation. All actions will be by tree automorphisms,
without inversion.
Free actions
The first important result on groups acting on trees is the following theorem of
Serre.
Theorem 1.1.3 ([51] I.3 Theorem 4). Let G be a group that acts on a tree
T . We say that G acts freely if it acts without inversion and no non-identity
element of G fixes any vertex of T (so every element of G is of the third type in
Tits’ classification). If G acts freely, then G is a free group. Conversely, if G
is free on the set S, then the Cayley graph of G with respect to the generators
S is a tree on which G acts freely.
We remark that Schreier’s theorem is an immediate corollary:
Corollary 1.1.4 (Nielsen-Schreier). A subgroup of a free group is free.
The proof of Theorem 1.1.3 also finds a subset of G which generates G
freely. So the case of groups acting with trivial vertex stabilizer is completely
understood. Going forward, we’ll understand other groups acting on trees in
terms of their vertex stabilizers.
Graphs of groups
The general case of a group acting on a tree is studied using graphs of groups.
Definition 1.1.5. A graph of groups G is a tuple G = (Γ0 , Γ1 , G, α) where:
• Γ0 and Γ1 are the vertex and edge sets of a graph Γ, in the sense of
Definition 1.1.1. In this thesis, we assume that the graph Γ is connected.
• G is a function assigning to each vertex v ∈ Γ0 a group Gv , and to each
edge e ∈ Γ1 a group Ge = Gē .
• α is a set of injective group homomorphisms αe : Ge ,→ Gt(e) , for each
edge e.
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We say Γ is the underlying graph of G; we do not include the source, target and
reversal maps of Γ in the notation. For v ∈ Γ0 , we will write 1v for the identity
of Gv , or more commonly just 1 when v is clear from context.
The two most important examples occur when Γ has just one pair of edges
{e, ē}. They are as follows (see also [13]:)
1. An edge of groups is a graph of groups as shown in Figure 1.5, with two
vertices and one pair of edges.
Gv

Ge

Gw

Figure 1.5: An edge of groups.
The underlying graph has two vertices v and w and one pair of edges
{e, ē}, where s(e) = y, r(e) = x. The embeddings are αe : Ge ,→ Gw and
αē : Ge ,→ Gv .
2. A loop of groups is a graph of groups as shown in Figure 1.6, with one
vertex and one pair of edges.

Gv

Ge

Figure 1.6: A loop of groups
The underlying graph has one vertex v and one pair of edges {e, ē}. There
are two homomorphisms αe and αē embedding Ge into Gv .
We now return to the general case. For each edge e ∈ Γ1 , choose a set Σe of
left coset representatives for the subgroup αe (Ge ) of Gt(e) . Say that the graph
of groups G is locally finite if its underlying graph is locally finite, and if each
Σe is finite. We’ll work with locally finite graphs of groups from now on.
Suppose T is a locally finite tree on which a group G acts without inversion.
We describe the situation with a graph of groups, G(G, T ), defined as follows.
The underlying graph Γ of G(G, T ) will be the quotient graph G\T , where p is
the projection p : T → G\T . For each v ∈ Γ0 , let Gv be the stabilizer of any
vertex v̂ ∈ p−1 (v). Similarly for e ∈ Γ1 , let Ge be the stabilizer of any edge
ê ∈ p−1 (e). Notice that as abstract groups, Gv and Ge don’t depend on the
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choice of preimage, since all the possible stabilizers are conjuagate subgroups of
G.
Finally we must define the embeddings αe for e ∈ Γ1 . Let e ∈ Γ1 have target
v. We seek an embedding from Stab(ê) to Stab(v̂). Clearly the stabilizer of an
edge is the intersection of the stabilizers of its source and target vertices. By
definition of the quotient graph, t(ê) and v̂ lie in a common G-orbit, so there
exists g ∈ G such that gt(ê) = x̂, and then:
gGe g −1 = gStab(ê)g −1 ≤ gStabG (t(ê))g −1 = Stab(v̂) = Gv .
So we define (cf [13]) αe : Ge → Gt(e) by h 7→ ghg −1 . This is well-defined, and
completes the definition of a graph of groups G(G, T ).

1.1.4

Example: SL2 (Z)

A good example of this theory is provided by the group G = SL2 (Z). Recall
SL2 (Z) = {

a b
c d



: a, b, c, d ∈ Z, ad − bc = 1}.

As a subgroup of SL2 (C), G acts on the extended complex plane C ∪ {∞}

by Möbius maps, where the matrix ac db corresponds to the transformation
z 7→

az+b
cz+d .

The subgroup G preserves the upper half plane, on which it acts

with fundamental domain:
∆ = {z ∈ C : |z| ≥ 1, |Re(z)| ≤

1
, Im(z) > 0}.
2

This set can also be defined as
∆ = {z ∈ C : dH (z, 2i) ≤ dH (z, θ(2i)) for all θ ∈ G};
here, dH is the hyperbolic distance, and the definition says that ∆ consists of
points z where 2i is the closest point in its G-orbit to z. See Figure 1.7 for a
picture that summarizes this section and see [23] for details, which gives a good
short account of the theory in an online expository paper.
Now consider the action of SL2 (Z) on the circular arc between i and ω =

√
1+ −3
.
2

The orbit of this arc consists of other arcs of circles or line segments,

and is shown in figure 1.7, along with the fundamental domain ∆. In particular,
one can verify that the orbit forms (the realization of) a tree. Every vertex of
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∆
ω
i

Figure 1.7: A tree that SL2 (Z) acts on.
the tree has valence 2 or 3 - the valence 2 vertices form the orbit of i and the
valence 3 vertices form the orbit of ω. This gives a tree T on which G acts
without inversion.
Finally we identify the quotient G\T . By construction of T , this is a graph
with a single edge (and its reverse). It’s easy to verify that the stabilizer in G of

0 1
i is cyclic of order 4, generated by −1
0 ; whereas the stabilizer of ω is cyclic

0 1
10
of order 6, generated by −1
1 . Their intersection is ±( 0 1 ). So the quotient
graph of groups is as shown in Figure 1.8.
C4

C2

C6

Figure 1.8: The quotient graph of groups for SL2 (Z)
We don’t need to specify the embeddings because there is only one embedding possible.

1.1.5

The fundamental group

The aim here is to reverse the construction above and construct a group acting
on a tree from a graph of groups. The group will be called the fundamental
group, and will generalize the topological notion of the fundamental group of
a graph. The tree will be called the Bass-Serre tree and will be analogous to
a universal cover. We take most of the definitions from [13], beginning with
definitions of paths in a graph of groups that generalize the notion of a path in
a graph.
Definition 1.1.6. [13] Let G be a graph of groups, with underlying graph Γ,
and transversals Σe . Assume that each Σe includes the identity 1t(e) .
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• A G-word ρ is either an element g1 of a vertex group Gv1 , or a sequence
g1 e1 g2 e2 . . . gn en or g1 e1 . . . gn en gn+1 ,
where s(ei ) = t(ei+1 ), and gi ∈ Gt(ei ) , gn+1 ∈ Gs(en ) wherever these make
sense. (It may help to imagine a G-word as a walk around the graph,
during which you record what edges you walk along, and add in a group
element at each vertex.) The source of ρ is s(en ) and its target is t(e1 )
(or if ρ = g1 ∈ Gv1 , then the source and target are both v1 ). The length
of ρ is the number n of edges in its expression (so the length of a vertex
group element is 0). We write the length `(ρ).
• A G-word is reduced if for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, then gi ∈ Σei , and if ei = ēi+1 ,
then gi+1 6= 1t(ei+1 ) . The final group element gn+1 is free to be anything
in a reduced word; in particular, any word of length 0 is reduced.
• A G-path is a reduced G-word of the form g1 = 1 or g1 e1 . . . gn en . We write
G n for the set of all length n G-paths, and G ∗ for the set of all G-paths of
any length. For v ∈ Γ0 we write vG ∗ (similarly, vG n ) for the set of all
G-paths with target v (or of length n with target v).
Following [13] and [51] we define one auxiliary group before the fundamental
group.
Definition 1.1.7. Let G be a graph of groups with underlying graph Γ. The
path group of G, written F (G, Γ) is the group generated by all vertex groups Gv
and symbols for each edge e ∈ Γ1 , with the relations:
• Reversal: e−1 = ē
• Conjugation: αe (g)e = eαē (g) for all g ∈ Ge .
We remark that elements of the path group can consist of arbitrary products of
edges and vertex group elements; they don’t all correspond to G-words.
As an example, let G be a loop of groups, with vertex group G; let αe (Ge ) =
H and αē (Ge ) = H 0 be the two subgroups of G that are images of the embeddings of Ge into G. Then F (G, Γ) is generated by G and a single extra element e
that conjugates H to H 0 ; in other words, it is a HNN extension of G (cf Chapter
1 of [51]).
Importantly, G-words have representatives in the path group. Indeed, if
we represent a G-path by g1 , by g1 e1 . . . gn en , or by g1 e1 . . . gn en gn+1 , then
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we identify this with the element of the path group written the same way.
Different G-words can give the same element of the path group (such as 1e1ē
giving the identity), but it can be shown that every reduced G-word gives a
different element. This is Theorem 5.2 of [51], and it has the most technical and
lengthy proof in this theory.
We use these representatives to define the fundamental group. Write π[v, w]
for the image in the path group of the set of all reduced G-words with source w
and target v. There are two definitions, which are equivalent.
Definition 1.1.8. Let G be a graph of groups with underlying graph Γ. Then
the fundamental group, π1 (G), may be defined in either of the following ways:
1. Fix any vertex v of Γ. Observe that π[v, v] forms a subgroup of F (G, Γ).
We define the fundamental group of G rooted at v to be π[v, v], and write
it π1 (G, v).
2. Choose a maximal subtree T of Γ (such subtrees exist, and meet every
vertex, in any connected graph). We define the fundamental group of G
relative to T , written π1 (G, T ), to be F (G, Γ) quotiented out by the extra
relations e = 1 for all edges e ∈ T 1 .
The abstract groups π1 (G, v) and π1 (G, T ) are isomorphic, and independent
of the choice of v and T . Moreover, the projection from F (G, Γ) onto π1 (G, T )
restricts to an isomorphism on π[v, v] (this is [51] Proposition 4.20). We give
three examples:
• Trivial graphs of groups: If all the vertex and edge groups of G are
trivial, then π1 (G) is the usual fundamental group (of the realization of
the graph Γ), since it is generated by loops at a vertex with the relations
eē = 1.
• Edges of groups: Let G be an edge of groups. The underlying graph is
already a tree, and so T = Γ is a maximal tree. Thus π1 (G, T ) is generated
by the two vertex groups Gv and Gw and the edge e, with the relations
αe (g)e = eαē (g) and e = 1. In other words, it is an amalgamated free
product Gv ∗H Gw , where the common subgroup H is αe (Ge ) ∼
= αē (Ge ).
• Loops of groups: Here there is only one vertex and one edge (and its
reverse). So π[v, v] is all of F (G, Γ) (and a maximal tree consists of the
single vertex v). Thus the fundamental group and the path group are the
same in this case, and we’ve seen that this is a HNN extension.
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More complicated graphs of groups can be built up one edge at a time.
Adding an edge and a new vertex corresponds to doing an amalgamated free
product, and joining two existing vertices corresponds to an HNN extension.

1.1.6

The universal cover

Finally we construct the Bass-Serre tree, or universal cover, for a graph of
groups G. This is a tree TG,v with an action of π1 (G, v), such that the quotient
by π1 (G, v) recovers the graph Γ, and the vertex and edge groups of G are
corresponding vertex and edge stabilizers in TG,v . This is done as follows ([13]
Definition 2.13):
Definition 1.1.9. Fix vertex v of graph of groups G. The vertex set of the
universal cover is:
0
TG,v
= {γGx : γ ∈ π[v, x], x ∈ Γ0 }.
1
There is an edge f ∈ TG,v
with s(f ) = γ 0 Gx0 and t(f ) = γGx if and only if

γ −1 γ 0 ∈ Gx eG0x . The fundamental group π1 (G, v) acts on TG,v via multiplication
in F (G, Γ), since if α ∈ π[v, v] and γ ∈ π[v, x] then αγ ∈ π[v, x].
We summarize the point of this construction in the Fundamental Theorem
of Bass-Serre theory, as stated in [13].
Theorem 1.1.10. Let G be a graph of groups, with underlying graph Γ; let
v ∈ Γ0 . Then TG,v is a tree, π1 (G, v) acts on it without inversion, and the graph
of groups G(π1 (G, v), TG,v ) is isomorphic to G. Conversely, suppose the group
G acts without inversion on a tree T , and let the associated graph of groups be
G(G, T ). Then for any v ∈ Γ0 we have that π1 (G(G, T ), v) ∼
= G as groups, and
TG(G,T ),v ∼
= T as graphs with G-action.
SL2 (Z), again: We return to the example of SL2 (Z) to show how this works
in practice. We have seen that SL2 (Z) acts on a (2,3)-regular tree T , with
quotient graph of groups:
C4

C2

C6

We have also seen that the fundamental group of an edge of groups is an
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amalgamated free product, so we recover the well-known isomorphism:
SL2 (Z) ∼
= C4 ∗C2 C6 .
Conversely, we will show how to rebuild the tree T from the finite graph of
groups. Say that C6 is generated by a and C4 by b (so that C2 is generated by
a3 = b2 ). We add labels to the graph of groups to help make the notation clear:
e
hbi

v

ha3 = b2 i

w

hai

ē
Now we can construct the Bass-Serre tree TG,v . The definition given tells us
everything we need to know to construct it, so we just draw (a finite portion
of) the result in Figure 1.9.
We see that this is isomorphic to the (2, 3)-regular tree that we found earlier
as a subset of C. The action of π1 (G, v) = hb, ēaei is easy to work out: for
example, b effects a reflection across Gv , whilst ēae fixes the vertex ēGw . The
subgroup C2 (generated by b2 ) acts trivially on the tree; this also holds for
the action on C, because SL2 (Z) acts on its tree only after factoring through
P SL2 (Z).
Free actions, again:

Finally, we remark that Theorem 1.1.3 is a corollary of

the fundamental theorem. Indeed, suppose that G acts freely on a graph T . In
the graph of groups G(G, T ), all vertex and edge groups must be trivial, because
bēaebēaeGv

ēaebēaeGv

bēaebēa2 eGv bēaebēGw

ēaebēGw
ēaeGv

bēaeGv

bēGw

Gv

bēa2 eGv
2

ēaebēa2 eGv

ēGw

ēa2 eGv

2

ēa2 ebēGw

bēa ebēaeGv bēa ebēGw
bēa2 ebēa2 eGv

ēa2 ebēa2 eGv

Figure 1.9: The Bass-Serre tree for SL2 (Z), again
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ēa2 ebēaeGv

no non-trivial subgroup of G fixes any vertex or edge of T . Thus G(G, T ) is a
graph of trivial groups. Its fundamental group is then just the fundamental
group of the underlying graph, and it’s a standard result in topology that this
is a free group.

1.2
1.2.1

Leavitt path algebras
Overview

In the rest of the introduction, we will introduce various closely related constructions, all of which can be defined by having them act on paths in a directed
graph. Figure 1.10 shows the objects we will be defining and the relations between them. A good recent summary of these constructions is [21], which is
particularly good for étale groupoids and Steinberg algebras.
We will first explain this theory for Leavitt path algebras, which relate directly to paths in a directed graph, and then give the more general theory of
topological groupoids. One thing we will do in the thesis is to study a particular
case of the topological groupoid construction in some detail. We will begin with
a C ∗ -algebra for graphs of groups defined in [13] and show how to define all the
other objects in Figure 1.10 for this C ∗ -algebra.
We begin with an overview of the theory of Leavitt path algebras. There
are many aspects to this theory, and we can only give some of them. Much
fuller versions of the theory are given in the overview paper [1] and especially
in the book [3]. We will be largely following [1] in this introduction. However,
our paths will be written right-to-left, whereas left-to-right is more common
for Leavitt path algebra conventions. This is done in order to agree with [13],
because we will be adapting constructions from that paper most closely. We
will briefly describe the history of Leavitt path algebras and sketch their links
to C ∗ -algebras. We will then quote two key theorems about homomorphisms
(or ideals) of Leavitt path algebras, which have C ∗ analogues, and which we
will later state generalizations of to related algebras.

1.2.2

History of Leavitt path algebras

Invariant basis number: This history follows the exposition in [54], but
we spell out some results in more detail. We begin with some classical ring
theory. Say that unital ring R has invariant basis number if, whenever the
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Figure 1.10: Relations between various objects acting on paths

left R-modules Ri and Rj are isomorphic (for i, j ∈ N) then i = j. Most
familiar examples of rings, such as all commutative or Noetherian rings, have
this property; we want to describe the ways this property can fail.
Suppose R does not have invariant basis number, and that Rm and Rn
are isomorphic (for m 6= n). Then there exist matrices X : Rm → Rn and
Y : Rn → Rm such that XY = In and Y X = Im are identity matrices. In
particular, if n = 1, we find X = (x1 , x2 , . . . , xn )T , Y = (y1 , y2 , . . . , yn ), such
that:
yi xi = 1;

yj xi = 0 for i 6= j;

n
X

xi yi = 1.

(1.1)

i=1

Now assume R does not have invariant basis number; we ask for what subsets S ⊂ N × N is it possible that Rm ∼
= Rn iff (m, n) ∈ S. We notice that
{R, R2 , R3 , . . . , } forms a monogenic semigroup (under direct product). There
is a standard classification of these: namely, a semigroup generated by a single element a is either isomorphic to N, or to the semigroup S(N, k) for some
N, k ∈ N, where am ∼
= an if and only if m, n ≥ N and m ∼
= n mod k. In particular, knowledge of the least m, k such that Rm ∼
= Rm+k is enough to determine
m ∼
n
all pairs (m, n) for which R = R . Thus, we make the definition that a ring
R has module type (m, n) if m < n are minimal such that Rm ∼
= Rn .
Leavitt, in [36], showed that rings of all module types (m, n) exist. The proof
is constructive and provides, for any field K and pair (m, n) with m < n, a Kalgebra LK (m, n) of module type (m, n). The algebra LK (m, n) is called the
Leavitt algebra, and it has the universal property that it has a non-zero homomorphism to any other K-algebra of the same module type. Moreover, LK (m, n)
is given explicitly in terms of generators and relations, essentially by defining
the generators to be coefficients of matrices X, Y with XY = Im , Y X = In . In
particular, LK (1, n) has a presentation with generators x1 , y1 , x2 , y2 , . . . , xn , yn
satisfying the relations in equation 1.1.
C ∗ -algebras and Cuntz algebras:

Now we recall some parallel C ∗ -algebra

theory. It is usually possible to complete Leavitt algebras and their variants with
respect to a suitable norm. The completed algebra is a C ∗ -algebra, which often
has analytic properties that are very similar to the algebraic properties of the
Leavitt algebra. The proofs of these results tend to be different (one analytic,
one algebraic) so this is genuinely surprising. Our work will be algebraic rather
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than analytic, but it will adapt the C ∗ -algebras described in [13], so it’s worth
giving a short overview of C ∗ theory.
Recall that a C ∗ -algebra is a subalgebra of the space B(H) of continuous
linear operators on a complex Hilbert space H that is closed under taking adjoints and closed with respect to the norm topology. Gelfand and Naimark
introduced an abstract classification of C ∗ -algebras, summarized as follows. We
say a ∗-algebra is a C-algebra A with a conjugate-linear involution ∗, satisfying
(ab)∗ = b∗ a∗ for all a, b ∈ A. A C ∗ -algebra is then a ∗-algebra A which also has
a norm k · k, with respect to which it is a Banach space with kabk ≤ kakkbk, and
where A satsifies the C ∗ -condition ka∗ ak = kak2 . However, since any abstract
C ∗ -algebra can be represented by linear maps on a Hilbert space, we will mostly
work with the operator definition.
We say that a projection in a C ∗ -algebra A is a self-adjoint idempotent p ∈ A
(that is p2 = p = p∗ ); we say an isometry is an element x ∈ A with x∗ x = 1, and
a partial isometry is an element x ∈ A such that x∗ x is a projection. We say
a C ∗ -algebra is simple if it contains no closed two-sided ideals, and separable if
it has a countable dense subset (as is usual in topology). Finally, we say that
the simple, unital C ∗ -algebra A is infinite if it contains an element x ∈ A where
xx∗ = 1, but x∗ x 6= 1. In particular, no finite-dimensional C ∗ -algebra can be
infinite.
Cuntz ([25]) constructed the first example of an infinite, separable, simple
∗

C -algebra as follows: suppose that {Si }ni=1 is a set of isometries on a Hilbert
Pn
space H satisfying i=1 Si Si∗ = 1. For any such choices of H and {Si }, the
C ∗ -algebras generated by the Si are isomorphic. This C ∗ -algebra is called the
Cuntz algebra On , and it is infinite, separable and simple. We remark that the
relations defining On are the same as the relations defining the Leavitt algebra
LC (1, n), and both algebras are simple. Moreover, On is a completion of LC (1, n)
- see eg [1] for the proof.
Cuntz algebras were generalized in many ways as the interest in them grew.
Most important in this thesis are the Cuntz-Krieger algebras associated to directed graphs, discussed in [34]:
Definition 1.2.1. Let Γ be a directed graph. Then the Cuntz-Krieger algebra
C ∗ (Γ) is the C ∗ algebra given by the following generators and relations: the generators are mutually orthogonal projections {Pv : v ∈ Γ0 } and partial isometries
{Se : e ∈ Γ1 }, and the relations are
• Se∗ Se = Ps(e) for all e ∈ Γ1
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• If v is any vertex with 0 < |t−1 (v)| < ∞ , then
Pv =

X

Se Se∗ .

e∈Γ1 :t(e)=v

This definition has been given with sources and targets the opposite way
round to many references, because we are following the conventions of [13]. It
is worth pointing out that C ∗ -algebra presentations are more complicated than
algebra presentations. Indeed, a family of generators and relations only presents
a C ∗ -algebra if the generators can then be realized as bounded operators on a
Hilbert space. This is not possible in general. However, all the examples we
give here will actually have a C ∗ -algebra where the given relations hold. In
particular, On is a Cuntz-Krieger algebra, for the directed graph with one vertex
and n edges.
Leavitt path algebras: The algebraic equivalent of the Cuntz-Krieger C ∗
algebra is the Leavitt path algebra. The history of these objects is somewhat
complicated and is explained in the first chapter of [1]: to summarize, they were
defined independently (and for different reasons) by Abrams and Aranda Pino
in [2], and by Ara, Moreno and Pardo in [6], and the notation has developed
since then. We give the definition for any graph Γ, although we will mostly
work with the case when Γ is finite.
Definition 1.2.2. Let Γ be a directed graph and let K be a field. Take (Γ1 )∗ to be
a set of symbols e∗ , one for each edge e ∈ Γ1 . We define the Leavitt path algebra
of Γ, written LK (Γ), to be the K-algebra generated by the set Γ0 ∪ Γ1 ∪ (Γ1 )∗ ,
satisfying relations:
1. v 2 = v for all v ∈ Γ0 ; vw = 0 for v, w ∈ Γ0 , v 6= w.
2. t(e)e = es(e) = e for all e ∈ Γ1 ; s(e)e∗ = e∗ t(e) = e∗ for all e∗ where
e ∈ Γ1 .
3. e∗ e = s(e) for all e ∈ Γ1 ; f ∗ e = 0 for all e, f ∈ Γ1 with e 6= f .
4. Whenever v ∈ Γ0 and 0 < |t−1 (v)| < ∞, then
X

v=

e∈Γ1 :t(e)=v
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ee∗ ,

The operators Pv , Se of the Cuntz-Krieger algebra C ∗ (Γ) satsify the same
relations that v, e satisfy in the Leavitt path algebra. In fact the assignment
v 7→ Pv , e 7→ Se , e∗ 7→ Se∗ embeds LC (Γ) as a dense subalgebra of C ∗ (Γ). This
gives one connection in the diagram of Figure 1.10. Sometimes we will write
the geneartors of the Leavitt path algebra as Pv , Se , Se∗ instead of v, e, e∗ . This
makes sense because of the embedding described, and it will help us distinguish
the edge e from the element Se of the Leavitt path algebra.
There is a second definition of the Leavitt path algebra, as the quotient of
a path algebra. Given a directed graph Γ, we define the extended graph of Γ,
written Γ̂, to be the directed graph with vertex set Γ0 and edge set Γ1 ∪(Γ1 )∗ . For
an edge e, we define s(e∗ ) = t(e) and t(e∗ ) = s(e). Then we could alternatively
define LK (Γ) as the quotient of K Γ̂ by the relations (3) and (4) of Definition
1.2.2.
It’s sometimes helpful to think of the Leavitt path algebra LK (Γ) as an
algebra acting on infinite paths in Γ. This description is cleanest when |t−1 (v)| >
0 for all v ∈ V . If p ∈ Γω , we think of e as the operator sending p to ep whenever
this is a path, and to 0 otherwise. We think of e∗ as removing e from p (to form
p0 , where p = ep0 ) where possible. If these operations are impossible, then they
send the path to zero. Finally, v ∈ Γ0 fixes paths p with t(p) = v and sends
other paths to zero. This provides a way to think about LK (Γ) acting on the
set KΓω of K-linear combinations of paths.
We describe why some of the relations hold for this action. Consider the
third relation of Definition 1.2.2. It says that if you add e, then remove e on the
left of a path p, that leaves p unchanged so long as its target is s(e). If instead
you add e then try to remove f , this will never be possible, so you always get
zero.
Next, consider the fourth relation. Assume v ∈ Γ0 has 0 < |t−1 (v)| < ∞.
One can think of ee∗ as checking whether a path begins with e (by removing e
then replacing it). The sum of terms ee∗ in relation (4) then fixes p ∈ Γω if and
only if the leftmost edge of p has target v.This is precisely the set of infinite
paths fixed by the element v of LK (Γ). We remark that this relation would fail
if we tried to define an action on finite paths, because v ∈ LK (Γ) fixes the path
P ∗
v, whereas
ee sends v to zero. So we do need to define the action on KΓω
rather than KΓ∗ .
We conclude the introduction with the remark that LK (Γ) is unital if and
only if Γ0 is finite. Indeed, if Γ0 is finite, then the sum of all vertices is a
multiplicative identity (since by properties 1 and 2 of the definition, it behaves
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as such when multiplying any generator). If instead Γ0 is infinite, then for any
p ∈ LK (Γ), there exists v ∈ Γ0 such that vp = 0. But LK (Γ) still has local
units: that is, there exists a set E ⊂ LK (Γ) of commuting idempotents, such
that for every p ∈ LK (Γ) there exists u ∈ E with up = p. A set of local units is
given by finite sums of vertices.

1.2.3

Structure, ideals and uniqueness theorems

Here we study images of Leavitt path algebras under algebra homomorphisms.
We will follow Mark Tomforde’s work in [54] in this section, and the results
quoted will be results from that paper. Later, when we define a new family of
algebras from graphs of groups, we’ll adapt these theorems to the new algebras.
Since Leavitt path algebras are defined by a presentation, they have a universal property which lets us define homomorphisms out of them. Indeed, if
A is any K-algebra containing elements {av : v ∈ Γ0 } and {be , b∗e : e ∈ Γ1 }
which satisfy the relations of Definition 1.2.2, then there is a homomorphism
φ : LK (Γ) → A sending v to av and e, e∗ to be , b∗e . We want to understand
when these homomorphisms are injective. [54] provides a theory similar to that
of closed ideals of Cuntz-Krieger algebras. First we describe the structure of
elements of Leavitt path algebras:
Definition 1.2.3. Let Γ be a directed graph. Suppose p = e1 e2 . . . en is a path
in Γ (with each ei ∈ Γ1 ). Then we will also write p for the product e1 e2 . . . en
in LK (Γ), and write p∗ for e∗n e∗n−1 . . . e∗1 ∈ LK (Γ).
Proposition 1.2.4. Let Γ be a directed graph and let K be a field. Then every
element of LK (Γ) is a K-linear combination of monomials pq ∗ , where p and q
are paths in Γ (and either p or q may be a single vertex v).
This is proved by using relation (3) to eliminate any appearances of f ∗ e from
an expression for an element of LK (Γ). We also record the fact that the algebra
LK (Γ) comes with a Z-grading.
Proposition 1.2.5. In the usual notation, the Leavitt path algebra LK (Γ) is
Z-graded. The subspace LK (Γ)n is spanned by monomials pq ∗ , where p and q
are paths with `(p) − `(q) = n.
Proof. With this definition of the graded components, it’s easy to verify that
LK (Γ) is the sum of the subspaces LK (Γ)n , but perhaps less obvious that the
sum is direct. Instead, we use the fact that the path algebra of the extended
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graph, K Γ̂, is graded, where each vertex has degree 0, each edge e has degree 1
and each edge e∗ has degree -1, and we extend the grading to paths multiplicatively (in fact any assignment of degree to each edge would give a Z-grading on
the path algebra). Now notice that the third and fourth relation of definition
1.2.2 consist of homogeneous elements of K Γ̂ of degree 0. This means that the
grading passes to the quotient by these relations, which is LK (Γ).
With this grading in place, it is natural to consider graded homomorphisms
and graded ideals. These were classified in generality by Tomforde in [54].
Theorem 1.2.6 (Graded Uniqueness Theorem). Let Γ be a directed graph with
Leavitt path algebra LK (Γ), Z-graded as above. Suppose that A is a Z-graded
K-algebra and π : LK (Γ) → A is a graded algebra homomorphism. Suppose also
that π(v) 6= 0 for all v ∈ Γ0 . Then π is injective.
A proof is given in [54], Theorem 4.8. Using this result, it’s possible to
determine the graded ideals of Leavitt path algebras. The following is the finite
case of Theorem 5.7 of Tomforde’s paper [54]. We remark that our paths are
directed in the opposite way to his, so the following definition might seem a bit
unusual.
Definition 1.2.7. Let Γ be a finite directed graph. A subset H ⊂ Γ0 is hereditary if for any e ∈ Γ1 , then t(e) ∈ H implies s(e) ∈ H (in other words, H
is closed upon passing ‘upstream’ or ‘to ancestors’). A hereditary subset H is
saturated if whenever 0 < |t−1 (v)| and {s(e) : e ∈ E 1 , t(e) = v} ⊂ H, then
v ∈ H. In other words, there is no single vertex v outside H which can be added
to H whilst keeping H hereditary.
Theorem 1.2.8. Let Γ be a finite directed graph, and let LK (Γ) be its Leavitt
path algebra over K. Then graded ideals of LK (Γ) are in bijection with saturated
hereditary subsets of Γ0 . The bijections are as follows: given H ⊂ Γ0 which is
hereditary and saturated, define IH to be the ideal generated by H; given a
graded ideal I, define H(I) to be I ∩ Γ0 , which can be shown to be hereditary
and saturated. These maps are mutually inverse.
In fact, more can be proved, and LK (Γ)/IH can be identified as the Leavitt
path algebra of a graph formed by removing H from Γ. We instead go straight
on to summarize the results of [54] about general homomorphisms, that are not
required to be graded.
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Definition 1.2.9. Let p = e1 e2 . . . en be a path in directed graph Γ. Recall that
p is said to be a closed path (based at v) if s(en ) = t(e1 ) (= v). We say that an
edge f ∈ Γ1 is an entrance for the closed path p if t(f ) = t(ei ), but f 6= ei , for
some i = 1, 2, . . . , n.
As usual, the definition of entrance is opposite from [54] (which defines exits),
because our paths are read right-to-left. We impose the key condition that every
closed path has an entrance, which will let us study all homomorphisms out of
LK (Γ).
Theorem 1.2.10 (Cuntz-Krieger Uniqueness Theorem). Suppose Γ is a directed graph in which every closed path has an entrance, with Leavitt path algebra LK (Γ). If π : LK (Γ) → A is a K-algebra homomorphism where π(v) 6= 0
for all v ∈ Γ0 , then π is injective.
Notice that this theorem has the same conclusion as the graded uniqueness
theorem, but that by assuming more conditions on the graph Γ, we have been
able to drop the requirement that π is a graded homomorphism. As an example
of why the condition on Γ is necessary, consider the graph Γ with one vertex
v and one edge e. Its Leavitt path algebra is isomorphic to K[X, X −1 ], under
an isomorphism sending v to 1, e to X and e∗ to X −1 . So every non-zero
homomorphism out of LK (Γ) has the property that π(v) 6= 0, whether or not it
is injective.
As a corollary, [54] is able to achieve the following condition on when Leavitt
path algebras are simple:
Theorem 1.2.11. Let Γ be a directed graph. The Leavitt path algebra LK (Γ) is
simple if and only if every closed path has an entrance, and the only saturated
hereditary subsets of Γ0 are ∅ and Γ0 itself.
Finally, we state C ∗ -algebraic results which provide inspiration, or parallels,
for these uniqueness theorems. First, we state the C ∗ version of the graded
uniqueness theorem. Instead of having a grading, though, we use a gauge action.
We quote these results from the overview given in [48], Chapter 2.
Definition 1.2.12. Let A be a C ∗ -algebra and let G be a locally compact group.
An action of G on A is a homomorphism G → Aut(A), mapping s ∈ G to the
automorphism αs , such that for each a ∈ A the map s 7→ αs (a) is a continuous
function from G to A.
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Proposition 1.2.13 ([48] Theorem 2.1). Let Γ be a locally finite directed graph.
Let T be the circle group {z ∈ C : |z| = 1} (under multiplication, with the
subspace topology from C). Then there is an action γ of T on the Cuntz-Krieger
algebra C ∗ (Γ) such that γz (Pv ) = Pv and γz (Se ) = zSe for all v ∈ Γ0 , e ∈ Γ1 .
The existence of the action follows from the universal property of CuntzKrieger algebras, since Pv and zSe satisfy the same defining relations as Pv and
Se do; it just remains to check that the continuity property of the definition of
actions holds.
Theorem 1.2.14 ([48] Theorem 2.2, Gauge-Invariant Uniqueness). Let Γ be a
locally finite directed graph, with C ∗ (Γ) its Cuntz-Krieger algebra. Suppose that
φ : C ∗ (Γ) → B is a homomorphism of C ∗ algebras, such that φ(Pv ) = Qv and
φ(Se ) = Te . Suppose that T acts on B by action β, such that βz (Te ) = zTe and
βz (Qv ) = Qv (for every e ∈ Γ1 , v ∈ Γ0 ). Suppose also that each Qv 6= 0. Then
φ is injective.
Just like the graded invariant theorem, this lets us tell that morphisms are
injective if they preserve some extra structure and don’t vanish on the vertices.
Similarly, we have a Cuntz-Krieger uniqueness theorem, where we can drop the
gauge action if we assume that every closed path in Γ has an entrance:
Theorem 1.2.15 ([48] Theorem 2.4). Let Γ be a locally finite directed graph,
with C ∗ (Γ) its Cuntz-Krieger algebra, and where every closed path of Γ has an
entrance. Suppose that φ : C ∗ (Γ) → B is a homomorphism of C ∗ algebras, such
that φ(Pv ) = Qv and φ(Se ) = Te . Suppose also that each Qv 6= 0. Then φ is
injective.
We also get the same consequences concerning simplicity:
Corollary 1.2.16 ([1] Theorem 1.11). Let Γ be a finite graph. Then C ∗ (Γ)
is simple if and only if every closed path in Γ has an entrance, and the only
saturated hereditary subsets of Γ are ∅ and Γ itself.
Interestingly, the Leavitt path algebra results and Cuntz-Krieger results are
not deduced from each other, but are typically proved by very different methods.
Later in this thesis, we will define a Leavitt-type algebra from a C ∗ -algebra
associated to a graph of groups. We will show how similar invariant theorems
can be deduced for the new Leavitt-type algebra as well.
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1.3

Groupoids and their Leavitt algebras

We have discussed the theory of Leavitt path algebras and the similarities they
share with graph C ∗ -algebras. We continue the explanation of Figure 1.10
by describing how a more general family of C ∗ -algebras arises from groupoids.
This theory has proved interesting to C ∗ -algebraists because it reproduces many
interesting known families of C ∗ -algebras. It’s interesting to us, because this
theory generalizes both Leavitt path algebras (on the algebra side) and CuntzKrieger algebras (on the C ∗ side). We describe groupoids quite fully and then
sketch the C ∗ theory briefly; the full C ∗ picture is described in Paterson’s book
[46]. Our groupoid theory is taken from various sources including [46], [12] and
[22].

1.3.1

Elementary theory of groupoids:

A groupoid can be defined as a small category with inverses. More fully, a
groupoid is a set G with a partially defined product · : G2 → G (for G2 ⊂ G×G)
and an inverse map a 7→ a−1 from G to itself, such that:
• Associativity: if (a, b), (b, c) ∈ G2 , then (a · b, c), (a, b · c) ∈ G2 , with
a · (b · c) = (a · b) · c.
• Inverses: (a−1 )−1 = a for all a ∈ G; (a, a−1 ) ∈ G2 for all a ∈ G, and if
(a, b) ∈ G2 , then
a−1 · (a · b) = b; (a · b) · b−1 = a.
These axioms informally say a groupoid is ‘like a group, but with the multiplication only partially defined’; alternatively, a, b, c, . . . ∈ G can be thought of as
invertible morphisms of some category. As with groups, we normally drop the
multiplication symbol and brackets.
For G a groupoid and x ∈ G, we define the domain of x to be d(x) = x−1 x
and the range of x to be r(x) = xx−1 . From the category point of view, this
makes sense as d(x), r(x) are then the identity maps on the domain and range
objects of the morphism x. Then (x, y) ∈ G2 if and only if d(x) = r(y). The
unit space of G is written G(0) and defined as:
G(0) = {xx−1 : x ∈ G} = {x−1 x : x ∈ G}.
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If we’re thinking of G as a category, we can identify the set of objects of G with
G(0) , so that x becomes a morphism from d(x) to r(x). For v ∈ G(0) , we write
Gv for the set of morphisms of G with domain and range v: it is a group, called
the isotropy group at v.
We give a few examples of groupoids (see [12], [47] for more, including
proofs).
1. Any group G is a groupoid, where the multiplication is defined on every
pair of elements (in the language of categories, G is a groupoid with one
object).
2. Let ∼ be an equivalence relation on the set X. Then pairs (x, y) where
x ∼ y form a groupoid, with multiplication defined by (x, y)(y, z) = (x, z)
and undefined elsewhere. As a category, X is the set of objects and there
is a unique morphism from x to y whenever x ∼ y; moreover, any groupoid
with trivial isotropy groups is an equivalence relation.
3. Perhaps the best example for intuition is a transformation groupoid : suppose H is a group that acts on the set X on the left. Then the set
G = H × X is given a groupoid structure where G2 = {((h, kx), (k, x))}
(for x ∈ X, h, k ∈ H); the product is
(h, kx) · (k, x) = (hk, x)
and inversion is given by:
(h, x)−1 = (h−1 , hx).
As a category, this groupoid has X as the set of objects, and a morphism
(h, x) from x to hx for each h ∈ H, x ∈ X.
4. If G1 and G2 are groupoids, then the direct product G1 × G2 is a groupoid
(where (g1 , g2 )(g10 , g20 ) is defined precisely when g1 g10 , g2 g20 are both defined,
and the product is (g1 g10 , g2 g20 ). ). Moreover the disjoint union G1 t G2
is a groupoid, where the multiplication is not defined between elements of
different groupoids. In fact, every groupoid is a disjoint union of groupoids
that are direct products of groups and equivalence relations.
Finally we introduce a topology. Say that a topological groupoid is a groupoid
G equipped with a topology such that G2 is a closed subset of G × G (in the
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product topology), and such that multiplication and inversion are continuous.
These conditions imply that the range and domain maps are also continuous.
For example, suppose that H is a topological group acting continuously on the
left of topological space X. Then the transformation groupoid H × X is a
topological groupoid with the product topology.
The fundamental groupoid of a graph of groups

We pause at this point

to give an important example of a groupoid that will be very important in our
study of graphs of groups. We take these definitions from [13], which quotes the
definitions from [31], which introduced the construction.
Let G be a graph of groups with underlying graph Γ. The fundamental
groupoid F (G) is defined as followed: its set of objects is Γ0 . The morphisms
of F (G) are generated by e ∈ Γ1 and by g ∈ Gv for each v ∈ Γ0 , just as for
the path group. For v ∈ Γ0 and g ∈ Gv , then the source and domain of g are
both v. For e ∈ Γ1 , the domain of the morphism e is s(e) and its range is
t(e). The inverse of e is ē, and we take the relation eαē (g)e−1 = αe (g) for all
e ∈ Γ1 , g ∈ Ge . Then every element of F (G) can be written as a reduced G-word
(proved in [31]). Moreover, for v ∈ Γ0 , the isotropy group of F (G) at v recovers
the fundamental group π1 (G, v).
We’ll often use the multiplication in the fundamental groupoid to define
more complicated algebraic objects later on.

1.3.2

C ∗ -algebras from groups and groupoids

We shall use groupoids to study Leavitt path algebras, as shown in Figure 1.10.
First, we give the older C ∗ theory which relates groupoids to Cuntz-Krieger
algebras. We introduce the C ∗ -algebra of a groupoid below, summarizing the
notes in [47].
Group C ∗ -algebras

First let G be a discrete group (rather than a groupoid),

and let CG be its group algebra over the complex numbers, which is a ∗-algebra.
P
We write elements a of CG as sums a = g∈G ag g, where ag ∈ C and all but
P
finitely many of the ag are zero, and then define a∗ = g∈G a∗g g −1 (where a∗g
is the complex conjugate of ag ). This map

∗

is then an involution, making CG

into a ∗-algebra. Recall that a unitary representation of CG is a homomorphism
of ∗-algebras from CG to the algebra B(H) of bounded linear operators on some
Hilbert space H. In particular, the left regular representation πλ of G is defined
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on the Hilbert space `2 (G) by:

πλ (


X

ag g) · ξ  (h) =

g∈G

for all h ∈ G, ξ ∈ `2 (G), and

X

ag ξ(g −1 h),

g∈G

P

g∈G

ag g ∈ CG.

We use representations of CG to form two C ∗ -algebras from G. First, define
the reduced norm on CG by
kakr = kπλ (a)k,
for any a ∈ CG. We define the reduced C ∗ -algebra of G to be the completion
Cr∗ (G) of CG with respect to this norm. It can be shown that this completion
is a ∗-algebra. Similarly, we define the full norm on CG by
kak = sup{kπu (a)k : πu a representation of G}.
It can be shown that this supremum is always finite. The completion of CG
in the full norm is a C ∗ -algebra, which we write C ∗ (G) and call the group
C ∗ -algebra of G.
The reduced norm and full norm are in general different, with kakr ≤ kak.
The condition for them to be equal is that G is amenable. Amenability is an
important property in group theory, but all definitions are quite technical, and
we won’t need this property in the rest of this thesis so we don’t elaborate
further.
More generally, let G be a topological group (so we no longer assume that
G is discrete). We will assume G is Hausdorff and locally compact. The theory
of Haar measure on topological groups is well known: there is (up to constant multiples) a unique left-translation invariant measure µ on G that is finite
on compact sets and satisfies certain regularity conditions. We define the left
regular representation as before, but on the space L2 (G, µ) (of L2 integrable
functions on G) rather than `2 (G). The full and reduced norms can be defined
as before, but on the space Cc (G) of continuous functions on G of compact
support, rather than on CG. In these norms, Cc (G) completes to C ∗ -algebras
C ∗ (G) and Cr∗ (G).
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Groupoid C ∗ -algebras

Now we describe a generalization to the case of a

topological groupoid G. First we’ll generalize the case of a discrete group. Let
G be a topological groupoid. We say that G is étale if the range and domain
maps r, d are local homeomorphisms. In an étale groupoid, we define an open
bisection to be an open set U ⊂ G such that r and d are homeomorphisms on
U (open bisections are called open G-sets in [47], but open bisection seems to
be the more common name). The definition of étale groupoids implies that the
collection of open bisections forms a basis for the topology on G. Moreover,
every étale groupoid is r-discrete, meaning that for every g ∈ G(0) , the sets
r−1 (g) and d−1 (g) are discrete. In particular, for each x ∈ G(0) , the isotropy
group Gx = {g ∈ G : d(g) = r(g) = x} is discrete. If H is a discrete group
acting continuously on the right of topological space X, then G = X × H is an
étale groupoid.
Now let G be a locally compact, Hausdorff, étale groupoid. As in the group
case, the space Cc (G) of continuous functions of compact support on G is a
∗-algebra. Unlike the group case, it has not a single regular representation, but
a family of left regular representations πλx , one for each x ∈ G(0) , defined by:
(πλx (a) · ξ)(g) =

X

a(h)ξ(h−1 g),

r(h)=r(g)

for each a ∈ Cc (G), ξ ∈ `2 (d−1 (x)), and g ∈ d−1 (x). We define the left regular
representation πλ of G to be the direct sum of all these πλx . The full and reduced
C ∗ algebras C ∗ (G) and Cr∗ (G) are then defined as completions of Cc (G) with
norms coming from representations, as before.
We finish with remarks about what happens if G is not étale. The equivalent
of Haar measure is a family of measures called a Haar system, with the measures
indexed by G(0) . Haar systems do not always exist, and if they do exist, are not
necessarily unique. However, when a Haar system {µu : u ∈ G(0) } does exist,
one can define convolution on the space Cc (G) of continuous functions on G of
compact support:
Z
f ∗ g(x) =

f (xy)g(y −1 )dµd(x) (y),

y∈G

for any f and g ∈ Cc (G). This operation makes Cc (G) into a ∗-algebra; it
can again be completed to give a C ∗ -algebra C ∗ (G) with appropriate norm, the
I-norm ([46] Section 2.2), or to a reduced C ∗ -algebra Cr∗ (G) with a reduced
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I-norm. We will only study étale groupoids in this thesis, so we don’t describe
this theory any more.

1.3.3

Groupoids and graph C ∗ algebras

It was shown in [34] that the graph C ∗ -algebra of a directed graph Γ arises
from a groupoid GΓ under certain mild hypotheses on Γ. The construction is as
follows: let Γ be a locally finite directed graph, with vertex set Γ0 and edge set
Γ1 , and assume t−1 (v) 6= ∅ for all v ∈ Γ0 . For simplicity, we also assume that
Γ is connected (so that there is a directed path from any vertex to any other)
and not a single cycle. Recall Γω is the space of all infinite paths in Γ, which
can be topologized with basic open sets the cylinder sets
Z(α) = αΓω = {x ∈ Γω : x = αx0 },
for each finite path α. The set Γω will be the unit space for GΓ . General
elements of GΓ will be of the form (x, k, y), where k ∈ Z and x, y ∈ Γω , such
that xn = yn+k for all sufficiently large n ∈ N. In words, (x, k, y) ∈ GΓ if and
only if it is possible to replace the leftmost N edges of path x with N + k other
edges and get y. The multiplication is then:
(y, l, z) · (x, k, y) = (x, k + l, z),
and the inversion is
(x, k, y)−1 = (y, −k, x).
GΓ is topologized by taking basic open sets
Z(µ, ν) = {(µx, `(µ) − `(ν), νx) : x ∈ Γω , t(x) = s(µ)},
for each pair of finite paths µ, ν with s(µ) = s(ν). Z(µ, ν) is then a finite disjoint
union of sets Z(µe, νe) where e is an edge with s(µ) = t(e). From this, one can
deduce that Z(µ, ν) has the topology of a Cantor set, so is compact Hausdorff,
and G is an étale groupoid. This construction is sometimes called the groupoid
of the one-sided shift, by people studying the dynamics of the shift map that
sends a path e1 e2 e3 . . . to e2 e3 e4 . . ..
The paper [34] then studies the C ∗ -algebra C ∗ (GΓ ), in particular showing
that it is isomorphic to the graph C ∗ -algebra generated by the Cuntz-Krieger
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family {Se : e ∈ Γ1 }, satisfying relations:
X

Se∗ Se =

Sf Sf∗ .

f :s(f )=t(e)

The authors use Renault’s theory ([49]) of groupoid C ∗ -algebras to study the
ideals of C ∗ (GΓ ), in particular finding a lattice isomorphism between ideals of
C ∗ (GΓ ) and hereditary saturated subsets of Γ.

1.3.4

The Steinberg algebra of an ample groupoid

The algebraic version of this theory began independently with Steinberg ([52])
and with Clark, Farthing, Sims and Tomforde ([20]), both of whom defined algebras associated to topological groupoids, generalizing Leavitt path algebras.
Although the constructions are different, [20] establishes that the resulting algebras are the same. These algebras became known as Steinberg algebras.
The construction is as follows (we use the exposition in [22]). Say that an
étale groupoid G is ample if there is a base for its topology consisting of compact
open bisections. For an ample groupoid G, the Steinberg algebra of G over field
K is written AK (G) and is defined to be the space of locally constant functions
G → K of compact support, under convolution. For example, the groupoid GΓ
associated to a directed graph is ample. A Steinberg algebra AK (G) is spanned
by characteristic functions 1B , where B is a compact open bisection of G, and
the convolution on them is given by:
1B ∗ 1B 0 = 1BB 0 ,
where BB 0 is the product BB 0 = {xx0 : x ∈ B, x0 ∈ B 0 , (x, x0 ) ∈ G2 }. Since
locally constant functions of compact support are dense in the space of all
continuous functions of compact support, it folows that AK (G) is dense in Cc (G)
and so is dense in C ∗ (G).
The Leavitt path algebra of a directed graph is a Steinberg algebra, in the
same way that we saw graph C ∗ -algebras were a special case of groupoid C ∗ algebras. Indeed, we’ve observed that GΓ is an ample groupoid, from which one
can construct the Steinberg algebra AK (GΓ ). Then AK (GΓ ) is isomorphic to
the Leavitt path algebra, LK (Γ).
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1.3.5

Uniqueness theorems for Steinberg algebras

Versions of the graded and Cuntz-Krieger uniqueness theorems exist even in
the full generality of Steinberg algebras. We will be interested in a particular
family of Steinberg algebras related to graphs of groups, and will be able to
prove stronger versions of these results for that particular family. These results
were proved in [19], and we take the statements from the summary paper [21].
The results hold over any ring R (that is commutative, with 1) so we state them
in full generality, allowing the Steinberg algebra to be an algebra over R.
Theorem 1.3.1 (Uniqueness for Steinberg algebras). Let G be a second-countable,
ample, Hausdorff groupoid, and let R be a ring (commutative, with 1). Suppose
that A is an R-algebra and that π : AR (G) → A is a ring homomorphism. Let H
be the subgroupoid of G given by the interior of the isotropy bundle on G (where
the isotropy bundle is the disjoint union of the isotropy groups of G). Suppose
that π is injective on the subalgebra AR (H) of AR (G). Then π is injective.
There is also a graded uniqueness theorem. We state it for Z-graded groupoids.
Theorem 1.3.2 (Graded uniqueness for Steinberg algebras). Let G be a Zgraded Hausdorff ample groupoid, such that the interior of the isotropy bundle
of G is G(0) , and let R be a ring (commutative, with 1). Suppose that A is a
Z-graded R-algebra and that π : AR (G) → A is a graded ring homomorphism.
Suppose that π does not vanish on r1K for any compact open K ⊂ G(0) and
r ∈ R. Then π is injective.
As usual, one of these theorems requires the stronger assumption that π is
a graded homomorphism, but also gives a stronger statement, since it asks for
π to be injective on a smaller set.

1.3.6

Higher-rank graphs

Finally we record the existence of a particular generalization of Leavitt path
algebras that can also be understood in terms of groupoids. Kumjian and Pask
in [33] introduced k-graphs, a kind of higher rank graph. Essentially, a k-graph
is a directed graph whose edges come in k different colours, with commutative
squares added to relate the different colours. The case k = 1 is just a directed
graph. They defined C ∗ -algebras for these higher rank graphs, which expanded
the range of C ∗ -algebras that could be studied using this kind of graph theory.
The analogous algebraic construction was carried out in [5] by Aranda Pino,
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Clark, an Huef and Raeburn. As usual, they define an algebra to satisfy the same
Cuntz-Krieger type relations as the C ∗ -algebra, and prove graded uniqueness
theorems for it. In what follows, we will be interested in a different groupoid
variation of the Leavitt path algebra, coming from graphs of groups, and we
will follow a similar programme.

1.4

Inverse semigroups

Steinberg’s motivation in defining his algebras in [52] was being able to imitate
inverse semigroup theory in the C ∗ -algebra case. We recap this theory from
[46], continuing our exposition of Figure 1.10.

1.4.1

Defining inverse semigroups

An inverse semigroup is an algebraic structure that models closed sets of partial
bijections of a set X, in the same way that a group models bijections. Formally,
an inverse semigroup is a set S closed under an associative multiplication, where
for each s ∈ S there exists a unique t ∈ S such that sts = s and tst = t. We
usually write s−1 for this t.
The most important example is as follows: if X is any set, we write I(X)
for the set of all bijections between two subsets of X (i.e. partial bijections of
X). We define the multiplication on I(X) by function composition wherever
this makes sense (that is, f ◦ g is defined on dom(g) ∩ g −1 (dom(f )), where
dom(f ) is the domain of f ). This makes I(X) into an inverse semigroup, where
the inverse is given by function inversion. In fact, every inverse semigroup
can be written as a sub-inverse-semigroup of some I(X). This result is known
as the Vagner-Preston theorem, after the two independent inventors of inverse
semigroups. Its proof is similar in spirit to Cayley’s theorem for groups, although
a lot more technical. Moreover, many basic facts about inverse semigroups
are easier to understand by working inside some I(X). For example, it’s not
obvious algebraically that the set E(S) of idempotents of any inverse semigroup
is commutative; however, it’s easy to see that the idempotents of I(X) are the
identity functions on subsets of X, which clearly commute.
The inverse semigroup of a graph: We will find the following definition of
a graph inverse semigroup very useful. It was first given in [4], and was related
to groupoids and to path algebras in [45].
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Definition 1.4.1. Let Γ be a directed graph. The graph inverse semigroup SΓ
is the semigroup given by the following presentation. The generators are Γ0 , Γ1
and (Γ1 )∗ , a set {e∗ : e ∈ Γ1 } of formal symbols that will act as inverses to the
edges. The relations are:
• uv = 0 whenever u, v ∈ E 0 are distinct; v 2 = v for all v ∈ E 0 .
• t(e)e = es(e) = e for all e ∈ E 1 ; s(e)e∗ = e∗ t(e) = e∗ for all e ∈ E 1 .
• e∗ f = 0 whenever e, f ∈ E 1 are distinct; e∗ e = s(e) for all e ∈ E 1 .
Here 0 is a zero element of SΓ , so 0x = x0 = 0 for all x ∈ SΓ . In general,
inverse semigroups can have a unique zero element, which corresponds to an
empty partial bijection.
As usual, our definition uses the opposite source and targets to most references because we’re following [13]. This definition of SΓ is given by a semigroup
presentation: that is, as a quotient of a free semigroup by the smallest congruence containing certain relations. So one has to check that SΓ is an inverse
semigroup. In fact, every non-zero element can be uniquely written as pq ∗ ,
where p and q are paths with s(p) = s(q), and pq ∗ has inverse qp∗ .
If S is any inverse semigroup, then one can form the inverse semigroup
algebra kS over a field k. It is defined as the k-algebra with basis S (or basis
S\{0}, if S has a zero) and with multiplication extended k-linearly. For a graph
inverse semigroup SΓ , it’s easy to see that its inverse semigroup algebra is the
Leavitt path algebra Lk (Γ), because this algebra has basis pq ∗ for p, q paths
with the same source. Moreover, one can define a semigroup C ∗ -algebra, and
the semigroup C ∗ -algebra for Γ is also the graph C ∗ -algebra of Γ.

1.4.2

Relating groupoids and inverse semigroups

We now can describe the leftmost section of the master diagram of Figure 1.10.
The inverse semigroup Ga :

First let G be an ample groupoid, and let Ga be

the set of its compact open bisections. It’s easy to check that Ga is closed under
(groupoid) products and inverses, so that Ga becomes an inverse semigroup.
There is a natural morphism of inverse semigroups π : Ga 7→ I(G0 ), since any
bisection gives a bijection from its domain to its range, which are two subsets
of G(0) . The morphism π is injective if and only if G is effective: that is, the
interior of the isotropy bundle of G is G(0) (see eg [21], Section 3.4).
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The groupoid C ∗ -algebra C ∗ (G) and inverse semigroup Ga are linked via
([46] Theorem 3.3.1):
C ∗ (G) ∼
= C0 (G(0) ) ×β Ga ,
where C0 (G(0) ) is the algebra of continuous functions on G(0) vanishing at infinity, and the notation ×β describes the crossed product C ∗ -algebra for the
natural action β of Ga on C0 (G(0) ). The definition of the crossed product
doesn’t matter here, just that it is a C ∗ -algebra formed from G(0) and Ga .
The groupoid of germs of an inverse semigroup:

In the other direc-

tion, section 4 of [45] constructs an ample groupoid G from a (suitable) inverse
semigroup S such that C ∗ (G) is isomorphic to C ∗ (S), the completed semigroup
algebra of S. We follow the exposition in [52].
Let S be an inverse semigroup which acts on a locally compact Hausdorff
space X (that is, there is a homomorphism φ : S → IX , whose image consists of
partial homeomorphisms). Assume that the action is non-degenerate, meaning
that every x ∈ X is in the domain of some s ∈ S. We will form a groupoid
written S nφ X from this action. As a set, S nφ X is {(s, x) ∈ S × X : x ∈
d(φ(s))}, quotiented by the equivalence relation where (s, x) ∼ (t, y) precisely
when x = y and there exists u ∈ S such that φ(u) is defined on x, and is a
restriction of both φ(s) and φ(t). We write [s, x] for the equivalence class of
(s, x) and call it the germ of s at x. It can be thought of as the action of s in
small neighbourhoods of x. The multiplication [s, x] · [t, y] is defined if and only
if ty = x, and in this case the product is [st, y]. S nφ X can be topologized, with
basic open sets [s, U ] = {[s, x] : x ∈ U }, whenever U is an open subset of X on
which φ(s) is defined. This topology makes S nφ X into an étale groupoid, and
[s, U ] an open bisection. If X has a basis of compact open sets then S nφ X is
ample.
Finally, suppose that G is a Hausdorff ample groupoid and S = Ga ⊂
I(G(0) ). We claim that S n G(0) recovers G (where we drop the action φ from
the notation, because there is a unique action on G(0) given by S being a subset
of I(G(0) )). Indeed, S nG(0) is a groupoid with unit space G(0) . For g ∈ G, let U
be a compact open bisection containing g, so that U ∈ S and [d(g), U ] ∈ SnG(0) .
We will show that g 7→ [d(g), U ] is an isomorphism. It is well-defined, because
if U, V are two compact open bisections containing d(g), then U ∩ V is also a
compact open bisection and [d(g), U ] = [d(g), U ∩ V ] = [d(g), V ]. It is injective,
since G is Hausdorff, and surjective, by definition of S n G(0) . Finally it’s easy
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to check this is a homomorphism. So this relates our two constructions.
We now complete the overview of Figure 1.10 by introducing Thompson’s
group V . We first define it as a group of permutations of the ends of a tree,
before relating it to Leavitt path algebras.

1.5

Thompson’s group V

In 1965, Richard Thompson defined three infinite groups now called F, T and
V . They were originally used to answer questions about groups with solvable
word problem. Since then, they have been found to have many further interesting properties, such as T and V being infinite simple groups that are finitely
presented (in fact, F P∞ ). Moreover, it has become popular to define generalizations of Thompson’s groups, and study how properties like simplicity pass to
the generalizations.
In this work, we shall mostly be concerned with V , and we will introduce
it by its action on (the ends of) an infinite binary tree. We shall see how V
has many similarities to the symmetric groups Sn , and has better finiteness
properties than the group S∞ of permutations of an infinite set. Our chief
reference will be the exposition given in [17], which is an excellent summary of
the basic results on all three of Thompson’s groups. We shall also describe some
more modern generalizations of V .

1.5.1

Defining V

Preliminaries on trees: First we fix some notation on binary trees; this
introduction follows [40]. Let X = {a, b} and let X ∗ be the set of all finite
(possibly empty) words x1 x2 . . . xk over the alphabet X (which can also be
thought of as the free monoid generated by X). Write ` for the length function
on X ∗ , and let X n be the subset of words of length n, so that X ∗ is a union
of the sets X n over n ∈ N0 . Let X ω be the set of infinite words x1 x2 x3 . . .
over X, which we can identify with a Cartesian product of N copies of X. For
v ∈ X ∗ and w ∈ X ∗ or w ∈ X ω the product vw is defined by the obvious
concatenation. We give X ω the topology of the Cartesian product - its basic
open sets are cylinder sets Z(v) = vX ω = {vw : w ∈ X ω }, for each v ∈ X ∗ .
The cylinder sets are both open and closed, so X ∗ is totally disconnected; it is
compact, as a product of compact sets (in fact, finite sets), and has no isolated
points, so is homeomorphic to a Cantor set.
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There is an infinite binary tree T = TX associated to X, whose vertices are
labelled by X ∗ . This tree will be a graph in the sense of Serre, so every edge is
directed and has a reverse. For every w ∈ X ∗ , there will be an edge ew,a with
source w and target wa, and an edge ew,b with source w and target wb (as well
as their reverses). This means that every vertex lies on three (pairs of) edges,
except for the root ∅, which lies on two. This tree is drawn in Figure 1.11,
although the edges are unlabelled. Finally we consider the space ∂T of ends of
T : since every end has a unique representative with target ∅, we see that ∂T is
in bijection with X ω , and we give ∂T the topology from X ω .
∅

a
aa
aaa

aab

b
ab
aba

ba
abb

baa

bab

bb
bba

bbb

aaaa aaab aaba aabb abaa abab abba abbb baaa baab baba babb bbaa bbab bbba bbbb

Figure 1.11: The top of the tree T
Finally we define some orders on X ∗ which formalize the geometric arrangement of vertices in our pictures of T . If v ∈ X ∗ and v 0 ∈ X ∗ or X ω , we say
that v 0 lies below v (or v lies above v 0 ) if one can write v = x1 x2 . . . xn and
v 0 = x1 x2 . . . xn+k or v 0 = x1 x2 . . . as words over X. If {vi : i ∈ I} is a set of
vertices such that none lies below another, we say the vertices vi are incomparable. Suppose now that v = x1 x2 . . . xm and v 0 = x01 x02 . . . x0n are incomparable
(where each xi , x0i ∈ X). Then there is a least i such that xi 6= x0i ; if xi = a and
x0i = b, we say v lies to the left of v 0 , and otherwise say v lies to the right of v 0 .
Defining the group Here, we will define V as a group of permutations (in
fact, homeomorphisms) of the end space ∂T . One can instead define V as a
group of functions from [0, 1] to itself, which are bijective and linear except at
finitely many dyadic rationals, and whose slopes are powers of 2 on any linear
section. We will prefer to work with trees.
Say that a finite subtree S of T is full if ∅ is a vertex of S, and whenever v
is a vertex of S, then either both va and vb are vertices of S, or neither of them
are. Define a leaf set to be a finite subset L of X ∗ such that every element of
X ω lies below precisely one element of L. Equivalently, a leaf set is a finite set
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L of incomparable vertices that is maximal, in the sense that no vertex of T is
incomparable to all of L. It’s easy to see that if S is a full subtree of T , then
the leaves (valence 1 vertices) of S form a leaf set; conversely, given any leaf set
L, there’s a unique finite subtree TL of T with leaves L.
Now we can define V .
Definition 1.5.1. V is the group of all permutations of X ω which can be written
in the following form: let L1 and L2 be leaf sets, and let φ : L1 → L2 be a
bijection. We define a permutation φ̄ of X ω as follows: given ρ ∈ X ω , let
ρ = wρ0 , where w ∈ L1 (which exists and is unique, by definition of leaf sets).
Then we define φ̄(ρ) = φ(w)ρ0 .
We often write a bijection φ between leaf sets L1 , L2 by drawing the full
subtrees TL1 , TL2 of which they are the leaves. We call TL1 the domain tree
and TL2 the range tree of φ. An example is drawn in figure 1.12. Here we’ve
used colours and shading to specify the bijection but it’s more common to
use numerical labels. For example, to define φ̄(bbaabbaa . . .), we write ρ =
bbaabbaa . . . as bbρ0 , and then since φ(bb) = aab, we get that φ̄(ρ) = aabρ0 =
aabaabbaa . . ..

a

b

φ
bb
baa

ab
aaa

bab

aab

Figure 1.12: A bijection of leaf sets
.
It’s important to note that V is a group of permutations of X ω (which gives
the composition); different pairs of trees can represent the same element of V .
In fact, the following facts are easy to show:
Proposition 1.5.2. Let L be a leaf set and let v ∈ L; we define a simple
expansion of L at v to be the set L0 formed by replacing the word v with the two
words va and vb. Then L0 is a leaf set. Define an expansion of L to be any leaf
set formed by a sequence of simple expansions.
If φ : L1 → L2 is a bijection between leaf sets, suppose L01 is a simple
expansion of L1 at v, and L02 is a simple expansion of L2 at φ(v). Define
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φ0 : L01 → L02 to be the bijection equalling φ on L1 \{v}, and with φ0 (va) =
φ(v)a, φ0 (vb) = φ(v)b. Then we say φ0 is a simple expansion of φ (at v), and
we have that φ̄0 = φ̄. We say an expansion of φ is any bijection between leaf
sets formed by a sequence of simple expansions. For φ and ψ bijections between
leaf sets, we have that φ̄ = ψ̄ if and only if φ and ψ have a common expansion.
Finally, any two leaf sets L and L0 have a common expansion.
Expansions are useful for calculating products. If φ : L1 → L2 and ψ : L3 →
L4 are bijections between leaf sets, we compose ψ̄ ◦ φ̄ by finding expansions
φ0 : L01 → L02 and ψ 0 : L03 → L04 of φ and ψ repsectively, with L02 = L03 . Then we
can compose ψ 0 ◦ φ0 : L01 → L04 , and this bijection defines the composition in V .
An example is drawn out below; let L1 = {a, ba, bb} and L2 = {aa, ab, b},
with bijection φ sending a to ab, ba to aa and bb to b. We label the leaf sets of
the corresponding full subtrees to represent this bijection.

φ
1

3
2

3

2

1

We want to calculate φ̄2 . To do this, we find expansions of φ such that
the range tree of one expansion is the domain tree of the next. This is shown
below. You can see how in each case, a simple expansion of φ has been formed
by adding a caret (an inverted V-shape) below two corresponding leaves in the
domain and range trees.
φ00

φ0
◦

3
1a

1b

2

3

2

1
2

1a

2
3a

1b

1

3a

3b

The composition φ00 ◦ φ0 is now easy to write down, and φ̄2 = φ¯00 ◦ φ̄0 , as
shown below.
From now on, we will often not bother to distinguish φ and φ̄, and just
write φ for both, remembering that different bijections between leaf sets may
represent the same element of V .
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3b

φ00 ◦ φ0
1

4
2

3
3

1.5.2

4

2

1

Properties of V

The following is a very brief overview of important properties of V . Proofs and
more details are given in [17].
If L is any leaf set, let SL be the set of permutations of L. This symmetric
group SL embeds into V (permuting L): call this embedding θL . So V contains
every finite symmetric group, and hence every finite group, as a subgroup. If L
is a leaf set, let L+ be the leaf set formed by doing |L| simple expansions, one
at each vertex of L (so it contains precisely the vertices va, vb where v ∈ L). If
σ is a permutation of L, then we can expand σ at every vertex of L to get a
permutation of L+ . Thus the symmetric groups SL inside V come with natural
embeddings SL ,→ SL+ . If |L| = n, this gives an embedding Sn ,→ S2n , that
sends transpositions to double transpositions. We shall study these embeddings
more when we think about Hecke algebras.
We define a permutation in V to be the image of an element of some SL
under the embedding θL , and define a transposition of V to be the image of
a transposition in some SL under θL . [17] proves that V is generated by its
permutations. Since every symmetric group is generated by its transpositions,
V is also generated by its transpositions. In fact, V is finitely generated, and
[17] gives a finite presentation. Moreover, V is F∞ , a finiteness property that
is stronger than being finitely presented. We won’t study F∞ properties here,
but we will discuss presentations for V and related groups later. We will quote
important presentations as they come up.
Finally, V is a simple group, and so in particular is equal to its own commutator subgroup. Thus V provides an example of a finitely presented infinite
simple group. Most groups we define as variants of V will also have infinite
simple commutator subgroups.
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1.5.3

The group F and the Higman-Thompson groups

F is an important subgroup of V consisting of all elements of V where the
bijection φ is left-to-right order preserving. F is another finitely presented
group; however, it is not simple. Indeed, suppose that L1 = {x1 , x2 , . . . , xn }
and L2 = {y1 , y2 , . . . , yn } are two leaf sets of size n, where xi , yj ∈ X ∗ , and the
leaf sets as written are given in left-to-right order. Then φ : xi 7→ yi defines
an element of F (in fact, it’s the only element of F with domain leaf set L1
and range leaf set L2 ). Consider now the pair (sl (φ), sr (φ)) where sl (φ) =
`(y1 ) − `(x1 ), sr (φ) = `(yn ) − `(xn ) (here ` is the length function on the set X ∗ ).
Expanding φ to φ0 does not change the pair (sl (φ0 ), sr (φ0 )), and in fact (sl , sr )
gives a homomorphism from F onto Z2 , so F is not simple. One can show that
the kernel of this homomorphism is the commutator subgroup F 0 , and that F 0
instead is simple.
There has been much interest in defining variants of F and V . One of the
commonest and simplest is due to Higman. For n, d ∈ N with n > 1, the
Higman-Thompson group Vn,d is defined in the same way as V , except instead
of working with a single 2-regular tree, one starts with a forest of d trees, each
of which is n-regular. To be precise: if X is a set of size n, and D is a set
of size d, then vertices of this family of trees can be represented by the set
DX ∗ = {vx1 x2 . . . xk : xi ∈ X, v ∈ D}. There is a edge (and its reverse)
between two vertices w and w0 precisely when w and w0 differ by the addition
of a single character on the right. The ends are parametrized by DX ω =
{vx1 x2 . . . : xi ∈ X, v ∈ D}. Leaf sets are then defined as before, as finite
subsets L of DX ∗ such that every element of DX ω lies below a unique element
of L. The Higman-Thompson group Vn,d is then defined as all permutations φ̄
of DX ω extended from a bijection φ between leaf sets, in the same way as for
V.
Thompson’s group V is then V2,1 . In general, each Vn,d is finitely presented
(in fact, F∞ ), just like V . However, Vn,d is not simple in general. If n is
odd: there is an index 2 normal subgroup whose elements are products of an
even number of transpositions. This subgroup is simple, and analogous to the
alternating group inside the symmetric group. For n even, a single transposition
is also the product of an even number of transpositions (on expanding L to L+ ).
So the parity of a permutation is not well-defined, and in that case Vn,d is indeed
simple. In either case, the commutator subgroup of Vn,d is simple.
As well as F and V , Richard Thompson defined a third group T , with
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F ≤ T ≤ V . Its elements are defined by bijections between leaf sets preserving
cyclic order. This is covered in [17], but we don’t need it in this thesis.

1.5.4

Relating V to Leavitt algebras

Here we describe a way to form V from a Leavitt algebra (in the sense of
1.2.2), which Nekrashevych describes in [40] for a Cuntz algebra and some of
its generalizations. The construction of [40] never uses the C ∗ -norm or analytic
structure, just the generators of the algebra, so we can explain it using the dense
Leavitt subalgebra of the Cuntz algebra.
Let L be the Leavitt algebra LC (1, 2), which is the Leavitt path algebra for
the directed graph Γ with one vertex v and two edges e, f (both of which have
source and target v). Recall that this Leavitt algebra is spanned by elements
pq ∗ , where p, q are paths in Γ. We define the group VΓ to be the set of all
Pn
elements x of L of the form x = i=1 pi qi∗ which are invertible, with inverse
P
∗
−1
= x∗ ). We
i=1 qi pi (that is, they are unitaries in the Cuntz algebra: x
claim that VΓ is isomorphic to Thompson’s group V .
Indeed, recall that L acts faithfully on the C-span of infinite paths in Γ.
But the infinite paths are also labelled by the set {e, f }∗ of ends of the infinite
binary tree, so V acts on this set also. An element x of V can be specified by
a bijection φ : qi 7→ pi between two leaf sets of the tree. The element x then
maps the end qi ρ to pi ρ (for any ρ ∈ Γω ), so it acts on the ends identically to
P ∗
P
pi q . Moreover, the inverse of x maps pi ρ to qi ρ, so is qi p∗i , and this means
P i∗
Pn
pi qi is a unitary element of L. Conversely, it can be shown that if i=1 pi qi∗
is unitary, then {pi 1 ≤ i ≤ n} and {qi : 1 ≤ i ≤ n} both form leaf sets, giving
the reverse map.
This construction, done in more generality, is used to construct NekrashevychRöver groups. These are one of two families of variants of V that we discuss in
the next section.

1.5.5

More variants on Thompson groups

In this section we define two other generalizations of the Higman-Thompson
groups that will become important later.
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Colour-preserving Thompson groups
First we describe a family of Thompson-like groups that can be defined by
restricting which bijections between leaf sets are permitted. These groups were
defined by Matui in [39] where he described them as topological full groups of
groupoids from certain shifts. Here we will prefer to define them as permutation
groups of the ends of trees, but we will explain the groupoid theory later. The
description of these groups given here appears to be original, although Lederle
made a similar construction in [37] to identify them as subgroups of Neretin
group variants (of which more later). The name ‘colour-preserving Thompson
groups’ is my own.
The information to define a colour-preserving Thompson group is as follows.
Let C be a finite set. We call the elements of C colours, and will usually write
them with letters A, B, . . .. We write χ for a colouring function that will assign
to vertices v of a graph colours χ(v) ∈ C. We equip C with a production rule p,
that assigns to each colour c of C a tuple p(c) = (c1 , c2 , . . . , cr ) of colours. Let
S = (s1 , s2 , . . . , sm ) be another tuple of colours, the starting set. Fix for each
colour c a set {xc,1 , xc,2 , . . . , xc,r } of size |p(c)|.
Now form a family TC,S = (T1 , . . . , Tm ) of m trees inductively, as follows.
We start by taking a set Sv = {v1 , v2 , . . . , vm } of vertices at depth 0, and give
each vi the colour χ(vi ) = si . Inductively, whenever x is a depth n vertex of
colour c, take |p(c)| new vertices of depth n + 1, coloured by the tuple p(c), and
connected to x. We name these vertices xxc,i , for 1 ≤ i ≤ |p(c)| (where xxc,i
is coloured with the colour ci ). This defines a family of m trees, with coloured
vertices, and we define Tm to be the tree in this family containing the depth 0
vertex vm . All the edges will be directed and reversible, in the sense of Serre.
Vertices are labelled by sequences vxc1 ,i1 xc2 ,i2 . . . xcn ,in , where v ∈ Sv and ck+1
is the ik th element of p(ck ). We write SC∗ for the set of all such sequences,
which is in bijection with the set of vertices.
Definition 1.5.3. We say that a family of subtrees TC,S generated by the above
process is self-similarly coloured.
If TC,S is self-similarly coloured, then whenever v, w are vertices of TC,S of
the same colour, then the subtrees below v and w are isomorphic as coloured
trees.
An example is in Figure 1.13, where C = {A, B}, with production rule
p(A) = (A, B, A) and p(B) = (A, B), and where S = (A, B). We just show
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the colours of the vertices, and don’t write the elements of SC∗ which label
them. To translate between the formal description and the picture, it is helpful
to think of xc,i as meaning that we take the ith edge of the edges below a vertex
with colour c.
A
A
A

B

B

B
A A

A
B A

B

A
A

A

B

B
A

A

B

Figure 1.13: An example of coloured trees
As before, we define an end of TC,S as an equivalence class of infinite paths
e1 e2 e3 . . . under the relation where e1 e2 e3 . . . ∼ f1 f2 f3 . . . if en+k = fn for some
k ∈ N, all large enough n. We write ∂TC,S for the set of ends.
The colour-preserving Thompson group VC,S will be defined as a group of
permutations of ∂TC,S . We observe that ∂TC,S is in bijection with the set:
SCω = {vxc1 ,i1 xc2 ,i2 . . .},
where v ∈ Sv , c1 is the colour of v, and ck+1 is the ik th component of p(ck ) for
all k ≥ 1. This is true because an end can be specified by giving one vertex
of each depth, each connected to the next. We will define VC,S as a set of
permutations of SCω .
Define a full subforest of TS,C to be a tuple (S1 , S2 , . . . , Sm ), where Si is a
subtree of the tree Ti such that Si contains the depth 0 vertex, and where if
v is a depth n vertex of Si , then either all or none of the depth n + 1 vertices
connected to v in Ti lie in S. We will say that a leaf set is the collection of
degree 1 vertices in a full subforest. Equivalently, a leaf set is a subset L of SC∗
such that every element of SCω lies below a unique element of L. This is all
analogous to the construction of V .
We define VC,S as a group of permutations of SCω . Suppose L1 , L2 are
two leaf sets and φ : L1 → L2 is a colour-preserving bijection between them.
Then there exists a permutation φ̄ of SCω defined as follows: given ρ ∈ SCω ,
write ρ = wρ0 for w ∈ L1 (w exists, and is unique, by definition of leaf sets).
Then define φ̄(ρ) = φ(w)ρ0 , just as for V . Notice that this is still an element
of SCω because φ is colour preserving. We define VC,S to be the group of all
permutations of SCω which can be written as φ̄. Notice that a simple expansion
of a colour-preserving bijection is still colour-preserving, so that we can compose
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two bijections by expanding until the range tree of one equals the domain tree
of the other. We give some examples:
1. Let C = {A}, let S = (A), and let p : A 7→ (A, A). Then TC,S is the infinite
binary tree where every vertex is labelled A. So there are no restrictions
on the bijection, and VC,S is the usual Thompson’s group V .
2. Let C = {A} again, but now let S be a d-tuple of As and let p map A to
an n-tuple of As. There are again no restrictions on the bijection, and we
get the Higman-Thompson group Vn,d .
3. Let C = {A, B} and take S = {A}, and let p map A to (A, B, A) and B
to (B, A, B). Consider the element of VC,S defined in Figure 1.14, where
the numbers define the (order-preserving) bijection:
A

A
φ

A
A
1

B
2

B
A B
3 4

A
5

A
B A
6 7

B
8

A
9

1A

B

A9

2B

A

B8

3A

B

A7

B

A
5

B
6

4

Figure 1.14: A colour-preserving Thompson element with an interesting quotient
Observe that the domain tree of φ has 3 As and one B as colours of its
interior vertices, whilst the range tree has 2 As and 2 Bs (and they both
have 5 As and 4 Bs on the leaves). Moreover, doing a simple expansion
of φ adds either one A or one B to both trees.
Generalizing, we can define a function δ from VC,S to Z2 which sends
ψ ∈ VC,S to the pair (δA (ψ), δB (ψ)), where δA is the difference in the
number of As between domain and range tree, and δB is the difference
in the number of Bs; for example, δ(φ) = (−1, 1). It’s clear that this is
a homomorphism. So we get a non-trivial homomorphism from VC,S to
Z2 , which is interesting as most variants of V are either simple or have an
index 2 simple subgroup, so cannot have such homomorphisms.
Isomorphisms of colour-preserving Thompson groups:

Finally we make

some remarks about when some of these colour-preserving Thompson groups are
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isomorphic. Suppose c is a colour in a set C, such that the tuple p(c) does not
contain c. Then if φ : L1 → L2 is a bijection of leaf sets defining an element of
the colour-preserving Thompson group VC,S , we can perform a simple expansion
at each leaf in L1 of colour c. This gives a bijection ψ between two larger leaf
sets, with φ̄ = ψ̄, and where the larger leaf sets have no elements of colour c.
Thus, we can replace C with a smaller set of colours C0 , by removing c from
C, and replacing c with p(c) whenever it occurs in a production rule. We also
replace c with p(c) wherever it occurs in S to form a new starting set S0 . The
ends of TC,S and TC0 ,S0 will then be in bijection, and the groups VC,S and VC0 ,S0
will be isomorphic.
As an example, consider Figure 1.15. Let C = {A, B} with production
rule A 7→ (B, B), B 7→ (A, A) and S = (A). We give an example of a typical
element of VC,S and rewrite it in terms of C0 = {A} with production rule
A 7→ (A, A, A, A). This yields an isomorphism between VC,S and the HigmanThompson group V1,4 .
A

A

B
A1

φ

B
A2

A5

A

B3

B

B4

A2

A
B4

B
A1

A5

B3

corresponds to the element
A

A

ψ
A1

A2

A3a

A

A5

A3b A4a A4b

A

A4a

A2

A1

A5

A4b A3a A3b

Figure 1.15: Corresponding elements of two isomorphic colour-preserving
Thompson groups
Thus, we say that C is minimal if c appears in the tuple p(c) for all colours
c ∈ C. We will often restrict ourselves to minimal sets of colours, with no loss
of generality. We will also not consider the situation C = {A}, p(A) = (A),
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when the tree TC,S just consists of a single end at each element of S.
Finally, we remark that S can be replaced by any leaf set of TC,S to give a new
colour-preserving Thompson group which is isomorphic to VC,S (as an abstract
group). Indeed, this just removes finitely many vertices from the top of TC,S ; the
end space remains the same, and any bijection between leaf sets has an expansion
not involving the removed vertices. So replacing S by an expansion of S gives an
isomorphic colour-preserving Thompson group. For Higman-Thompson groups
Vn,r , a simple expansion replaces one of the r root vertices with n extra vertices.
Thus we get a (known) isomorphism Vn,r ∼
= Vn,r+k(n−1) , for any k ∈ N. Enrique
Pardo proved the converse of this result in [44], showing that Vn,r ∼
= Vn0 ,r0 if
0
0
and only if n = n and r ≡ r mod n − 1. This solves the isomorphism problem
for Higman-Thompson groups.
Nekrasheyvch-Röver groups
Here we describe a family of variants of Thompson’s group V that include a
group G of tree automorphisms as a subgroup. These groups were first studied systematically by Nekrashevych in [40], where he produced them from C ∗ algebras as groups of particular unitaries (in the manner of Section 1.5.4). The
first such group was defined by Röver in [50], for the particular case where G
is the Grigorchuk group, a particular group of automorphisms of the infinite
rooted binary regular tree. Hence, this family of groups have become known as
Nekrashevych-Röver groups. We follow the exposition in [40].
In this section, let X be a finite set, of size d. As before, let X ∗ be the set
of finite words x1 x2 . . . xn over the alphabet X (so that xi ∈ X) and let X ω
be the set of infinite words x1 x2 . . .. The set X ∗ then labels the vertices of a
(rooted, d-regular) tree TX = Td whose ends are labelled by X ω . We drew out
the 2-regular case in Figure 1.11.
We’ll consider groups of automorphisms of TX . Automorphisms of TX induce
permutations of X ω . Conversely, a permutation σ of X ω arises from a tree
automorphism if and only if for any w ∈ X ∗ there exist σn (w) ∈ X ∗ and a
permutation σ|w of X ω , such that:
σ(wρ) = σn (w) ◦ σ|w (ρ),
for all ρ ∈ X ω . Here σn is a permutation of the set X n of length n words,
and σ|w describes the action of σ on the tree below w. Notice that (for any
fixed n), σ is determined by the permutation σn and the tree automorphisms
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{σ|w : w ∈ X n }. This motivates the following definition:
Definition 1.5.4. Let G be a group of automorphisms of TX . We say that the
action of G on TX is self-similar if for any σ ∈ G and x ∈ X = X 1 , then
σ|x ∈ G also.
The definition implies that σ|w ∈ G for all w ∈ X ∗ , since if w = x1 x2 . . . xn ,
then
σ|w = ((σ|x1 )|x2 ) . . . |xn .
If σ ∈ G, for G a self-similar group, we will write
σ = (σ1 ; σ|x1 , σ|x2 , . . . , σ|xd ).
We now give some examples.
1. The adding machine: We define an automorphism a of T2 by the formula
a = (τ ; 1, a),
where τ is the unique non-identity element of the symmetric group S2 (and
1 is the identity permutation). Despite first appearances, this definition
is not circular, and does define images of x ∈ X ω under a. For example,
let X = {0, 1}. Then
a(11001100 . . .) = τ (1)a(1001100 . . .)
= 0τ (1)a(001100 . . .)
= 00τ (0)01100 . . .
= 00101100 . . . .
The group generated by a is an infinite cycle group with self-similar action
on T2 . This example is called the adding machine, because it can be
thought of as adding 1 to an infinite binary number (written in the opposite
direction to normal).
2. Products: Suppose that σ, σ 0 are automorphisms of TX such that
σ = (σ1 ; σ|x1 , σ|x2 , . . . , σ|xd )
and
σ 0 = (σ10 ; σ 0 |x1 , σ 0 |x2 , . . . , σ 0 |xd ).
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Then observe, for any 1 ≤ i ≤ d and ρ ∈ X ω ,
σσ 0 (xi ρ) = σ(σ10 (xi ) ◦ σ 0 |xi (ρ)) = (σ1 σ10 (xi )) ◦ σ|σ10 (xi ) σ 0 |xi (ρ),
where ◦ denotes concatenation. This tells us that σσ 0 can be written:
σσ 0 = (σ1 σ10 ; σ|σ10 (x1 ) σ 0 |x1 , . . . , σ|σ10 (xd ) σ 0 |xd ).
One can check similarly that:
σ −1 = (σ1−1 ; (σ|σ−1 (x1 ) )−1 , . . . , (σ|σ−1 (xn ) )−1 .)
In particular, to check that a group G is self-similar, it suffices to check
that each element of a generating set has the self-similarity property.
3. The Grigorchuk group: This is a group of automorphisms of T2 generated by the following four elements, defined recursively:
a = (τ ; 1, 1)
b = (1; a, c)
c = (1; a, d)
d = (1; 1, b)
As before, τ is the non-identity element of S2 . The Grigorchuk group is a
finitely generated infinite torsion group (Burnside famously asked whether
such groups could exist, and this is one of the simplest examples). It was
also the first known group of intermediate growth, among other interesting
properties. Groups with properties like Grigorchuk’s are now called branch
groups and are studied in their own right (see eg [10]).
Now let Γd be the directed graph with one vertex, v, and d edges with source
and target v, with the edges labelled by X. Notice that the infinite paths of
Γd are labelled by X ω . This means that both the Leavitt path algebra LK (Γd )
and the self-similar group G act on the set KX ω of finitely supported K-valued
functions on the ends (indeed LK (Γd ) can be defined as an algebra of linear
maps on KX ω .) We define the algebra LK (G) to be the algebra of linear maps
of KX ω generated by LK (Γd ) and G, and call LK (G) the Leavitt algebra of G.
We now study elements of LK (G). We write the generators of the Leavitt
path algebra LK (Γd ) as Pv , Se , Se∗ rather than v, e, e∗ . Importantly, the self53

similiarity of G tells us that, for x ∈ X and σ ∈ G, there exist y = σ1 (x) ∈
X, σ|x ∈ G, such that
σ(x ◦ ρ) = y ◦ (σ|x ρ),
for all ρ ∈ X ω . This implies the equation:
σSx = Sy σ|x ,
which holds in LK (G). Similarly, for any ρ ∈ X ω , and y = σ(x) as before,
Sy∗ σ(xρ) = Sy∗ (yσ|x ρ) = σ|x ρ = σ|x Sx∗ (xρ),
and Sy∗ σ and σ|x Sx∗ vanish on all ends not of the form xρ. This implies:
Sy∗ σ = σ|x Sx∗ .
These two results together imply that any element of LK (G) can be written
as a linear combination of terms Sp σSq∗ , where p, q ∈ X ∗ . As usual, this repreP
sentation is not unique, because x∈X Sx Sx∗ = 1 in the Leavitt algebra. This
implies:
Sp σSq∗ =

X

Sp σSx Sx∗ Sq∗ =

x∈X

X

Sp Sσ1 (x) σ|x Sx∗ Sq∗ .

x∈X

As usual, we describe this process as a simple expansion of Sp σSq∗ , and we use
expansions to calculate products.
In [40], this construction is done with a completed group algebra Aφ , and
so a C ∗ algebra is produced rather than just a K-algebra. We won’t take
completions, and will give more details in the next section where we generalize
to families of groups.
Finally we introduce Nekrashevych-Röver groups. This follows Section 9 in
[40].
Definition 1.5.5. Let G be a self-similar group of automorphisms of X ∗ (where
X is a set of size d). Let LC (G) be the Leavitt algebra of G over C. Let VG be
Pn
the set of elements x of LC (G) of the form x = i=1 Spi σi Sq∗i , where pi , qi ∈ X n
Pn
and σi ∈ g, such that x is invertible, with x−1 = i=1 Sqi σi−1 Sp∗i (we say x is
unitary). Then VG is a group. The elements of VG can be characterized as all
Pn
elements of LC (G) of the form i=1 Spi σi Sq∗i , where {pi }ni=1 , {qi }ni=1 form leaf
sets. Multiplication can be calculated by forming expansions. VG is called the
Nekrashevych-Röver group associated with G.
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Clearly, VG contains a group isomorphic to the Higman-Thompson group
P
V1,d , as the set of its elements
Spi Sq∗i . Like the Higman-Thompson group,
VG is a group of permutations of the set X ω . Indeed, suppose x ∈ VG and
P
x=
Spi σi Sq∗i as in the definition, and that ρ ∈ X ω . Then ρ can be uniquely
written as qi ρ0 for some i, and x · ρ = pi σi (ρ0 ).
We will draw elements of the Nekrashevych-Röver group with a bijection
between finite trees (as for the usual Thompson group), but we will also record
the element σi on the leaf pi . An example is shown in Figure 1.16, which is a
modification of Figure 1.12 to include elements of the adding machine group,
generated by a as in Example 1. The bijection between leaf sets is shown
by coloured triangles, which also are intended to visually resemble the subtree
below that leaf, on which the adding machine acts.

0

1

φ

a
11

01

a−1
101

100
a2

000

001

1

Figure 1.16: An element of a Nekrashevych-Röver group
.
As an example (with X = {0, 1}), we work out the image of ρ = 11001100 . . .
under the group element shown. The Thompson bijection sends the initial segment 11 to 001, whilst the remainder of ρ, which is 001100 . . . is acted on by a−1 ,
and a−1 (001100 . . .) = 110100 . . .. So φ of Figure 1.16 maps 110011001100 . . .
to the end 001110100110011 . . ..
In [40], elements of Nekrashevych-Röver groups VG are often written with a
different notation, as 3-row tables where if Spi σi Sq∗i is a summand of X ∈ VG ,
then one column of a table for X contains pi , σi and qi in that order. For
example, we could draw a table for φ as in Figure 1.16 as


0


φ: a
000

100

101

a2

1

001

01

11




a−1 
1

This notation is compact, but not as visual as drawing out trees. It can also be
used just for Thompson’s group V , where don’t need to include the middle row
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of the table.
Later in the thesis, groups will naturally arise that combine features of both
colour-preserving Thompson groups and of Nekrashevych-Röver groups.
Neretin’s group
It’s worth pointing out the connection between Nekrashevych-Röver groups and
a group introduced by Neretin in [42]. More modern introductions are given
in [30] and [37]. Let Tq be a q-regular tree (so that every vertex, even the
root if we choose one, has degree q). Let Aut(T ) be the group of its tree
automorphisms, which acts on ∂Tq . Then the group Nq is most easily defined
as the topological full group of Aut(Tq ) acting on the boundary (see the next
section for definitions). Informally, this is the group of all homeomorphisms of
the boundary locally given by a tree automorphism.
Alternatively, choose a root of Tq , and suppose that T1 , T2 are full subtrees
of Tq . Then F1 = Tq \T1 and F2 = Tq \T2 are forests of rooted q − 1-regular
trees (where each vertex of depth k is a neighbour of q − 1 vertices of depth
k + 1). Suppose that these two forests have the same number of trees each: say
F1 = {s1 , s2 , . . . , sk } and F2 = {t1 , t2 , . . . , tk } where the si , ti are the connected
components of F1 , F2 . Let φ be a forest isomorphism between them, which yields
a homeomorphism φ̄ of ∂Tq . Then the group Nq is also equal to the group of
all such homeomorphisms φ̄ as T1 , T2 and the isomorphism φ vary. It’s easy
to see that this is a Nekrashevych-Röver group, where the self-similar group G
consists of all automorphisms of the rooted (q − 1)-regular tree: indeed, φ must
map each si to some tj , but can apply a tree automorphism to it.
Neretin’s group is an infinite simple group, and can be topologized to be a
totally disconnected locally compact group with a compact presentation. There
are of course many variants of Neretin’s group that have been studied, including
some isomorphic to Higman-Thompson groups. An interesting case comes from
fixing a subgroup A of Aut(T ) and insisting that each restriction φ|si : si → tj
is given by an element of the subgroup A. This is a topological full group
corresponding to A, and is studied more in [37] where it is related to Matui’s
colour-preserving Thompson groups. We explain the construction of topological
full groups in the next section.
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1.6

Topological full groups

Topological full groups of groupoids provide another way to define Thompsonlike groups. In particular, Matui studied groupoids acting on Cantor sets in [39],
which was how he defined the groups that we have been calling colour-preserving
Thompson groups, VC . He constructed a topological full group isomorphic to
VC , and showed that this group is of type F∞ and that its derived subgroup
is simple. We will explain Matui’s results and demonstrate how his topological
full groups are isomorphic to the colour-preserving Thompson groups described
earlier. We will give an overview of [39] before explaining which groupoids we
are interested in. This completes the connections of Figure 1.10.

1.6.1

Ample groupoids and the topological full group

Let G be a topological groupoid with unit space G(0) homeomorphic to a Cantor
set. We take our definitions from Nekrshevych’s work in [41]; more general
definitions are given in Matui’s paper [39], where it is not assumed that G(0)
is homeomorphic to a Cantor set. Recall that an open bisection is an open
subset F of G on which the domain and range maps are both homeomorphisms
(to subsets of G(0) ); F then defines a homeomorphism πF : d(F ) → r(F ) by
x 7→ r(d−1 |F (x)).
Recall also that we say G is ample if there is a basis for its topology consisting
of compact open bisections. We will assume G is ample in this section. There is
a product and an inversion on compact open bisections: if F1 , F2 are compact
open bisections, then so are:
F1−1 = {g −1 : g ∈ F1 }
and
F1 F2 = {g1 g2 : g1 ∈ F1 , g2 ∈ F2 , r(g2 ) = d(g1 )}.
This is enough to define the topological full group:
Definition 1.6.1. Let G be an ample groupoid with unit space homeomorphic
to a Cantor set X. The topological full group of G is the subgroup [[G]] of the
group of homeomorphisms of G(0) , whose elements are of the form πF for some
compact open bisection F with d(F ) = r(F ) = G(0) .
If Y is a clopen subset of G(0) , then we write G|Y for the restriction of G
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to Y (whose elements are {g ∈ G : d(g), r(g) ∈ Y }). This is also an ample
groupoid, so the topological full group [[G|Y ]] is also defined.
We give an important example immediately.
Thompson’s group V as a topological full group:

Let X = {a, b}. We

ω

saw, when defining Thompson’s group V , that X labels the ends of an infinite
binary tree whose vertices are labelled by the set X ∗ of finite words over X. We
also saw that X ω can be topologized with basic open sets Z(w) = wX ω = {wρ :
ρ ∈ X ω }, for each w ∈ X ∗ , so that X ω becomes a Cantor space . If ρ ∈ X ω , we
will write ρn for the nth character in the infinite word ρ (so that each ρn ∈ X).
If Γ is the directed graph with one vertex and two edges a, b, then X ∗ is the
same as Γ∗ , the set of paths in Γ, and X ω is the set of infinite paths in Γ. Take
G to be the groupoid GΓ as defined in Section 1.3.3, an ample groupoid. We
claim [[G]] is isomorphic to Thompson’s group V .
Indeed, suppose φ ⊂ G is a compact open bisection with domain and range
(0)

G

= X ω . This set φ defines a permutation (in fact a homeomorphism) of

G(0) = X ω ; we need to explain why this permutation is in Thompson’s group.
Indeed, since φ is open in the topology on G, then for each x ∈ X ω , there
exist µ, ν ∈ X ∗ such that x ∈ µX ω and Z(µ, ν) ⊂ φ. By compactness, a finite
number of these Z(µ, ν) cover φ. By repeatedly replacing Z(µ, ν) with the two
sets Z(µa, νa) and Z(µb, νb) and then deleting repetitions, we can assume the
Z(µ, ν) are disjoint, so
F = Z(µ1 , ν1 ) t Z(µ2 , ν2 ) t . . . t Z(µn , νn ).
Then X ω is the disjoint union of the domains Z(µ1 ), . . . , Z(µn ), and is also
the disjoint union of the ranges Z(ν1 ), . . . , Z(νn ). In other words, {µ1 , . . . , µn }
and {ν1 , . . . , νn } are leaf sets, and φ describes the permutation on X ω where
the end µi ρ is sent to νi ρ for each i. This is precisely what we need for an
element of Thompson’s group. Conversely, the same description gives a compact
open bisection from any element of Thompson’s group, so the two groups are
isomorphic.
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1.6.2

Properties of ample groupoids and topological full
groups

Here we quote some theorems from [39] that tell us properties of ample groupoids.
[39] states these results for étale groupoids rather than for ample groupoids, but
since the results assume G(0) is a Cantor set, ample and étale groupoids are the
same.
Definition 1.6.2. Let G be a groupoid. The isotropy bundle G0 of G is the
subset
G0 = {g ∈ G : d(g) = r(g)}.
This definition implies that G0 is a disjoint union of groups, one at each unit
x ∈ G(0) . We say that G is principal if G0 = G(0) , and (for G a topological
groupoid) we say that G is essentially principal if the interior of G0 equals G(0) .
We now assume that G is essentially principal and that G(0) is a Cantor set.
Definition 1.6.3 ([39], Definition 4.9).

1. A clopen subset A of G(0) is prop-

erly infinite if there exist compact open bisections U, V , such that d(U ) =
d(V ) = A, r(U ) ∪ r(V ) ⊂ A, and r(U ) ∩ r(V ) = ∅.
2. G is purely infinite if every clopen subset A of G(0) is properly infinite.
In particular, G(0) must be properly infinite.
Say that the topological groupoid G is minimal if for every x ∈ G(0) , the
G-orbit Gx = {r(g · x) : g ∈ G} is dense in G(0) . The following is a summary of
the main results on purely infinite groupoids from [39].
Theorem 1.6.4 ([39], Proposition 4.10, Theorem 4.16). Let G be an essentially
principal ample groupoid whose unit space is a Cantor set. If G(0) is properly
infinite, then [[G]] contains a subgroup isomorphic to the free product Z2 ∗Z3 . In
particular, [[G]] is not amenable. If G is purely infinite and minimal, then the
derived subgroup [[G]]0 is simple. Moreover, any subgroup of [[G]] normalized by
[[G]]0 contains [[G]]0 .
These results apply to many families of Thompson groups.

1.6.3

Groupoids from shifts and colour-preserving Thompson groups

We’ve been following [39], which studies groupoids of one-sided shifts in particular detail. We will restate the construction of [39] and then explain why this
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gives the same groups as our colour-preserving Thompson groups.
Let Γ be a finite directed graph, with vertex set Γ0 and edge set Γ1 , and
with source and target maps s and t. We will assume that for every two vertices
v, w of Γ0 , there is a path with source v and range w, and also that Γ is not a
single cycle. We recall the set of infinite paths in Γ is:
Γω = {e1 e2 e3 . . . : ei ∈ Γ1 , s(ei ) = t(ei+1 ), all i ∈ N}.
Notice that our paths are read right-to-left, as usual, so that ρ = e1 e2 e3 . . . has
target t(ρ) = t(e1 ). The étale groupoid G for Γ is then the set:
G = {(ρ, n, ρ0 ) ∈ Γω × Z × Γω : ρN = ρ0N +n for all sufficiently large N }.
This works the same way as we saw for Thompson’s group V . The multiplication
is defined by (ρ0 , n, ρ00 )(ρ, m, ρ0 ) = (ρ, m + n, ρ00 ) and undefined for other pairs,
and the inversion is (ρ, n, ρ0 )−1 = (ρ0 , −n, ρ). The unit space G(0) is associated
with Γω via x 7→ (x, 0, x). We topologize Γω by taking basic open sets Z(µ) for
each finite path µ in Γ (µ = f1 f2 . . . fn where fi ∈ Γ1 ):
Z(µ) = {ρ ∈ Γω : ρ = e1 e2 e3 . . . , e1 = f1 , . . . en = fn }.
When µ and ν are both finite paths with s(µ) = s(ν), we define a subset Z(µ, ν)
of the groupoid G by:
Z(µ, ν) = {(µρ, n, νρ) : ρ ∈ Γω , t(ρ) = s(µ) = s(ν), n = l(ν) − l(µ)}.
As before, the sets Z(µ, ν) form a base of open sets for a topology on G, with respect to which G is ample and the Z(µ, ν) are compact open bisections. Finally,
G is purely infinite and minimal ([39] Lemma 6.1).
Now we describe how the topological full group [[G]] of this groupoid is
(isomorphic to) a colour-preserving Thompson group. We’ve seen the argument
before in Section 1.6.1, where we showed Thompson’s V was a topological full
group; the groupoid we described there comes from the directed graph with one
vertex and two edges. By the same compactness argument as before, elements of
[[G]] can be written as a disjoint union of basic compact open bisections Z(µ, ν),
so we consider an element
g = Z(µ1 , ν1 ) ∪ Z(µ2 , ν2 ) ∪ . . . ∪ Z(µk , νk ),
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and argue that the permutation it gives of Gω corresponds to a permutation
of the ends of an appropriate tree given by an appropriate colour-preserving
Thompson group element. As before, we have that Γω is a disjoint union of the
domains Z(µi ) and a disjoint union of the ranges Z(νj ).
We define our set of colours C to be Γ0 (remember we assume Γ is finite).
Set S = Γ0 also. For c ∈ C, we take p(c) to be the tuple (s(e1 ), s(e2 ), . . . , s(em ))
where (e1 , e2 , . . . , em ) are the edges with target v. We then observe that the
vertices of TC are in bijection with finite paths in Γ, and the end set ∂TC
is in bijection with the set Γω of infinite paths in the graph Γ. Under this
identification, the compact open bisection Z(µi , νi ) maps the ends below µi to
the corresponding ends below νi . We also note that since g ∈ [[G]], every end
ρ ∈ Γω lies in a unique Z(µi ) and a unique Z(νj ), which tells us that the µi
and the νj form a leaf set. Thus, g is identified with the Thompson element
defined by the bijection on finite trees sending µi to νi , both giving the same
permutation on the ends. So the topological full group of a one sided shift is a
colour-preserving Thompson group.
Conversely, suppose that C is a set of colours with production rule p, and S
is a starting set. Further assume that if c, d are any two colours, then there exist
a sequence of colours c0 = c, c1 , c2 , . . . , cn = d where n > 0, and ci+1 appears in
the tuple p(ci ) for each i. We informally will say that this means every colour
appears somewhere below every other colour. Take Γ as the directed graph with
Γ0 = C and for each colour c, take edges from each colour of p(c) to c (with
multiplicity). Assume we’re not in the case where Γ is a single cycle (ie TC is
not just a ray). Then there exist arbitarily large sets of incomparable words in
Γ, and we can find a set XS of incomparable words with sources given by S.
Then considering the groupoid G for graph Γ restricted to the set XS , we get
that [[G|XS ]] is a group isomorphic to the colour-preserving Thompson group
VC,S .

1.6.4

Theorems about groupoids of finite shifts

We now state some of Matui’s results about topological full groups of the onesided shift and rewrite them in terms of colour-preserving Thompson groups.
Let Γ be a finite directed graph with étale groupoid G. Let its adjacency matrix
be M ; that is, M is a matrix whose rows and columns are labelled by Γ0 , and
where:
Mv,w = |{e ∈ Γ1 : s(e) = w, t(e) = v}|.
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Theorem 1.6.5. The following summarizes Chapter 6 of [39].
1. For any non-empty clopen subset Y ⊂ G(0) , the groupoid G|Y is purely infinite and minimal. Thus the derived subgroup [[G|Y ]]0 is simple (and any
subgroup of [[G|Y ]] normalized by [[G|Y ]]0 contains [[G|Y ]]0 ). In Thompson language, suppose that C is a set of colours whose production rule
p means every colour appears somewhere below each other colour, and
(C, p) 6= ({A}, (A)). Then the derived subgroup of VC is simple, and any
non-trivial subgroup normalized by the derived subgroup contains the derived subgroup.
2. In the case above, the abelianization [[G|Y ]]/[[G|Y ]]0 is isomorphic to
(H0 (G)⊗Z2 )×H1 (G). The homology groups can be calculated from H0 (G) =
Coker(Id − M T ) and H1 (G) = Ker(Id − M T ). Notice that this does not
depend on Y , so in the language of Thompson groups, the abelianization
does not depend on the starting set.
3. The group [[G|Y ]] is of type F∞ ; in particular, it is finitely presented, and
an explicit presentation is given in [39] Section 6.6.
Like Matui’s previous result in Theorem 1.6.4, we will apply this to a generalization of colour-preserving Thompson groups.

1.6.5

Alternating and symmetric groups in a more general
case

We conclude by summarizing the work of Nekrashevych in [41]. Let G be an
ample groupoid whose unit space is a Cantor set.
Definition 1.6.6 ([41] Definition 3.1). Let d ∈ N. For each 1 ≤ i ≤ d, let Fi,i
be a clopen subset of G(0) , and suppose that these d sets are all disjoint. For
each 1 ≤ i, j ≤ d, let Fi,j be a compact open bisection (in the case i = j, we
remark that Fi,i is already defined to be a compact open bisection). Suppose that
for all i, j, k we have that Fj,k Fi,j = Fi,k . Then the family Fi,j is a multisection
of degree d. We say that the subsets Fi,i of G(0) are the components of the
domain of the multisection, and that ∪di=1 Fi,i is the domain.
In particular, a multisection of degree 2 is just a compact open bisection
F1,2 , together with its inverse F2,1 , its domain F1,1 , and its range F2,2 . A
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general multisection is just a collection of clopen subsets of G(0) with a family
of compatible bisections between them.
If F = {Fi,j }di,j=1 is a multisection of degree d with domain U , and π ∈ Sd
is a permutation, then we can define an element Fπ of [[G]] as follows:
Fπ = ∪di=1 Fi,π(i) ∪ (G(0) \U ).
So Fπ permutes the components of the domain of F according to the permutation π, and is the identity elsewhere.
Definition 1.6.7 ([41] Definition 3.7). Let F be a multisection of the groupoid
G. Observe that π 7→ Fπ is an embedding of Sn into [[G]]. We define S(F)
to be the image of this embedding, and A(F) to be the image of the alternating
group under this embedding. We write S(G) (likewise A(G)) for the subgroup
of [[G]] generated by all subgroups S(F) (or A(F)) as F varies.
Now recall that an étale groupoid G is effective is the interior of the isotropy
bundle of G is G(0) . Put another way, G is effective if for every non-unit g ∈ G
and every bisection F containing g, then for some g 0 ∈ F , we have d(g) 6= r(g).
In particular, the groupoid of germs of any semigroup action (of S on a set
X) is effective. Indeed, any open bisection has the form [g, U ] for some open
U ⊂ X, and g ∈ S defined on U . If g(x) = x for all x ∈ U , then locally about
x ∈ U , g is the identity, so the germ [g, x] is a unit [1, x].
Theorem 1.6.8 ([41] Theorem 4.1). Suppose that G is minimal and effective.
Then every non-trivial subgroup of [[G]] normalized by A(G) contains A(G). In
particular, A(G) is simple.
In particular, for Matui’s groups of one-sided shifts, it can be verified that
A(G) is equal to the derived subgroup [[G]]0 , which we’ve already seen is simple.
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Chapter 2

Constructions of
Leavitt-type structures for
graphs of groups
We have now finished the introduction and we move to give some original constructions relating graphs of groups and Leavitt path algebras. In [13], the
authors define a C ∗ -algebra associated to a graph of groups. This was first
done for a finite graph of finite groups by Rui Okayasu in [43], and extended
to a locally finite case in [13]. This C ∗ -algebra is similar in many ways to a
directed graph C ∗ -algebra, but with a more complicated structure that both
includes vertex group elements and forbids paths with backtracking. Theorem
4.1 of [13] describes the resulting C ∗ -algebra in terms of a crossed product of the
fundamental group and the algebra of continuous functions on the boundary of
the Bass-Serre tree. This gives what they describe as a C ∗ -algebraic Bass-Serre
theorem, and they go on to study topological properties of the action of the
fundamental group on the boundary of the tree.
It is natural to seek an algebraic version of this construction. This is what
we accomplish in this section. In fact, we’ll find graph-of-groups versions of all
the objects in Figure 1.10: a groupoid of shifts, an inverse semigroup, a path
algebra, and a variant of Thompson’s group V . The Thompson groups we end
up with will add tree automorphisms to Matui’s colour-preserving Thompson
groups (in the manner of Nekrashevych-Röver groups). These groups can be
understood as topological full groups, but are perhaps better understood as a
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new family of Thompson-like groups with a natural definition.

2.1

The path inverse semigroup of a graph of
groups

We begin by defining an inverse semigroup associated to a graph of groups G.
We will define it as a set of partial bijections on the boundary of the Bass-Serre
tree TG of G. It will be similar to the graph inverse semigroup SΓ of Definition
1.4.1, which we recall acts on infinite paths in Γ by changing a finite initial
segment. Similarly, our inverse semigroup will act on the infinite G-paths in a
graph of groups G by changing initial segments. However, it isn’t possible to
change initial segments freely, because this might result in eē appearing as a
subword of a G-word, preventing it from being reduced. This means we have to
be more careful than in the directed graph case, and explicitly specify domains
for the bijections which will prevent this from happening. Also, we allow vertex
groups to act on the G-words, which need not just affect a finite initial segment.
Let G = (Γ0 , Γ1 , G, α) be a graph of groups, and for e ∈ Γ1 , let Σe be a set of
coset representatives for αe (Ge ) in Gt(e) . In what follows, we will only consider
graphs of groups G that are locally finite: that is, the graph Γ is locally finite, and
for each edge e, the group αe (Ge ) is of finite index in Gt(e) . We will also ask for G
to be non-singular: that is, if e is the unique edge with target t(e), then αe (Ge )
is a proper subgroup of Gt(e) . This implies that every G-path g1 e1 . . . gn en can
be extended to a G-path g1 e1 . . . gn+1 en+1 (where ei ∈ Γ1 , gi ∈ Σei ). See [13],
Section 2 for more details.
Write TG,v for the Bass-Serre tree of G rooted at vertex v. Recall that TG,v
has vertices labelled by the set vG ∗ of (finite) G-paths, and ends labelled by the
set vG ω of infinite G-paths. The fundamental group π1 (G, v) acts on the tree, via
action on the sets vG ∗ and vG ω . In particular, Gv acts by tree automorphisms
fixing the vertex v, so also acts on vG n for any n ∈ N. For x ∈ vG n , the
action is by g · x = x0 if gx = x0 g 0 in the fundamental groupoid of G (where
x0 ∈ vG n and g 0 ∈ Gs(x) ). This extends to give a formula for the action on
vG ω , where g · g1 e1 g2 e2 . . . is the unique element of G ω whose initial length n
segment is g · g1 e1 . . . gn en . It’s easy to check that g · g1 e1 g2 e2 . . . = g10 e1 g20 e2 . . .
for appropriate gi0 ∈ Σei . In other words, the vertex group elements change but
the edges do not.
If x = g1 e1 g2 e2 . . . is a finite or infinite G-path, we define the function l1
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by l1 (x) = g1 e1 , and we define r1 (x) = en (we think of these as the left and
right length 1 segments of x, although the definitions aren’t symmetrical). Now
we are ready to define an inverse semigroup. We define it as a sub-inversesemigroup of I(G ω ), the inverse semigroup of all partial bijections on G ω . First
we give a rough definition.
Outline: Let G be a locally finite non-singular graph of groups. In this
outline, we’ll work with the example of a graph G of trivial groups with one
vertex and two edges, as in Figure 2.1. We will build an inverse semigroup of
partial bijections of G ω , which consists of infinite words over the set {e, ē, f, f¯}.

e

f

Figure 2.1: An example to motivate our inverse semigroup
Whenever µ and ν are finite G-paths with the same source, we want a partial
bijection that maps µx to νx, whenever µx is a G-path. However, we’re not
guaranteed that νx is a valid G-path, because it may be that l1 (x) = r1 (ν) (and
so some eē would appear in νx). For example, we may have µ = e, ν = ēf ,
when any x with l1 (x) = ex0 has µx a G-path but νx not. To avoid this, we
have to take the partial bijection that maps µx to νx, so long as r1 (ν) 6= l1 (x).
Call this partial bijection B(µ, ν).
But now there is a new problem, because these partial bijections B(µ, ν)
are not multiplicatively closed. As an example, consider B(f, f¯e)B(f¯e, f ), the
partial bijection that sends f¯ex to f x and back to f¯ex. This is not the same
as the identity on G-paths f¯ex, because it will not be defined if l1 (x) = f¯. So
instead of just taking bijections B(µ, ν), we must take restrictions of B(µ, ν) to
sets {µx : l1 (x) ∈ P }, for P ⊂ G 1 . In the example, the product of bijections is
only defined if l1 (x) is equal to f or e, so we should take P = {e, f }.
Finally, our inverse semigroup will be more complicated because we will also
have vertex groups. In general instead of bijections mapping µ◦x to ν ◦x, we will
include bijections mapping it to ν ◦ (g · x). This means elements of the inverse
semigroup will be specified by µ, ν ∈ G ∗ , g ∈ Gv for vertex v, and P ⊂ G 1 .
Definition 2.1.1. Let G be a locally finite non-singular graph of groups. The
path inverse semigroup SG associated to G is defined as the following subset
of I(G ω ): Take a symbol (µ, g, ν, P ) whenever µ, ν, g, P satisfy the following
conditions:
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(S1) µ, ν ∈ G ∗ with s(µ) = s(ν).
Write µ = g1 e1 . . . gk ek and µ = h1 f1 . . . hl fl , where as usual, ei , fj are
edges of G with gi ∈ Σei and hj ∈ Σfj .
(S2) g ∈ Gs(µ) .
(S3) P is a subset of {ge e : e ∈ Γ1 , t(e) = s(µ), ge ∈ Σe } ⊂ G 1 .
(S4) Let f = fl , and let k be the element of Σf¯ such that gk ∈ αf¯(Gf ) (such a
k exists and is unique by definition of Σf¯ as a set of coset representatives).
Then k f¯ 6∈ P .
SG is the collection of all such symbols together with a zero. We refer to P as
the permitted subset (for the element (µ, g, ν, P ) ∈ SG ).
As a partial bijection of G ω , the map (µ, g, ν, P ) of SG will have domain:
d((µ, g, ν, P )) = µP G ω = {µx : x ∈ G ω , l1 (x) ∈ P }.
The bijection will be:
µx 7→ ν ◦ (g · x),
for x ∈ G ω , where ◦ represents concatenation. Notice that property S4 tells us
that if r1 (ν) = e and l1 (x) = g1 ē then g · g1 6∈ αe (Ge ). This guarantees that
the image of (µ, g, ν, P ) will consist of infinite G-paths - the subword eē, which
would stop the path being reduced, does not appear. So each element (µ, g, ν, P )
does define a partial bijection of G ω .
In summary: (µ, g, ν, P ) maps µx to ν ◦ (g · x), and is defined so long as
l1 (x) ∈ P . If P is empty, then (µ, g, ν, P ) is just another way to write ∅, the
empty map. First we should show that SG as defined is an inverse semigroup,
so that it is closed under multiplication. In particular, this proof will illustrate
the use of P , showing that we don’t need to ‘look ahead’ more than one edge.
Proposition 2.1.2. The inverse semigroup SG is well-defined, in that it is a
subset of I(G ω ) closed under products and inverses. The multiplication
(µ, g, ν, P )(ρ, h, σ, Q)
is defined in various cases:
1. If σ = µ, then the product is (ρ, gh, ν, Q ∩ h−1 P ). Notice that h−1 acts on
s(σ)G 1 , so we can look at the image of P under this action.
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2. Suppose µ = σµ0 for non-empty G-path µ0 . In the fundamental groupoid,
write h−1 µ0 = µ00 k −1 , for µ00 a G-path and k ∈ Gs(µ0 ) . Suppose also that
l1 (µ00 ) ∈ Q. Then the product is (ρµ00 , gk, ν, k −1 P ).
3. Suppose σ = µσ 0 for non-empty G-path σ 0 . Suppose that l1 (σ 0 ) ∈ P .
Write gσ 0 = σ 00 k in the fundamental groupoid, where σ 00 is a G-path and
k ∈ Gs(σ0 ) . Then the product is (ρ, kh, νσ 00 , Q).
4. The product is zero in all other cases. In particular, the product is zero
whenever µ and σ are incomparable.
The inverse of (µ, g, ν, P ) is (ν, g −1 , µ, g · P ).
The proof is not difficult, but just requires working through the different
cases carefully to compose the partial bijections. We use ◦ for concatenation
and · for the fundamental groupoid action. We will see that the permitted sets
P , Q are crucial in this proof, as described in the outline.
Proof. Consider the product (µ, g, ν, P ) · (ρ, h, σ, Q), which is is a composition
of partial bijections of G ω . Suppose the product is non-zero, so that the image
σ ◦ (h · Q) ◦ G ω of (ρ, h, σ, Q) meets the domain µ ◦ P ◦ G ω of (µ, g, ν, P ). In
particular, the G-paths σ and µ must be comparable. This means we split
into three cases from now on, corresponding to 1-3 in the statement of the
proposition.
Suppose first that µ = σ. This is the case where we need permitted sets.
Let x ∈ G ω , and consider the image of ρ ◦ (h−1 · x). The bijection (ρ, h, σ, Q)
maps this G-path to σx = µx, and (µ, g, ν, P ) then maps it to ν ◦ (g · x), so
long as the permitted sets work out. This happens precisely when we have both
l1 (h−1 · x) ∈ Q and l1 (x) ∈ P . The latter is equivalent to l1 (h−1 · x) ∈ h−1 P .
So we get the bijection (ρ, gh, ν, Q ∩ h−1 P ).
Suppose next that µ = σµ0 for non-empty µ0 . Then ρ ◦ (h−1 · µ0 x)
maps under (ρ, h, σ, Q) to σµ0 x = µx, so long as l1 (h−1 (µ0 x)) lies in Q. Since
l1 (h−1 (µ0 x)) only depends on µ0 and h, not on x, this is either always true
or never true as x varies. If it never holds, the product is zero. Otherwise,
(µ, g, ν, S) maps σµ0 x to νg · x, so long as l1 (x) ∈ P (and so l1 (k −1 · x) ∈ k −1 P ).
Overall, the product sends ρ ◦ h−1 (µ0 x) = ρµ00 ◦ (k −1 · x) to ν ◦ (g · x), and is
not defined elsewhere. This gives the bijection (ρµ00 , gk, ν, k −1 · P ) as claimed we’ve checked that permitted sets are the same.
The final case is σ = µσ 0 for non-empty σ 0 . Consider the image of
ρx under the product (it being undefined elsewhere). (ρ, h, σ, Q) maps ρx to
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σ ◦ (h · x) = µσ 0 ◦ (h · x), so long as l1 (x) ∈ Q. The bijection (µ, g, ν, P ) is
then defined on this path if and only l1 (σ 0 ) ∈ P , and if so, (µ, g, ν, P ) maps
µσ 0 ◦ (h · x) to νg · (σ 0 ◦ (h · x)) = νσ 00 ◦ (kh · x). So the product is (ρ, kh, νσ 00 , Q)
as claimed.
Inversion is easier. We’ve claimed the inverse of (µ, g, ν, P ) is (ν, g −1 , µ, g(P )),
and this maps ν ◦ (g · x) to µx so long as l1 (g · x) ∈ g · P , that is, l1 (x) ∈ P . It’s
easy to see this is an inverse.
This shows that SG as defined is indeed an inverse semigroup. In particular,
it’s enough for the set P to be a subset of G 1 - we never have to look ahead
further than one edge beyond µ, ν. For example, consider the situation of Figure
2.1, and the product:
(∅, 1, e, Pe )(∅, 1, f, Pf )(f, 1, ∅, Pf )(e, 1, ∅, Pe ),
where Pe = {e, f, f¯} and Pf = {e, f, ē} (so that the domains are as large as
possible). This product of elements removes e, then f , from the start of a path,
and then replaces them. One might think that you need a permitted set of
length 2 vectors to describe this. But in fact the domain of (µ, g, ν, P ) is a
function of µ as well as P , and the product is (ef, 1, ef, Pf ). This represents the
identity on all G-words beginning ef , with the permitted set remaining in G 1 .
We will define the path groupoid as the groupoid of germs of this inverse
semigroup. Since a groupoid of germs is defined in terms of local behaviour, we
first study restrictions in SG . Recall that if S is an inverse semigroup, we say
that y ∈ S is a restriction of z ∈ S if and only if y = ez for e an idempotent
of S (equivalently, y = zf for f an idempotent of S). For an inverse semigroup
of partial bijections, then y is a restriction of z if and only if y and z are equal
everywhere y is defined.
We will see that restrictions can be made to have a particularly nice form.
Definition 2.1.3. Let SG be the path inverse semigroup of a graph of groups
G. Let s = (µ, g, ν, P ) ∈ SG . We say that the expression (µ, g, ν, P ) is full if
r1 (µ) = r1 (ν) = e, say, if g ∈ αē (Ge ), and if P = s(e)G 1 \{ē}.
In particular, full elements have P as big as possible: indeed, P contains
every length 1 path whose target is s(e) except for the single path ē, which is
forbidden by (S4), since this would cause µē not to be reduced. We show that
any s ∈ SG restricts around any x in its domain to a full element of SG , by first
showing products of full elements are full.
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Proposition 2.1.4. Suppose that (µ, g, ν, P ) and (ρ, h, σ, Q) are full elements
of SG whose product is non-zero. Then their product, as given in Proposition
2.1.2, is also full, as is their inverse.
Proof. The case of inverses is easy: the inverse of (µ, g, ν, P ) is (ν, g −1 , µ, g · P )
and we certainly have that r1 (ν) = r1 (µ) = e, that g −1 ∈ αe (Ge ) (since g lies
in this group), and then g · P = P = s(e)G 1 \{ē}.
We work through the cases of Proposition 2.1.2 to study products. In the
first case, σ = µ, we have that Q = P = h−1 P , and so the product is (ρ, gh, ν, P )
which it is easy to check is full. In the second case, where µ = σµ0 , we have that
r1 (µ00 ) = r1 (µ) = r1 (ν), so the edge condition works. Also g, k ∈ αē (Ge ) so their
product also lies in this group, and moreover k −1 P = P . This is enough to show
the product is full. Finally in the third case, we have that kh ∈ Gs(σ0 ) = Gs(ρ) ,
and r1 (ρ) = r1 (σ) = r1 (σ 00 ), so this is full also.
We now show restrictions are also full.
Proposition 2.1.5. Suppose that µ and µµ1 are both G-paths, where µ1 is nonempty. Let z = (µ, g, ν, P ) ∈ SG . Then either z is defined nowhere on µµ1 G ω ,
or is defined on all of µµ1 G ω . In the latter case, the restriction of z to µµ1 G ω is
given by (µµ1 , g 0 , νµ01 , A), where gµ1 = µ01 g 0 in the fundamental groupoid, and
A = s(µ1 )G ω \{ē}, for e = r1 (µ1 ). Moreover, if `(µ1 ) > 0, then g 0 ∈ αe (Ge ),
and this restriction is full.
Proof. This is straightforward: z is defined on µµ1 x (for x ∈ G ω ) if and only if
l1 (µ1 ) ∈ P , a condition that doesn’t depend on x. This gives the first statement,
and also tells us that A should consist of all length 1 paths that can follow µ1
in a G-path, which is how A is defined. The restriction is then easy to calculate,
since z sends µµ1 x to ν ◦ (g · µ1 x) = ν ◦ µ01 ◦ (g 0 · x), meaning that z locally
acts by (µµ1 , g 0 , νµ0 , A) as required. Finally g 0 ∈ αē (Ge ) holds by the definition
of multiplication in the fundamental groupoid, as does r1 (µ1 ) = r1 (µ01 ). This
gives all the conditions needed for the restriction to be full.
Proposition 2.1.5 tells us that locally, any s ∈ SG restricts to a full element
of SG . Going forwards, it will often be helpful just to look at full elements of
SG . This will normally result in no loss of generality, since as a partial function
on G ω any s ∈ S can be written as a disjoint union of restrictions which are full.
Now we characterize all restrictions.
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Proposition 2.1.6. Suppose that z = (µ, g, ν, P ) ∈ SG and that y ∈ SG is a
restriction of z. Then either y can be written in the form y = (µ, g, ν, Q) for
Q ⊂ P , or y can be written in the form y = (µµ1 , g 0 , νµ01 , Q), where µ1 is a nonempty G-path with gµ1 = µ01 g 0 in the fundamental groupoid, with l1 (µ1 ) ∈ P ,
and Q is unrestricted.
We remark that we have carefully said y ‘can be written’ in the given form,
but it might also have other expressions. For example, (µ, g, ν, P ) and (µ, h, ν, P )
might define the same element of SG .
Proof. Suppose y = (ρ, h, σ, Q). Clearly, µ and ρ must be comparable, because
otherwise the domains of y and z are disjoint. If ρ = µ, then y is defined on
all µx where x ∈ G ω , l1 (x) ∈ Q, whereas z is defined on the set of all µx where
x ∈ G ω , l1 (x) ∈ P . Thus we must have Q ⊂ P , and since y and z are equal on
the set where they’re both defined, we must have that y = (µ, g, ν, Q).
Next suppose that ρ = µµ1 for non-empty µ1 ∈ G ∗ . If we restrict z to
the set ρG ω , then we get (µµ1 , g 0 , νµ01 , A) where g 0 , µ01 , A are as in the previous
proposition. Moreover, y must be a restriction of this bijection. This reduces
to the µ = ρ case, so y can be written (µµ1 , g 0 , νµ01 , Q) for some Q ⊂ A.
Finally suppose that µ = ρρ1 for non-empty ρ1 ∈ G ∗ . This is a slightly
strange case, as then the domain of y seems larger than the domain of z, but is
possible in some cases for appropriate Q. By the previous proposition, y must
be defined on either all or none of µG ω . Since y is a restriction of z, then z
must be defined on all of µG ω and y must be zero elsewhere (or it could not be
a restriction). Thus y = z in this case.
We include one more useful fact about our inverse semigroups. It tells us
when it is possible for there to be more than one full representation of an element
of SG .
Proposition 2.1.7. Let G be a locally finite nonsingular graph of groups. Suppose that [µ, g, ν, P ] and [ρ, h, σ, Q] are both equal to s ∈ S, and are both full,
with `(µ) ≤ `(ρ). If `(µ) = `(ρ), then µ = ρ, ν = σ and P = Q. We need
not have g = h; just that gh−1 acts trivially on P G ω . If instead `(ρ) > `(µ),
then ρ = µµ1 , and ρ is the unique G-path of its length extending µ. Moreover,
writing gµ1 = µ01 g 0 in the fundamental groupoid, then σ = νµ01 and h−1 g 0 acts
trivially on QG ω .
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Here we write P G ω for the set of all ρ ∈ G ω such that l1 (ρ) ∈ P . The
important thing to notice here is that full representatives of s ∈ S are not
unique if there are non-identity elements that act trivially on subtrees P G ω .
Proof. We first do the case of `(ρ) = `(µ). Since (µ, g, ν, P ) is defined on all
infinite G-paths extending µ, whereas (ρ, h, σ, Q) is defined on all infinite Gpaths extending ρ, we must have µ = ρ. The two bijections then send µx to
ν ◦ (g · x) and σ ◦ (h · x) (for x ∈ G ω ) respectively. In particular, ν and σ must
be comparable.
Now we claim that ν must equal σ. Indeed, suppose instead (without loss of
generality) that `(σ) = `(ν) + k, for k > 0. Consider how one would solve the
equation
ν ◦ (g · x) = σ ◦ (h · x).
The fact that ν ◦ (g · x) must start in σ determines the initial length k section of
x.Then a length `(σ) + k section of σ ◦ (h · x) is determined, so we must fix an
additional k edges of x for the left hand side to equal this. Repeating this, we
determine x uniquely; this is a contradiction since we want the equation to hold
for all x ∈ G ω . So ν = σ. Then P must equal Q since P is determined by µ for
full [µ, g, ν, P ]. We also see that g and h must act identically on all possible x
that continue µ to the right; that is, on P G ω .
Now suppose `(ρ) > `(µ). Again, considering the domains, we see that the
sets ρG ω and µG ω must be equal. This tells us ρ must be an extension of µ to
the right, ρ = µµ1 (or the domains would not intersect) and that ρ is the unique
such extension of its length (or ρG ω would be a proper subset of µG ω ). Writing
ρ = µµ1 , we have that (ρ, h, σ, Q) is equal to (µµ1 , g 0 , νµ01 , Q), the restriction of
(µ, g, ν, P ) to µµ1 G ω by the description of restrictions in Proposition 2.1.6. Here
g 0 , µ01 are as described in the statement of the proposition. We’ve now reduced
to the case `(ρ) = `(µ). By the case we’ve already done, we must have σ = νµ01 ,
and h−1 g 0 acting trivially on QG ω , so we’re done.

2.2

The path groupoid

We can now define a groupoid GG as the groupoid of germs of SG . We call
it the path groupoid of G. Elements of GG can be written [s, x] for s ∈ SG
and x ∈ d(s) ⊆ G ω , where we identify [s, x] and [s0 , x] if they have a common
restriction around x. Since we know that restrictions can be chosen to be full,
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we can assume s is a full element of SG whenever this is helpful.
As a groupoid of germs, GG has a topology. Recall that the topology on GG
has basic open sets
[s, U ] = {[s, x] : x ∈ U },
for each s ∈ SG and U an open subset of G ω contained in the domain of s. The
topology on GG need not be Hausdorff in general, but it’s common for groupoids
to be non-Hausdorff. It is however ample so long as G is finite (in the sense that
its underlying graph is finite and that its edge groups Ge are of finite index
in the vertex groups under the embeddings αe ). Indeed, the open set [s, U ] is
homeomorphic to U , so since G ω has a basis of compact open sets, GG does also.

2.2.1

The grading on GG

We also point out that SG is a Z-graded inverse semigroup, meaning there is a
map
deg : SG \{0} → Z
such that
deg(st) = deg(s)deg(t)
whenever s, t ∈ S, st 6= 0 (cf [21] Section 2.1). We call deg(s) the degree of s.
The degree is defined by deg((µ, g, ν, P )) = `(ν) − `(µ). One can check that this
map is well-defined (so that if (µ, g, ν, P ) = (µ0 , g 0 , ν 0 , P 0 ) then `(ν) − `(µ) =
`(ν 0 ) − `(µ0 )) and moreover that the degree of a restriction of s ∈ S is the same
as the degree of s. The degree of a product can be calculated via Proposition
2.1.2 and works in all cases. So this map does give a grading.
The groupoid GG inherits the grading deg from SG : for s ∈ S and x ∈ G ω ,
we define deg([s, x]) := deg(s). It’s clear that deg(yz) = deg(y)deg(z) whenever
(2)

(y, z) ∈ GG , which is the condition for a grading on a groupoid.

2.3

The Leavitt graph of groups algebra

Now we define an algebra as the Steinberg algebra of GG . Here we will ask for Γ
to be a finite graph, so that Γω is compact (as a finite union of spaces vG ω , each
of which is the space of ends of a locally finite tree). Since GG is then ample,
we can define its Steinberg algebra.
Definition 2.3.1. Let G be a locally finite non-singular graph of groups whose
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underlying graph is finite. Let K be a field. We define the Leavitt graph of
groups algebra LK (G) for K to be the Steinberg algebra of the ample groupoid
GG over K.
We will compare the algebra LK (G) to the C ∗ -algebra C ∗ (G) of [13]. The
C ∗ algebra is defined ([13] Definitions 3.1, 3.3) with generators and relations.
The generators are a family of partial isometries {Se : e ∈ Γ1 } and a family of
representations g 7→ Uv,g for each v ∈ Γ0 , such that Uv,g is a partial unitary.
The definitions of partial isometry, partial unitary and representation imply
some relations between the Uv,g and Se , but we also add some further relations:
(G1) Uv,1 Uw,1 = 0 for each v, w ∈ Γ0 with v 6= w.
(G2) Ut(e),αe (g) Se = Se Us(e),αē (g) for each e ∈ Γ1 and g ∈ Ge .
(G3) Us(e),1 = Se∗ Se + Sē Sē∗ for each e ∈ Γ1 .
(G4)
Se∗ Se =

X

∗
Us(e),h Sf Sf∗ Us(e),h
,

t(f )=s(e),h∈Σf
hf 6=1ē

for each e ∈ Γ1 .
There is indeed a C ∗ -algebra satisfying these relations (so the operators can
be given a C ∗ -norm). The algebra is described in Remark 3.4 of [13], as a C ∗ algebra acting on `2 -functions on G ω . Informally, the generators act on (C-linear
combinations of) G-paths in the usual way: Uv,g sends x ∈ G ω to g · x whenever
t(x) = v, whereas Se x = ex whenever ex is a G-path, and Se∗ (ex) = x. The
generators are zero on other G-paths.
We will produce a similar presentation for the algebra LK (G). First we
remark that LK (G) has a similar action on K-valued functions on G ω , which it
inherits from GG . Indeed, LK (G) is by definition an algebra of locally constant
functions on GG under convolution, so is spanned by indicator functions 1B of
open bisections B. If f is a K-valued function on G ω , then we define 1B f by
the formula 1B f (x) = f (B −1 x) for all x ∈ r(B), and 1B f (x) = 0 otherwise.
Now we state a presentation for LK (G) similar to the C ∗ presentation above.
There are some extra relations, because we’re giving an algebra presentation,
not a ∗-algebra presentation. Verifying that this presentation works takes a
while, because there are many relations to check; athough the proof is not that
difficult, it will occupy the rest of the chapter.
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Theorem 2.3.2. Let G = (Γ0 , Γ1 , G, α) be a locally finite non-singular graph of
groups whose underlying graph is finite. For each edge e, let Σe be a transversal for the subgroup αe (Ge ) of Gt(e) , with 1 ∈ Σe . Then the Leavitt graph of
groups algebra LK (G) is isomorphic to the K-algebra given by presentation with
generators Uv,g , Se , Se∗ (for all v ∈ Γ0 , g ∈ Gv , e ∈ Γ1 ) and relations:
(L1) Uv,g Uv,h = Uv,gh for all v ∈ Γ0 , g, h ∈ Gv . In particular Uv,1 is idempotent.
(L2) Uv,1 Uw,1 = 0 whenever v, w ∈ Γ0 and v 6= w.
(L3) Ut(e),1 Se = Se = Se Us(e),1 and Ut(e),1 Se∗ = Se∗ = Se∗ Us(e),1 , for all e ∈ Γ1 .
(L4)
Ut(e),αe (g) Se = Se Us(e),αē (g)
for each e ∈ Γ1 and g ∈ Ge ; also,
Us(e),αē (g) Se∗ = Se∗ Ut(e),αe (g) .
∗
(L5) For g ∈ Σe , define Sge = Ut(e),g Se and Sge
= Se∗ Ur(e),g−1 . Then if e, f ∈

Γ1 , g ∈ Σe , h ∈ Σf
∗
∗
∗
∗
Sge Sge
Sge = Sge , Sge
Sge Sge
= Sge
,

and
∗
Sge
Shf = 0

whenever e 6= f or g 6= h.
(L6) For each e ∈ Γ1 ,
Se∗ Se =

X

∗
Shf Shf
,

h,f

where the sum is taken over all pairs (h, f ) such that t(f ) = s(e), h ∈ Σf ,
and (h, f ) 6= (1, ē).
(L7) Us(e),1 = Se∗ Se + Sē Sē∗ for each e ∈ Γ1 . Moreover, Se Sē = Se∗ Sē∗ = 0.
(L8) Suppose that e ∈ Γ1 and g ∈ Ge such that αe (g) fixes eG ω pointwise. Then
we add the relation
Se Us(e),αē (g) Se∗ = Se Se∗ .
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This definition is a bit longer than the equivalent definition of a C ∗ -algebra
in [13], but this is because we’ve written out explicitly relations that in the
C ∗ -context are covered by saying that elements are partial isometries or partial
unitaries. Also, we are giving an algebra presentation rather than a ∗-algebra
presentation, so we have to include ∗-versions of each relation.
It is easiest to understand this presentation by thinking about the generators
Uv,g , Se , Se∗ acting on functions on G ω . Specifically, consider the image of the
indicator function 1x , for x ∈ G ω . Each of the generators sends 1x either to
0 or to another indicator function. That is, Uv,g 1x = 1g·x whenever t(x) = v;
Se (1x ) = 1ex whenever t(x) = s(e) and l1 (x) 6= ē; and Se∗ is a partial inverse to
Se , so Se∗ (1ex ) = 1x . The generators send other indicator functions to 0. The
mnemonic for this is that Uv,g multiplies by group element g, Se adds the edge
e, and Se∗ removes it - whenever these operations are possible. Formally, this
gives an action of LK (G) on the space KG ω of K-valued functions on G ω of
finite support. All the relations (L1)-(L8) are easy to understand in terms of
this action.
The important point of difference between LK (G) as given by this presentation and C ∗ (G) is the inclusion of relation (L8). The C ∗ -algebra doesn’t have
a relation like this one, but we need it because Steinberg algebras are defined
in terms of germs of actions, so if αe (g) acts locally as the identity, we need to
specify this. An earlier version of this work added a condition to the graphs of
groups, asking for vertex groups not to act locally as the identity, but it seems
better to include (L8) instead.
Before proving Proposition 2.3.2 we find some other presentations of LK (G).
First we give a presentation for LK (G) using Definition 4.1 of [21], which gives
a presentation for Steinberg algebras of a graded groupoid. The generators will
be indicators 1B of homogeneous compact open bisections. We say bisection B
is homogeneous if all its elements have the same degree, and refer to this as the
degree of the bisection.
Fact 2.3.3. LK (G) is isomorphic to the K-algebra given by the following presentation: the generators are symbols tB , whenever B is a homogeneous compact
open bisection of GG , and the relations are:
(R1) : t∅ = 0.
(R2) : tB tD = tBD for all homogeneous compact open bisections B, D.
(R3) : tB + tD = tB∪D whenever B, D are compact open degree zero bisections
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such that B ∪ D is also a compact open bisection (which necessarily also
has degree zero)
The generator tB in this presentation corresponds to the indicator 1B in the
Leavitt path algebra. We refine this presentation a bit further, and show that we
can just take generators corresponding to elements of SG . Notice that for s ∈ S,
then B(s) = [s, d(s)] is a compact open bisection. We will find a presentation
whose generators correspond to indicators 1B(s) where s ∈ S is full.
Proposition 2.3.4. Let G be a finite nonsingular graph of groups. Then the
Leavitt graph of groups algebra LK (G) is isomorphic to the algebra L given by
the following presentation: the generators are τB(s) , for each s ∈ SG which is
full, and the relations are:
(R1) τ∅ = 0.
(R20 ) Suppose that s1 = (µ, g, ν, P ) and s2 = (ρ, h, σ, P ) are both full expressions
for elements of S. If σ and µ are incomparable take relation τs1 τs2 = 0.
If σ and µ are comparable, then Proposition 2.1.4 tells us that s1 s2 is also
full. So we can take relation
τs1 τs2 = τs1 s2 .
(R30 ) Let s = (µ, g, ν, P ) be full and of degree 0. For each hf ∈ P (so that
f ∈ Γ1 , h ∈ Σf ), observe that the restriction shf of s to µhf G ω is full (by
Proposition 2.1.5). Then take relation:
X

τs =

τshf .

hf ∈P

Proof. Let L be the algebra presented by relations (R1), (R2’), (R3’). We must
find mutually inverse homomorphisms between L and LK (G). We will look at
LK (G) either as the algebra presented by Fact 2.3.3, or as a Steinberg algebra,
whichever is more suitable. Since relations (R1), (R20 ), (R30 ) are special cases of
(R1), (R2), (R3), they hold for tB(s) in LK (G). So there exists a homomorphism
φ : L → LK (G) sending τB(s) 7→ tB(s) .
Conversely, let B be a homogeneous compact open bisection, so that tB is
a generator of LK (G). We know that locally around each x ∈ d(B), B restricts
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to B(s) for some full s ∈ SG . By compactness, B can be a written as a union
of finitely many bisections B(si ), for full si = (µi , gi , νi , Pi ). After refining if
necessary (replacing B(si ) with a disjoint union of its restrictions shf to µi hf G ω ,
P
for hf ∈ Pi ) we can assume the union is disjoint. We will define ψ(tB ) = τsi
whenever B is a disjoint union of full bisections Bi , and need to show that this
does not depend on the choice of bisections.
Observe that any two expressions for B as a disjoint union of bisections
B(s) can be made equal by further refinements. Since (R30 ) allows us to expand
degree zero bisections, we want to be able to relate any two expressions for B by
this operation. Now consider a particular si = s = (µ, g, ν, P ). If `(µ) > `(ν),
write µ = µ0 µ00 where `(µ00 ) = `(ν). Then we can factor:
s = s(0) s(1) = (µ00 , g, ν, P )(µ0 , 1, ∅, P 0 ),
for P 0 = {l1 (µ00 )}. The point of this is that the first factor s(0) = (µ00 , g, ν, P )
is then degree zero. Moreover a restriction shf of s can be calculated as a
(0)

restriction shf of s(0) multiplied by s(1) :
shf = (µhf, g 0 , νh0 f, Q) = (µ00 hf, g 0 , νh0 f, Q)(µ0 , 1, ∅, P 0 ),
for appropriate Q = s(f )G ω \{f¯}. A similar factorization exists if `(µ) < `(ν).
P
The point of this is that the definition ψ(tB ) =
τsi , whenever B is a
disjoint union of full bisections Bsi is well-defined. Indeed, the previous paragraph tells us that any two such expressions can be equated by factoring and
by expanding degree zero bisections: these operation are permitted by relations
(R20 ), (R30 ). To show that this defines a homomorphism φ out of LK (G) we
must check relations (R2), (R3) hold for the image of φ.
P
P
For (R2), given ψ(tB ) = τsi , and ψ(tD ) = τs0i , write si = (µi , gi , νi , Pi )
and s0i = (µ0i , gi0 , νi0 , Pi0 ). Relation (R2’) tells us that τsi s0j = τsi τs0j for each
possible product, giving the result. (R3) is also easy, since partitioning B and
D separately into bisections B(si ) for full si gives a partition of B ∪ D. This
establishes that ψ is a homomorphism.
It is clear that φ and ψ are inverses, giving the result.
Now we return to prove Theorem 2.3.2.
Proof. We find homomorphisms between the Leavitt graph of groups algebra
and the algebra of Theorem 2.3.2.
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The map from the presentation to the Steinberg algebra: Write LK (G)
for the Leavitt graph of groups algebra, and write L for the K-algebra given
by the presentation in Theorem 2.3.2. As before, we find mutually inverse
homomorphisms between LK (G) and L.
First we find a homomorphism φ from L to LK (G). We will define φ as
follows:
• For v ∈ Γ0 and g ∈ Gv , we map Uv,g to the open bisection φ(Uv,g ) =
[(∅, g, ∅, vG 1 ), vG ω ], which describes the map whose domain is all of vG ω ,
and which sends x to g · x.
• For e ∈ Γ1 , with s(e) = v, we map Se to the open bisection [(∅, 1, e, vG 1 \{ē}), X],
where X = {x ∈ vG ω : l1 (x) 6= ē}. This open bisection maps the infinite
G-path x to ex, so long as t(x) = s(e) and l1 (x) 6= ē, so that ex is reduced.
• For e ∈ Γ1 , we map Se∗ to the open bisection [(e, 1, ∅, s(e)G 1 \{ē}), eG ω ].
This open bisection is defined on G-paths ex and maps them to x.
We have to check that these images satisfy relations (L1)-(L8). We will
look at LK (G) as the Steinberg algebra, so talk about open bisections in it as
functions on G ω . In particular we will be able to check that (L1)-(L8) hold by
considering the action of LK (G) on points x ∈ G ω (seen as 1x ∈ KG ω ).
(L1) The bisections φ(Uv,g ), φ(Uv,h ) are defined on all of vG ω and send x ∈ vG ω
to g ·x, h·x respectively. The fact that g 7→ Uv,g is a representation follows
from x 7→ g · x being an action of Gv .
(L2) This is immediate, since the domain vG ω of φ(Uv,1 ) is disjoint from the
range wG ω of φ(Uw,1 ), so the product of the two bisections is zero.
(L3) First we show that φ(Ut(e),1 )φ(Se ) equals φ(Se ). This holds, because
φ(Ut(e),1 ) is the identity on its domain t(e)G ω , which includes the range
of φ(Se ), eG ω . The other parts are similar.
(L4) We compare the open bisections on each side by letting them act on an
infinite G-path x. φ(Se ) is defined on x if and only if x ∈ s(e)G ω and
l1 (x) 6= ē, in which case it is sent to ex. φ(Ut(e),αe (g) ) is then defined on ex,
which it maps to αe (g)·ex. In the fundamental groupoid, αe (g)e = eαē (g),
so φ(Ut(e),αe (g) )φ(Se )x = eαē (g) · x.
On the other hand, it is clear that φ(Se )φ(Us(e),αē (g) ) also sends x to
eαē (g) · x wherever it is defined. This set is {x ∈ s(e)G ω : l1 (αē (g) · x) 6= ē}
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- since the unitary φ(Us(e),αē (g) ) is defined on all of s(e)G ω , and the l1
restriction comes from φ(Se ) needing be defined. But if l1 (x) = ē, then
since αē (g)ē = ēαe (g) in the fundamental groupoid, l1 (αē (g) · x) = ē if
and only if l1 (x) = ē. Thus the domain is the same in both cases also.
The second part can be deduced from the first by noticing that φ(Se∗ ) is
the inverse of φ(Se ) (as a partial bijection) and taking inverses of the first
part with g −1 in place of g.
∗
(L5) We study the functions φ(Sge Sge
). First we consider φ(Se Se∗ ). This is
∗
defined on the set eG ω , and is the identity on that set. Moreover, φ(Sge Sge
)

(for g ∈ Σe ) is just a conjugate of this map by the action of g ∈ Gv , and
so is the open bisection that is identity on the set geG ω and undefined
∗
elsewhere. It is clear that the domain of φ(Sge
) is equal to the range
∗
of φ(Sge ), and that φ(Sge Sge ) is the identity on this set and undefined
∗
)φ(Shf ) is the product of
elsewhere, which gives the result. Finally, φ(Sge

a bisection with domain geG ω with a bisection with range hf G ω . These
sets are disjoint for ge 6= hf so the product is zero.
(L6) The map φ(Se∗ Se ) adds e then removes it to all paths where this is possible
- in other words, it is the identity on the set {x ∈ s(e)G ω : l1 (x) 6= ē}.
∗
Recall that φ(Shf Shf
) is the identity on the set hf G ω = {x ∈ s(e)G ω :

l1 (x) = hf }. Since every x ∈ s(e)G ω has l1 (x) = hf for some unique
f ∈ Γ1 with t(f ) = s(e), h ∈ Σf we get the equality claimed.
(L7) This is easy from what we know: φ(Us(e),1 ) is the identity on the set s(e)G ω
and undefined elsewhere. On the other hand, φ(Se∗ Se ) is the identity
function on paths x ∈ s(e)G ω with l1 (x) 6= ē, whereas φ(Sē Sē∗ ) is the
identity on paths x ∈ s(e)G ω where l1 (x) = ē. Taken together, these give
the first result. The second part is clear since no G path contains eē.
(L8) Suppose that e ∈ Γ1 and g ∈ Ge such that αe (g) fixes eG ω pointwise. Since
αe (g)e = eαē (g) in the fundamental groupoid, we can say that αē (g) fixes
pointwise all of the set
X = s(e)G ω \ēG ω .
Now notice that φ(Se∗ ) maps eG ω to X, which is fixed pointwise by φ(Us(e),αē (g) )
by the above. So we immediately get φ(Se Se∗ ) = φ(Se Us(e),αē (g) Se∗ ).
This completes the proof in one direction.
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The map in the other direction: Conversely, we must define a homomorphism ψ from LK (G) to L. First we fix notation: in L, if p = g1 e1 . . . gn en is a
G-path (with ei ∈ Γ1 , and gi ∈ Σei as normal), where gi ∈ Gvi , write
Sp = Uv1 ,g1 Se1 . . . Uvn ,gn Sen ,
and
Sp∗ = Se∗n Uvn ,gn−1 . . . Se∗1 Uv1 ,g−1 .
1

Then we define the homomorphism ψ by setting ψ(1B ) = Sν Us(µ),g Sµ∗ , whenever
B = B(s) for full s ∈ S, with s = (µ, g, ν, P ). We’re going to use the result
of Proposition 2.3.4 which tells us that such 1B(s) generate. We must check
various properties of this map.
ψ is uniquely defined: Here we show that the definition of ψ does not depend of how s is written,
where we have B = B(s). Indeed, suppose that [µ, g, ν, P ] and [ρ, h, σ, Q]
are two different full ways of writing the same element of S, with `(ρ) ≥
`(µ) say. Proposition 2.1.7 tell us that ρ = µµ1 , and that if gµ1 = µ01 g 0 in
the fundamental groupoid, then σ = νµ01 and h−1 g 0 acts trivially on QG ω ;
moreover, ρ is the unique G-path of its length extending µ. Because of
this uniqueness, we must have µ1 = µ01 . We need to show that:
Sµ Us(µ),g Sν∗ = Sρ Us(ρ),h Sσ∗
or written another way
Sµ Us(µ),g Sν∗ = Sµ Sµ1 Us(ρ),h Sµ∗01 Sν∗ .
Write r1 (µ) = r1 (ν) = e. We will show:
Se Us(µ),g Se∗ = Se Sµ1 Us(ρ),h Sµ∗01 Se∗ .
Let µ1 = g1 e1 . . . gk ek in usual notation. By assumption (g1 , e1 ) is the only
pair (h, f ) satisfying the condition of (L6), so that Se∗ Se = Sg1 e1 Sg∗1 e1 . By
(L5), we have Se∗ = Se∗ Se Se∗ , and hence this equals Sg1 e1 Sg∗1 e1 Se∗ . Repeat-
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ing this argument, we see that
Sg1 e1 Sg∗1 e1 = Sg1 e1 Us(e1 ),1 Sg∗1 e1

= Sg1 e1 Sē1 Sē∗1 + Sg2 e2 Sg∗2 e2 Sg∗1 e1
= Sg1 e1 g2 e2 Sg∗1 e1 g2 e2 .
Here we’ve used again that (g2 , e2 ) is the only pair satisfying the condition
of (L6) for the edge e1 . Inductively, we get
Se∗ = Sµ1 Sµ∗1 Se∗ .
So we see that
Se Us(e),g Se∗ = Se Us(e),g Sµ1 Sµ∗1 Se∗ .
Finally, repeatedly applying (L4) repeatedly shows that Us(e),g Sµ1 = Sµ01 Us(µ01 ),g0 .
Thus it remains to see that
Sµ1 Us(µ1 ),g0 Sµ∗1 = Sµ1 Us(µ1 ),h Sµ∗1 ,
for which it’s enough to show that
Sf Us(f ),g0 Sf∗ = Sf Us(f ),h Sf∗ ,
where f = r1 (µ1 ). Write g 0 = αf¯(x), h = αf¯(y) (which is possible by assumption that the elements are full). Then we can rearrange the statement
to be proved to
Sf Sf∗ = Sf Us(f ),αf¯(x−1 y) Sf∗ ,
which is true by relation (L8).
(R1) holds To show that ψ can be defined as a homomorphism, we need that (R1)(R3) hold on the image of ψ. First, (R1) is immediate if we define ψ to
send 0 to 0.
(R20 ) holds Suppose that (µ, g, ν, P ) and (ρ, h, σ, Q) are full elements of SG . First
suppose σ, µ are incomparable. We need to show that
Sν Us(ν),g Sµ∗ Sσ Us(ρ),h Sρ∗ = 0.
It’s enough to show Sµ∗ Sσ = 0. Suppose µ = g1 e1 . . . gn en and σ =
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0 0
g10 e01 . . . gm
em in usual notation. If g1 e1 6= g10 e01 then Sµ∗ Sσ = 0 by (L5). If

instead g1 e1 = g10 e01 , then by (L6),
0 e0
Sg∗n en . . . Sg∗1 e1 Sg10 e01 . . . Sgm
=
m

X

∗
0 e0 ,
Sg∗n en . . . Sg∗2 e2 Shf Shf
Sg20 e02 . . . Sgm
m

h,f

summed over appropriate pairs (h, f ). By (L5) again, the only term that is
0 ,e0 .
non-zero is when (h, f ) = (g2 , e2 ), giving Sg∗n ,en . . . Sg∗2 ,e2 Sg20 e02 . . . Sgm
m

This gives the result, inductively on n.
Now we consider σ and µ comparable; first suppose that σ = µ. We wish
to examine
Sν Us(ν),g Sµ∗ Sµ Us(µ),h Sρ∗ .
First we argue Sµ∗ Sµ = Se∗ Se , where e = r1 (µ). This will be similar to
the argument that Sµ∗ Sσ vanishes for µ and σ incomparable. We induct
∗
on length of µ, the base case being Sge
Sge = Se∗ Se which is clear. For the

inductive step, write µ = g1 e1 µ0 (where g1 e1 = l1 (µ)). We have:
Sµ∗ Sµ = Sµ∗0 Sg∗1 e1 Sg1 e1 Sµ0 = Sµ∗0 Se∗1 Se1 Sµ0
= Sµ∗0 (Us(e1 ),1 − Sē1 Sē∗1 )Sµ0
= Sµ∗0 Us(e1 ),1 Sµ0
= Sµ∗0 Sµ0
where we have used that `1 (µ0 ) 6= ē1 . This completes the induction.
We notice that since g ∈ αē (Ge ), then Us(ν),g commutes with Se∗ Se =
Sµ∗ Sµ , by (L4). Thus Sν Us(ν),g Sµ∗ Sµ Us(µ),h Sρ∗ is equal to Sν Se∗ Se Us(µ),gh Sρ∗ .
Finally we use Se Se∗ Se = Se (L5) to replace Sν Se∗ Se with Sν (noting that
r1 (ν) = e since (µ, g, ν, P ) is full). This completes the proof in the case
σ = µ.
Finally, suppose that µ = σµ0 (the case σ = µσ 0 is similar) . We need to
study
Sν Us(ν),g Sµ∗0 Sσ∗ Sσ Us(σ),h Sρ∗ .
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Similarly to before,
Sµ∗0 Sσ∗ Sσ = Sµ∗0 Sr∗1 (σ) Sr1 (σ)


= Sµ∗0 Us(µ0 ),1 − Sr1 (σ) Sr∗ (σ)
1

=

Sµ∗0 .

Thus the product becomes
Sν Us(ν),g Sµ∗0 Us(σ),h Sρ∗ ,
and we have seen that Sµ∗0 Us(σ),h = Ut(µ0 ),h0 Sµ∗00 , where µ0 h = h0 µ00 in the
fundamental groupoid, by applying (L4) repeatedly. This is enough to
give the correct product.
(R30 ) holds This is a consequence of (L6). Specifically, if s = (µ, g, ν, P ), then
ψ(τs ) = Sµ Us(µ),g Sν∗ = Sµ Us(µ),1 Us(µ),g Sν∗ .
Expanding Us(µ),1 using (L6) and (L7) we get
X

∗
Sµ Shf Shf
Us(µ),g Sν∗ ,

h,f

a sum over all length 1 G-paths hf with t(f ) = s(µ). Write r1 (µ) =
r1 (ν) = e. Then we have that Sē∗ Sν∗ = 0 by (L7), so the sum can be taken
over all such hf with hf 6= ē. That is, the sum is over P . Using (L4), we
have once again that
∗
Shf
Us(µ),g = Us(f ),g0 Sh∗0 f ,

whenever ghf = h0 f g 0 in the fundamental groupoid (with h0 ∈ Σf ). Now
if we write out shf as (µhf, g 0 , νh0 f, P 0 ) we realize that
ψ(τshf ) = Sµ Shf Us(f ),g0 Sh∗0 f Sν∗ ,
which gives that ψ(τs ) is a sum of terms ψ(τshf ), as required. This completes the verification of these identities.
It remains to show that the two maps we’ve defined between L and LK (G) are
mutually inverse. This is easy to check, since the image of each of Se , Se∗ , Uv,g is
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a full open bisection under φ, on which ψ is defined directly.We omit the details
here.
We will often compare LK (G) to a Leavitt path algebra but with group
actions added. The following proposition relates LK (G) to a Leavitt path algebra more formally. The analogous result in the C ∗ -algebra case was proved as
Theorem 3.6 of [13]. Our result is almost the same.
Proposition 2.3.5. Let G be a locally finite non-singular graph of groups whose
underlying graph Γ is finite. Let LK (G) be its Leavitt graph of groups algebra,
with generators Uv,g , Se , Se∗ as normal. Let EG be the directed graph whose vertex
set is G 1 and whose edge set is G 2 ; for µ = g1 e1 g2 e2 ∈ G 2 , we put sE (µ) = g2 e2
and tE (µ) = g1 e1 . This is a finite directed graph. There is an embedding
φ : LK (EG ) ,→ LK (G),
defined on generators by:
∗
φ(ν) = Sν Sν∗ , φ(µ) = Sµ Ss(µ)
, φ(µ∗ ) = Ss(µ) Sµ∗ ,

for all ν ∈ EG0 , µ ∈ EG1 . Moreover if all edge groups Ge are trivial, then the
homomorphism φ is an isomorphism.
Proof. We sketch the proof, which follows the argument of Theorem 3.6 of [13],
but instead of using the gauge-invariant uniqueness theorem, we use the graded
uniqueness theorem of Theorem 1.2.6 for Leavitt path algebras.
To show that φ is a well-defined homomorphism, we need to just check
that the images of the generators satisfy the defining relations for Leavitt path
algebras, given in 1.2.2. These can be seen to follow from (L1)-(L8) in the
definition of LK (G), in a similar way to the proof in [13]. The homomorphism φ
is graded, so we can use the Graded Uniqueness Theorem to show it is injective.
It is enough that it does not vanish on any ν ∈ EG0 , so we need to show that
Sν Sν∗ is non-zero in LK (G). This is clear since Sν Sν∗ is non-vanishing in its action
on KG ω (specifically, it fixes νG ω ). In the case where edge groups are trivial,
the surjectivity argument is the same as in [13], just with a third case added
∗
to show Sge
is in the image, which works the same as the Sge case. Namely,
P
1
hf φ(gehf ) = Sge (where gehf ∈ EG and we sum over all possible hf 6= 1ē),
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so Sge is in the image of φ, and then
Ux,g = Ux,g

X

∗
Shf Shf
=

hf

X

∗
Sghf Shf
,

hf

so that Ux,g is also in the image.

2.4

Colour-preserving Nekrashevych-Röver groups
and the group of unitaries

We now produce a Thompson group variant from the algebra LK (G), which will
also equal the topological full group of GG . We first define a family of variants of Thompson’s group V , which will generalize both the colour-preserving
Thompson groups and the Nekrashevych-Röver groups we discussed in the introduction. We then explain how the topological full group of GG is a Thompson
variant of this type. This completes the picture of Figure 1.10.

2.4.1

Self-similar families of groups

We will work in the situation of Section 1.5.5. Let C be a finite set of colours
equipped with production rule p and starting set S. Let TC be the family of
coloured trees associated to C as in Section 1.5.5, writing TC = (T1 , . . . , Tm ).
Let Ti have root vi , its unique depth 0 vertex, so that the depth n vertices of
Ti are labelled by sequences vi xc1 ,i1 . . . xcn ,in . Let χ : T 0 → C be the function
that gives the colour of each vertex.
Now suppose that e is an edge of Ti , directed away from the root vi and
let Te be the maximal subtree of Ti containing t(e) but not s(e). Observe that
as coloured trees, Te is isomorphic to Tf whenever t(e) and t(f ) have the same
colour. So for c ∈ C, we can fix a coloured tree Tc such that Te is isomorphic
to Tc whenever χ(t(e)) = c, and we choose an isomorphism βe : Tc → Te .
With this in place, let φ be an automorphism of Te that preserves the colouring. Then φ permutes the set {e1 , e2 , . . . , ek } of edges whose source is t(e), by
a permutation σe ∈ Sk , and so φ also permutes the subtrees Tei . But since φ
preserves the colouring, then χ(t(ei )) = χ(t(φ(ei ))). By definition of self-similar
colourings, Tei and Tφ(ei ) are both isomorphic to Tc (where c = c(ei )). So the
formula
−1
φi := βφ(e
φβei
i)
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defines a colour-preserving automorphism of Tc . We write:
φ = (σφ ; φ1 , φ2 , . . . , φk ),
remarking that φ is determined by the permutation σφ and the automorphisms
φi . This is modeled after Definition 1.5.4 where we defined a self-similar action
of a single group.
Definition 2.4.1. Let TC be a self-similar family of coloured trees as above.
For each colour c ∈ C, let Gc be a colour-preserving group of automorphisms of
Tc that fix the root. For g ∈ Gc , write:
g = (σg ; g1 , g2 , . . . , gk ),
where gi is an automorphism of Tc(i) . If it happens that gi ∈ Gci for all choices
of c, g and i, then we say that the Gc form a self-similar family of groups.
There are two important examples, in both of which we will take S of size
1, so that TC,S consists of a single tree:
1. If |C| = 1, then all vertices of TC must be given the same colour, c.
Assume for simplicity that |S| = 1 also, so that TC consists of a single tree
T , and assume that the production rule p has p(c) = (c, c, . . . , c) where c
appears d times. Then T is the d-regular rooted tree.
Now suppose {G} is a self-similar family of groups (since C is a singleton set, there is only one group in the family). G is then a group of
automorphisms of T . It has the property that if g ∈ G, and we write:
g = (σg ; g1 , g2 , . . . , gd ),
then each gi ∈ G. This exactly says that G is a self-similar group in the
sense of Nekrashevych.
2. Let G be a locally finite graph of groups whose underlying graph is finite.
We draw an example in Figure 2.3. For each v ∈ Γ0 , form the Bass-Serre
tree T = TG,v rooted at v. Let C be the set Γ1 of edges of Γ (with each edge
and its reverse included separately). Suppose that p is a G-path with target
v, so we can write p = g1 e1 . . . gn en , where ei ∈ Γ1 with s(ei ) = t(ei+1 )
wherever this applies, and gi ∈ Σei . Set p0 = g1 e1 . . . gn−1 en−1 . Then
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there is an edge e in T from p0 Gs(p0 ) to pGs(p) . We give the vertex pGs(p)
the colour en . Notice that the tree Te has its vertices labelled by paths
pw extending p on the right. So Tp is in bijection with the tree Te whose
vertices are labelled by {w ∈ G ∗ : t(w) = s(e), l1 (w) 6= ē}.
This gives a self-similar colouring of {Tv : v ∈ Γ0 } except that the vertices
{Gv : v ∈ Γ0 } are uncoloured. We can fix this if we want by adding v
as a colour to C for each v ∈ Γ0 . Then the vertex Gv will be thought
of as the root of the Bass-Serre tree, of colour v. The production rule
can be extended to v, just by listing the colours of the neighbours of Gv ,
and the starting set S will be Γ0 . Alternatively, we will often deal with
the problem of the vertices Gv being uncoloured by dropping them from
the graphs; since we’ll be working with Thompson-type groups, which are
permutations of the end space ∂TC,S , we can drop finitely many vertices
and it won’t change the group constructed.
Now we claim that {Ge : e ∈ Γ1 } forms a self-similar family of groups. We
consider the action of Ge on Te . Let g ∈ Ge , and let g1 e1 w be a vertex of
Te , so that g1 ∈ Σe1 . As usual, we write αe (g)g1 = g10 αe1 (hg ), for unique
g10 ∈ Σe1 and hg ∈ Ge1 . In the fundamental groupoid, we can calculate:
g · g1 e1 w = g10 e1 ◦ (hg · w),
where ◦ denotes concatenation. Thus, we see that g sends the subtree
below g1 e1 to the subtree below g10 e1 (preserving the colour e1 ) and acts
on it by the automorphism hg ∈ Ge1 . This is exactly what we need to
have a self similar family of groups.
We illustrate this with the following example. Let G be the graph of groups,
whose underlying graph has two vertices and three edges shown in figure 2.2.
f
e

v

w

g

f¯
Figure 2.2: An example graph of groups
In our example, both vertex groups will be isomorphic to Z, with Gv generated by a and Gw generated by b. All edge groups will also be isomorphic to
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Z (with Ge generated by an element e, Gf generated by f , and Gg by g). The
embeddings are as follows: αf (f ) = b2 ; αf¯(f ) = a2 ; αe (e) = a; αē (e) = a−1 ;
αg (g) = b; αḡ (g) = b−1 . This gives the Bass-Serre tree shown in Figure 2.3.
ēf¯ghbi
ēf¯bf hai
ēēēhai
ēēaf¯hbi

ēf¯ḡhbi
ēf¯hbi

ēaf¯bf hai
ēaf¯hbi

ēēhai

ēēf¯hbi

ēaf¯ghbi

ēaf¯ḡhbi

ēhai

ef¯ḡhbi
ef¯ghbi ef¯bf hai
eef¯hbi
eeaf¯hbi

f¯ḡf hai
f¯ḡbf hai f¯ḡḡhbi

ef¯hbi

eehai

f¯ḡhbi f¯gbf hai
f¯hbi

hai

ehai

f¯ghbi

f¯gf hai

f¯bf hai f¯gghbi

eeehai eaf¯hbi
eaf¯bf hai eaf¯ḡhbi
eaf¯ghbi

f¯bf ēhai f¯bf af¯hbi
f¯bf ehai

af¯bf af¯hbi

af¯hbi

af¯bf ēhai af¯bf hai

af¯gbf hai
af¯ghbi

af¯gf hai

af¯bf ehai
af¯gghbi
af¯ḡhbi
af¯ḡḡhbi
af¯ḡbf hai
af¯ḡf hai

Figure 2.3: The Bass-Serre tree of our example
In this figure, we’ve coloured e red, f blue and g green, and used dotted
lines for the reverse edges. We’ve drawn the edges coloured, not the vertices,
for legibility: you should think of the central vertex as being the root, and then
give every other vertex v the colour of the edge with target v. Notice that, for
example, the target of each blue edge (oriented outwards) is the source of one
red edge, one dotted red edge, and one dotted blue edge. This, and similar facts
for each other colour, together show that the colouring is self-similar. We could
get a self-similar family of trees using this tree and another Bass-Serre tree, this
time rooted at Gw .
We work out one example of the self-similarity of the groups. Consider an
edge labelled e (a red edge). Its three children are given by the continuations
f¯, af¯ and e - so two of them are blue dotted (from f¯) and the third is red.
Consider multiplying these continuations by a ∈ αe (Ge ). This sends f¯ to af¯.
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e

e

a
f¯

bf¯

=
f¯

e

1

bf¯

b2

e

a−1

Figure 2.4: The action of a ∈ αe (Ge ) on an e-labelled subtree
Since a2 f¯ = f¯b2 in the fundamental groupoid, we see that a-multiplication sends
af¯ back to f¯, but multiplies by b2 on the subtree below f¯. Finally ae = ea−1
in the fundamental groupoid. This gives the following formula for a acting on
the three subtrees beginning f¯, af¯, e:
a = (σ; 1, b2 , a−1 ),
where σ is the transposition swapping f¯ and af¯. Thus we see one part of the
family of embeddings that shows the groups Ge form a self-similar family. See
figure 2.4, which gives pictures to illustrate the action of a on the subtree. It
shows how the action of a swaps over two of the edges below it, and acts below
that by the triple (1, b2 , a−1 ), as claimed.

2.4.2

Colour-preserving Nekrashevych-Röver groups

Let C be a finite set of colours and let S be a starting set drawn from C. Let
TC,S be a self-similarly coloured family of trees, and let GC = {Gc : c ∈ C}
be a self-similar family of groups. Whenever e is an edge of TC,S directed away
from the root, with t(e) of colour c, then Gc acts on the tree Te = βe (Tc ). So
we can define a permutation φ(g, e) of ∂TC,S for any g ∈ Gc as follows: φ(g, e)
is the identity outside ∂Te , and acts on ∂Te by φ(g, e)(x) = βe (g · (βe−1 (x))) .
This allows us to make the following definition:
Definition 2.4.2. The colour-preserving Nekrashevych-Röver group associated
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to the data C, S, GC will be written VC,S,G and will be defined as the group of
permutations of ∂TC,S generated by the colour-preserving Thompson group VC,S ,
and the permutations φ(g, e) for all e ∈ Γ1 and g ∈ Gc(e) .
Proposition 2.4.3. Every element X of the colour-preserving NekrashevychRöver group VC,S,G can be written in the following form: let L1 , L2 be leaf sets
of edges of TC,S , of size m, with a colour-preserving bijection ψ between them
(so that ψ defines an element ψ̄ of the colour-preserving Thompson group VC,S ).
Let e1 , e2 , . . . , em be the edges whose targets lie in L1 . Then
X = ψ̄φ(g1 , e1 )φ(g2 , e2 ) . . . φ(gm , em ),
for some appropriate choices of L1 , L2 , φ and gi ∈ Gc(ei ) .
As a picture, we would draw two finite subtrees with a bijection between their
leaves, and a tree automorphism acting below each leaf, similar to Figure 1.16.
The proof of this result is technical to write down, but really just comes down
to showing that expansion rules exist so that we can multiply these pictures in
the usual manner. The expansion rule is similar to what we have seen before.
Proof. It is clear that the generators given for VΓ,GC are all of the required form.
We will verify that products and inverses of elements of the given form can also
be put in that form, by finding an expansion rule. First of all, we remark that
since ψ maps ei to ψ(ei ), it is easy to see that:
X = ψ̄φ(g1 , e1 )φ(g2 , e2 ) . . . φ(gm , em ) = φ(g1 , ψ(e1 ))φ(g2 , ψ(e2 )) . . . φ(gm , ψ(em ))ψ̄.
In particular,
−1
−1
X −1 = ψ̄ −1 φ(gm
, ψ(em ))φ(gm−1
, ψ(em−1 )) . . . φ(g1 , ψ(e1 )),

which is of the required form.
Now we show how to do a simple expansion of X. Consider a particular
ei . Let the edges of Γ whose source is t(ei ) be fi,1 , fi2 , . . ., fi,di . Recall that
φ(gi , ei ) ∈ Gei , so can be expanded:
φ(gi , ei ) = (σi ; φi,1 , φi,2 , . . . , φi,ki ),
say. Here σi is a colour-preserving permutation of the edges fi,j , so σi ∈ VΓ ;
meanwhile, each φi,j is a tree automorphism, of Tfj , which by self-similarity can
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be written as φ(hi,j , fi,j ) (for hi,j ∈ Gc , appropriate c). Thus we can write
φ(gi , ei ) = σ̄i φ(hi,1 , fi,1 ) . . . φ(hi,ki , fi,ki ),
as a permutation of ∂TC,S . Moreover, σi commutes with all φ(gj , ej ) for j 6= i,
as their support is disjoint. This gives:
X = ψ̄σi φ(g1 , e1 ) . . . φ(gi−1 , ei−1 )φ(hi,1 , fi,1 ) . . . φ(hi,ki , fi,ki ) . . . φ(gm , em ).
This writes X as a product of an element of VΓ and various tree automorphisms of the form φ(g, e). Also, σi permutes the simple expansion L01 of L1 at
ei , and ψ̄ has a representative whose source leaf set is L01 . So ψ̄σi can be defined
by a bijection whose source leaf set is L01 . This writes X in the form
0
X = ψ̄ 0 φ(g10 , e01 ) . . . φ(gm
, e0m ),

where {e01 , . . . , e0m } are the edges whose targets are in L01 and ψ̄ 0 is a bijection
between leaf sets, with domain leaf set equal to L01 . This is the correct form for
a simple expansion.
Now suppose we want to form a product XY , where X and Y are given in
the form above; we can assume by taking expansions that X is given mapping
leaf set L2 to L3 , and Y mapping L1 to L2 . Then we can write:
X = ψ¯X φ(g1 , e1 )φ(g2 , e2 ) . . . φ(gm , em )
0
Y = φ(g10 , e1 )φ(g20 , e2 ) . . . φ(gm
, em )ψ¯Y ,

where the edges ei here have targets in the leaf set L2 and ψX maps L2 to L3 ,
ψY maps L1 to L2 (and we’ve used the result at the beginning of the proof to
put ψ¯Y on the right). The product XY is then:
0
XY = ψ¯X φ(g1 g10 , e1 )φ(g2 g20 , e2 ) . . . φ(gm gm
, em )ψ¯Y ,

or alternatively
0
XY = ψ¯X ψ¯Y φ(g1 g10 , ψY−1 (e1 ))φ(g2 g20 , ψY−1 (e2 )) . . . φ(gm gm
, ψY−1 (em )).

This is of the required form, since ψX ψY is a colour-preserving bijection from
L1 to L3 , whilst the ψY−1 (ei ) are the edges of the leaf set L1 .
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2.4.3

Colour-preserving Nekrashevych-Röver groups from
Bass-Serre trees

Finally we show how to produce a colour-preserving Nekrashevych-Röver group
from a graph of groups satisfying property (H). This completes the plan in
Figure 1.10 and connects the various different objects we have been considering.
Theorem 2.4.4. Let G be a locally finite graph of groups whose underlying
graph is finite. Let GG be its path groupoid and let LK (G) be its Leavitt graph
of groups algebra. Let VG be the set of elements X of LK (G) of the form:
X=

n
X

Sµi Us(µi ),gi Sµ∗0i =

i=1

n
X

1[(µ0i ,gi ,µi ,P ),µ0i G ω ]

i=1

where each (µ0i , g, µi , P ) is a full element of SG , and additionally X is invertible
with
X −1 =

n
X

Sµ0i Us(µi ),g−1 Sµ∗i .
i

i=1

We will say X is unitary if X −1 is of the given form. Then VG is a group, and
is isomorphic to the topological full group of GG . It is also a colour-preserving
Nekrashevych-Röver group, acting on the family of Bass-Serre trees {TG,v }v∈Γ0 ,
where the set of colours is Γ1 , and for each µ ∈ G ∗ , the vertex µGs(µ) is coloured
with the colour of edge r1 (µ).
In stating this theorem, we’re using the result of Proposition 2.3.2 to identify the term Sµi Us(µi ),gi Sµ∗0 of the Leavitt graph-of-groups algebra with the
i

indicator 1[(µ0i ,gi ,µi ,P ),µ0i G ω ] in the isomorphic Steinberg algebra. This is useful,
because sometimes it will be easier to do algebra calculations, and sometimes
it will be easier to think about open bisections acting on G ω . We prove the
theorem in several steps.
Proof. Step 1: We analyse the structure of unitary elements.
Suppose that
X=

n
X

1[(µ0i ,gi ,µi ,P ),µ0i G ω ]

i=1

is unitary and of the given form. We write Ti for 1[(µ0i ,gi ,µi ,P ),µ0i G ω ] , and Ti∗
for 1[(µi ,g−1 ,µ0 ,P ),µi G ω ] . We will understand X using its action on KG ω . Let
i

i

ρ ∈ G ω . Then the term Ti acts on infinite G-paths by sending paths µ0i ρ0 to
P
µi g · ρ0 (for ρ0 ∈ G ω ), and sending other paths to 0. Since X = Ti is unitary,
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it is invertible, and so does not vanish on any ρ ∈ G ω . Thus, every infinite
G-path must be an extension of at least one µ0i on the right.
Now consider the action of some single term Ti∗ Tj on ρ ∈ X ω . This is one
monomial in the product X −1 X. This monomial sends ρ either to zero or to
another end. Moreover, if we consider the action of Ti∗ Ti on a G-path ρ = µ0i ρ0
on which Ti doesn’t vanish, we have:
Ti∗ Ti µ0i ρ0 = Ti∗ µi g · ρ0 = µ0i ρ0 .
Thus Ti∗ Ti fixes ρ whenever Ti does not vanish on ρ. So we see X −1 Xρ is equal
to a sum of paths including kρ, where k is the number of indices i such that
Ti ρ does not vanish. We know this has to equal ρ. This is only possible if
k = 1 for every possible end ρ. This tells us that every infinite G-path must be
an extension of a unique G-path µ0i , so that the µ0i form a leaf set (of the set
G ω , which is the end space of the family of trees {TG,v : v ∈ Γ0 }). Similarly
(considering XX −1 ) the µi must also form a leaf set.
Conversely, suppose that
X=

n
X

Sµi Us(µi ),gi Sµ∗0j

i=1

is of the given form, where the µi and µ0j form leaf sets. Then Sµ∗i Sµj is zero
unless i = j (since leaf sets are incomparable). So, with Ti and Ti∗ as before
n X
n
X
i=1 j=1

Ti∗ Tj =

n
X

Ti∗ Ti =

i=1

n
X

Sµi Sµ∗i = 1,

i=1

and a similar argument shows also that XX ∗ = 1. Thus X is a unitary.
Step 2: We show that VG is the topological full group of GG .
Suppose X ∈ VG . We know X is a sum of terms Ti = Sµi Us(µi ),g Sµ∗0 . Fix
i

i, and let the common rightmost edge of µi and µ0i be e. Looking at Ti as an
element of the Steinberg algebra (and using the proof of Theorem 2.3.2), Ti
corresponds to 1Bi , where Bi is the open bisection [(µ0i , g, µi , P ), µi G ω ] - where
(µ0i , g, µi , P ) is a full element of SG . By step 1 of this proof, the domains µi G ω
of Bi are disjoint and have union G ω . Similarly, their ranges are disjoint open
sets with union G ω . Thus, the union of the Bi is an open bisection B defined on
P
all of G ω , and
1Bi = 1B . This tells us that X is an element of the topological
full group corresponding to the open bisection B.
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Conversely, let B ∈ [[GG ]]. We know that locally about x ∈ G ω , B restricts to
an open bisection [(µ0x , αēx (gx ), µx , Px ), µx G ω ], where (µ0x , αēx (gx ), µx , Px ) is a
full element of SG . By the usual compactness argument, finitely many elements
of SG are needed to cover B, which on restricting can be assumed to have
disjoint domains (and hence disjoint ranges). Thus B corresponds to a sum of
its restrictions Bi which then have the form [(µ0i , αē (g), µi , P ), µi G ω ]; the inverse
of Bi is [(µi , αē (g −1 ), µ0i , P ), µ0i G ω ]. This gives a unitary X as described in the
previous paragraph.
Step 3: We show that this gives a colour-preserving NekrashevychRöver group.
We have already seen that the family of Bass-Serre trees is self-similarly
coloured. Write it as TC,S ; first we will argue that the colour-preserving Thompson group VC,S is equal to the group of unitaries of LK (G) of the form
X=

n
X

Sµi Sµ∗0i ,

i=1

where r1 (µi ) = r1 (µ0i ). Indeed, we’ve seen that such an element is unitary if
and only if the µi and µ0i both form leaf sets. This means that X gives the
permutation of G ω sending µ0i x to µi x (for x ∈ G ω ), which means it equals the
colour-preserving Thompson element specified by the bijection µ0i 7→ µi . The
fact that r1 (µi ) = r1 (µ0i ) is precisely what is required for µ0i 7→ µi to be colourpreserving. It’s clear that this construction can be reversed to form X ∈ LK (G)
from an element of VC,S , establishing the result.
To finish, it just remains to verify that Us(µi ),gi acts by a colour-preserving
automorphism of an appropriate subtree. The action is on the tree of (finite
or infinite) G-paths x = g1 e1 g2 e2 . . . where l1 (x) 6= 1ē (so that µi x, µ0i x are Gpaths). We must verify that gi sends this tree to itself and preserves colour,
under
g1 e1 g2 e2 . . . 7→ gi · g1 e1 g2 e2 . . . .
The edges never change under the action of a vertex group on Tv , so the colouring
is certainly preserved. Also, since (µ0i , g, µi , P ) was assumed full, we have g ∈
αē (Ge ). We point out that the group αē (Ge ) is the stabilizer of the G-path 1ē.
Thus, g stabilizes 1ēG ω and so also sends the set {x ∈ s(e)G ∗ : l1 (x) 6= 1ē} to
itself. This gives the required action of g on a subtree (which is clearly by tree
automorphisms) and we’re done.
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2.5

An example of the groups VG

We conclude this section by describing the group VG for a particular graph
of groups G. We won’t be able to say many group-theoretic properties of the
group constructed (we’ll prove some finiteness and simplicity results in the next
chapter, but questions like the subgroup structure and isomorphism classes of
Thompson-style groups are obscure). Hopefully, though, the description will
make the abstract group easier to imagine. At the end of this section, we’ll
illustrate how theorems in the next chapter allow us to characterize all quotients
of this VG .
The graph of groups G will be the graph with one vertex v and one edge e,
with Gv = Ge = Z. We will write Gv = hai and Ge = hei, and take embeddings
αe : e 7→ a2 and αē : e 7→ a3 . This means that the fundamental group π1 (G, v)
has presentation:
π1 (G, v) = ha, e : a2 e = ea3 i.
This makes π1 (G, v) into a Baumslag-Solitar group BS(2, 3).
The Bass-Serre tree TG,v for G is drawn out in Figure 2.5. We write f for
ē. Each vertex of TG,v are shown coloured red or blue, according to whether
its label ends in e or f . This is a self-similar colouring: one can see that each
red vertex leads to two red vertices and two blue vertices (moving outwards),
whereas each blue vertex leads to one red and three blue vertices.
In the Bass-Serre tree, we have marked a small dot in the middle of the
edge between ∅ and e. Considering the tree as starting from that point rather
than from ∅, the vertex ∅ looks like a vertex of type f (a blue vertex), since
it leads to three blue vertices and one red vertex. We can use this to define
colour-preserving Thompson elements more efficiently, by giving ∅ a colour, and
will do this below. We could mark such a dot in the centre of any edge, and it
would change the colours of finitely many vertices.
The fundamental group BS(2, 3) acts on this tree in the usual manner, with
a fixing the root and e translating along the infinite ray . . . , f f, f, ∅, e, ee, . . .. We
can write the action of e or f as a colour-preserving Thompson group element,
shown in Figure 2.6. This figure shows two leaf sets of size 2, which have a unique
colour-preserving bijection between them. This Thompson element shows that
f maps vertices ew to w and other vertices x to f x, which is the correct formula.
The action of a is not by a Thompson element, but we can study the action
of its powers on subtrees to get a self-similar family of groups. That is, we
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Figure 2.5: The Bass-Serre tree for the Baumslag-Solitar group
f
e

∅

∅

Figure 2.6: Drawing f as a Thompson element
should look at αe (Ge ) = ha2 i acting on the subtree below a blue vertex, and
αē (Ge ) = ha3 i acting on the subtree below a red vertex. The effect of these is
drawn out in Figure 2.7.
The figure shows that a3 acts by swapping the vertices labelled e and ae and
fixing the other two; it acts by a6 on the subtree (originally) below e, by a3 on
the subtree below ae, and so on. Indeed, we observe that in the fundamental
group, a3 · ae = (a2 )(a2 )e = ea6 , as shown. Observe that the action below each
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a3
=
e

ae

af

a2 f

e

ae

af

a2 f

a3

a6

a2

a2

Figure 2.7: The action of a3 on subtrees
red vertex is in ha3 i and the action below each blue vertex is in ha2 i, as we
require. Similarly, we also have an action on blue-rooted subtrees in Figure 2.8.

a2
=
ae

f

af

a2 f

ae

f

af

a2 f

a3

1

a2

a2

Figure 2.8: The action of a2 on subtrees
These two figures define the action of the self-similar family of groups ha2 i,
ha3 i. The entire group VG is generated by Thompson elements with these selfsimilar groups acting on subtrees. An example element θ is shown below:
The small numbers in this figure show the Thompson bijection of θ, and we
illustrate how it permutes the ends by finding the image of eeaf f aeeaf f aee . . .
under θ. The initial segment ee is mapped to ∅ by θ (leaf 2 in each leaf set).
The edge stabilizer a3 acts on the remainder af f aeeaf f . . .. We can calculate,
using the self-similarity:
a3 · af f aee . . . = af ◦ (a2 · f aee . . .)
= af a2 f aee . . .
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So overall, θ maps eeaf f aee . . . to af a2 f aeeaf f . . .. Here we were lucky in that
the self-similarity calculation terminated. This will not happen in general, but
the action will still be well-defined, and we get θ acting as a permutation of G ω .
Finally we make some comments about quotients of this VG . In Theorem
3.2.3, we will see that any non-trivial quotient q of VG is abelian. In particular,
the fundamental group π1 (G, v) ≤ VG must factor through an abelian quotient.
The abelianization of ha, e : a2 e = ea3 i is Z, generated by the image of e. In
particular, the image of the self-similar family of groups ha2 i and ha3 i is trivial
in any quotient of VG , and so the image of VG under q is the same as the image
of the subgroup VC,S . We will study quotients of colour-preserving Thompson
groups in the next chapter; in this case, the abelianization of VC,S is Z × Z/2Z,
as identified in Theorem 3.1.6 (we discuss how to find this quotient explicitly).
So any quotient of VG must in fact be a quotient of Z × Z/2Z.
However, this doesn’t tell us that Z × Z/2Z is a possible quotient of VG this will depend on how the fundamental group interacts with the Thompson
elements. We solve this in Theorem 3.2.6 where find a presentation for colourpreserving Nekrashevych-Röver groups, making it easy to find the abelianization. The presentation is given in terms of elements φ(g, e), which correspond
to the self-similar family of groups ha2 i, ha3 i acting on subtrees. We have argued that all these φ(g, e) must become trivial in any quotient q. Looking at
Theorem 3.2.6, we just need to make sure that the expansion relation r3 holds
in the quotient. This gives us the extra relations that the red transposition and
blue 3-cycle of Figures 2.7 and 2.8 are trivial (and no extra relations). We will
see that these relations actually already hold in the abelianization of VC,S . So
overall, we have proved that any non-trivial quotient of VG factors through its
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abelianization, which is Z × Z/2Z.
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Chapter 3

Properties of the graph of
groups constructions
In this section we establish some results about the constructions made in the previous chapter. We will study the colour-preserving Nekrashevych-Röver groups
coming from a graph of groups, and see which properties of the graph of groups
and of Thompson’s group transfer to it. We will also comment on the Leavitt graph-of-groups algebra and discuss how similar it is to usual Leavitt path
algebras.

3.1

Elementary results about colour-preserving
Thompson groups

First we are going to establish some technical results about colour-preserving
Thompson groups, leading to a proof that their derived subgroup is simple,
and a characterization of their abelianization. These results were shown by
Matui in [39], where he proved that the abelianization G0 of a colour-preserving
Thompson group G is equal to (H0 (G) ⊗ Z/2Z) ⊕ H1 (G) (see Corollary 6.24 of
[39]), giving explicit formulae for the homology groups. We will reprove these
results by more combinatorial methods, because we’re interested in describing
the results in terms of graph-theoretic properties of coloured trees. In particular,
we’ll be able to describe two reasons why a colour-preserving Thompson group
VC,S might have non trivial quotients. One is the parity of a permutation, and
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the other was described in the introduction after Figure 1.14, and gives nontrivial homomorphisms to Z by counting interior vertices. In [39], these are
described as the first two homology groups, but it seems the description given
here is new.

3.1.1

Quotients of VC,S

Let C be a finite set of colours and let S be a starting set drawn from C. Let
p be a production rule on C. Let VC,S be the corresponding colour-preserving
Thompson group. We will study quotients of VC,S , in particular answering the
question of when VC,S is simple.
Throughout this section, we will make two assumptions on C. First, we will
assume that for each colour c ∈ C, then every other colour c0 appears in one
of the tuples p(c), p(p(c)), p(p(p(c))), . . .. We will say that C is transitive if this
happens. Moreover, we will say that C is growing if |p(c)| > 1 for some c ∈ C.
In the case of a (locally finite non-singular) graph of groups G where C = G 1 ,
then C will be transitive if for any e, f ∈ Γ1 there is a G-path p with l1 (p) = e
and r1 (p) = f . It is possible for this to fail. Indeed, suppose that G is the graph
with one vertex and one edge, whose vertex group is Z = hai and whose edge
group is Z = hei, with embeddings αe (e) = a2 , αe (ē) = a. Then any G-path
is formed by concatenating the length 1 paths e, ae and ē, without eē or ēe
appearing. In particular, there’s no G-path p with l1 (p) = e and r1 (p) = ē.
But this case is unusual, and we will normally find that the set of colours is
transitive. For example, if G is connected and αe (Ge ) is a proper subgroup of
Gt(e) for all e, then the set of colours is transitive.
The condition that C is growing is true almost always, and is just there to
rule out some degenerate cases where the tree TC,S becomes a disjoint collection
of rays instead of a branching tree.
The colour count homomorphism:

Here we define a homomorphism CC :

VC,S → ZC . Let X ∈ VC,S , and suppose that X is represented by a bijection
of leaf sets L1 → L2 . Let T1 , T2 be the full subforest of TC,S with leaves L1 , L2
respectively. For each c ∈ C and i = 1, 2, define Ii (c, X) to be the number of
interior vertices (that is, vertices that are not leaves) of Ti that have the colour
c. Finally, we define
CC(X)c = I2 (c, X) − I1 (c, X).
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As an example, suppose that C = {A, B} with production rules p(A) =
(A, B, A), p(B) = (B, A, B) and that S = {A}. We consider again the example
from the introduction, Figure 1.14:
A

A
φ

A
A
1

B

B
2

A B
3 4

A
5

A
B A
6 7

B
8

A
9

1A

B

A9

2B

A

B8

3A

B

A7

B

A
5

B
6

4

Figure 3.1: An example of non-trivial CC(X)
Here I1 (A, φ) = 3, I1 (B, φ) = 1, I2 (A, φ) = 2 and I2 (B, φ) = 2. So CC(φ) =
(−1, 1).
In the general case, it is clear that if φ : L1 → L2 is a bijection defining an
element φ̄ of VC,S , then performing a simple expansion of φ does not change
CC(φ̄) (a simple expansion at colour c just adds 1 to I1 (c, φ) and I2 (c, φ)). So CC
is well-defined. Moreover if ψ : L2 → L3 is another bijection, clearly CC(ψ◦φ) =
CC(ψ) + CC(φ). This is enough to show that CC is a homomorphism, which we
0
will call the colour count homomorphism. We write VC,S
for the kernel of CC.

Proposition 3.1.1. Let C be a transitive growing set of colours and let S be
a starting set. Let VC,S be the associated colour-preserving Thompson group,
0
0
and let VC,S
be as described above. Then VC,S
is the subgroup of VC,S generated

by its transpositions (those elements defined by a transposition φ : L → L, for
some leaf set L).
Proof. If φ : L1 → L2 is a transposition, then L1 = L2 and so I1 (c, φ) = I2 (c, φ)
0
for all colours c, and so φ̄ ∈ VC,S
.

Conversely, suppose CC(X) = 0. We seek to write X as a product of transpositions. Suppose that X is defined by a bijection L1 → L2 . By expanding,
we can assume that all leaves of L1 have the same depth, so that L1 = SCk
for some k (the set of all leaves of depth k). If L1 = L2 , then X is given by
a permutation of L1 , which is a product of transpositions since transpositions
generate the symmetric group (in each colour). Otherwise, let x be a leaf of
minimal depth in T2 , which has depth k 0 < k. Then x is an interior vertex of
T1 but not of T2 . Since I1 (χ(x), X) = I2 (χ(x), X) (for χ the colour function),
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there exists y with χ(y) = χ(x) such that y is an interior vertex of T2 but not
of T1 . Notice that x and y must be incomparable (since the vertices above an
interior vertex of tree T are also interior vertices), so there exists a transpo0
sition τ ∈ VC,S
swapping x and y. Then replacing X with τ X preserves L1

and decreases the number of vertices of L2 of minimal depth. Repeating this
algorithm, we reach the case L1 = L2 .
An example of this proof is shown below (where C = {A, B}, p(A) =
(A, B, B), p(B) = (B, A) and S = {A}). We don’t specify the bijection between leaf sets since it doesn’t actually matter for the proof. The vertices x and
y are circled.
A
A
A B B

A

B
B

X

B
A

B

A

A
τ

A

B
B

B
A

B A ABB

A

B

ABB B

B
A

B A

Figure 3.2: An example of simplification with transpositions
We prove a useful corollary.
Corollary 3.1.2. Let V = VC,S be a colour-preserving Thompson group and
let X ∈ V 0 . Suppose that X = φ̄ for some φ : L1 → L2 , and suppose that φ has
a fixed point x. Then X is a product of transpositions of V which are defined
on, and fix, x.
Proof. Let T be the set of all points in SC∗ that equal or lie below some point
of L1 or L2 other than x. Then T is equal to SC∗ with xC∗ and finitely many
other points removed, and if v ∈ T then all words vw lie in T also. This means
that T is a self-similarly coloured family of trees, with some starting set ST and
the same set of colours C. Moreover if L is a leaf set for T , then L ∪ {x} is a
leaf set for TC,S .
Now look at the restriction of X to ∂T , which is an element of VST ,C , the
colour-preserving Thompson group acting on the ends on T . This restriction is
clearly still in the kernel of CC, so can be written as a product of transpositions
of VST ,C . If we extend these transpositions to SCω by defining them to be the
identity outside ∂T (equivalently, by adding x to the domain and range leaf
sets), then they remain transpositions, and they fix x. So we’re done.
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0
Now we identify the quotient VC,S /VC,S
. Define a matrix M = MC,S as

follows: the rows and columns of M are labelled by C, and for c, d ∈ C, then
Mc,d is equal to the number of times d appears in p(c). This M can also be
defined as an adjacency matrix of the graph whose vertex set is C and with
edges from c to each colour of p(c), with multiplicity: this is done in [39]. For
example, in the pictures of Figure 3.2, we would have:
M=

1

!
2

2

1

.

The first column (and first row) represents colour A, and says that it gives an
A and two Bs on expanding, whilst the second column tells us that B expands
to a B and two As.
Proposition 3.1.3. Let V = VC,S be a colour-preserving Thompson group,
where C is a transitive growing set of colours. Then the quotient of V by V 0 =
0
VC,S
is isomorphic to Ker(MC,S − Id|C| ), when MC,S is seen as a map from ZC

to ZC .
Proof. We study the image of CC as a subgroup of ZC , and show that it is
ker(MC,S − Id|C| ).
Suppose that X ∈ V is represented by a bijection between leaf sets L1 , L2 .
Notice that L1 is formed from S by repeatedly expanding: expanding at colour
c converts a leaf of colour c into an interior vertex, and adds leaves coloured by
p(c). Let s ∈ ZC be the vector whose c-coordinate counts how many times the
colour c appears in S. Then the vector of colours in L1 can be given by:
v =s+

X

(Mc − Idc )I1 (c, X),

c∈C

where Mc is the column vector of MC,S in column c, and Idc is the cth column
of the identity matrix. This works because the d-component of Mc − Idc counts
how many additional leaves of colour d are formed by expanding a leaf of colour
c.
Now recall that L1 and L2 have the same number of leaves of each colour,
so we must have:
s+

X

(Mc − Idc )I1 (c, X) = s +

c∈C

X

(Mc − Idc )I2 (c, X),

c∈C
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so that the ZC -vector (I1 (c, X) − I2 (c, X))c∈C lies in the kernel of M − Id.
Moreover, X ∈ V 0 if and only if I1 (c, X) − I2 (c, X) = 0 for all c. So we see that
the colour count homomorphism defines a map to the abelian group Ker(M −Id),
whose kernel is precisely V 0 . It remains to show that this homomorphism is
surjective.
Let v ∈ Ker(M − Id). We seek a bijection φ : L1 → L2 between leaf
sets, such that I2 (c, φ̄) − I1 (c, φ̄) = vc for all colours c. Define vectors v + , v −
by vc+ = vc if vc > 0 and vc+ = 0 otherwise, and vc− = −vc if vc < 0 and
vc− = 0 otherwise. Then v + , v − are nonnegative vectors of disjoint support with
v = v + − v − . Let N be the largest number appearing in v + or v − , and let
L be a leaf set chosen large enough that each colour appears at least N times
(which is definitely possible for C transitive and expanding). Define L1 , L2 by
expanding L according to the vectors v − , v + respectively (that is, if vc+ = k,
we expand k of the colour c leaves in L when forming L2 , and likewise for L1 ).
Then let φ be any bijection L1 → L2 (these exist because v ∈ Ker(M − Id).)
Then I2 (c, X) − I1 (c, X) = vc+ − vc− = vc , so CC(X) = v as required.
Parity:

The second obstruction to VC,S being simple is parity, just like in

the symmetric groups. Parity is also an invariant for Higman-Thompson groups
Vn,d , when n is odd. If n is even (such as in Thompson’s original group V ) then a
transposition can be expanded to a product of an even number of transpositions,
so parity is not defined for Vn,d .
In our case, we could potentially have more parities to worry about. For a
bijection φ : L1 → L2 between leaf sets, we will define a parity for each pair of
colours (counting how many times they are interchanged). Thus we will define
1
a parity function fp : V → FN
2 /RC , where N = 2 |C|(|C| + 1), and RC is a
subspace of relations among the colours C. In this section we will work with
trees drawn in the plane, so we fix a left-to-right ordering on the starting set S
and on the expansions p(c) for each c ∈ C.
Let X ∈ VC,S , and suppose that T1 , T2 are full subtrees of TC,S with leaf
sets L1 , L2 , so that X is defined by a bijection φ : L1 → L2 . We draw T1 as
normal, but we draw T2 below it, reflected in a horizontal axis, and draw φ by
connecting appropriate vertices. We colour the connecting lines with the colour
of the vertices they join. An example is below, for the usual Thompson’s group
V.
Given such a diagram for the bijection φ and c, d ∈ C, we define Fp (φ) to
be the F2 -vector with Fp (φ)c,d to be the number of crossings between a line
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φ
1

3
2

3

2

1

will be redrawn as

1
2

3

2

1
3

of colour c and a line of colour d, taken mod 2. We allow c = d, so there are
N = 21 |C|(|C|+1) pairs of colours. We assume, as is usual, φ is drawn smoothly
in general position, so that no three lines pass through a point, no two lines touch
without crossing, no line crosses itself, and with only finitely many crossings.
This means that Fp is defined, and we call Fp the pre-parity function. As with
Sn , Fp (φ) does not depend on how we draw φ - in fact, Fp (φ)c,d is equal to
the number of pairs of leaves {`, `0 } ⊂ L1 whose colours are c and d, and where
φ(`), φ(`0 ) are oriented the opposite way to `, `0 . Moreover, if φ : L1 → L2 and
ψ : L2 → L3 are bijections, then it’s clear that Fp (ψ ◦ φ) = Fp (ψ) + Fp (φ).
However, Fp may change upon replacing φ by an expansion.
We make expansions work by taking a quotient of FN
2 . First we define
FN
2 another way. Let A(C) be the polynomial F2 -algebra F2 [Xc : c ∈ C],
(2)
with one variable for each colour. Then FN
(C)
2 can be seen as the space A

of homogeneous degree two polynomials in A(C). So we will write Fp (φ) as
an element of A(2) (C), where the Xc Xd coefficient is the number of crossings
between colour c and colour d, mod 2.
Now take c ∈ C and suppose φ defines X ∈ V . Consider expanding φ : L1 →
L2 at a vertex `1 ∈ L1 of colour c. Suppose that the line joining `1 to φ(`1 )
meets a line of colour d. This intersection contributes Xc Xd to vp (φ) (which
we’re now seeing as a homogeneous quadratic polynomial). Expanding `1 , we
P
instead get c0 ∈C Mc,c0 Xc0 Xd , where Mc,c0 as before is equal to the number of
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times c0 appears in c. So we define RC to be the set of relations:
Xc Xd =

X

Mc,c0 Xc0 Xd .

c0 ∈C

The parity function fp (X) can be defined as the image of Fp (φ) in A(2) (C)/RC ,
and it is then a homomorphism. It takes values in the degree 2 component of the
graded algebra B(C) = A(C)/I, where I is the ideal generated by homogeneous
P
polynomials Xc − c0 ∈C Mc,c0 Xc0 . We say X ∈ V is even if its parity vector is
zero.
For example, consider a Higman-Thompson group Vn,1 . This is a colourpreserving Thompson group with one colour, so its preparity function take values
in hXc2 i. The set of relations is Xc2 = nXc2 . If n is even, this is Xc2 = 0, so the
parity function is always trivial. If n is odd, though, there are no non-trivial
relations, so the parity function takes two values, either 0 or Xc2 . This is what
we’ve seen happens for Higman-Thompson groups.
We remark that we can simplify the parity function on the subgroup V 0 .
Lemma 3.1.4. Let X ∈ V 0 where V = VC,S is a colour-preserving Thompson
group such that C is growing and transitive. Then fp (X) is contained in the
F2 -span of the terms {Xc2 : c ∈ C}. Moreover, there is an isomorphism:
hXc2 : c ∈ Ci ∼ hXc : c ∈ Ci
.
=
I ∩ hXc2 : c ∈ Ci
I ∩ hXc : c ∈ Ci
This means that we can define the parity function as an element of B (1) (C) =
hXc i/I ∩ hXc i.
Proof. First we recall that V 0 is generated by transpositions, and it’s clear that
if τ is a transposition swapping two leaves of colour c, then fp (τ̄ ) = Xc2 . This
gives the first statement.
For the second statement, recall I is defined as the ideal of A(C) generated by
P
0
0
c0 ∈C Mc,c Xc , and write B(C) = A(C)/I as before.

polynomials Fc = Xc −

The algebras A = A(C), B = B(C) and the ideal I are graded, so we write
A(n) , B (n) , I (n) for the graded components in degree n. fp is defined to take
values in A(2) /I (2) = B (2) , and we’re trying to show that a subspace of B (2) is
isomorphic to B (1) .
Define a group homomorphism φ from B (1) to B (2) by φ : f 7→ f 2 (this is
the Frobenius endomorphism). Then φ sends B (1) onto hXc2 : c ∈ Ci ⊂ B (2) .
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It remains to show that φ is injective, as then φ will give the vector space
isomorphism we seek. We show that for f ∈ A(1) , f 2 ∈ I implies f ∈ I, which
implies the result on descending to the quotient. To do this, we change basis.
Let fc1 , fc2 , . . . , fcr be a maximal linearly independent subset of the polynomials
{fc : c ∈ C} ⊂ A(1) , so that I is generated by fc1 , fc2 , . . . , fck . Let g1 , g2 , . . . , gn
be a basis of A(1) (where n = |C|) such that gi = fci for i = 1, 2 . . . , k. Then
observe that
A = F2 [g1 , g2 , . . . , gn ],
and
I = F2 [g1 , g2 , . . . , gk ].
We need to show that f 2 ∈ I implies f ∈ I, and in this new basis this is
clear. So F gives an isomorphism between B (1) and the span of Xc2 in B (2) , as
required.
This lemma tells us that on V 0 , the parity function takes values in
B (1) =

hXc : c ∈ Ci
P
= Coker(M − Id),
Xc = c0 ∈C Mc,c0 Xc0

which agrees with a result of [39] (although that paper uses the transpose of M
because of differences in definitions).
It is not true in general that Lemma 3.1.4 holds on all of VC,S : there can
be elements of VC,S whose parity function is not in the span of the terms Xc2 .
For example, consider the case where C = {A, B}, S = (A, B), and where
p(A) = (A, B, A, B, A), p(B) = (B, A, A, B, B). Consider the element X shown
in Figure 3.3.
A

A

B

A

B

A

B

B

A

A

A

B

B

B

Figure 3.3: An example of why Lemma 3.1.4 does not hold on all of VC,S
This example shows that the parity function of the element pictured is
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XA XB . Moreover, the space RC of relations is trivial for this set of colours. So
2
2
this gives an example of a parity function not contained in the span of XA
, SB
.

Simplicity:

Now we prove a simplicity result. We will prepare by arguing

that we can pass to the case where C is minimal.
Lemma 3.1.5. Let VC,S be a colour-preserving Thompson group, and assume
that for some c ∈ C, the tuple p(c) does not contain c. Let C1 , S1 be the sets
formed by replacing c with p(c) wherever it occurs in S or in p(d) (for d ∈
C). Then VC1 ,S1 is a colour-preserving Thompson group isomorphic to VC,S .
Moreover, CC(VC1 ,S1 ) is isomorphic to CC(VC,S ) and fp (VC1 ,S1 ) is isomorphic
to fp (VC,S ), by isomorphisms commuting with the isomorphism between VC,S
and VC1 ,S1 .
Proof. We have already seen the isomorphism drawn out in Figure 1.15. Recall
that it is defined by first replacing S with an expansion of S at each vertex of
colour c - which keeps the same space of ends whilst changing S to S1 - and
then whenever φ : L1 → L2 defines an element φ̄ of VC,S1 , expanding L1 at each
vertex of colour c to get another bijection φ1 defining the same permutation φ̄,
but which doesn’t involve any vertices of colour c. This lets us drop c from the
set of colours C and get an isomorphic group.
For parity functions, we just observe that if φ : L1 → L2 defines an element
of VC,S , and colour c does not appear in L1 , then the preparity function of φ
never includes the variable Xc . So the parity is the same whether it’s calculated
with respect to C or C\{c} which is enough for the result.
Finally, we consider the colour count homomorphism. Suppose that φ : L1 →
L2 defines an element of VC,S and that the colour c never appears in L1 , so that
φ also defines an element of VC1 ,S1 . Then CC(φ) is the same when evaluated
with respect to the set C or C1 , except that the c-coordinate is dropped for
C1 . So we get a homomorphism from CC(VC,S ) onto CC(VC1 ,S1 ) by ignoring
the c-coordinate. It’s easy to see that this homomorphism is surjective and
commutes with the isomorphism between VC,S and VC1 ,S1 . We just need to see
that it is injective; if not, then 1c (the vector that is 1 in the c-coordinate and
zero elsewhere) must be in the image of CC on VC,S , which is Ker(MC,S −Id|C| ).
This could only happen if p(c) is the singleton (c), which does not occur.
The point of this lemma is that we can pass to minimal C without loss of
generality. We use this to prove a simplicity result. Let V 0 be the intersection
of the kernels of the homomorphisms CC and fp .
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Theorem 3.1.6. Suppose that V = VC,S is a colour-preserving Thompson
group where the set C of colours is growing and transitive. Then V 0 is a simple
group, equal to the derived subgroup of V .
Proof. During this proof, we will assume that the set C of colours is minimal:
by the previous lemma, we can do this by passing to an isomorphic colourpreserving Thompson group VC1 ,S1 , with
0
VC,S
= VC0 1 ,S1 .

Note also that the construction of a minimal set of colours from C preserves
the fact that C is growing and transitive. So without loss of generality we can
assume that C is minimal, growing, and transitive. In particular, this implies
that there exists n ∈ N such that for each c ∈ C, every colour appears in
pk (c), for all k > n. If L is a leaf set, we will write S(L) for the group of
colour-preserving permutations of L. We will write SCn for the leaf set whose
elements are all vertices of depth n.
Since V 0 is the kernel of a homomorphism (CC, fp ) from V to an abelian
group, it must contain the derived subgroup. Conversely, if we can show that V 0
is simple, it will equal its own derived subgroup (which is a non-trivial normal
subgroup). Since the derived subgroup of V contains the derived subgroup V 0
of V 0 , we get that the derived subgroup of V equals V 0 . We prove simplicity in
several stages:
Step 1: generating a layer-preserving permutation:
Let H be a non-trivial normal subgroup of V 0 , and let σ̄ ∈ H, σ̄ 6= 1, where
σ is a bijection L1 → L2 . Our first step will be to use σ to generate a non-trivial
element of H which preserves depth of vertices. Assume σ does not have this
property, so that L2 6= L1 . We find a particularly nice pair of leaf sets L1 , L2
to work in.
We can assume (by expanding) that L1 = SCk for some k. Let v be some
element of L1 such that σ(v) is of maximal depth, and suppose that σ(v) lies
0

below w ∈ SCk . Now expand L1 = SCk to L01 = SCk (for some k 0 > k) and
expand σ to σ 0 : L01 → L02 also. For large enough k 0 , there exist vm1 , vm2 ∈
0

SCk , both of colour c and lying below v. Let `1 = σ 0 (vm1 ), `2 = σ 0 (vm2 ).
Then `1 , `2 are of maximal depth in the image of σ 0 . Moreover, if we write
`1 = v1 `01 , `2 = v2 `02 for v1 , v2 ∈ L01 , then v1 , v2 both lie below w ∈ L1 . So in
particular σ 0 (v1 ) and σ 0 (v2 ) have the same length, as they are both found by
expanding below σ 0 (w).
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In summary (and now dropping the primes

0

from k 0 , L0i and σ 0 ) we have

found σ ∈ H, defined by a bijection σ : L1 → L2 , such that L1 = SCk . In
addition, there are two leaves `1 , `2 of maximal depth in L2 , both of colour c,
such that if v1 , v2 are the leaves of L1 above `1 , `2 , then σ(v1 ) and σ(v2 ) have
the same length. We can also assume that |L2 | ≥ 4. We are now ready to begin.
First suppose that σ fixes some ` ∈ L1 . Let τ1 be a transposition swapping
`1 and `2 as described.Take τ2 to be a transposition of two vertices of TC,S that
are labelled c, have the same length, and lie below ` (this is possible - in a large
enough SCm , there are two leaves v1 , v2 of the same colour below `. Since C
is transitive, there exists x ∈ C∗ such that v1 x has colour c, and then v2 x has
colour c also). Observe that τ2 then commutes with σ.
Now consider τ1 . Write `1 = v1 `01 , `2 = v2 `02 , where v1 , v2 have depth k
(as before), and then `01 , `02 also have the same length. Since L1 consists of
all depth k vertices, σ(v1 ), σ(v2 ) are defined, and στ1 σ −1 ∈ V is given by the
transposition swapping σ(v1 )`01 and σ(v2 )`02 . We check that στ1 σ −1 6= τ1 . If
this were to happen, we would need to have σ(v1 ) equal to v1 or v2 . But this
is not possible because `1 , `2 are in the image of σ, and lie below v1 and v2 , so
v1 , v2 cannot be in the image of σ. Thus σ(v1 )`01 is not equal to v1 `01 or v2 `02 ,
so στ σ −1 6= τ . Moreover, by choice of `1 , `2 we have that σ(v1 ) and σ(v2 ) have
the same depth.
Putting this together, define c = τ στ −1 σ −1 ∈ H. Then c = τ1 στ1−1 σ −1 , and
we see:
c = (`1 `2 )(σ(v1 )`01 σ(v2 )`02 ).
Our study of τ1 tells us that this is a non-identity, level-preserving element.
This is what we wanted to find.
ω
Now for general H, it suffices to find σ ∈ H which fixes some point of TC,S
.
Let ρ : L1 → L2 define a non-identity element of H, and assume that L1 = SCk
as before. After expanding, we can also take k large enough that L1 contains five
leaves of the same colour, `1 , `2 , `3 , `4 , `5 , so that all `i and all ρ(`j ) are pairwise
incomparable. Let τ be the double transposition (ρ(`1 ) ρ(`2 ))(ρ(`3 ) ρ(`4 )) (as a
permutation of L2 ), so that ρ−1 τ ρ = (`1 `2 )(`3 `4 ) 6= τ . Then τ −1 ρ−1 τ ρ ∈ H,
and this element is not the identity but fixes `5 , so this generates an element of
H with a fixed point.
Step 2: generating all even permutations of some leaf set:
We have produced some σ ∈ H which permutes the set SCk of vertices
of some particular depth k. The group of all colour-preserving permutations
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preserving this layer is Sk1 × . . . × Skn for k1 , . . . , kn the number of vertices of
each colour, and the subgroup V 0 of even permutations meets it at least at the
product Ak1 × . . . × Akn of alternating groups.We first argue that this product
of alternating groups is contained in H (for k large enough).
Suppose that σ ∈ H permutes SCk , and moves some ` ∈ SCk of colour
c. Since we assumed that C was minimal and transitive, every colour of C
appears below ` at all sufficiently large depths. So by taking k large enough,
after expanding, we can assume that σ moves at least one vertex of each colour.
Then the intersection of H with the group Ak1 × . . . × Akn is a normal subgroup
that is non-trivial in each coordinate (by choice of σ), so H contains at least
Ak1 × . . . × Akn , since the only normal subgroups of this product of alternating
groups are direct products of either 1 or all of Aki in each coordinate.
Our next task is to show that there exists a leaf set L such that H contains
all permutations of L whose parity function vanishes. Instead of using the parity
function fp ∈ B(C, S), we will use the preparity function Fp . We will use the
result of Lemma 3.1.4 and view Fp as an element of A(1) (C) = hXc : c ∈ Ci.
We find a leaf set where it takes all values in I (1) . Recall that for L a leaf
set, Fp is a group homomorphism when restricted to S(L). Choose L = SCk
for large enough k (it will suffice that every colour appears at least 5 times
in L, and this will happen eventually for C minimal and growing). We know
that H ∩ S(L) contains all permutations with preparity function 0 ∈ A(1) ,
which are permutations that are even on each colour. We will expand L to get
permutations of different preparity function.
Let C = {c1 , c2 , . . . , cn }. For c ∈ C, write
Fc = Xc −

X

Mc,c0 Xc0 ,

c0 ∈C

so that I (1) is spanned by the various Fc . We inductively find leaf sets L(0) =
L, L(1) , L(2) , . . . , L(n) , such that H ∩ S(L(k) ) contains all permutations σ where
Fp (σ) ∈ hFc1 , . . . , Fck i. Moreover, we will construct L(k) from L by expanding
at two leaves of each colour c1 , c2 , . . . , ck . The base case is L(0) = L, which we
have shown contains all permutations with preparity function 0.
Given L(k) , find four leaves `k+1,1 , `k+1,2 , `k+1,3 , `k+1,4 of L with colour ck+1 .
Because L(k) is formed from L by expanding at different colours to ck+1 , these
will also be leaves of L(k) . Define τk+1 ∈ H to be the double transposition
(`k+1,1 `k+1,2 )(`k+1,3 `k+1,4 ) on L(k) , and define L(k+1) to be the expansion
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of L(k) at leaves `k+1,1 , `k+1,2 . Observe that L(k+1) shares at least 3 vertices of
each colour with L, and so H ∩ S(L(k+1) ) contains at least a 3-cycle in each
colour, and so contains all permutations of preparity function 0 (by normality).
(k+1)

Moreover, if τl
(k+1)

τl

in L

is the expansion of τl to L(k+1) (for each l ≤ k + 1), then

has preparity function Fck+1 - one of its two transpositions is expanded

(k+1)

. Since Fp is a homomorphism, H ∩ S(Lk+1 ) contains all permutations

whose preparity function is in the span of Fc1 , . . . , Fck+1 . We are then done
inductively.
Step 3: generating all even permutations:
We now have produced a leaf set L(n) such that H contains all permutations
of L(n) whose parity function vanishes. We now claim the same is true for any
sufficiently deep leaf set M. We will prove that whenever M is an expansion
of L(n) , then H ∩ S(M) contains all the permutations whose parity function
vanishes, and we will do this inductively, by using simple expansions. Notice
that L(n) was formed by expanding a leaf set L consisting of all vertices of some
depth, and that any sufficiently large L would work. So we can choose L large
enough that in L(n) , every colour appears N times in L(n) , for N to be chosen.
Suppose that M is a leaf set such that H ∩ S(M) contains all the permutations of M whose parity function vanishes, and also that every colour appears at
least N times in M. For example, M = L(n) serves as a base case. Let M0 be a
simple expansion of M. Since C was assumed minimal, every colour appears at
least N times in M0 . For every preparity function f ∈ I (1) that is the preparity function of some permutation, let σf be a permutation realizing f (with
σf in the abstract group Sk1 × . . . × Skn , some integers ki = ki (σ)). Choose
N ≥ max(ki (σf ) + 1), the maximum taken over f ∈ I (1) and 1 ≤ i ≤ n = |C|.
Then every colour ci appears at least ki times in M ∩ M0 (which differs from M
at a single point). By choice of ki , every even preparity function is realized by
some permutation supported on M ∩ M0 , which means every preparity function
in I is realized on M0 . Moreover, if we also insist N ≥ 4, then M ∩ M0 contains
at least 3 vertices of each colour, so H ∩ S(M0 ) contains at least a 3-cycle on
each colour. As usual, this implies it contains all permutations whose preparity
function vanishes, and combining this with the previous fact, every permutation
of M0 whose preparity function lies in I is contained in the normal subgroup
H. This completes the induction.
This shows that all sufficiently deep even permutations are contained in H.
Since we can expand any even permutation and it remains even, we see that all
even permutations lie in H.
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Step 4: generating V 0 :
We have shown that all even permutations are contained in the normal subgroup H. It remains to show that V 0 is generated by these permutations. Let
X = φ̄ ∈ V 0 be non-trivial, where φ̄ is represented by a bijection φ : L1 → L2
between leaf sets. We want to write X as a product of permutations whose parity function vanishes. We can assume there exists v ∈ L1 such that v, φ(v) are
incomparable (by taking L1 sufficiently large, since there exists an open subset
U of the space ∂TC,S such that U ∩ X(U ) = ∅). Let τ be a double transposition
of V 0 which interchanges v and φ(v). Then τ X fixes v. Thus (replacing X with
τ X) we can assume that X has a fixed point v in L1 .
Next, we know that X can be written as a product X = τ̄1 τ̄2 . . . τ̄k , where
each τi is a transposition on some leaf set. Moreover we can assume that none
of the transpositions τ̄i move the set vCω of ends below v, by Corollary 3.1.2.
Consider the element
Y = τ̄1 τ̄10 . . . τ̄k τ̄k0 ,
where τi0 is a transposition of two leaves `i,1 , `i,2 , with the same colour as the
leaves swapped by τi , such that all `i,j lie below v and are pairwise incomparable.
Then each τi τi0 is an even permutation, so Y is a product of even permutations,
and Y ∈ H. Moreover, all τi0 commute with all τi , so Y = X τ̄10 . . . τ̄k0 . Since
Y and X are both even, then X −1 Y = τ̄10 . . . τ̄k0 is even, and since all the `i,j
are incomparable, it is a permutation, so X −1 Y ∈ H. Since Y, X −1 Y ∈ H it
follows that X ∈ H, and we’re done - the normal subgroup H contains all of
V 0 . So V 0 is simple and equal to its own derived subgroup.
Finally we prove a result about bijections between leaf sets that we’ll find
useful later. Define a partial leaf set to be a finite set of incomparable vertices
of TC,S that is not a leaf set. It is clear that every partial leaf set can have
vertices added to form a leaf set.
Proposition 3.1.7. Let C be a transitive growing set of colours. Let φ be a
colour-preserving bijection between two partial leaf sets L1 , L2 . Then φ can be
extended to a colour-preserving bijection between leaf sets.
We show an example of the statement in Figure 3.4. Two partial leaf sets for
the same C = {A, B, C}, S = {A} are shown in red. For Thompson’s group V ,
this result is almost obvious, but the need to get a colour-preserving bijection
makes it more difficult in this case.
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Figure 3.4: An example of two partial leaf sets in bijection
Proof. Let S = (s1 , s2 , . . . , sm ). There exist m vertices u1 , . . . , um , incomparable with L1 and each other, such that c(ui ) = c(si ) (since C is transitive and
growing). It is possible to extend L1 ∪ {u1 , . . . , um } to a leaf set
M1 = {m1 , . . . , mk , u1 , . . . , um },
where L1 ⊂ {m1 , . . . , mk }. Similarly extend L2 to a leaf set M2 = {m01 , . . . , m0e ,
u01 , . . . , u0m } where u0i has the same colour as si . Now suppose that
li = sj xc1 ,i1 . . . xcn ,in ∈ SC∗ .
We write u0 li for the string u0j xc1 ,i1 . . . xcn ,in . Define the set u0 M1 to be
{u0 mi : 1 ≤ i ≤ m}. Informally, u0 M1 is formed by hanging the leaves mi of M1
off the vertices u01 , . . . , u0m . Define uM2 similarly, as {um0i : 1 ≤ i ≤ m}. Then
it is easy to verify that u0 M1 ∪ {mi : 1 ≤ i ≤ k} and uM2 ∪ {m0i : 1 ≤ i ≤ m}
are leaf sets, with a colour-preserving bijection, so we’re done.

An example of this proof is drawn below for the partial leaf sets of Figure
3.4. In Figure 3.5, the leaf sets M1 and M2 are shown, with the points mi in red
and the points uj in blue (in this example, m = 1 because S is a single point).
Figure 3.6 shows the construction of the final leaf sets, which you can see are
produced by hanging one of the two trees of Figure 3.6 off the vertex u1 or u01
of the other. To make this clearer, one tree has been drawn in red and one in
black, with the connecting vertex in blue.
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Figure 3.5: The leaf sets M1 and M2
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Figure 3.6: Leaf sets with the same colours, extending the partial leaf sets of
Figure 3.4

3.2

Results about colour-preserving NekrashevychRöver groups

We now use these results to tell us about colour-preserving Nekrashevych-Röver
groups. Let C be a finite set of colours, let S be a finite starting set drawn from
C, and let {Gc : c ∈ C} be a self-similar family of groups.
Proposition 3.2.1. Let G be a finite graph of groups, and let VG be its colourpreserving Nekrashevych-Röver group. Then there is a homomorphism φ from
the fundamental group π1 (G, v) to VG , whose kernel is given by elements of
π1 (G, v) that act trivially on vG ω .
We first find a map from the fundamental groupoid F (G) embeds in LK (G),
and then consider π1 (G, v) as a subset of the fundamental groupoid.
First recall the definition of the fundamental groupoid (eg from [13] section
2.4). F (G) has set of objects Γ0 , and set of morphisms generated by g ∈ Gv
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(for each v ∈ Γ0 , embedding Gv into the isotropy group of F (G) at v) and
e ∈ Γ1 . The domains and ranges are as follows: d(g) = r(g) = v for g ∈ Gv ,
and d(e) = s(e), r(e) = t(e). We take relations eē = 1t(e) , ēe = 1s(e) , and also
eαē (g) = αe (g)e for each g ∈ Ge . Then F (G) can be identified with the set of
reduced G-words, where the given relations are used to simplify a product of
two reduced words.
We also make a useful definition of some elements of LK (G).
Definition 3.2.2. Let G = (Γ0 , Γ1 , G, α) be a graph of groups. Let e ∈ Γ1 .
Then we define Te ∈ LK (G) by Te = Se + Sē∗ . We extend this definition to all
G-paths by defining, for p = g1 e1 . . . gn en in usual notation,
Tp = Ut(e1 ),g1 Te1 . . . Ut(en ),gn Ten .
For intuition, Te acts on G ω either by adding e or removing ē: in other
words, you can think of it as ‘adding e on the left, then cancelling with ē if
possible’. Tp similarly can be thought of as adding p on the left of an infinite
path and making whatever simplifications you can. If s(p) = t(p) = v say, then
p represents an element of the fundamental group π1 (G, v) and we will use Tp
as the image of the element p of the fundamental group in LK (G).
Now we can return to the proof of Proposition 3.2.1.
Proof. We build a subset F of LK (G) with a bijection φ : F (G) → F , with the
property that φ(f1 f2 ) = φ(f1 )φ(f2 ) whenever f1 , f2 are composable in F (G),
and φ(f1 )φ(f2 ) = 0 otherwise.
For e ∈ Γ1 , recall Te = Se + Sē∗ . We define φ by φ(g) = Uv,g for g ∈ Gv , and
φ(e) = Te , and we extend to F (G) using the multiplicative property. Notice that
Uv,αe (g) Te = Te Uv,αē (g) and Te Tē = (Se + Sē∗ )(Sē + Se∗ ) = Se Se∗ + Sē∗ Sē = Ut(e),1 ,
so the defining relations of F (G) hold under applying φ, and we get a homomorphism. We also verify that φ(f1 )φ(f2 ) = 0 whenever d(f1 ) 6= r(f2 ) in F (G). To
do this, let w be a G-word, and observe that φ(w) = Ut(w),1 Tw Us(w),1 (this is
easy to check on the generators, and so works on all of F (G) multiplicatively).
Finally it’s easy to see that the kernel of φ is the set of p ∈ π1 (G, v) where
p acts trivially on G ω . This completes the proof.
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3.2.1

Quotients of colour-preserving Nekrashevych-Röver
groups

We now strenghten one of Nekrashevych’s results about quotients of NekrashevychRöver groups, to the colour-preserving case. The basic result is Theorem 9.11 of
[40]. We make some preparatory definitions: let C be a finite set of colours, let
S be a starting set, and let {Gc : c ∈ C} be a self-similar family of groups. Let
TC,S be the tree associated to the sets C and S, coloured by a function χ. Let
VC,S,G be the colour-preserving Nekrashevych-Röver group associated to this
data, and let VC,S be the colour-preserving Thompson group associated to C
and S. We will borrow Nekrashevych’s notation, so if {vi }ni=1 and {wi }ni=1 are
leaf sets of the family of trees TC,S , with χ(vi ) = χ(wi ) = ci , say, and gi ∈ G(ci ),
we will write:




v1

v2

...

vn


X =  g1

g2

...


gn 

w1

w2

...

wn

for the element of VC,S,G that acts on G ω by sending vi x to wi gi · x, for x ∈ G ω .
Notice that every element of VC,S,G can be factorized:
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This factors a general element of VC,S,G into an element of VC,S (where
all gi = 1) and a tree automorphism (where the two leaf sets are identical).
We write AutC,S,G for the group of all such tree automorphisms (defined by a
table with two identical leaf sets) - this is closed under composition, because the
family G is self-similar so expansions exist in AutC,S,G . Then VG is a product
of its subgroups VC,S and AutG (although these two subgroups need not have
0
trivial intersection). As before, we write VC,S
for the subgroup of VC,S generated

by its even permutations, which we have seen is a simple normal subgroup of
0
0
VC,S . Finally, we write VC,S,G
for the subgroup of VC,S,G generated by VC,S
and
0
AutG . It’s worth being aware that VC,S,G could include elements of VC,S \VC,S
,

because AutG might include some non-even permutations.
Now we state the result, which will be about quotients of VC,S,G .
Theorem 3.2.3. Let C be a finite set of colours, let S be a finite starting set
drawn from C, and let {Gc : c ∈ C} be a self-similar family of groups. Suppose
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0
that C is growing and transitive. Then any proper quotient of VC,S,G or VC,S,G

is abelian.
This could be proved from Theorem 4.16 of [39], which says that if G is
an essentially principal ample groupoid which is purely infinite and minimal
(definitions in [39]), and [[G]] is its topological full group, then any non-trivial
subgroup of [[G]] normalized by the derived subgroup [[G]]0 contains [[G]]0 . In
particular, any normal subgroup contains [[G]]0 so any quotient is abelian. One
can construct a groupoid for which VC,S,G is the topological full group and
check it has the properties required. We will instead give a more group-theoretic
proof, following [40], but with extra care taken in several places because of the
colouring. In particular, we’ve already seen that Proposition 3.1.7 is harder.
Proof. The proof will adopt the argument of [40] and prove the result for both
0
VC,S,G and VC,S,G
by the same argument. We will call whichever group is under

consideration V .
Let N be a normal subgroup of V , and let φ ∈ N, φ 6= 1 be represented by
the table:




v1

v2

...

vn


φ =  g1

g2

...


gn  .

u1

u2

...

un

Let ρ ∈ ∂TC,S such that φ(ρ) 6= ρ, and take U a neighbourhood of ρ such
that φ(U ) ∩ U = ∅ (which is possible because φ is not the identity, and acts
continuously). After refining φ and restricting U if necessary, we can assume
that U is a cylinder set vi Cω . Then φ maps vi Cω to ui Cω . We will also assume,
by restricting further, that vi Cω ∪ ui Cω is not all of SCω . Moreover, since C
is transitive, we can restrict still further and assume that vi and ui are both of
colour c, for any particular c ∈ C. We write v for vi , u for ui and h for gi .
We now prove a lemma that finds useful elements of N .
Let r ∈ SC∗ , where r has colour c; let f ∈ VC,{c},G . Then we define a
map Λr (f ) ∈ VC,S,G by the following permutation of SCω : Λr (f ) fixes all ends
ρ ∈ SCω where ρ does not begin with r, and Λr (f ) maps rρ to rf (ρ). Since
the tree rC∗ is isomorphic as a coloured tree to TC,{c} , it is easy to verify that
Λr (f ) is an element of VC,S,G . Intuitively, Λr (f ) is just the element f acting on
0
0
the subtree below r. We remark that if f ∈ VC,{c},G
, then Λr (f ) ∈ VC,{c},G
.

Lemma 3.2.4 ([40], Lemma 9.13). Suppose that {r, s} is a partial leaf set where
0
r, s are both of colour c. Suppose that f ∈ VC,{c},G (or f ∈ VC,{c},G
, depending
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on what we’re using for V ). Define ψ to be Λs (f )Λr (f −1 ) (so that in particular
ψ fixes all ends not beginning in r or s). Then ψ ∈ N .
Proof. It is possible to extend both {v, u} and {r, s} to leaf sets with a colour
preserving bijection between them (by Proposition 3.1.7); moreover, we can
assume (by first choosing larger partial leaf sets) that each leaf set contains
at least two vertices of each colour not equal to u, v, r, s, and so choose this
bijection to be even. So V contains an element p defined by a table:


u

v


p = h−1
r

1
s


...

. . . ,
...

where h is defined as above, such that φ contains a column (v, h, u).
We study pφp−1 ∈ N (where φ is as described earlier, as a non-trivial element
of N ). Notice that for x ∈ SCω , then
pφp−1 (sx) = pφ(vx) = p(uh · x) = r ◦ (h−1 h) · x = rx.
Define q = pφp−1 and consider Λr (f )−1 q −1 Λr (f )q ∈ N . We have that:
q −1 Λr (f )q(sx) = q −1 Λr (f )(rx) = q −1 r(f · x) = s(f · x).
Moreover, if x ∈ SCω does not begin with s, then qx does not begin with r, so
Λr (x) fixes qx. So we see that q −1 Λr (f )q sends sx to s(f · x), and fixes all other
ends: that is,
q −1 Λr (f )q = Λs (f ).
So we see that
Λr (f −1 )Λs (f ) = Λr (f −1 )q −1 Λr (f )q ∈ N,
proving the lemma.
Returning to Theorem 3.2.3, we see in particular that N contains a non0
0
trivial element Λs (f )Λr (f −1 ) of VC,S
, so contains all of the simple group VC,S
.

Now let π : V → H = V /N be the quotient homomorphism. Lemma 3.2.4
tells us that π(Λr (f )) = π(Λs (f )) whenever {r, s} is an incomplete antichain.
It’s easy to see that if r1 , r2 ∈ SC∗ are any words with χ(r1 ) = χ(r2 ), then there
exist s1 , s2 (chosen sufficiently deep) such that each of {r1 , s1 }, {s1 , s2 }, {s2 , r2 }
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is an incomplete antichain (except possibly if ri is the unique element of S - we
will only need the result for sufficiently deep ri ). So
π(Λr1 (f )) = π(Λs1 (f )) = π(Λs2 (f )) = π(Λr2 (f )),
and so π(Λr (f )) is constant as r ranges over all non-empty words of a particular
colour.
We can now prove the theorem in the special case of elements defined by
even tables. Consider an element ψ defined by a table
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0
Then φ−1 ψ is an element of AutC,S,G . Suppose that φ ∈ VC,S
. Then π(φ−1 ψ) =
0
π(ψ), since we know VC,S
is contained in the kernel of π. But

φ−1 ψ = Λv1 (g1 ) . . . Λvn (gn ),
and since Λr (g) and Λs (h) commute for incomparable r, s, and all Λr (g) are
the same under π as r varies, then all π(Λr (g)) commute. This proves that the
image of any two elements of V defined by even tables commute. These elements
generate the group V 0 (G) (it is generated by V 0 , where the tables are even, and
AutC,S,G where the two leaf sets are equal) so in particular, the image of V 0 (G)
under π is abelian.
Now for the general case. We know that if V (G) 6= V 0 (G), then V (G)
is generated by V and V 0 (G), and that V /V 0 is isomorphic to (Z/2Z)a × Zb ,
some a, b. Moreover, we know that V 0 is contained in the kernel of π. We
study lifts of generators of V /V 0 . The torsion part of V /V 0 is generated by a
transposition in each colour. We can choose a transposition τc of each colour c
of disjoint support, so they all commute, and moreover τc commutes with Λr (g)
whenever rC∗ is disjoint from the support of τc . Since we know that π(Λr (g))
is independent of r, we obtain that π(τc ) commutes with all of π(V 0 (G)). This
is enough to show that π(V 0 (G)) is abelian (where V 0 is the subgroup of V
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generated by transpositions).
Finally suppose that σ1 , . . . , σk ∈ V are chosen such that CC(σi ) generate
the quotient CC(V ), where CC is the colour count homomorphism. Let S =
{s1 , s2 , . . . , sm }, and for each 1 ≤ i ≤ k, let Si = {si,1 , . . . , si,m } be a partial
leaf set where c(si,j ) = c(si ). We can choose the Si such that the set of all
si,j is itself a partial leaf set (so all of them are incomparable, and they don’t
form a leaf set taken together). Define σi0 to be the permutation of Cω defined
by σi0 (si,j x) = si,j σi (x) and σi0 (x) = x if x does not lie below si,j for some
j (informally, σi0 is ‘σi , but just acting on the forest below the set Si ’). It’s
easy to see that CC(σi0 ) = CC(σi ) and that all the σi0 commute. So π(V (G)) is
generated by π(V 0 (G)) and the π(σi0 ). Moreover, given the σi0 , one can choose
transpositions in each colour and elements Λr (g) for all g ∈ G that commute
with all σi0 , so that σi0 commutes with elements that under π, generate π(V 0 (G)).
This is enough to show that π(V (G)) is abelian.

3.2.2

Presentations for colour-preserving NekrashevychRöver groups

We now turn our attention to finiteness properties. We will establish that colourpreserving Nekrashevych-Röver groups inherit the property of being finitely
generated or finitely presented from the groups Gc . This is sensible to ask,
because we know VC,S is finitely presented (in fact, F P∞ ) by results of Matui
in [39]. In this section, it will sometimes be easier to think about X ∈ VC,S
acting on sufficiently deep edges of TC,S as well as on vertices - the action works
the same way, acting on all edges below some domain leaf set defining X. Recall
in particular that we write Ge for the image of Gc under φ(g, e), so that Ge is
a group of automorphisms of the tree below edge e.
Proposition 3.2.5. Let VC,S,G be a colour-preserving Nekrashevych-Röver group.
Suppose that C is transitive and growing, and that each group Gc (for c ∈ C)
is finitely generated. Then VC,S,G is also finitely generated.
Proof. We take as generators the following:
• A finite set of generators for VC,S .
• For each edge e of depth less than d, the set φ(g, e), where g ranges over
a generating set for Gχ(e) . We will choose d later.
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Notice that the second set of generators are enough to generate Ge for each
sufficiently high e. In this proof, we’ll write the edges directed away from the
roots of TC,S . Notice also that if X ∈ VΓ has an action defined on edge e,
mapping e to X(e), then X conjugates Ge to GX(e) . So if d is large enough that
every edge e of Γ is VΓ -conjugate to some edge e0 of depth less than d, then the
generators given also generate all Ge and so generate VC,S,G by definition. We
just need to find such a d.
Choose d large enough that for every vertex v of depth less than d (except
maybe elements of S) there exists a second vertex w of depth less than d that
is incomparable with v and has the same colour as v. Let e be any edge of X.
Then there is some leaf set containing both t(e) and t(e0 ), and so there’s an
element of VΓ which interchanges Te and Te0 and fixes the rest of the leaf set.
So we’re done.
This result can be strengthened (by weakening the condition that C is transitive and growing) but we don’t do that now. Instead we go on to presentations.
Proposition 3.2.6. In the usual notation, VC,S,G has an infinite presentation
as follows. The generators are:
• A finite set X1 , X2 , . . . of generators for VC,S .
• The set φ(g, e), where g ranges over a generating set for Gχ(e) , for each
edge e.
and we take relations
r1 A finite set of relations R1 , R2 , . . . such that hX1 , X2 , . . . |R1 , R2 , . . .i is a
presentation for VC,S .
r2 For each e, a set of relations such that the various φ(g, e) present Ge .
r3 Whenever g ∈ Gc satisfies:
g = (σg ; g1 , g2 , . . . , gk ),
according to the self-similarity, and e is an edge with χ(e) = c, take relation:
φ(g, e) = σg,e φ(g1 , f1 )φ(g2 , f2 ) . . . φ(gk , fk ),
where the fi are the edges whose source is t(e), and where σg,e is the
permutation σg acting on the edges fi , as an element of VC,S .
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r4 Commutative relations φ(g, e)φ(h, f ) = φ(h, f )φ(g, e) whenever the edges
e, f are incomparable, and g ∈ Gχ(e) , h ∈ Gχ(f ) .
r5 Conjugation σφ(g, e)σ −1 = φ(g, σ(e)), whenever σ ∈ VC,S can be defined
on the edge e. In particular σ commutes with φ(g, e) whenever σ fixes the
edge e.
Notice that all these relations clearly hold in VC,S,G .
Proof. We study the proof of Proposition 2.4.3 which proved that every element
X of VC,S,G could be put in a canonical form:
X = ψ̄φ(g1 , e1 ) . . . φ(gn , en ).
All the generators of VC,S,G are in this canonical form, and we showed that you
could multiply two elements of this form by expanding so they had a leaf set
in common. Moreover, one can check that every relation used in the proof of
Proposition 2.4.3 follows easily from (r1)-(r5). So every element of the group
generated by this presentation can be written in the canonical form of Proposition 2.4.3, and two such elements are the same when they have a common
expansion. Thus elements of the group presented by these relations are in bijection with equivalence classes of canonical form under common expansion, as
are elements of VC,S,G , and the multiplication of canonical forms is the same in
both cases. So the two groups are isomorphic.
We now improve this presentation to a finite presentation. It uses only the
edges of depth at most d, where the depth of an edge is the depth of its source:
Theorem 3.2.7. Let VC,S,G be a colour-preserving Nekrashevych-Röver group,
where C is transitive and growing. Suppose each group Gc for c ∈ C is finitely
presented. Let d ∈ N be large enough (determined in the course of the proof ).
Then VC,S,G has a finite presentation with generators:
• A finite set X1 , X2 , . . . of generators for VC,S .
• The set φ(g, e), where g ranges over a generating set γ(e) for Gχ(e) , for
each edge e of depth less than or equal to d.
and relations:
R1 A finite set of relations R1 , R2 , . . . such that hX1 , X2 , . . . |R1 , R2 , . . .i is a
presentation for VC,S .
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R2 For each e of depth less than d, a finite set of relations such that the
various φ(g, e) present Ge .
R3 Relations φ(g, e)φ(h, f ) = φ(h, f )φ(g, e), whenever e and f are edges of
depth less than d and incomparable, and g ∈ γ(e), h ∈ γ(f ).
R4 For each e an edge of TC,S of depth less than d, let VC,S [e] be the subgroup
of VC,S that is supported outside ∂Te . This is itself a colour-preserving
Thompson group (take any leaf set L containing t(e), and remove t(e)
to form L0 ; VC,S [e] is then the colour-preserving Thompson group on the
self-similar tree below L0 ). Under the assumptions that C is transitive and
growing, VC,S [e] is then finitely generated, so add in relations to say that
each generator of VC,S [e] commutes with each generator of Ge .
R5 For all edges e of depth less than d, and for g ∈ Gχ(e) satisfying g =
(σg ; g1 , g2 , . . . , gk ), we will take as relations the expansion formulae:
φ(g, e) = σg,e φ(g1 , f1 )φ(g2 , f2 ) . . . φ(gk , fk ),
where the fi are the edges whose source is t(e), and where σg,e ∈ VC,S is
the permutation that σg gives on the edges fi .
R6 Whenever edges e, f are of the same colour and of depth less than d, and
there exists Xe,f ∈ VC,S such that Xe,f is defined on t(e) and Xe,f · t(e) =
t(f ), then choose one particular Xe,f with this property, and take relations
−1
Xe,f φ(g, e)Xe,f
= φ(g, f ), for each g in a generating set for Ge .

In this presentation, we have carefully taken generators φ(g, e) where e has
depth less than or equal to d, but we have only taken relations for depth less
than d. This is done because we need R5 to give an expansion in terms of
generators φ(gi , fi ), so it must be the case that R5 only is given for levels less
than d.
It will turn out that d is large enough if the following hold. First, any two
vertices v, w of depth less than d, but greater than zero, and the same colour
can be linked by a chain v0 = v, v1 , v2 , . . . , vn = w where all vi are of depth less
than d and the same colour, and vi is incomparable to vi+1 . Second, for any
vertices v1 , v2 of the same colour, incomparable, and with depth greater than d,
there exist v3 , v4 of depth less than d, incomparable with v1 , v2 and each other,
and of the same colour as v1 and v2 . Both of these properties hold for d large
enough.
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Proof. Let the group presented by the relations R1-R6 be W . It is easy to
check that these relations hold in V = VC,S,G . Conversely, we will show that
the relations R1-R6 imply r1-r5, which will be enough to give the result. Our
strategy will be to conjugate the given relations down the tree to generate the
infinite set of relations we’ve already seen giving a presentation for VC,S,G .
Notice in particular that W contains a quotient of VC,S generated by the
Xi . Moreover, since VC,S,G is a quotient of W containing VC,S (generated by
the image of the Xi ), it follows that the Xi generate a group isomorphic to VC,S
inside W , which we identify with VC,S . This argument is valid since we know
that no non-trivial quotient of VC,S is isomorphic to VC,S .
First, we claim the following relation family (R60 ) holds in W : suppose that
e, f are the same colour and of depth less than d. Suppose that Y ∈ VC,S is
defined on e, with Y · e = f . Then Y φ(g, e)Y −1 = φ(g, f ). Note that (R6) gives
(R60 ) for one particular choice of Y , namely Y = Xe,f .
−1
To prove (R60 ), we need to show that Xe,f
Y commutes with Ge in W .
−1
We study Xe,f
Y as an element of VC,S . By choice of Xe,f , it can be written
−1
with a range leaf set containing t(f ), and so Xe,f
can be written with domain
−1
leaf set containing t(f ) (which maps to t(e) under the bijection defining Xe,f
).

Similarly, Y has a range leaf set containing t(f ) (the image of t(e)). So there’s
−1
a common expansion of the range of Y and the domain of Xe,f
that contains
−1
t(f ). Composing, we get that Xe,f
Y is represented by a map between two leaf
−1
sets that sends t(e) to t(e), so Xe,f
Y lies in VC,S [e] (since the set of ends below

e all lie below t(e), and so anything fixing t(e) lies in VC,S [e]). We are given in
(R4) that this commutes with Ge so we’re done.
Next, we will define a subgroup Gf of W for every edge f of TC,S . We are
given these groups Ge by R2 for sufficiently high e. Given an edge f , find an edge
e of TC,S of depth less than d, with χ(e) = χ(f ) and t(e) and t(f ) incomparable.
Then there is a leaf set L containing t(e) and t(f ). Let σ be the transposition of
L interchanging t(e) and t(f ). Then we define φ(g, f ) = σφ(g, e)σ −1 as elements
of W . We claim this doesn’t depend on the choice of e. Indeed, suppose e0 is
another edge of depth less than d, with χ(e0 ) = χ(e). Let σ 0 be the transposition
interchanging e0 and f (in any leaf set containing both). We require that:
σφ(g, e)σ −1 = σ 0 φ(g, e0 )(σ 0 )−1 .
Now, if e and e0 are incomparable, then there’s a leaf set containing t(e), t(f )
and t(e0 ), on which σ −1 σ 0 acts as the 3-cycle sending e0 to e to f and back
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to e. By (R60 ), σ −1 σ 0 conjugates φ(g, e0 ) to φ(g, e), as required. In general
(for d large enough) we find a sequence t(e) = v0 , v1 , . . . , vn = t(f ), all of the
same colour and depth less than d, with vi and vi+1 incomparable. Let ei be
the unique edge directed away from the roots with target vi , and let σi be the
transposition exchanging vi and t(e). By the previous case, we have
−1
σi φ(g, ei )σi−1 = σi+1 φ(g, ei+1 )σi+1
,

and this is enough to establish the result.
Thus there is a well-defined subgroup Gf of W , isomorphic to Gχ(f ) , for each
edge f . We will show that these subgroups satisfy the relations of Proposition
3.2.6.
1. Relation family r1 is the same as R1.
2. The relations in r2 are given by R2 for all e of depth less than d, and given
by conjugation for other edges.
3. We do r5 next. Suppose that f is an edge and σ ∈ VC,S is defined on f .
We split into cases.
Case 1: Suppose than f and σ(f ) are both of depth at least d. Choose e
of the same colour as f, σ(f ), of depth less than d, and incomparable with
both (possible by choice of d). Let τ, τ 0 be transpositions swapping t(e)
with t(f ), t(σ(f )) respectively. Then by definition:
φ(g, f ) = τ φ(g, e)τ −1 ,
and
φ(g, σ(f )) = τ 0 φ(g, e)(τ 0 )−1 .
So it’s enough to show that (τ 0 )−1 στ commutes with φ(g, e). Analysing
(τ 0 )−1 στ as an element of V , it sends t(e) to itself (since τ, τ 0 both map
t(e) to t(f ), which σ fixes). Thus (τ 0 )−1 στ ∈ VC,S [e]. Relation R4 tell us
that this element commutes with Ge .
Case 2: Suppose that both f and σ(f ) are of depth less than d. Then
this case is R60 .
Case 3: Suppose that f is of depth less than d, and σ(f ) is of depth at
least d (this case will also cover when f has depth at least d, and σ(f )
has depth less than d, by looking at σ −1 ). Put f 0 = σ(f ). There exists
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e of depth less than d, incomparable with f 0 ; let τ be the transposition
swapping t(e) and t(f 0 ). We’re required to show:
σφ(g, f )σ −1 = φ(g, f 0 ) = τ φ(g, e)τ −1 .
In other words, it’s enough to show τ −1 σ conjugates φ(g, f ) to φ(g, e). But
by the usual argument, τ −1 σ is an element of VC,S which can be written
to send t(f ) to t(e), and so we’re done by R60 . This completes this part
of the proof.
Now we return to r3.
4. The expansions in r3 are given for all sufficiently high edges e by R5.
For a general edge e0 , conjugate this formula by some transposition σ
which swaps e and e0 , where e is chosen to be of depth less than d with
χ(e) = χ(e0 ). The conjugation sends σg,e to σg,e0 (because this is true in
VC,S , which we’re including a presentation for in R1) and sends φ(g, e)
to φ(g, e0 ) by definition of the group Ge0 . We need that the conjugation
sends φ(gi , fi ) to φ(gi , fi0 ) (where fi , fi0 are the ith edges whose sources
are respectively t(e) and t(e0 ), all edges directed away from the roots),
but this holds by property r5 since σ sends fi to fi0 .
5. For r4, suppose that e1 and e2 are incomparable. We wish to show that
φ(g, e1 ) and φ(h, e2 ) commute. If e1 and e2 are both of depth less than d,
this is R3. If e1 and e2 are both of depth d or more, then there exist edges
e01 and e02 of depth at most d such that e1 , e2 , e01 , e02 are all incomparable
and have the same colour (by choice of d). Conjugating φ(g, e1 ) and
φ(h, e2 ) by the double transposition swapping e1 and e01 , and swapping e2
and e02 , we get φ(g, e01 ) and φ(h, e02 ), which commute.
The only case remaining is when e1 is of depth less than d, and e2 is of
depth greater than d (or the reverse). But now expand:
φ(g, e1 ) = σg,e1 φ(g1 , f1 ) . . . φ(gk , fk ),
where f1 , . . . , fk are the edges below e1 . Since σg,e1 only permutes edges
below e, it commutes with φ(h, e2 ) by a special case of r5. We will be
done if we can show that each φ(gi , fi ) commutes with φ(h, e2 ). But
fi and e2 are incomparable, and repeating the expansion, we eventually
expand enough that both edges being compared are of depth d at least.
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We’ve already done this case, so this completes the proof.

The conditions asked for on C are stronger than they need to be, but are
applicable in most cases, so we don’t try to improve them here. It seems reasonable to expect that similar results hold for other finiteness properties, since
Matui showed that colour-preserving Thompson groups are F P∞ . It seems
probable that if all groups Gc for c ∈ C are F Pn , then VC,S inherits this property. Proving this will require some different techniques from those shown here,
since higher F Pn properties are defined in terms of cell complexes on which the
groups act. We don’t go into those constructions here.

3.3

Results on the structure of Leavitt graph of
groups algebras

Here we adapt the theorems of [54] to prove analogous uniqueness theorems for
Leavitt graph of groups algebras. Let G be a graph of groups. Let LK (G) be
its Leavitt path algebra, as defined by the presentation in Proposition 2.3.2.
Our aim is to produce two theorems showing that an algebra homomorphism
π : LK (G) → A is injective provided that π does not vanish on a certain subset
S of LK (G). In one theorem, we will assume that π is a graded homomorphism;
in the other, we will not, but will require more conditions on the groups of G.
We saw in the introduction (Section 1.3.5) that there are uniqueness theorems that work in the general context of Steinberg algebras. The uniqueness
theorem we prove here is based on the Steinberg algebra result, but we take care
in the case when GG is non-Hausdorff. The graded uniqueness theorem requires
fewer conditions on the graph of groups, but asks for the homomorphism to be
graded and not vanish on a larger set. We do this so that it will be true for a
wider variety of graphs of groups.

3.3.1

The uniqueness theorems

We begin our uniqueness theorems with the Steinberg uniqueness theorems (of
Theorem 1.3.1). We won’t be able to apply the result directly, since the groupoid
of germs GG is not Hausdorff. Instead, we work through the proof given in [19]
and show that GG is still close enough to being Hausdorff that the theorems
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stand. We first prove that Theorem 1.3.1 still applies in this case and then later
consider how to improve or refine it.
Suppose G is a graph of groups with underlying graph Γ. Let x ∈ G ∗ . We
will write Px for Sx∗ Sx and Qx for Sx Sx∗ in this section. Then Px and Qx are
idempotents of LK (G), which we describe as projections. In terms of the action
on infinite G-paths, Px fixes paths µ where xµ is a G-path, and sends other
paths to zero, whilst Qx fixes paths of the form xµ (and sends others to zero).
That is, Qx gives projection onto the set xG ω .
Now consider the subalgebra of LK (G) generated by the various projections
Qx . Since the sets xG ω form a basis of clopen sets for G ω , it is easy to see that
this algebra is isomorphic to LCK (G ω ), the algebra of locally constant K-valued
functions on G ω . Under this isomorphism, Qx corresponds to the indicator of
xG ω . We use this isomorphism to treat LCK (G ω ) as a subalgebra of LK (G).
We’re now ready to discuss the uniqueness theorems.
Theorem 3.3.1 (Uniqueness for Leavitt graph of groups algebras). Let G be
a locally finite non-singular graph of groups whose underlying graph Γ is finite. Suppose either that the groups of G are countable or that the groupoid
GG is Hausdorff. Let LK (G) be its Leavitt graph of groups algebra over a field
K. Suppose that π : LK (G) → A is a homomorphism of K-algebras which is
injective on LCK (G ω ). Then π is injective.
First we do the case when GG is Hausdorff. Notice that, since GG is a
groupoid of germs, then the interior of the isotropy bundle of GG is just the
(0)

unit space GG . Indeed, suppose [s, x] ∈ GG is a non-identity element of the
isotropy group of GG at x. Then s ∈ SG satisfies s(x) = x, but any open
neighbourhood of x contains a point y with s(y) 6= x (or else the germ of s at
x would be trivial). Thus, no neighbourhood [s, U ] of [s, x] is contained in the
isotropy bundle, as required. The result of this is that Theorem 1.3.1 applies
and gives the result in the Hausdorff case.
Now consider the countable case. The proof works through a number of
lemmas, as in [19].
Lemma 3.3.2 (cf [19] Lemma 3.2). Let G be a locally finite non-singular graph
of countable groups with finite underlying graph Γ. Let X be the set of elements
of G ω whose isotropy group in GG is trivial. Then X is dense in G ω .
Proof. We use the Baire category theorem. Consider any s ∈ SG . Write Is for
the set of points x ∈ G ω such that s(x) = x, but the germ of s at x is not the
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identity (and so the isotropy group at x contains a non-trivial germ of s). We
will show that Is is a nowhere dense closed set, and so taking the (countable)
union of all Is gives a nowhere dense set, which is the set of all x ∈ G ω with
non-trivial isotropy group.
Since s acts continuously on a subset of G ω , Is is certainly closed (it’s an
intersection of {x : s(x) = x} with the complement of the open set {x : s(y) =
y on a neighbourhood of x}). It remains to show that the complement of Is is
dense. Consider any open set U ⊂ G ω ; we show that we cannot have U ⊂ Is .
If s is not defined on some point x of U , then x is not contained in Is . Also, if
s(x) 6= x for some x ∈ U , then x 6∈ Is . The final case is when s is the identity
on its restriction to U , but then the germ of s at x is the identity for any x ∈ U ,
so U does not meet Is . This completes the proof.
Lemma 3.3.3 (cf [19] Lemma 3.3). Let G be a locally finite graph of countable
groups whose underlying graph is finite. Let x ∈ G ω be such that the isotropy
group of GG at x is trivial. Let f ∈ LK (G) such that f does not vanish on
[1, x] ∈ GG . Then there exists a compact open neighbourhood U of x such that
1U f 1U = c1[1,U ] for nonzero constant c ∈ K.
Proof. We reiterate the proof from [19], pointing out that we don’t need GG to
be Hausdorff in the proof because it’s enough that its unit space is Hausdorff.
PN
So we write f = i=1 ai 1Di , where each Di is a compact open bisection and
ai ∈ K (here we’re thinking of LK (G) as a Steinberg algebra, so it is spanned
by indicators of compact open bisections). Our assumption on x means that
the only open bisections containing [1, x] are [1, U ] for open U containing x. So
by splitting the Di further if necessary, we can assume that [1, x] appears in
a unique Di , which without loss of generality is D1 . For each i, we choose a
compact open neighbourhood Vi of x as follows:
• We have chosen D1 such that [1, x] ∈ Di . So it is possible to choose V1
to be a compact open neighbourhood of x such that [1, V1 ] ⊂ D1 , so that
1V1 D1 1V1 = 1V1 .
• Suppose that [s, y] ∈ Di where either y = x or s(y) = x (but not both,
because that is covered by the previous case). Then there is a compact
open subset D0 of D, containing [s, y], whose domain d(D0 ) and range
r(D0 ) are disjoint. Choose Vi to be either d(D0 ) or r(D0 ), whichever one
contains x. Then 1Vi Di 1Vi = ∅.
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• If neither the range nor domain of Di include x, we will choose Vi to be
a compact open neighbourhood of x not meeting the range or domain of
Di . Then 1Vi Di 1Vi = ∅.
Now define U to be the intersection of all the Vi . Then we have that
N
X
1U f 1U = 1U (
ai 1Di )1U = a1 1U 1D1 1U = a1 1[1,U ] ,
i=1

as required.

Lemma 3.3.4 (cf [18] Lemma 3.1). Let G be a locally finite non-singular graph
of groups. Let f ∈ LK (G) with f 6= 0, and suppose that f is in the homogeneous
component of degree k. Then there exists a compact open bisection B such that
(0)

g = 1B −1 f is homogeneous of degree 0, and supp(g) meets GG non-trivially.
Proof. We write f as
f=

N
X

ai 1Di ,

i=1

where each ai ∈ K\{0} and each Di is a homogeneous compact open bisection.
Since f is non-zero and continuous on GG , there must be a basic open set
[g, U ] ∈ GG on which f does not vanish. Choose x ∈ U with trivial isotropy
group. Refining as necessary, we can assume that [g, x] appears in D1 only
(it cannot also appear as [h, x] in some other bisection for h 6= g). Putting
B = D1 = [g, U ], we have that 1−1
B f is certainly homogeneous of degree zero.
(0)

It remains to show that 1−1
B f meets GG non-trivially. Indeed, we have insisted
that [g, x] ∈ B; then [1, x] appears in B −1 B, and we claim it does not appear in
any B −1 Di for i > 1. Suppose then that β −1 γ = α−1 α = [1, x] for β ∈ B, γ ∈
Di . Since β ∈ B, we must have β = [g, y]. Then γ = β[1, x], and if γ is to be
non-zero we must have x = y, and γ = [g, x], a contradiction as we assumed
[g, x] appeared only in D1 . Thus overall, [1, x] appears in 1−1
B f , so in particular
(0)

1−1
B f does not vanish on GG , and we’re done.
Proof of Theorem 3.3.1: Suppose that π is not injective, and let f ∈ Ker π.
PN
Write f = i=1 ai 1Bi , where the Bi are disjoint homogeneous compact open
bisections, and ai ∈ K\{0}. By multiplying by appropriate 1B −1 (as in Lemma
3.3.4) we can assume that B1 = [1, V ] for some compact open V . By Lemma
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3.3.3 we have that 1U f 1U ∈ Ker π, where 1U f 1U = c1[1,U ] . This is a contradiction, because we’ve assumed that such elements do not lie in Ker π.
Corollary 3.3.5. Let G be a graph of groups satisfying the conditions of the
Uniqueness Theorem (3.3.1). Let K be a field, and let π : LK (G) be an algebra
homomorphism. Suppose that π does not vanish on any Pe , for e ∈ Γ1 . Then π
is injective. Alternatively, if π does not vanish on any Qe for e ∈ Γ1 , π is again
injective.
Proof. Suppose that π is not injective. Let I = Ker π. By the uniqueness
theorem, π must vanish on some 1[1,U ] for an open bisection U . Take x ∈ G ∗
such that xG ω ⊂ U (and x has length at least 1). Then 1[1,xG ω ] ∈ LK (G) (it can
be written as Sx Sx∗ ) and
1[1,xG ω ] 1[1,U ] = 1[1,xG ω ] ,
so Sx Sx∗ ∈ I. Thus we also have Sx∗ Sx Sx∗ Sx = Sx∗ Sx ∈ I, since I is an ideal. But
we have seen before that Sx∗ Sx = Se∗ Se , where e = r1 (x) (this is true because the
set of paths ρ ∈ G ω for which xρ is a G-path is the same as the set for which eρ
is a G-path). So we get that Pe = Se∗ Se ∈ I. Finally, note that Qe = Se Se∗ Se Se∗
must then also lie in I, and we’re done.

3.3.2

The graded uniqueness theorem

Now we study graded homomorphisms. All the proofs in this section parallel the
proofs of [54] for Leavitt path algebras, but with some more care taken around
vertex groups. Our theorem will work for any locally finite non-singular graph
of groups G, but we will ask for more conditions on the homomorphism than in
the previous theorem.
Proposition 3.3.6. Let G be a locally finite nonsingular graph of groups. Suppose that I is a Z-graded ideal of the Leavitt graph of groups algebra LK (G) (so
that I = ⊕n∈Z In , where In = I ∩ LK (G).) Then I is generated by its degree zero
subspace I0 .
Proof. We have that I is a direct sum of the subspaces In , so it’s enough to
show that each In lies in the ideal generated by I0 . Let X ∈ In for n > 0. Then
X is a linear combination of monomials Sµ Us(µ),g Sν∗ for G-paths µ, ν, where
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`(µ) = `(ν) + n in each case. Then we can write this as:
X=

X

Sp Xp ,

p:`(p)=n

a sum over all paths of length p, so that each Xp ∈ I0 (since Xp = Sp∗ X). Then
X is clearly in the ideal generated by I0 . The case for n < 0 is similar, but we
write X as a sum of terms (XSq )Sq∗ , where each XSq is of degree zero.
Proposition 3.3.7 (Graded Uniqueness Theorem). Let G be a locally finite
non-singular graph of groups whose underlying graph is finite. Let π : LK (G) →
A be a graded homomorphism of graded K-algebras. Let S be the set:
S=

[

KGv ∪

v∈Γ0

[

{Pµ XPν : X ∈ KGv ; µ, ν ∈ G 1 }.

v∈Γ0

Suppose that π does not vanish on any nonzero point of S. Then π is injective.
In other words, any nontrivial graded ideal of π must meet the set S nontrivially. We remark that S is a strict subset of I0 , so this is a strengthening
of the previous proposition. We also remark that if π vanishes on X ∈ KGv ,
then it also vanishes on Pµ XPν whenever Pµ , Pν are length 1 G-paths such that
Pµ XPν is non-zero. So the theorem could have been stated without including
the group algebras KGv in the set S. We’ve included them in the statement
first because they are simpler than terms Pµ XPν , and so easier to check, and
second because the two parts of S appear naturally in the proof.
Proof. Let I be the kernel of π. We need to show that I = {0}. Since I is a
graded ideal it’s enough to show that I0 is zero. Define:
Sn = hSµ Us(µ),g Sν∗ : `(µ) = `(ν) = niK ,
so that LK (G)0 is the union of the Sn (the notation Sn is chosen to suggest that
these are sets extending S, on which π still does not vanish). We will show,
inductively on n, that I ∩ Sn = {0}. First observe that since we have
Us(µ),1 =

X

Ug,s(µ) Sf Sf∗ Ug−1 ,s(µ) ,

r(f )=s(µ),g∈Σf

we can write Sµ Us(µ),g Sν∗ = Sµ Us(µ),g Us(µ),1 Sν∗ as a sum of terms Sµ0 Us(µ0 ),g0 Sν∗0 ,
where µ0 and ν 0 are paths that extend µ, ν. This embeds Sn into Sn+1 .
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Now we begin the induction. For n = 0, we must show I ∩ S0 = {0}. If
X ∈ I ∩ S0 , then X is a sum of terms λg Uv,g (for K-coefficients λg ). So for each
v ∈ Γ0
X

Pv X =

λg Uv,g ∈ KGv ⊂ S.

g∈Gv ,λg 6=0

Thus each Pv X is zero, and so X is zero (since

P

v∈Γ0

Pv = 1).

Now for the inductive step. Let X ∈ Sn+1 ∩ kerπ, and write:
x=

N
X

λi Sµi Uvi ,gi Sν∗i ,

i=1

where each λi ∈ K, and µi , νi are G-paths of length n + 1. Recall that (since Γ
is finite) we also have
1=

X

∗
She She
,

e∈Γ1 ,h∈Σe

so that x =

P

∗
She She
x =

P

∗
xShe She
. This means that there exist length 1

∗
G-paths he and kf such that She
xSkf is non-zero. But then if n + 1 = `(µ) > 1,
∗
∗
observe that She
Sµ = Sµ0 if µ = heµ0 , and She
Sµ is zero otherwise. Similarly,
∗
Sν∗ Skf = Sν∗0 if ν = kf ν 0 and is zero otherwise. So overall, She
xSkf is a sum of

terms Sµ0 Uv,g Sν∗0 ∈ Sn ∩ I, which inductively is zero - a contradiction. If n = 1,
∗
∗
∗
She
xSkf = She
She ySkf
Skf = Phe yPkf

for y ∈ KGv , where v = s(e) = s(f ). Then Phe yPkf ∈ S also.
One can use this theorem to show that the natural embedding Uv,g 7→
Uv,g , Se 7→ Se defines an injection from LK (G) into the C ∗ -algebra C ∗ (G); we
don’t give the details. Alternatively, one could try to extend the general (nongraded) uniqueness theorem to more graphs of groups. I proved such a result by
generalizing the proof of a Leavitt uniqueness theorem, but it required adding
conditions to imply that GG being Hausdorff. Since we got a stronger result
than this by adapting the Steinberg uniqueness theorem, we don’t repeat this
theorem here.
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Chapter 4

Representations and Hecke
algebras for Thompson
groups
In this chapter we move to think about representations of Thompson’s group
V and its variants. First of all we discuss some of the results known about
representation theory of V , and discuss what happens for colour-preserving
Thompson variants. One might hope that some of the well-understood theory of
representations of Sn transfers to V . It seems that this is too much to hope for,
and there is no general classification of all representations of V . Instead, most
people working on representing V either just find families of representations
where they can, or show that representations of other kinds do not exist. All
the representations considered will be unitary representations on Hilbert spaces
(that is, we look for homomorphisms ρ : V → U(H), the group of unitary
operators on Hilbert space H), and we put the discrete topology on V .
In the second part of this chapter, we try to generalize the theory of (Iwahori)Hecke algebras, which are formed by deforming a presentation of the group algebra of Sn , to give an algebra that can be thought of as a deformation of the
group algebra of V . We will try to produce an algebra which deforms V in its
action on the infinite binary tree, by taking a quotient of the group algebra of a
braided Thompson group. We will see why this exercise cannot work perfectly,
but we will push the analogy between V and an infinite version of Sn as far as
we can. This will result in an interesting representation of a braided Thompson
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group, which locally behaves like a finite Iwahori-Hecke algebra. But we will
see that it cannot have the global properties we’d ideally want from a Hecke
algebra.

4.1

Representations of Thompson’s group V and
its variants

There are three families of representations we will consider for V : quasi-regular
representations, Koopman representations, and representations of finite factor
type. We will state some known results about representations of V and generalize them to colour-preserving Thompson or Nekrashevych-Röver groups.

4.1.1

Quasi-regular representations

The first and easiest examples of representations of V will be the quasi-regular
representations. These are the natural generalization of permutation representations of finite groups. In general, let G be a group acting transitively on a set
X. Fix x ∈ X, and let P be the subgroup of G equal to the stabilizer of x (we
call P a parabolic subgroup). Then X is in bijection with the set G/P of left
cosets of P . The quasi-regular representation ρG/P is defined on the C-vector
space `2 (X), via the formula:
ρG/P (g) · f (y) = f (g −1 · y),
for g ∈ G, y ∈ X and f ∈ `2 (X). One can easily verify that ρG/P is indeed a
representation, and equals the induced representation, ρG/P = IndG
P 1P .
If X is a finite set (of size greater than 1), then ρG/P cannot be irreducible,
because the constant functions on X form an invariant subspace. In fact, for G
and X finite, we get that ρG/P = 1G ⊕ ρ0 , where ρ0 is irreducible if and only
if the action of G on X is 2-transitive. For infinite X, the constant functions
are not `2 -integrable, so it is possible for ρG/P to be irreducible. The relevant
condition is given by the following theorem ([38], given in this form in [11]).
Theorem 4.1.1 (Mackey). Let G be a discrete group and let H be a subgroup
of G. Define the commensurator of H, CommG (H), to be:
CommG (H) = {g ∈ G : H ∩ gHg −1 has finite index in H and gHg −1 }.
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1. Suppose that H = CommG (H). Let σ be a finite-dimensional irreducible
unitary representation of H. Then IndG
H σ is an irreducible representation
of G.
2. Suppose that H, K are two different subgroups of G, each equal to their own
commensurator. Let σ1 , σ2 be irreducible unitary representations of H, K
G
respectively. Then IndG
H σ1 and IndK σ2 are equivalent representations of G

if and only if there exists g ∈ G such that K = gHg −1 and σ2 is equivalent
to the conjugate of σ1 by g.
In particular, quasi-regular representations are irreducible whenever the parabolic
subgroup P is its own commensurator. In the case that P = Stab(x), then
P ∩ gP g −1 = Stab(x) ∩ Stab(g · x), which has infinite index in P so long as the
P -orbit of g · x is infinite. So ρG/P is irreducible so long as all P -orbits on X
are infinite, apart from the one orbit {x}. This is applied to branch groups in
[9]. We apply it to colour-preserving Thompson groups.
Theorem 4.1.2. Let VC,S be a colour-preserving Thompson group with transitive growing set of colours. Let G be a group of permutations of SCω containing
VC,S (for example, a colour-preserving Nekrashevych-Röver group). Let P be
the stabilizer of some point of SCω . Then the quasi-regular representation ρG/P
is irreducible. If G is countable, then there are uncountably many equivalence
classes of such representation.
Proof. Let P = Stab(x), and let y be a point of SCω distinct from x. We
must show that the orbit of y under P is infinite. Let x = vx0 and y = wy 0 ,
where v, w ∈ SC∗ form a partial leaf set. Since C is transitive and growing,
we can inductively choose a family w0 = w, w1 , w2 , . . . of elements of SC∗ such
that wi and w have the same colour, and v, w0 , w1 , . . . , wk form a partial leaf
set. Extending each set v, w0 , . . . , wk to a leaf set L, we see that there exists a
permutation of L fixing v and interchanging w0 and wk , and hence there exists
an element of G fixing x but interchanging y and wk y 0 . By choice of wk , all the
wk y 0 are distinct, and so the P -orbit of y is infinite, as required.
Finally, suppose that G is countable. Then since there are uncountably
many ends in SCω but all G-orbits are countable, there are uncountably many
conjugacy classes of parabolic subgroups P . By the second part of Mackey’s theorem, each class of parabolic subgroups gives rise to an inequivalent irreducible
representation.
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4.1.2

Representations of finite factor type

Here we briefly survey the results of [27] and [28] on other ways to find representations of Thompson’s group V and its variants. First we describe factor
representations of finite type. The definition of this family of representations is
given in [28]. In brief, representations of finite factor type are the representations of infinite groups for which a character theory exists, similar to classical
character theory of finite groups.
Here are the essentials of the theory. A character on group G is defined as
a class function χ : G → C that satisfies a non-negative definiteness property,
and where χ(1) = 1. (These characters are not equal to the usual characters for
finite groups, but are the same after rescaling so χ(1) has the correct value). A
character is said to be indecomposable if it cannot be written as a positive linear
combination of distinct characters. Extended linearly, a character χ defines a
state φ on the C ∗ -algebra C ∗ (G) (that is, φ is a positive linear functional with
φ(1) = 1). States in turn give rise to cyclic representations ρχ of C ∗ (G) via the
Gelfand-Naimark-Siegal construction standard in C ∗ -theory (see for example
section 1.12 of [47]). The image ρχ (C ∗ (G)) then forms a von Neumann algebra
of operators on a space Hχ . We say ρχ is a factor representation if this von
Neumann algebra is a factor. This happens if and only if χ is indecomposable
(see eg [28] Proposition 2.21), and the factor is then of finite type, which explains
the name finite-type factor representations. The definition of von Neumann
algebras and their classification into factors is standard in C ∗ -theory, but not
important in this thesis.
Overall, this process produces a bijection between indecomposable characters
and finite-type factor representations. Two such representations ρ1 and ρ2 are
quasi-equivalent if and only if they have equal characters. Quasi-equivalence is
the correct notion of equivalence here: it says that the von Neumann algebras
ρ1 (C ∗ (G)) and ρ2 (C ∗ (G)) are isomorphic, even if the spaces they act on might
not be. So the study of representations of finite factor type reduces to finding
indecomposable characters.
Every group G has a character given by the constant function 1, which
is called the identity character. It is indecomposable and corresponds to the
trivial representation. We can also define the regular character to be 1 on the
identity and zero elsewhere. This is also a character, and is indecomposable if
all non-identity conjugacy classes of G are infinite. In that case, the left regular
representation of G is a factor representation. We say that G has no proper
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characters if these are the only two indecomposable characters.
We can now state the main results of [27].
Theorem 4.1.3 ([27] Corollary 3.6, Corollary 3.9). Thompson’s group V has no
proper characters. More generally, let G be a colour-preserving Thompson group
where the set of colours is transitive and growing. Then every finite-type factor
representation of G is either the regular representation, or is a 1-dimensional
representation factoring through the abelianization q : G → G/G0 .
In [27], this theorem is stated in terms of topological full groups of onesided shifts, but we have been understanding these groups as colour-preserving
Thompson groups. It tells us that knowledge of G/G0 determines everything
about finite-type factor representations of G.
We indicate how to generalize this to colour-preserving Nekrashevych-Röver
groups.
Theorem 4.1.4. Let G be a colour-preserving Nekrashevych-Röver group whose
set of colours is transitive and growing. Then any indecomposable character of
G is either regular or comes from a one-dimensional representation of G.
Proof. We imitate the proof given in [27] for colour-preserving Thompson groups,
in the paragraph preceding Corollary 3.9. Let V = VC,S be the underlying
colour-preserving Thompson group of G, with sets of colours C, S. Let R be
the subgroup of V defined analogously to the subgroup [27], as the set of elements of the derived subgroup V 0 which are the identity on some neighbourhood
of some fixed x0 ∈ SCω . Then R is simple (as an ascending union of restrictions
of V 0 to clopen subsets, which are simple) and has no proper characters.
Now we check that Theorem 2.10 of [27] holds for G and its subgroup R.
This will tell us that every finite factor representation is either regular or factors
through a quotient of G, which we have shown to be abelian. We need to find,
for g ∈ G not equal to the identity, an infinite sequence {gi }i≥1 of elements of
the R-conjugacy class of g, such that gi−1 gj ∈ R. We will seek gi = ri gri−1 (for
ri ∈ R). We have:
gi−1 gj = ri−1 g −1 ri rj grj−1 ,
which we need to be the identity on a neighbourhood of the point x0 . Since
ri , rj ∈ R, it suffices that g −1 ri rj g is the identity on a neighbourhood of x0 , or
that ri rj g and g are locally equal around x0 . Thus, we need that ri rj is locally
the identity around g · x0 , which we clearly can achieve by taking ri ∈ R equal
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to the identity locally around g · x0 . There are infinitely many such ri , so this
works. Moreover, we need that the ri gri−1 are distinct, or in other words no
rj−1 ri commutes with g. To do this, take Ui disjoint open sets in the support of
g (for i ∈ N) such that x0 is not in the closure of any Ui , and take ri supported
on Ui . such that g does not commute with ri (which is certainly possible, since
V |Ui has trivial centre). Then rj−1 ri does not commute with g either, and this
completes the proof.

4.1.3

Koopman representations

Here we build on the work in [29] to show that another family of representations
of colour-preserving Thompson groups are irreducible. The representations here
are Koopman representations, which are a natural class of representations defined from a group acting on a measure space. Indeed, suppose that G is a group
acting on a measure space (X, µ) by transformations that preserve the measure
class (that is, sets of measure zero remain of measure zero under the G-action).
dµ(g·x)
dµ(x)

Then the Radon-Nikadym derivative

is defined, and we can define the

Koopman representation κ, where for g ∈ G, f ∈ L2 (X, µ) and x ∈ X:
s
(κ(g)f )(x) =

dµ(g −1 · x)
f (g −1 · x).
dµ(x)

The paper [29] proves that a certain Koopman representation of a HigmanThompson group Vn,d is irreducible (as well as some other related representations twisted by a cocycle). We will point out that the results generalize to
colour-preserving Thompson groups. We will also use the work by one of the
same authors in [26] to show that some of the Koopman representations we
construct are not unitarily equivalent.
Let V = VC,S be a colour-preserving Thompson group, which acts on the
space SCω isomorphic to the ends of a tree T = TC,S . Let S = {s1 , s2 , . . . , sm },
and let the production rule be p. We will define a probability measure on SCω
by first putting probability measures on each of the finite sets SCn . Intuitively,
we choose a random end of T by choosing a random root vertex and then
choosing one of the edges at random to go down from each vertex. We don’t
insist that the edges are chosen with equal probability, but we do insist that the
probabilities are consistent across vertices of the same colour.
Formally, let p1 , p2 , . . . , pm be probabilities assigned to s1 , . . . , sm , with each
pi > 0 and Σri=1 pi = 1. If c ∈ C with p(c) = (c1 , c2 , . . . , cr ), then assign ci the
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probability pc,i , where each pc,i > 0 and Σri=1 pc,i = 1 for each colour c (here r
is a function of c). This lets us define a Borel probability measure µp on the
end space of T L as follows. Let v = si xc1 ,i1 . . . xcn ,in ∈ SCn (so that si ∈ S,
of colour c1 , and thereafter si xc1 ,i1 . . . xck ,ik is the ik th vertex below the vertex
si xc1 ,i1 . . . xck−1 ik−1 , with its colour the ik th term of p(ck )). Then we define:
µp (vCω ) = p(si )p(xc1 ,i1 ) . . . p(xcn ,in ).
Recall that we write vCω for the set {x ∈ SCω : x = vx0 } and call it a
cylinder set (at v). Here the function p is defined by p(si ) = pi and p(xc,i ) =
pc,i . This defines µ on cylinder sets, and we check this extends to a probability
measure:
Proposition 4.1.5. µp extends uniquely to a well-defined probability measure
on SCω .
Proof. This is almost obvious from the probabilistic description, but we give a
proof using Carathéodory’s extension theorem. We extend the definition of µp
to the ring C of clopen sets, which are finite unions of cylinder sets, by using
the finite additivity property of measures (so the measure of a disjoint union of
cylinder sets is the sum of the measures of the individual sets). Carathéodory’s
theorem tells us that µp extends to a measure on the Borel σ-algebra, provided
µp is countably additive on C.
Suppose that a countable disjoint union of clopen sets is clopen. By compactness, the union must be finite. So we just need to check µp is finitely
additive (so that the measure on C is well-defined, independent of how a clopen
set is broken up into cylinder sets). It’s clear that if we refine a cylinder set
vCω into a disjoint union of sets vxc,i Cω , then µp (vCω ) is equal to the sum
of µp (vxc,i Cω ) as i varies from 1 to |p(c)|. So given a clopen set X, and two
partitions of X into disjoint cylinder sets, X = X1 ∪ . . . ∪ Xm = Y1 ∪ . . . ∪ Yn ,
we can choose a common refinement of the Xi and Yj into smaller cylinder sets.
P
P
Since the refinement process preserves measure, then
µp (Xi ) =
µp (Yj ).
This completes the proof.
We will write µp,n for the probability measure on SCn defined by:
µp,n ({v}) = p(si )p(xc1 ,i1 ) . . . p(xcn ,in ),
for v as above. These measures on finite sets can be thought of as approximating the measure µp on the limit SCω . Sometimes we will just write µ(X)
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for µp (X) or µp,n (X), since it should be clear from the set X which measure
is meant. In the case of measures on finite sets, we’ll also write µ(v) when we
should formally write µ({v}).
To define a Koopman representation, we need to show that the action of VC,S
is measure class preserving. In fact we do more and work with a NekrashevychRöver group VC,S,G whose underlying colour-preserving Thompson group is
VC,S and with tree automorphism groups Gc for each colour c ∈ C. This was
done for the Higman-Thompson group in [29], and for certain groups of tree
automorphisms in [26]: the work here is an extension of this to involve colours.
Theorem 4.1.6. Let VC,S,G be a colour-preserving Nekrashevych-Röver group,
as above. Suppose that either each group Gc is subexponentially bounded (in
the sense of Definition 2 of [26]), or that pc,i = pc,j whenever the ith and jth
colours of p(c) are equal. Then the action of G on SCω with the measure µp
is measure class preserving. In particular, the action of VC,S is always measure
class preserving.
Proof. First we observe that each group Gc is measure class preserving (in its
action on any subtree of TC,S ). Indeed, if the groups Gc have subexponential
growth, they are measure class preserving by the argument of [26], Proposition
2. If instead pc,i = pc,j whenever the ith and jth colours of p(c) are equal,
then Gc preserves the measure itself, so is definitely measure class preserving.
Since every element of G is a product of an element of VC,S with elements of
Gc acting on subtrees, we now just need to show that the group VC,S preserves
the measure class.
Now suppose g ∈ VC,S , and suppose M is a set of positive measure in SCω .
Suppose g has the table:
g=

a1

a2

...

an

b1

b2

...

bn

!
,

for some words ai and bi - so g acts on words in ai Cω by replacing the initial
segment ai with bi . This means that if X is a measurable set contained in the
cylinder set ai Cω of paths beginning ai , then
µp (gX) = µp (X)

µp,`(bi ) (bi )
.
µp,`(ai ) (ai )

In particular, if Y is any set of non-zero measure, then Y ∩ ai Cω has non-zero
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measure for some i, and so gY has non-zero measure. Hence the group G is
measure class preserving.
We now check Dudko’s measure contracting property.
Definition 4.1.7. (from [29]) Let G act on a probability space (X, µ) by measureclass-preserving transformations. The action of G is measure contracting if for
every measurable subset M ⊂ X and any  > 0 there exists g ∈ G such that:
•
µ(supp(g)\M ) < .
•

s
µ({x ∈ M :

dµ(g(x))
< }) > µ(M ) − .
dµ(x)

Here supp(g) = {x ∈ X : gx 6= x}.
Intuitively, the support of g is mostly contained in M , and the derivative
of g is small on almost all of M . We care about this because of the following
theorem:
Theorem 4.1.8. ([29]) Let G be a group acting on a probability space (X, µ)
via an ergodic measure-contracting action. Then the associated Koopman representation κ of G is irreducible.
Recall that an action of a group G on a probability space is said to be ergodic
when any G-invariant set has probability zero or one. So we need to check that
the action of VC,S,G is ergodic and measure contracting. We’ll be able to follow
Dudko’s work fairly closely here. It’s enough to just consider the Thompson
group VC,S , since passing to a larger group will keep the action ergodic and
measure contracting. So we can assume each automorphism group Gc is trivial.
Proposition 4.1.9. Let V = VC,S be a colour-preserving Thompson group
acting on SCω with the measure µp . Suppose that C is transitive and growing.
Then the action of V is ergodic.
Proof. Let X be a V -invariant measurable subset of SCω , and suppose 0 <
µp (X) < 1. Let C1 , C2 be any two disjoint cylinder sets with the same colour.
Then there’s an element of G which swaps the cylinder sets C1 and C2 , and
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fixes everything else; on Ci ,

dµ(g·x)
dµ(x)

is constant. This means that

µp (C1 ∩ X)
µp (C2 ∩ X)
=
.
µp (C1 )
µp (C2 )
We can connect any two cylinder sets C, C 0 by a chain C = C0 , C1 , . . . , Cm = C 0
µp (C∩X)
µp (C)

where Ci , Ci+1 are disjoint. So we get that

does not depend on the

choice of C of a given colour. Call this fraction mc , for the colour c.
Now consider splitting up a cylinder set C, with colour c say. We partition
C into sets C1 , C2 , . . . , Cr by a simple expansion (so if C = vCω , then Ci =
vxc,i Cω ). Let p(c) = (c1 , c2 , . . . , cr ), where r is a function of c. Then

µp (X ∩ C) =

r(c)
X

µp (X ∩ Ci )

i=1

This gives:
mc µp (C) =

r(c)
X

mci µp (Ci ) =

i=1

r(c)
X

mci pc,i µp (C).

i=1

Now let the colour c be such that mc ≥ md , whenever d ∈ C. We then have

mc =

r(c)
X

mci pc,i ≤

r(c)
X

i=1

mc pc,i = mc ,

i=1

since the sum of the pc,i is 1. To get equality, we must have that all mci are
equal, and equal mc (for all colours ci appearing in p(c)). We can now repeat
the argument for any of these mci , and by transitivity conclude that all md are
equal.
Finally, we have shown that

µp (C∩X)
µp (C)

does not depend on the choice of

cylinder set C, of any label. Since any measurable subset of SCω can be approximated arbitrarily well by finite unions of cylinder sets, then

µp (M ∩X)
µp (M )

is

the same for any measurable set M with µp (M ) non-zero. In particular, if
µp (X) 6= 0, consider both C = X and C = SCω . Then
1=

µp (X ∩ X)
µp (SCω ∩ X)
=
= µp (X).
µp (X)
µp (SCω )

This completes the proof.
The second thing to show is that the action is measure-contracting.
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Proposition 4.1.10. Let V = VC,S be a colour-preserving Thompson group acting on SCω with the measure µp . Then the action of G is measure-contracting.
Proof. First we work with cylinder sets rather than general measurable sets.
Let C = vCω be a cylinder set. We need to find, for every  > 0, an element g
of G such that:
•
µp (supp(g) \ C) < .
•

s
µp ({x ∈ C :

dµp (g(x))
< }) > µ(C) − .
dµp (x)

We will in fact choose g supported on C, so that the first condition is automatic.
We restrict to the subgroup V |C which is isomorphic to VC,{c},G , where c = χ(v).
First we demonstrate the proof for Thompson’s group V , to explain the idea.
For each k, n ∈ N with n > k, take elements gn,k as demonstrated:
g2,1 =

g3,1 =

g4,1 =

1

g3,2 =

g4,2 =

1

1

1

→
2

3
→

2

3

1

3

4

3

3

4

2

4
→

2

4

1

3

1

2

4

2

3

1

4

1

2

1

5
→

2

3

4
→

2

2

5

3

3

4

5

5

In general, gn,k is a permutation on the rightmost leaf set of n + 1 leaves,
which moves all the leaves to the left down cyclically by k positions.
Now observe that since gn,k increases the depth of the top n − k leaves by
k. This means that their associated cylinder sets move from having measure
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q i p to measure q i+k p (where q is the probability of moving right and p is the
probability of moving left), giving a Radon-Nikodym derivative of q −k across
those sets. By taking n, k large, we can make this derivative as small as we
please, on a set of measure 1 − q −(n−k) . We can also make this measure as close
to 1 as we please, so we’re done in this case.
In the general case of VC,{c},G , we will use similarly defined elements gn,k .
Since C is transitive, some vertex labelled c appears somewhere below the root,
and without loss of generality it appears on the far right. We form finite leaf
sets Ln by expanding from the singleton S = {c} n times, at the rightmost
vertex rn each time. The colours of the vertices in Ln apart from rn then occur
periodically, repeating every d levels (for some d). This means that whenever
n = sd is a multiple of d, there is an element gn,rd that fixes rn ∈ Ln and
moves the other elements of Ln down rd layers, taken mod n. Below any leaf of
depth at most n − rd, the Radon-Nikodym derivative of gn,rd is now Qr where
Q = q1 q2 . . . qd , for qi the probability of taking the rightmost edge at stage i.
Since 0 < Q < 1, we can make Qr arbitrarily small and have the derivative
equal to Qr on a set of measure arbitrarily close to 1, as r increases.
This completes the proof for cylinder sets. The result extends to all measurable sets M since any measurable set can be arbitrarily well approximated by a
finite union of cylinder sets, which we can assume is disjoint. Say we approximate M by C1 ∪ . . . ∪ Cn , so that the symmetric difference of these two sets has
measure less than . Choose gi supported on Ci such that
s
µp ({x ∈ Ci :



dµp (gi (x))
< }) > µ(C) − ,
dµp (x)
n
n

and define g to be the product of the gi (which commute). Then
µp (supp(g)\M ) < ,
and also

s
µp ({x ∈ M :

dµp (g(x))

< }) > µ(M ) − 2.
dµp (x)
n

This is enough to give the result.
We summarize the result.
Proposition 4.1.11. Let G be a colour-preserving Nekrashevych-Röver group,
acting on SCω with measure µp as described. Suppose that either each auto148

morphism group Gc (for c ∈ C) is subexponentially bounded, or that pc,i = pc,j
whenever the ith and jth components of p(c) are equal. Then the corresponding
Koopman representation κ is irreducible.
Disjointness of the representations constructed
Here we follow [26] again to argue that different choices of measure give distinct
Koopman representations of colour-preserving Thompson groups. The result
that we shall prove is:
Theorem 4.1.12. Let G = VC,S,G for set C of colours with starting set S.
Assume that C is transitive and growing. Then:
1. If µp is a probability measure as above, and x ∈ SCω is an end, then the
Koopman representation κµp and the quasi-regular representation ρx are
not unitarily equivalent.
2. If p and q are different probability measures, then the two Koopman representations κµp and κµq are not unitarily equivalent.
It’s enough to prove the result for the subgroup VC,S of G, whose Koopman
representations are just restrictions of Koopman representations of G. Now
let κ = κµp be a Koopman representation of V on the Hilbert space H =
L2 (SCω , µ) (so that κ(g) is a unitary operator on H, for each g ∈ G). Following
[26], we make the following definitions for an open subset A of SCω . Define a
subset V |A of V by
V |A = {g ∈ G : supp(g) ⊂ A}.
Also define a subspace HA of H as the subspace fixed by V |A , that is,
HA = {η ∈ H : π(g)η = η for all g ∈ V |A }.
Let Mκ = Mκp be the von Neumann algebra generated by operators of the
representation κp acting on H, with commutant M0κ . We first characterize HA
differently.
Lemma 4.1.13. The set HA is equal to {η ∈ H : supp(η) ⊂ X\A}.
Proof. Let η ∈ H. It’s clear that if the support of η lies outside A, then V |A
fixes η. This gives a containment in one direction. Conversely, if HA were
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to be strictly larger than the right hand side, there would be some η ∈ H =
L2 (SCω , µ), fixed under all of V |A , and supported on A. We can also assume
that η has L2 -norm 1.
We study η by approximating with a sum of indicators of cylinder sets. For
v ∈ SC∗ , write ξv for the indicator function of vCω . Given  > 0, it is possible
to choose a finite set S of vertices v and constants αv , such that:
||η −

X

αv ξv || < ,

v∈S

where the norm is the L2 -norm. We can assume the cylinder sets vCω are disjoint. On each vCω , and for each k ∈ N, we show we can choose gv,k satisfying:
supp(gv,k ) ⊂ Xv and (κ(gv,k )ξv , ξv ) < 1/k,
where the second condition is stated using the inner product on H.
To find the gv,k , we use the same elements gn,k that we used to show the
action is measure-contracting. We restrict the group V to V |vCω , which is
isomorphic to VC,{χ(v)},G . Let Ln be the leaf set formed as before, by expanding
the singleton {v} n times, at the rightmost vertex rk each time. The depth k +1
vertices of Ln then all lie below rk , and have periodic colours, repeating every
d levels. Let us take n = sd, k = rd so that gsd,rd is a valid element of V (which
permutes leaves of Ln by moving all vertices except rn down rd levels, mod
n). As before, there exists Q, with 0 < Q < 1, such that the Radon-Nikodym
derivative of gsd,rd is Qr on a set of measure 1 − Qs−r . This set is the union of
wCω , where w is a leaf of T n moved down by gsd,rd . On the rest of vCω , the
derivative is bounded above by Q−s . Using the defining formula for Koopman
representations, we get:
p
p
1
1
1
(κ(gv,k )ξXv , ξXv ) ≤ (1 − Qs−r ) Qr + Qs−r Q−s = Q 2 r − Qs− 2 r + Q 2 s−r .
1

For r fixed, taking s → ∞ causes this upper bound to tend to Q 2 r . Then by
increasing r, we can make this as small as we please. This is enough to define
the gv,k .
Now for each k ∈ N, set hk =

Q

v∈S

gv,k , noticing that the gv,k commute

since they have disjoint support. Then hk is supported on A, and
lim (κ(hk )

k→∞

X

αv ξv ,

v∈S

X
v∈S
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αv ξv ) = 0.

Since η is a unit vector with ||η −

P

v∈S

αv ξXv || < , we get that:

lim supk→∞ |(κ(hk )η, η)| ≤ 2 + 2 .
But we’ve assumed that κ(hk )η = η (since hk ∈ V |A ) and that η is a unit vector.
This gives a contradiction for sufficiently small .

We use this to prove the disjointness result, following [26] again. First we
quote the following well-known fact from Lemma 5 of [26], which will let us
make use of the set HA :
Proposition 4.1.14. Let π be a unitary reprsentation of a discrete group Γ
on a Hilbert space H. Set H1 = {η ∈ H : π(g)η = η for all g ∈ Γ}. Then the
orthogonal projection P onto H1 belongs to the von Neumann algebra Mπ .
We apply this to the representation κ = κp on the subgroup V |A . Then
H1 in the statement is HA as defined above, and so P is the projection onto
supp(η) ⊂ X\A. This projection lies in Mκ . In other words Mκ contains the
operator of multiplication by the characteristic function ξX\A .
This fact is crucial for the proof of disjointness, which we prove now. This
continues to follow the methods of [26].
Proof of Theorem 4.1.12. We do the two parts separately.
1. First we want to show that Koopman and quasi-regular representations
are disjoint. Let x ∈ SCω , with quasi-regular representation ρx = ρG/P ,
for P the stabilizer of x. If A is an open subset of SCω , then let HA be
as before, for the measure µp , and define the equivalent subspace for ρx :
x
HA
= {η ∈ l2 (Gx) : ρx (g)η = η for all g ∈ V |A },

and let PAx be the orthogonal projection onto this subspace. Suppose that
the representations are equivalent, and that the isometry U : L2 (X, µp ) →
l2 (Gx) intertwines κµp and ρx (ie U κµp (g) = ρx (g)U.). Choose a sequence
of open covers An of Gx whose µp -measure tends to 0 (which is possible,
since the orbit is countable). Then for all n:
U PAn U ∗ = PAxn .
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The set An is open and meets Gx (which is dense in SCω ), and the orbit
of any y ∈ Gx under GAn is infinite. This implies that PAxn = 0 - any
invariant vector would need to contain an orbit sum, which cannot be in
`2 . But since the measure of An tends to 0, PAn → Id weakly as n → ∞;
this gives a contradiction.
2. Let µp , µp̃ be distinct probability measures of the type considered; define
HA , H̃A as before (for each open A ⊂ ∂T L ), with orthogonal projections
PA , P̃A onto them. We claim there exists a subset A ⊂ X with µp (A) = 0
and µp̃ (A) = 1. Indeed, consider choosing a random end vxc1 i1 xc2 i2 . . . ∈
SCω using the measure µp . We think of this as choosing a random path
down the tree TC,S , where at a vertex coloured c, we choose the ith edge
with probability pc,i . By the law of large numbers, with probability 1, the
fraction of vertices coloured c which are followed by the ith edge tends to
pi (whereas for a different measure p̃ it tends to p̃i ). This provides a set
that has measure 1 for p and measure 0 for any p̃ 6= p.
Now assume that κp and κp̃ are equivalent via isometry U : that is,
U (κp (g)η) = κp̃ (g)U (η)
holds for all g ∈ G and η ∈ L2 (∂T L , µp ). Take a sequence (An ) of open
covers of A with µp (An ) → 0 as n → ∞; since all the An contain A,
µp̃ (A) = 1 for every n. Then U conjugates HAn to H̃An and PAn to P̃An .
But PAn is the orthogonal projection onto the complement of An , so P̃An
tends weakly to the identity whilst P̃A is zero; this gives a contradiction.

4.2

A Hecke algebra for Thompson’s group V

In the rest of this thesis we produce an algebra HV,q that - as far as possible deforms the group algebra of a Higman-Thompson group Vn,d . Our inspiration
is the theory of Hecke algebras of type An , which are deformations of the group
algebra of Sn . The principal aim of this section is to see whether the parallels
between Sn and V carry over into parallel deformations, which we could use to
learn about representations of V . We shall see that there are many obstructions
to the existence of such an HV,q but will construct the best algebra possible.
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An algebra HV,q of this type could tell us two things about representations.
First, we could generalize the question of finding representations of V into finding representations of HV,q . The question of which irreducible representations
of V deform is interesting (and includes all irreducible representations in the
Sn case). Second, our discussion of the Hecke algebra will produce a ‘general
linear’ group GL(Γ, F), as a subset of the Leavitt path algebra of suitable graph
Γ, with V viewable as the ‘permutation matrices’ within it. It seems worth
studying the relations between V and GL(Γ, F), to see if there are parallels in
their representation theory.
We give the classical theory first.

4.2.1

The classical theory of Hecke algebras

The symmetric group as a Coxeter group First we recall some classical
theory of symmetric groups. A good reference for the theory of finite reflection
groups and Coxeter groups is the first two chapters of [7]. Let Sn be the
symmetric group on n objects. We will have Sn act on {1, 2, . . . , n} on the left.
Recall that Sn is generated by n − 1 transpositions σ1 , σ2 , . . . , σn−1 , where σi
is the transposition (i i + 1). It has a presentation with these generators, and
relations:
• σi2 = 1 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1.
• σi σi+1 σi = σi+1 σi σi+1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 2.
• σi σj = σj σi whenever |i − j| > 1.
Recall that a Coxeter group is a group with a presentation with generators
{ri }i∈I (for a finite set I) and relations ri2 = 1, (ri rj )mi,j = 1. This presentation
of Sn tells us that it is a Coxeter group. Moreover, finite Coxeter groups are the
same as finite groups generated by Euclidean reflections (see eg Section 2.5.4 of
[7]). We explain how to realize Sn as a group of reflections, from [7] Section
1.4.7.
Let H be the set of

n
2



hyperplanes xi = xj in Rn (for each i 6= j, where

xi are the n coordinates of a point in Rn ). We call this configuration the braid
arrangement. Let G be the group generated by reflections in the hyperplanes H.
The connected components of Rn \H are called chambers, and can be specified
by giving an ordering of the coordinates,
xπ(1) > xπ(2) > . . . > xπ(n) ,
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for some permutation π. In particular, there is a chamber x1 > x2 > . . . > xn
which we call the fundamental chamber. G then acts faithfully and transitively
on the chambers, giving an isomorphism from G to Sn , where the reflection in
hyperplane xi = xj corresponds to the transposition (i j). In particular, the
Coxeter generators (i i + 1) of Sn correspond to reflections in the hyperplanes
that border the fundamental chamber C. We also note that two chambers that
share a face on hyperplane xi = xj differ only by swapping i and j in their
associated permutations (that is, replacing σ with (i j).)
The Coxeter presentation of Sn has particularly nice properties which it
shares with other Coxeter groups. Namely, let S = {σ1 , . . . , σn−1 } be the generating set, and let w = s1 s2 . . . sl be a word over S, with si ∈ S, representing
an element σ ∈ Sn . We say that l is the length of w, and we say w is reduced
if any other word representing the same permutation σ has length at least w.
We define the length of a permutation σ to be the length of any reduced word
representing it. We can represent the word w as a walk through the chambers of
the braid arrangement, travelling through C, s1 C, s1 s2 C, . . . and finally to wC.
Each two consecutive chambers in this walk share an n − 1-dimensional face.
Then the length of w is equal to the shortest possible walk from C to σC, which
is also equal to the number of pairs {i, j} such that i < j but σ(i) > σ(j).
This provides an easy test for words being reduced: just calculate the associate
permutation and count how many pairs are out of order.
Next, we give a more interesting result. Suppose that the word w is not
reduced. Then one can shorten w by writing
s1 . . . , ŝi . . . ŝj . . . sn ,
where ŝi indicates that the permutation si has been dropped from w. This result
is quite deep and is special to Coxeter groups. In particular, it implies that the
length of any word w representing σ is of the same parity, showing that the
alternating group is well-defined. Finally, if w and w0 are two different reduced
words representing σ, then w can be converted into w0 by the two operations of
replacing σi σj with σj σi (for |i−j| > 1) and replacing σi σi+1 σi with σi+1 σi σi+1 .
A form of this result is proved for all Coxeter groups in Theorem 2.33 of [7]. This
is a strong statement, because normally, checking that two words are equal in a
group presentation might require both lengthening and shortening operations.
In Coxeter groups, one never needs to make words longer in this procedure, and
we’ll find this fact very useful later.
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4.2.2

Hecke algebras from double cosets

We now introduce Hecke algebras. There are many different objects called Hecke
algebras, most of which are related by being some sort of endomorphism algebra
of an induced module. We will give an overview of a few different definitions,
chosen for their relevance to Sn and its representation theory.
First of all we give a simple definition in terms of double cosets. A reference
for the basics is [35]. Let G be a group and let H be a commensurated subgroup,
which we recall means that gHg −1 ∩ H is of finite index in H and gHg −1 , for all
g ∈ G. Let k be a field. We define L(G, H) to be the k-vector space with basis
the set of left cosets gH of H in G. To make this into an algebra, we would like
to introduce the multiplication g1 H · g2 H = g1 g2 H, but this is not well-defined
in general (when the subgroup H is not normal). To remedy this, we restrict to
the set L(G, H)G of G-invariants of the left coset space. That is,
L(G, H)G = {X ∈ L(G, H) : g · X = X for all g ∈ G}.
Then there is a well-defined multiplication L(G, H) × L(G, H)G → L(G, H),
linearly extended from:
gH ·

k
X

!
λi gi H

i=1

=

k
X

λi ggi H,

i=1

for λi ∈ k and gi , G in G. This restricts to a multiplication L(G, H)G ×
L(G, H)G → L(G, H)G . We write H(G, H) for L(G, H)G with this multiplication, and call it the Hecke algebra of G, over the subgroup H.
Before giving some examples, we make the remark that if HgH is a double
coset, then we can write
HgH = gH t g2 H t g3 H t . . . t gm H,
as a disjoint union of left cosets. The union is finite when H is commensurated
Pm
by G. Put g1 = g. Then i=1 gi H is an element of H(G, H), and it is easy to
check that these elements form a basis for H(G, H) in the case that the index
of H in G is finite. We now give a couple of basic examples before going on to
the most important example, that will inspire our work on Higman-Thompson
groups.
First, suppose that H is a normal subgroup of G. Then L(G, H)G = L(G, H)
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since every coset is G-invariant. Thus we see that H(G, H) is isomorphic to the
group algebra of the quotient group, kG/H. So Hecke algebras can be viewed
as a way of making quotient groups work - as near as possible - for subgroups
that are not normal.
Second, let G = Sn and H = Sn−1 = Stab(n), in the usual action of Sn on
{1, 2, . . . , n}. Left cosets of H are given by sets:
Hi = {g ∈ G : g(n) = i},
with H = Hn , and we can choose as coset representatives the transpositions
τi = (i n). Then one can verify that H has two double cosets, H itself and
τ1 H ∪ . . . ∪ τn−1 H - this is equivalent to saying that H acts transitively on the
set {1, 2, . . . , n − 1}. Thus the algebra H(G, H) is 2-dimensional, spanned by H
and X, where
X=

n−1
X

τi H.

i=1

To find the multiplication on the Hecke algebra, we remark that H is the identity
of the algebra (which always happens), so it suffices to find X 2 . This is:
X2 =

n−1
X

τi τj H

i,j=1

=

n−1
X


H +

i=1

=

n−1
X
i=1

n−1
X


(j i n)H 

j=1,j6=i


H +

n−1
X


(j n)H 

j=1,j6=i

= (n − 1)H + (n − 2)X
This completely determines the Hecke algebra. The multiplication is easy to
compute, in part because there’s a natural interpretation of H as the stabilizer
of some object.
Before giving the most important example, we remark that Hecke algebras
can be understood as endomorphism algebras of an induced module. We work
over a field k. Then L(G, H) with its natural G-action is the induced module
IndG
H k, where k here is seen as the trivial kH-module. A G-endomorphism θ of
L(G, H) is entirely determined by θ(H), which must satisfy hθ(H) = θ(hH) =
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θ(H) for all h ∈ H. Moreover, any H-invariant choice of θ(H) extends to a GH
endomorphism. Thus EndkG IndG
H k is in bijection with L(G, H) , and one can

check that the multiplication on endomorphisms is compatible with the Hecke
algebra multiplication. So we obtain:
∼
(EndkG IndG
H k) = H(G, H).
This result is the beginning of the connection between Hecke algebras and
representations. Indeed, this fact makes IndG
H k into a H, G-bimodule (where,
say, H = H(G, H) acts on the left and G acts on the right). If V is then any
right H-module, we can form
V ⊗H IndG
H k,
and this is a right G-module. This provides a source of G-modules from representations of H, and we can study how these decompose. Often, H is easier to
find modules for than G, so this is a good source of representations of G.
We now give one final example of a Hecke algebra.
Endomorphisms of flag space The most important and common example
of a Hecke algebra comes from the Lie group GLn (of type An ) over its Borel
subgroup. This is called the Hecke algebra of type An . Frequently, the term
Hecke algebra is used to mean this example specifically, or perhaps a similar
example from a Lie group of another type.
Let k be a field, usually C, and let G be the group GLn (Fq ) for some n ∈ N
and finite field Fq (of order q). Let B be a Borel subgroup of G, which we take
to be the subgroup consisting of upper triangular matrices. We will define an
algebra Hn,q from the Hecke algebra H(G, B). We will give a presentation for
Hn,q , which will be a deformation of a presentation of kSn , the group algebra
of the symmetric group.
Recall that H(G, B) is defined as the set of G-endomorphisms of the left
coset space L(G, B). We saw in the Sn example that it can be helpful to think
about an action of G where B is a point stabilizer. With this in mind, define a
flag F to be a sequence of subspaces of W = Fnq :
F : {0} = W0 ⊂ W1 ⊂ . . . ⊂ Wn−1 ⊂ Wn = W,
such that Wi has codimension 1 in Wi+1 for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1. We write F (i)
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for the subspace Wi . Since G acts on W linearly, it acts on the set of flags; let
F be the kG-module with the set of flags as basis. Observe that if e1 , e2 , . . . , en
is the standard basis of Fnq , then B is the stabilizer of the standard flag Fst :
Fst : {0} ⊂ he1 i ⊂ he1 , e2 i ⊂ . . . ⊂ he1 , e2 , . . . , en i = W.
Thus F is isomorphic as a G-module to L(G, B).
For 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, we define an endomorphism Σi of the G-module F as
follows: we say flags F1 and F2 are i-neighbours if F1 (i) 6= F2 (i), but F1 (j) =
F2 (j) for all i 6= j. Then we define Σi (F ) to be the sum of all flags that are
i-neighbours of F . It is then easy to see that Σi is an endomorphism of the
kG-module F.
It can be shown that the Hecke algebra H(G, B) of all endomorphisms of F
is generated by the Σi . It has a presentation with generators the Σi and with
relations:
• Σ2i = (q − 1)Σi + q for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1
• Σi Σi+1 Σi = Σi+1 Σi Σi+1 for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 2
• Σi Σj = Σj Σi otherwise.
We define Hn,q to be the k-algebra presented by these generators and relations: this algebra equals H(G, B) when q is a prime power, but is defined for
any q ∈ k. In particular, if q = 1, then Hn,0 ∼
= kSn , where the isomorphism
sends Σi to the transposition σi = (i i + 1), and the relations give a presentation for Sn as a Coxeter group. We call Hn,q the Hecke algebra of type An ,
with parameter q.
There is a natural basis for Hn,q labelled by the symmetric group. If σ ∈
Sn , write σ = σi1 . . . σik as a reduced word in the Coxeter generators of Sn .
Define Σ = Σ(σ) ∈ Hn,q to be the element Σi1 . . . Σik . This definition does not
depend on the choice of reduced expression for σ, because we know that any
two reduced expressions can be related by the relations σi σi+1 σi = σi+1 σi σi+1
and σi σj = σj σi , which also hold for Σi . As σ varies, these elements Σ then
form a basis for Hn,q . In particular, Hn,q has dimension n! (regardless of the
parameter q). See [32] for proofs.
The connections between Sn and Hn,q go much further, and [32] is a good
summary. Perhaps the most important result is that Hn,q has a family of
modules called the cell modules, labelled by partitions λ of n. This generalizes
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the familiar Specht modules of Sn . The cell modules give a complete set of
nonisomorphic simple modules for Hn,q if Hn,q happens to be semisimple, which
occurs whenever the characteristic of k does not divide n!. The study of Hn,q
then goes on to analyse how the cell modules decompose into simple modules
in the remaining cases.
Hn,q as quotient of a braid group algebra

There is another important way

to define Hn,q . Recall that the group presented with generators Σi : 1 ≤ i ≤ n−1
and relations Σi Σi+1 Σi = Σi+1 Σi Σi+1 and Σi Σj = Σj Σi for |i − j| > 1 is called
the Artin braid group Bn (on n strands). Elements of Bn can be described
using arrangements of n strings in space, similar to diagrams of permutations in
Sn but where we care about the orientations when two lines cross each other.
There is a homomorphism from Bn to Sn , defined by forgetting whether strings
pass over or under each other, and just taking the permutation of the strings
given by a braid. In terms of presentations, we add the relations Σ2i = 1 for all
i. If instead we add the relations Σ2i = (q − 1)Σi + q to kBn , we get the Hecke
algebra. We will try to imitate this as one of the main ideas in constructing a
Hecke algebra for V .
Hecke algebras, generalizations, and representation theory There are
many variants of Hecke algebras available for different groups and subgroups.
For example, one can define a Hecke algebra for a compact open subgroup P of
a locally compact group G, or for a closed subgroup P of a profinite group G.
In these cases, the Hecke algebra looks at (P, P )-invariant functions on G with
some finiteness property, under a convolution product. We’re interested in V
as an analogue to the group Sn , so we will not concern ourselves as much with
the topology.
Another interesting generalization replaces the trivial module with an arbitrary H-module. We sketch this from chapter 12 of [24] (which is a good
introduction to the use of Hecke algebras in representation theory). Work over
the field C here, so that we can talk about characters of G. Let G be a group
and H a subgroup. Let ψ be a character of H, and let e be an idempotent of the
group algebra CH such that CHe is an irreducible CH-module with character
ψ (such an e exists: CH certainly contains an irreducible submodule with any
given character as a direct summand, and then we use the fact that an ideal
of a semisimple ring is generated by an idempotent). Then the Hecke algebra
H(G, H, ψ) is defined to be the subalgebra eCGe of CG. It is shown that CGe
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affords the induced character IndG
H ψ, and that EndCG CGe is isomorphic to (the
opposite algebra of) H(G, H, ψ). This generalizes what we saw for Hecke algebras with trivial characters (albeit with the opposite algebra here, because of
different side conventions).
Now we state a result given as Theorem 11.25 of [24]. Let χ be an irreducible
character of G. Then since we’ve given H = H(G, H, ψ) as a subalgebra of CG,
we can consider the restriction of χ to H. The theorem says that the restriction
is non-zero if and only if χ appears as a component of IndG
H ψ, with restriction
setting up a bijection between irreducible characters of G meeting IndG
H ψ and
irreducible characters of the algebra H. Moreover, the inner product hχ, IndG
H ψi
gives the degree of the character χ|H .
This result has a nice consequence when H is abelian, which is often easy to
check. Then all characters of H are linear, and so every irreducible character of
G appears at most once in IndG
H ψ. Thus, we can learn about the representations
of G and H by studying the algebras H.

4.3

Obstructions to building a Hecke algebra

We are eventually going to construct an object HV,q that we will call a Hecke
algebra for the Higman-Thompson groups V = Vn,d . The aim will be that, in
some sense, HV,q is to V as the Hecke algebra Hn,q of type An is to Sn . This is
purposefully vague, because there are many connections between Hecke algebras
and Sn which cannot be maintained. In order to motivate its definition, which
will seem quite far from classical Hecke algebras, we first explain why simpler
approaches cannot work. This means that this section will read pessimistically,
since we spend our time beginning several natural approaches and then finding
that they fail. However, the objects we describe in this section are still of
interest.
We point out that the classical Iwahori-Hecke algebra is a feature in the representation theory of GLn (F ) (it’s an algebra of endomorphisms of a particular
induced module) and is not as significant in the representation theory of Sn .
So building a Hecke algebra here (by deforming V ) should tell us not so much
about V but about some larger ‘general linear’ group. However, the irreducible
representations of Sn do generalize to irreducible representations of its Hecke
algebra, and studying the class of representations of V that can be similarly
deformed could be interesting. We don’t study (double coset) Hecke algebras
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for V over its subgroups here; this might be possible, but the lack of commensuration makes this task difficult. Essentailly, though, our aim is to produce an
algebra that deforms kV .
We initially suggest four reasonable approaches to the task of building a
Hecke algebra for Vn,d . We list them here.
1. Deform a presentation for the Thompson group. We know that
the algebra Hn,q can be defined by starting with the Coxeter presentation
of Sn and changing the quadratic relations. Like the symmetric group,
Thompson’s groups are generated by transpositions which satisfy many of
the same relations. Perhaps we could take a presentation for Vn,d , with
generators the transpositions, and just rewrite the quadratic relations to
get a new algebra.
2. Define an equivalent to the general linear group, and study its
action on some version of flags. The symmetric group can be identified
with the permutation matrices of GLn , which are the unitary matrices of
GLn whose entries are all 0 or 1. Moreover, Sn forms a set of coset
representatives for GLn over its Borel subgroup. We know that Vn,d can
be constructed as a group of particular unitary elements of a Leavitt path
algebra, which have coefficients 0 or 1. This is strikingly similar to the
symmetric group case. This motivates defining a general linear group
inside the Leavitt path algebra, and trying to find endomorphisms of its
action on flags.
3. Fit together copies of Hn,q . One of the main reasons that HigmanThompson groups ‘feel like’ symmetric groups is that they contain many
copies of finite symmetric groups (including one for each leaf set). We
already know how to deform Sn into a Hecke algebra. If we can find
appropriate maps between the finite Hn,q , we will have built an analogue
to V .
4. Add relations to a braided Thompson group. Hecke algebras can
be defined as quotients of a braid group. Braided versions of Thompson’s
group have been studied (where one braids the pictures of permutations
in diagrams like Figure 3.1.1). Adding quadratic relations to a braided
Thompson group could give an interesting quotient.
In the rest of this section, we study these ideas one at a time to show
what progress can be made with them. We will prove some results that are
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interesting in their own right but don’t ultimately give a satisfactory Hecke
algebra. Instead, we’ll learn the compromises that have to be made in the
definitions later. We will make some preliminary definitions but then state
where they stop working. The algebra we end up defining can be understood in
terms of any of these approaches, although it doesn’t fit any of them perfectly.
For simplicity, we will work with Thompson’s original group V in this section
(which you recall is V2,1 as a Higman-Thompson group). We return to the
generality of Vn,d to define an algebra in the next section.

4.3.1

Deforming a presentation for V

First of all, we try to find a presentation for V and deform it. We will talk about
V acting on the ends of the infinite binary tree T , whose vertices we identify
with X ∗ , for X = {a, b}. Moreover, if L1 , L2 are leaf sets of T and φ : L1 → L2
is a bijection, then we’ll talk about φ̄ ∈ V acting on all vertices of T below L1 .
The action is defined for sufficiently deep v ∈ {a, b}∗ by φ̄(v) = φ(l)v 0 , where
l is the unique element of L1 such that v can be written v = lv 0 . This gives a
partial action of V on T . The usual action on ∂T can be thought of as a limit
of this action.
We seek a presentation in terms of transpositions, and we want the presentation to resemble the Coxeter presentation for Sn as much as possible. Thus,
most of the short finite presentations for V won’t actually be helpful here, because their relations are complicated, and it’s not clear how to deform them.
A good candidate for a Coxeter-type presentation for V comes from the
following result, due to Collin Bleak and Martyn Quick ([14]). Take a symbol
sv,w for each (unordered) pair of incomparable leaves v and w. Then V is
isomorphic to the group generated by the symbols sv,w with the relations, for
any leaves v, w:
1. s2v,w = 1
2. s−1
x,y sv,w sx,y = s(x

y)·v,(x

y)·w

whenever (x y)·v and (x y)·w are defined.

3. sv,w = sva,wa svb,wb
This presentation has a quadratic relation and a conjugation relation, which
generalize the relations between transpositions in Sn . It also has an expansion
relation, where a transposition in one layer is written as a product of two transpositions in the next. This is a phenomenon peculiar to V , and is one of the
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main reasons why forming a Hecke algebra will be difficult. The presentation
given still has too many generators for our purposes though - in order to get a
Coxeter-like presentation, we only want to take transpositions of adjacent elements (in some sense). So we will refine this to a presentation whose generators
are symbols tv,w where v and w are adjacent leaves of some leaf set. If v, w ∈ X ∗
and v is to the left of w, it is possible for v and w to be adjacent leaves if and
only if w is formed from v by replacing a terminal string abk with bal , for some
k, l ∈ N0 .
Proposition 4.3.1. V has a presentation as follows. The generating set has
symbols tv,w for each pair v, w ∈ X ∗ , where v is immediately to the left of w in
some leaf set. We write this relation as v ∼L w. The relations on such symbols
are:
I: t2v,w = 1 for all v, w with v ∼L w.
II: tv,w and tx,y commute whenever v ∼L w, x ∼L y, and v, w, x, y ∈ X ∗ are
all incomparable.
III: tv,w tw,x tv,w = tw,x tv,w tw,x for all v, w, x ∈ X ∗ with v ∼L w ∼L x.
IV: tv,w = tvb,wa tva,vb twa,wb tvb,wa for all v, w ∈ X ∗ with v ∼L w.
V: tvb,w tva,vb tvb,w = tv,w tv,wa tv,w and tv,w tvb,w tv,w = tv,wa twa,wb tv,wa for all
v, w ∈ X ∗ with v ∼L w.
VI: tw,x tv,wa tw,x = tw,xa tv,w tw,xa for all v, w, x ∈ X ∗ with v ∼L w ∼L x.
Whenever we write down a term such as tvb,wa , it requires that vb ∼L wa. It
is easy to check that this relation is a consequence of v ∼L w (and similar facts
hold elsewhere).
The proof of this will occupy most of the rest of this subsection on presentations. At the end, we’ll discuss this presentation and say why it is not ultimately
productive for defining an algebra. Nevertheless, it’s an interesting presentation
for V .
We call the group specified by this presentation Vt , and claim it is isomorphic
to V (where tv,w represents the transposition swapping v and w). First we
show that tv,w 7→ sv,w defines a homomorphism from Vt to Bleak and Quick’s
presentation of V . This is done by showing that the relations among the tv,w
hold in V . Relation I is clear, and relations II, III, V, and VI are a special case
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of Bleak and Quick’s relation 2. Our relation IV is a rewritten version of their
relation 2, where we observe:
sv,w = sva,wa svb,wb = (svb,wa sva,wa svb,wa ) (svb,wa swa,wb svb,wa )
= svb,wa sva,vb swa,wb svb,wa .
Informally, our presentation has a quadratic relation, a commutativity relation and a braid relation (I-III) - just like for Sn - as well as a relation (IV) that
expands transpositions at one layer to the next. It also has two less obvious
relations V and VI, which seem to be necessary to deal with transpositions at
different layers interacting.
To prove Proposition 4.3.1 we need to show that the homomorphism tv,w 7→
sv,w has an inverse. In other words, we will show that all the relations in Bleak
and Quick’s presentation can be derived from relations I - VI. We do this now.
First we extend the definition of tv,w to define more elements of Vt .
Definition 4.3.2. We define the symbol tv,w ∈ Vt for general leaves v, w ∈ X ∗
(with v left of w) as follows: take any leaf set containing v and w, and let the
leaves from v to w (left to right) be v0 = v, v1 , v2 , . . . , vn = v. Then we define:
tv,w = tvn−1 ,vn . . . tv2 ,v3 tv1 ,v2 tv0 ,v1 tv1 ,v2 tv2 ,v3 . . . tvn−1 ,vn .
We will prove that all of Bleak and Quick’s relations hold for these symbols
tv,w , so that sv,w 7→ tv,w extends to a homomorphism.
Lemma 4.3.3. The symbol tv,w is well-defined and is independent of the choice
of v1 , v2 , . . . , vn .
Proof. Given two different choices of vi , we can find a third choice of vi that is
an expansion of both of them. Thus it’s sufficient to establish that two choices
of vi differing by a simple expansion define the same tv,w . So it’s enough to
show the following two elements of Vt are equal:
tvk−1 ,vk . . . tv2 ,v3 tv1 ,v2 tv0 ,v1 tv1 ,v2 tv2 ,v3 . . . tvk−1 ,vk
and
tvk−1 1,vk tvk−1 a,vk−1 b tvk−2 ,vk−1 a . . . tv1 ,v2 tv0 ,v1 tv1 ,v2 . . .
tvk−2 ,vk−1 a tvk−1 a,vk−1 b tvk−1 b,vk .
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We do this by induction on n. We’ll do the inductive step first. Notice that
tv1 ,v2 tv0 ,v1 tv1 ,v2 = tv0 ,v1 tv1 ,v2 tv0 ,v1
and then tv0 ,v1 commutes with all other terms. So for n > 3, we can commute
tv0 ,v1 to the start and the end on both sides and then cancel, and so reduce to
the case of one fewer term. So it suffices to prove the n = 3 case, where the two
expressions we have to prove are equal can be written:
tx,y tw,x tv,w tw,x tx,y
and
txb,y txa,xb tw,xa tv,w tx,xa txa,xb txb,y
(where we have renamed v0 , v1 , v2 , v3 as v, w, x, y to avoid subscripts. This
differs from the earlier use of v and w, but this shouldn’t cause confusion as we
won’t refer back to them.) As in the n > 3 case, we can rewrite and remove tv,w
from the start and end of each expression and reduce this to showing equality
of
tx,y tw,x tx,y
and
txb,y txa,xb tw,xa txa,xb tw,xa .
The second of these expressions is equal, by relation V, to
tx,y tx,ya tx,y txb,y tw,xa txb,y tx,y tx,ya tx,y
so it remains to show
tx,ya tx,y txb,y tw,xa txb,y tx,y tx,ya = tw,x .
Now txb,y commutes with tw,xa , so we can rearrange to needing to show
tx,y tw,xa tx,y = tx,ya tw,x tx,ya .
This holds by relation VI.
Now we just need to show that these symbols tv,w satisfy the relations that
Bleak and Quick’s sv,w satisfy (so that sv,w 7→ tv,w extends to a homomor-
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phism). First of all we remark that if L = {`1 , `2 , . . . , `n } is any leaf set, then
the symbols t`i ,`i+1 satisfy the Coxeter relations of SL , presented by (`i `i+1 ).
So the group presented by the tv,w contains a quotient of SL , and we can use
relations we know from SL to understand it.
We will prove Bleak and Quick’s relations one at a time.
Lemma 4.3.4. Each tv,w is of order 2.
This is clear, because they are defined as conjugates of order 2 elements.
Lemma 4.3.5. We have the expansion rule:
tx,y = txa,ya txb,yb .
Proof. Let x = v0 , v1 , . . . , vn = y be a sequence of adjacent leaves connecting x
to y. We induct on n. For n = 1, we have:
tx,y = txb,ya txa,xb tya,yb txb,ya
= txb,ya txa,xb txb,ya txb,ya tya,yb txb,ya
= txb,ya txa,xb txb,ya · tya,yb txb,ya tya,yb
= txa,ya txb,yb
For n > 1, we let L be any leaf set containing v0 a, v0 b, v1 a, v1 b, . . . , vn a, vn b. By
definition:
tx,y = tvn−1 ,vn . . . tv1 ,v2 tv0 ,v1 tv1 ,v2 . . . tvn−1 ,vn
which, by the n = 1 case, equals
tvn−1 a,vn a tvn−1 b,vn b . . . tv1 a,v2 a tv1 b,v2 b · tv0 a,v1 a tv0 b,v1 b · . . .
tv1 a,v2 a tv1 b,v2 b . . . tvn−1 a,vn a tvn−1 b,vn b
All the tx,y in this expression have x, y ∈ L. So by the remarks preceding
the proof, we can evaluate this as a product of transpositions in SL . Any
term tvk a,vk+1 a commutes with any tvl b,vl+1 b .

So the product in SL gives

tv0 a,vn a tv0 b,vn b as required.
Lemma 4.3.6. tx,y tv,w tx,y = t(x

y)·v,(x

y)·w

whenever (x y) · v and (x y) · w

are defined (that is, neither v nor w lies above x or y).
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Proof. This will be done in various cases.
• Case 1: any two of v, w, x, y are either incomparable or equal.
Choose a leaf set L containing all of v, w, x, y; let L = {`1 , `2 , . . . , `k }
written left-to-right. By the usual argument, the relations we seek hold
for transpositions in SL so they hold for the symbols tv,w also.
• Case 2: v lies below x, and w is incomparable to x and y.
Let v = xz. We want to establish:
tx,y txz,w tx,y = tyz,w .
We will do this by induction on the length of z; the case where z is the
empty word has been done. We already know that tx,y = txa,ya txb,yb . Now
z either begins with a or b; without loss of generality write z = az 0 . Then
txb,yb commutes with txz,w so it remains to establish:
txa,ya txaz0 ,w txa,ya = tyaz0 ,w .
This is true by induction.
The other cases where exactly one of v, w lies below exactly one of x, y are
similar. The remaining cases are more difficult and we will return to them after
proving some auxiliary lemmas.
Lemma 4.3.7 (Generalization of relation V). Let v, w be any incomparable
vertices. Then:
tv,w tv,wa tv,w = tva,w and tv,w tv,wb tv,w = tvb,w .

Proof. First let v and w be neighbouring leaves. Then relation V tells us:
tva,w := tvb,w tva,wa tvb,w = tv,w tv,wa tv,w
and
tv,wb := tv,wa twa,wb tv,wa = tv,w tvb,w tv,w .
These are the results we need to show.
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Now suppose we want the result for v and some general x, to the right of v
and not a neighbour of v in any leaf set. Choose w immediately to the right of
v in some leaf set, and incomparable with x. We have:
tv,w tv,wa tv,w = tva,w ,
and we conjugate both sides by tw,x = twa,xa twb,xb . By cases we’ve already
done, this gives:
tv,x tv,xa tv,x = tva,x
as required; the other part of the result is similar.
Lemma 4.3.8 (Generalization of relation VI). Let v, w, x be any incomparable
vertices (in left-to-right order). Then:
tw,x tv,wa tw,x = tv,xa and tw,x tv,wb tw,x = tv,xb
Proof. Consider
tw,x tv,xa tw,x .
Writing tw,x as twa,xa twb,xb , this evaluates to tv,wa . This gives the result after
conjugating both sides by tw,x .
We return to the final cases we left earlier.
Proof.

• Case 3: v and w both lie below x.

Writing v = xv 0 , w = xw0 , we need to show that
tx,y txv0 ,xw0 tx,y = tyv0 ,yw0 .
We work inductively on |v 0 |+|w0 |; notice that v 0 and w0 must be non-empty
in order for xv 0 and xw0 to be incomparable.
Replace tx,y by txa,ya txb,yb . If both v 0 and w0 begin with a (say), then the
equation to prove becomes:
txa,ya txv0 ,xw0 txa,ya = tyv0 ,yw0 ,
which can be considered in the same case, but with a removed from the
front of v 0 , w0 . So we’re done inductively. Otherwise we have that v 0 begins
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with a and w0 begins with b. So we can use Case 2 of Lemma 4.3.6 (which
we’ve already proved), to give:
txb,yb txa,ya txav00 ,xbw00 txa,ya txb,yb = txb,yb tyav00 ,xbw00 txb,yb
= tyav00 ,ybw00
= tyv0 ,yw0
This completes the proof of this case.
• Case 4: v lies below x, and w lies below y.
Let v = xv 0 , w = yw0 , so that we seek to show:
tx,y txv0 ,yw0 tx,y = tyv0 ,xw0 .
First assume that v 0 is empty (the case of w0 being empty is similar). By
Lemma 4.3.7, we already have the special cases:
tx,y tx,ya tx,y = txa,y
tx,y tx,yb tx,y = txb,y
tx,y txa,y tx,y = tx,ya
tx,y txb,y tx,y = tx,yb
for any x and y. We will establish:
tx,y tx,yw0 tx,y = txw0 ,y .
So now we consider w0 = aw00 (for non-empty w00 ; the case of w0 beginning
with b is the same) and look at tx,y tx,yaw00 tx,y . Then we calculate:
tx,y tx,yaw00 tx,y = tx,y tx,ya tx,ya tx,yaw00 tx,ya tx,ya tx,y
= tx,y tx,ya txw00 ,ya tw,ya tx,y inductively on length of w0
= txa,y tx,y txw00 ,ya tx,y txa,y by the first special case
Write tx,y as txa,ya txb,yb . If w00 begins with a, write w00 = aw000 . Then
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txb,yb commutes with txw00 ,ya and we get:
txa,y tx,y txw00 ,ya tx,y txa,y = txa,y txa,ya txaw000 ,ya txa,ya txa,by
= txa,y txa,yaw000 txa,y inductively
= txaaw000 ,y inductively
= txw0 ,y as required.

Suppose now instead w00 begins with b, and write w00 = bw000 . We do
the same calculations, but use the already-proved part 2 of Lemma 4.3.6
instead of induction:
txa,y tx,y txw00 ,ya tx,y txa,y = txa,y txa,ya txb,yb txbw000 ,ya txb,yb txa,ya txa,y
= txa,y txa,ya tya,ybw000 txa,ya txa,y
= txa,y txa,ybw000 txa,y
= txabw000 ,y inductively
= txw0 ,y .
This completes the proof in the case of v 0 empty (or w0 empty). This will
serve as the base case for an induction on min(|v 0 |, |w0 |). If both v 0 and
w0 are non-empty and begin with the same digit (WLOG a), write:
tx,y txv0 ,yw0 tx,y = txa,ya txb,yb txav00 ,yaw00 txb,yb txa,ya
= txa,ya txav00 ,yaw00 txa,ya
= txaw00 ,yav00 inductively
= txw0 ,yv0 .
Otherwise, write v 0 = av 00 , w0 = bw00 , say, and calculate:
tx,y txv0 ,yw0 tx,y = txa,ya txb,yb txav00 ,ybw00 txb,yb txa,ya
= txa,ya txav00 ,xbw00 txa,ya by Case 2
= txbw00 ,yav00 by Case 2
= txw0 ,yv0 .
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This completes the proof in all cases and we’re done.

Now we discuss the presentation we have created. Every relation in it is of
the form A2 = 1, AB = BA or at worst, ABA = CDC (where each letter is some
symbol tv,w ), except for the expansion rule which is of the form T = BACB.
This is nicely similar to the case of Sn , where every relation is A2 = 1, AB = BA
or at worst ABA = BAB (so a bit nicer than for V ). If we’re copying the
deformation of Sn , we would keep all the relations for V but replace A2 = 1 by
a quadratic relation.
This does define an algebra, but there are a few problems. First, without
anything for the algebra to act on, it’s very unclear what the resulting algebra
looks like. For example, we would want to know whether distinct elements of V
remain distinct under the deformation of kV , and this kind of question is difficult
to answer for a general presentation. So even if rewriting this presentation does
give us an interesting algebra, it’s not clear what that algebra would be.
Later, we’re going to discuss fitting together finite Hecke algebras, and we
get a sense of this now. We ask whether Hn,q has an embedding into H2n,q
(corresponding to the embedding Sn ,→ S2n by expanding a leaf set). We’ll
later see evidence that these embeddings do not exist. So if we were to change
the quadratic relations in this presentation of V , we would not get embeddings of
Hecke algebras. Instead, the deformed algebra would have lots of extra relations
added to the Hecke algebras at each level. So this doesn’t yet give us a nice
object.
Nevertheless, this seems an interesting presentation for V : it is as close as
possible to a Coxeter presentation, where all the relations can be understood
in terms of conjugating adjacent transpositions. So it seems worth establishing
even though it doesn’t do what we want at the moment.

4.3.2

Defining a generalized matrix group.

In this approach, we look at the group V as a subset of the Leavitt path algebra
LK (Γ), where Γ is the directed graph with one vertex v and two loops at v,
labelled a and b. Finite paths through Γ are then labelled by X ∗ and infinite
paths by X ω , for X = {a, b}. LK (Γ) then has the presentation:
LK (Γ) = hSa , Sb , Sa∗ , Sb∗ : Sa∗ Sa = Sb∗ Sb = Sa Sa∗ + Sb Sb∗ = 1i.
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We choose K to be a finite field F with the discrete topology. LF (Γ) acts
faithfully on the space C(X ω , F) of continuous (that is, locally constant) Fvalued functions on X ω , via:

Sa (f )(x) =


f (x0 )

if x = ax0

0

if x begins in b.

and
S ∗ (f )(x) = f (ax).
Similar equations exist for the action of Sb , Sb∗ . Alternatively, LF (Γ) can act on
the space FX ω whose basis is X ω , and both these actions are useful.
Now we define a group of elements of LK (Γ) which we will work with as a
general linear group.
Definition 4.3.9. Let L be a leaf set in X ∗ , where L = {v1 , v2 , . . . , vn }. We
say that an L-matrix is an element M of LF (G) of the form:
M=

N
X

λi,j Svi Sv∗j ,

i,j=1

for scalars λi,j ∈ F. We write M (L, F) for the set all L-matrices, and write
GL(L, F) for the set of all invertible L-matrices.
Notice that since Sv∗j Svi = δi,j , the algebra M (L, F) is isomorphic to the
algebra Mn (F) of n × n matrices over F.
Definition 4.3.10. The Leavitt general linear group for the graph Γ, GL(Γ, F),
is defined to be the group generated by all groups GL(L, F) as the leaf set L varies
(with the multiplication equal to the multiplication in LF (G)).
Notice that not every element of GL(Γ, F) is an L-matrix. We only ask that
Pn
∗
the generators are L-matrices. General elements are of the form i=1 λi Svi Sw
,
i
with no conditions on the words vi , wi ∈ Γ∗ . However, it is true in general that
every element of GL(Γ, F) can be written in the form:

M=

n
X



mi
X

λi,j Swi,j  Sv∗ ,
i

i=1

j=1

where the vi form a leaf set. This can be done by expanding, replacing monomial
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Sw Sv∗ with Sw (Sa Sa∗ + Sb Sb∗ )Sv∗ . Similarly, we could expand and write:
M=

m
X

nj
X

Swj

j=1

!
λi,j Sv∗i,j

,

i=1

where the wj form a leaf set. What can’t be guaranteed is that both the vi and
the wj form a leaf set at the same time.
We remark that the group GL(Γ, F) has some similar structure to V . For
example, if L is a leaf set, recall there is a leaf set L+ formed by expanding
every vertex of L. If M is an L-matrix, then we can rewrite M to be an L+ ∗
∗
matrix by replacing each monomial Sv Sw
with Sv (Sa Sa∗ + Sb Sb∗ )Sw
. This gives

an embedding of GL(L, F) into GL(L+ , F), which in terms of matrices can be
written M 7→ M ⊗ I2 (a Kronecker product with a 2 × 2 identity matrix). We
will see this kind of map more later.
We now define a Borel subgroup.
Definition 4.3.11. Let M ∈ GL(Γ, F), and write M in the form:

M=

n
X



m=m(i)

X


i=1


λi,j Swi,j  Sv∗i ,

j=1

where the vi form a leaf set. We say that M is upper-triangular if wi,1 = vi for
all i, and wi,j lies strictly to the left of vi for all i > 1. We define the Borel
subgroup B(Γ, F) to be the subgroup of GL(Γ, F) consisting of upper triangular
elements.
It’s perhaps easiest to think about B(Γ, F) in terms of the action on an end
x ∈ X ω : if M is upper-triangular, then M x is a sum
M x = λx + λ1 x1 + . . . + λk xk ,
where the ends xi lie strictly to the left of x. In other words, B(Γ, F) acts on
FX ω in a manner that preserves rightmost elements of linear combinations of
ends. This description makes it clear that B(Γ, F) is a group.
We point out that there is more than one sensible way to define a general
linear group and a Borel subgroup in the Leavitt path algebra. Alternatives
would be to define GL(Γ, F) as the set of all invertible elements of LF (G), or
to define B(Γ, F) as the subgroup of GL(Γ, F) generated by upper-triangular
L-matrices. It doesn’t seem clear whether these definitions would give the same
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groups. We’ve chosen the definitions we have to make the theory work as much
as possible, and won’t pursue these questions, but it seems interesting to study
these groups in their own right.
We now define flags, one of which the Borel subgroup fixes.
Definition 4.3.12. The standard flag for V is the following function Fst from
X ω plus a single point x0 to subspaces of FX ω : for x ∈ X ∗ , Fst (x) is the space
1[0,x] of all functions that vanish to the right of x, and Fst (x0 ) = {0} (so think
of x0 as being to the left of all of X ω ). Since GL(Γ, F) acts on FX ω , it acts
on functions from X ω ∪ {x0 } to subspaces of FX ω , and we define a flag to be a
point in the GL(Γ, F)-orbit of Fst .
We should check that the stabilizer of Fst is the Borel subgroup. Indeed,
Pn
let x ∈ X ω , and let M ∈ GL(Γ, F). Write M x = i=1 λi xi where λi ∈ F and
xi ∈ X ω , with xn rightmost. Notice that for y ∈ X ω , 1x ∈ Fst (y) if and only
if x does not lie to the right of y, and M x ∈ Fst (y) if and only if 1xn does not
lie to the right of y. If M is in the stabilizer of Fst , these conditions must be
the same, and so we must have xn = x. Since this holds for all x, we see that
the stabilizer of Fst is contained in the Borel subgroup. It’s easy to see that the
Borel subgroup stabilizes Fst so we have equality.
Now we relate B(Γ, F) and the group V . For x ∈ X ω , we will continue
writing [0, x] for the set of ends to the left of or equal to x. If S is a set of ends,
we write 1S ⊂ FX ω for the subspace of FX ω of functions supported on S.
Proposition 4.3.13. Elements of Thompson’s group V lie in distinct double
cosets for B(Γ, F) in GL(Γ, F).
Proof. Write B for B(Γ, F). Suppose that X1 , X2 ∈ V with BX1 B = BX2 B.
It follows that X1 (Fst ) = bX2 (Fst ) for some b ∈ B. Consider bX2 (Fst )(x) for
x ∈ X ω . X2 (Fst )(x) is the image of 1[0,x] under X2 , which is 1X2 ([0,x]) . This set
contains X2 (x) (viewed as an element of FX ω ), and so bX2 (Fst )(x) contains an
element of FX ω whose rightmost end is X2 (x). On the other hand, for y lying
left of x, X2 (Fst )(y) = 1X2 ([0,y]) contains no function supported at X2 (x), so
bX2 (Fst )(y) cannot contain an element whose rightmost end is X2 (x). By the
same reasoning for X1 , we see that X1 (Fst )(x) contains elements of FX ω whose
rightmost end is X2 (x), whilst X1 (Fst )(y) does not contain them for y left of x.
This is only possible if X1 (x) = X2 (x), and so X1 = X2 .
To make a Hecke algebra from this setup, we would want to look at endomorphisms of the GL(Γ, F)-module of flags. However, one can check that B is
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not a commensurated subgroup, so we cannot define this easily. It also doesn’t
seem that there’s a topology to put on flags that will help here. So we leave
this idea for now.

4.3.3

Fitting together finite Hecke algebras

The last ideas will be dealt with more briefly. We won’t be creating much
new theory here, and we’ve already identified most of the obstructions to the
existence of a Hecke algebra.
Here we consider trying to fit together finite Hecke algebras Hn,q . We would
like an algebra formed from deforming copies of Sn inside V into Hecke algebras
Hn,q , preserving the embeddings between them. In particular, we would like
to deform the embedding S2 ,→ S4 into an embedding H2,q ,→ H4,r . In the
symmetric groups (permuting the layers X 1 and X 2 ), this embedding is
(a b) 7→ (aa ba)(ab bb) = (ab ba)(aa ab)(ba bb)(ab ba),
where we have written the element of S4 as a product of Coxeter generators.
Let the generators of Hn,q be Σn,1 , . . . , Σn,n−1 . To deform this, we would ideally
want an embedding mapping
Σ2,1 7→ Σ4,2 Σ4,1 Σ4,3 Σ4,2 .
But it is easy to verify that Σ4,2 Σ4,1 Σ4,3 Σ4,2 does not satisfy any quadratic
relations and so cannot be the image of Σ2,1 under an algebra embedding (in
fact, its minimal polynomial is of degree 7). One could try mapping Σ2,1 to a
linear combination of monomials of the Hecke algebra, of which the longest is
Σ4,2 Σ4,1 Σ4,3 Σ4,2 . So we’re looking for elements of H4,r satisfying a particular
quadratic relation. I haven’t been able to find such an element with extensive
calculation: they may exist, but there doesn’t seem to be any natural reason
for this embedding to exist.

4.3.4

Taking a quotient of a braided Thompson group algebra

We will discuss this idea more later, as it turns out to be the most useful.
Braided Thompson groups BV were constructed by Matthew Brin in [15] and
[16]. These groups contain a copy of the braid group Bn on n strands whenever
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V contains a copy of Sn . In particular, BV has a presentation in terms of
generators σ, to which relations σ 2 = 1 can be added to give a presentation of
Thompson’s group V . Our aim would be to add different quadratic relations
σ 2 = (q − 1)σ + q to FBV . But we now run into the same problem as the
previous section. Indeed, performing this quotient would turn B2 ,→ B4 into an
embedding H2,q ,→ H4,q . But this would require Σ4,2 Σ4,1 Σ4,3 Σ4,2 to satisfy a
quadratic relation in the algebra H4,q , which it does not.

4.3.5

Consequences and concessions

The result of this work is that we have learnt some things that we are going to
have to sacrifice if we want to define a Hecke algebra for V . In particular, we
are not going to be able to have quadratic relations. Instead, the best we can do
is to define an algebra of operators on a suitable flag space F and impose local
quadratic relations: a deformed transposition Σ of the Hecke algebra H will
have Σ2 · f = (q − 1)Σ · f + qf for some f ∈ F, but not all of them. Also, we saw
that our attempts to write down a useful presentation of V still had too many
transpositions in the generating set to give a useful presentation. Eventually,
we will write down a smaller set of transpositions which don’t generate V , but
do generate when F is added to the generating set (recall F is the smallest
of Thompson’s groups, whose elements are given by order-preserving bijections
between leaf sets). Our plan will be deform the transpositions but not deform
F , and this will be more achievable. This means that we end up giving an
action of the braided Thompson group. Subgroups of the braided Thompson
group will act on subspaces via a quotient to Hn,q . This seems to be the best
that can be done.

4.4

The braided Thompson group, partial actions, and the Hecke algebra

In this section we introduce the braided Thompson group, and describe how
to take a quotient of its group algebra to form an object which we will call a
Hecke algebra for V . In fact the construction is a bit more complicated than
this overview suggests: we won’t just take a quotient of the group algebra, but
will have to equip the braid group algebra with a partial action, and take a
quotient of that. The result of this is that we form an algebra with partial
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action, reflecting the binary tree structure of V . We make this precise later.
In this section, we will draw elements of the braid group Bn as diagrams of
braided strands, and will represent elements of the symmetric group with the
same sort of figures. An example, in B3 , is shown in Figure 4.1. This means that
we have to view our elements of the symmetric group as permuting ‘objects in
places’: so for example, the transposition (2 3) will act by swapping the second
and third objects in any permutation of {1, 2, . . . , n} rather than interchanging
the numbers 2 and 3. The element of B3 in Figure 4.1 can thus be written as
a product of generators as Σ1 Σ2 Σ1 Σ2 (since when reading from top to bottom,
it swaps the second pair of strings, then the first, then the second, then the
first again, each time moving the left strand over the right strand). This should
establish our conventions on braid groups.

Figure 4.1: Example of a braid group element

4.4.1

The braided Thompson group

A braided version of Thompson’s group V was described in [15], and the construction generalizes in an obvious manner to give braided versions of HigmanThompson groups Vn,d , which we denote BV,n,d or just BV . We describe it now.
As with Higman-Thompson groups, elements of BV,n,d can be understood as
permutations of an end space DX ω which arise from a bijection between leaf
sets. However, in the braided group we care not just about the permutation
(or bijection between leaf sets), but the braiding that arises when one imagines
moving the points in space to carry out the bijection. This is easiest to explain
with pictures, similar to Figure 3.1.1. So we show a typical element of BV below
(for V = V2,1 , the usual Thompson group):
The black lines in Figure 4.2 show two full subtrees, whose leaf sets are put
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1
2

3

2

1
3

Figure 4.2: An element X of BV
in bijection by the braided red lines.
These pictures are multiplied using expansions, in the normal fashion for
Thompson groups. In a simple expansion, we replace a pair of leaves and the
connecting strand between them with all leaves immediately below that pair,
joined by parallel strands with the same braiding. We demonstrate this with a
simple expansion of X as above, expanding at the leaf labelled 1. The result is
shown in Figure 4.3.

1

2

3

1

4

2

3
4

Figure 4.3: An expanded diagram for X
To multiply two elements X1 and X2 , we take expansions such that the
domain leaf set of X2 is the source leaf set of X1 , then cancel the common leaf
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sets and multiply the braids. This is explained more fully in [15] Section 1.2; we
give an example of calculating X 2 (where X is as shown in Figure 4.2). The top
and bottom of Figure 4.4 both consist of an expansion of X, with the expanded
lines shown in blue. The product is shown on the right, which is found by
replacing the identical subtrees with the dotted green connecting lines.

1

1
2

2

1

2
3

4

3

4

3

4

=

2

1

2

3

4

1

2

1

3

3
4

4

Figure 4.4: The product X 2
We make some easy remarks about BV . First notice that F = Fn,d embeds
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into BV as the subgroup with no braiding. The group V is not a subgroup of
BV , but it is a quotient (via the homomorphism that forgets the braiding, and
just keeps the permutation).
We will build a Hecke algebra for V out of BV , but equipped with additional
information about its partial action on leaf sets. First of all we find a useful
factorization of V and of BV .

4.4.2

The homogeneous subgroup

Let V = Vn,d be a Higman-Thompson group. We define an important subgroup of V and of BV . Fix sets D, X of size d, n respectively (for the HigmanThompson group V = Vn,d and its braided version BV ).
Definition 4.4.1. Let V = Vn,d be a Higman-Thompson group. We define
the subgroup Shom = Shom,n,d of V to be the subgroup generated by all σ̄ ∈
V where σ is a depth-preserving bijection between leaf sets. Similarly, define
Bhom = Bhom,n,d to be the subgroup of B to be the subgroup generated by all
elements that can be represented by a braided depth-preserving bijection between
leaf sets.
The notation Shom is intended to suggest that these are homogeneous elements: they preserve depth in their partial action on DX ∗ . We give a structure
theorem for Shom .
Proposition 4.4.2. Shom is isomorphic to a direct limit of finite symmetric
groups,
Sd ,→ Sdn ,→ Sdn2 ,→ Sdn3 ,→ . . .
The embeddings are as follows. If σ is an element of Sm (for m = dnk ),
and 1 ≤ j ≤ nm, then write j = qm + r for 0 ≤ q ≤ n − 1 and 1 ≤ r ≤ m. Then
the image of σ in Snm sends j to (σ(q + 1) − 1)n + r.
Similarly, Bhom is a direct limit of braid groups on finitely many strands,
Bd ,→ Bdn ,→ Bdn2 ,→ Bdn3 ,→ . . . ,
by a series of embeddings compatible with the embeddings for Shom .
In particular, for every σ ∈ Shom (or Σ ∈ Bhom ), σ can be written as a
permutation of the leaf set DX k , for each sufficiently large k.
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Proof. The proof is the same for both groups. Let X ∈ Shom (or Bhom ). Then
by expanding, we can assume that the domain leaf set of X is some DX k . Since
X is level-preserving, the range leaf set of X must also be DX k . Then X is just
specified by a (braided) permutation of the dnk vertices of DX k , so lies in Sdnk
(or Bdnk ). It is then easy to check that expanding DX k to DX k+1 gives the
claimed embedding from Sdnk to Sdnk+1 ,. Finally, the constructions for Bhom
and Shom were parallel, so clearly the two direct limit structures are compatible
with the quotient BV → V .
Corollary 4.4.3. For m = dnk (each k ∈ N0 ), let the group Sm have Coxeter
generators σk,1 , σk,2 , . . . , σk,m−1 (so that σk,i is the transposition (i i + 1).)
Then Shom is generated by the various σk,i , and has a presentation with these
generators and the relations:
2
1. σk,i
= 1, where k ∈ N0 , m = dnk and 1 ≤ i ≤ m − 1.

2. σk,i σk,i+1 σk,i = σk,i+1 σk,i σk,i+1 , whenever k ∈ N0 , m = dnk and 1 ≤ i ≤
m−2
3. σk,i and σk,j commute whenever |i − j| > 1.
4. For each k ∈ N0 , m = dnk and 1 ≤ i ≤ m − 1, then
σk,i = ck+1,ni ck+1,ni+1 . . . ck+1,ni+n−1 ,
where
ck+1,y = σk+1,y σk+1,y−1 . . . σk+1,y−n+1 .
If we let Bm have standard generators Σk,1 , Σk,2 , . . . , Σk,m−1 , then the various
Σk,i generate Bhom , which has a presentation with these generators satisfying
relations 2-4.
Proof. This follows from the description of the groups Shom and Bhom as a
direct limit. For fixed m, the first three relations give a presentation of Sm
(or Bhom ), and the fourth relation gives the embedding of Sm into Smn (or
Bm into Bmn ). We just need to verify that ck+1,ni . . . ck+1,ni+n−1 describes
the same permutation as the embedding of Proposition 4.4.2. To do this, we
draw a picture for the braid group in Figure 4.5. The result clearly swaps
the leaves (i − 1)n + 1, . . . , in (which lie below the ith vertex of level k) with
in + 1, . . . , in + n (which lie below the i + 1th). This means it is the correct
expansion of a transposition.
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(i − 1)n + 1 (i − 1)n + 2
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in − 1
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in in + n − 1 in + n

in + 1 in + 2
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ck+1,ni+n−1

ck+1,ni+n−2
..
.

..
.
ck+1,ni+n

Figure 4.5: Expanding a transposition in the braid group

We also state a result about the expansion of σk,i to higher levels that will
be useful later.
Proposition 4.4.4. Let σ = σk,i1 σk,i2 . . . σk,ir be a reduced word in the Coxeter
generators of Sdnk . Fix l > k, and use relation 4 of Corollary 4.4.3 repeatedly,
to write σ as a product of terms σl,j . Then the resulting expression
σ = σl,j1 σl,j2 . . . σl,js
is reduced, as a word in the Coxeter generators of Sdnl .
Proof. We induct on l − k. Suppose first that l = k + 1. First we do the case
when r = 1, so that σ = σk,i , and we need to show the expression
ck+1,ni ck+1,ni+1 . . . ck+1,ni+n−1
is reduced, when each ck+1,j is written as a product of permutations. Let the
elements of DX k , left-to-right, be vk,1 , vk,2 , . . . , vk,m and let the elements of
DX k+1 be vk+1,1 , . . . , vk+1,mn . Consider the action of σ on the sequence of 2n
leaves
vk+1,(i−1)n+1 , . . . , vk+1,ni , vk+1,ni+1 , . . . , vk+1,ni+n−1 .
We drew out a picture for this expansion in Figure 4.5. In that picture, one
can easily see that no two strands cross twice. This is a necessary and sufficient
condition for a word in the generators of Sdnk+1 to be reduced. Moreover, we
notice that every permutation swaps a red strand with a blue strand in Figure
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4.5 - that is, it swaps a leaf below the ith vertex at level k with one below the
i + 1st. This will be useful later.
Now suppose l = k+1 but that σ is arbitrary. We argue that after expanding,
σl,j1 . . . σl,js does not swap any pair of leaves twice, noting that σk,i1 . . . σk,is has
this property in its action on level k vertices. Consider two leaves vl,a and vl,b
that lie below leaves vk,a0 and vk,b0 at level k. Our discussion of the r = 1 case
shows that vl,a and vl,b are swapped by some transposition (which is unique) in
the expansion of σk,i if and only if σk,i swaps vk,a0 and vk,b0 . There is at most
one such σk,i so we are done.
The case of general l now results by an easy induction on l − k, since we
know σ expands to a reduced word in Sdnk+1 .
Remark 4.4.5. One could generalize this theorem as follows: let σ ∈ Sn .
Write σ as a reduced word in the Coxeter generators, and draw this reduced
word as a diagram of crossing strands (as in Figure 4.1, but not worrying about
the braiding). Suppose we replace the ith strand with ki parallel strands, for each
1 ≤ i ≤ n. Then the resulting diagram corresponds to a reduced word for an
element of Sk1 +k2 +...+kn . This defines a function from Sn → Sk1 +...kn which
is not a group homomorphism in general, but is still useful on occasion. It is
proved by observing that if no two strands cross twice in the original diagram,
the same is true for the expanded diagram.
We now relate V to F and Shom . This will be the critical step in our
construction of a Hecke algebra. The proposition relating them is probably
well-known, although it doesn’t seem to be included in the standard sources on
V . We reprove it here anyway, as the proof is instructive.
Proposition 4.4.6. V is generated by its subgroups F and Shom . Moreover,
every element X of V can be uniquely written as X = f σ, for f ∈ F and
σ ∈ Shom . Similarly every element of BV can be uniquely written as X = f Σ
for f ∈ F and Σ ∈ Bhom .
Proof. The proof is the same for both groups. Given X ∈ V (or B), we can
choose trees representing X where the domain leaf set is DX k , for some k.
There exists a unique permutation σ ∈ Sdnk which permutes the elements of
DX k into the same order as in the range leaf set of X (and with the same
braiding). Then X = f σ for some order-preserving f , and we’re done. This
is illustrated in Figure 4.6, for an element of V = V1,2 , the usual Thompson’s
group V .
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Figure 4.6: Writing X = f σ
.
Uniqueness comes from the fact that F and Shom (or Bhom ) have trivial
intersection: indeed an element in their intersection can be represented as an
order-preserving (unbraided) permutation of DX k for some k, which must be
the identity.

Corollary 4.4.7. Every element X of V (or B) can be written uniquely as
X = σf for f ∈ F and σ ∈ Shom (or Bhom ).
Proof. Apply the previous corollary to X −1 .
We record one more similar fact here too. Suppose that L, L0 are leaf sets
of size dnk , so that there exist f, f 0 ∈ F which map DX k to L, L0 resepctively.
Let X ∈ V (or BV ) be represented by a (braided) bijection between L and L0 .
Then (f 0 )−1 Xf defines a (braided) bijection from DX k to itself, which lies in
Sdnk ⊂ Shom (or Bdnk ⊂ Bhom ). Put another way:
Proposition 4.4.8. Let X ∈ V (or BV ) be defined by a (braided) bijection
between two leaf sets of size dnk , which we write as f (DX k ) and f 0 (DX k ) for
f, f 0 ∈ F . Then X = f 0 φf −1 for φ ∈ Shom (or Bhom ).
The advantage of this over Proposition 4.4.6 is that no expansion is necessary,
but the resulting expression isn’t unique. We now use these factorizations to
make a useful presentation for V .
Proposition 4.4.9. V has a presentation with generators σm,i (for each m =
dnk , k ∈ N0 and 1 ≤ i ≤ m − 1) and Xf (for each f ∈ F ), with relations:
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2
• σk,i
= 1, all m = dnk and 1 ≤ i ≤ m − 1.

• σk,i σk,i+1 σk,i = σk,i+1 σk,i σk,i+1 , each m = dnk and 1 ≤ i ≤ m − 2
• σk,i and σk,j commute whenever |i − j| > 1.
• For each m = dnk and 1 ≤ i ≤ m − 1, then
σk,i = ck+1,ni ck+1,ni+1 . . . ck+1,ni+n−1 ,
where
ck+1,y = σk+1,y σk+1,y−1 . . . σk+1,y−n+1 .
• Whenever f, g ∈ F , then Xf Xg = Xf g .
• Whenever σk,i f = gσ in V , for σ ∈ Shom and f, g ∈ F , then we have a
relation:
σk,i Xf = Xg σk1 ,i1 σk2 ,i2 . . . σkn ,in ,
where σ = σk1 ,i1 σk2 ,i2 . . . σkn ,in as a product of generators of Shom .
2
Dropping the relations σk,i
= 1 gives a presentation for BV .

Proof. For V , let this presentation define a group V1 . We’ve seen in Corollary
4.4.3 that the first four relations give a presentation for Shom . All the relations
hold in V for σk,i and f , so there’s a homomorphism from V1 to V sending σk,i to
σk,i and Xf to f , which is surjective because its image contains the subgroups
F and Shom which generate V . It remains to prove this homomorphism is
injective. To do that, it’s enough to see that every element of V1 can be written
in the form Xf σ (for σ in the group generated by the σk,i ) because we know that
all these expressions represent different elements of V . It’s enough to prove this
for elements of the form σXf (since a general element of V1 can be written as a
product σ1 f1 . . . σp fp for σi in the subgroup generated by the σm,i , and fi ∈ F .
Then we can put it in the desired form by moving all σi to the right and all the
fj to the left). This is achieved by writing σ as a product of generators σm,i
and using the final relation repeatedly.
The argument for BV is identical except that we use the fact that the second
to fourth relations give a presentation for Bhom .
We will use this presentation of BV to define a Hecke algebra, but first we
will add to the group algebra kBV the information of its partial action on DX ∗ .
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4.4.3

Groups and algebras with partial actions

Here we make some general definitions about what a group with partial action
should mean. It’s important to do this in generality because we will define the
general Hecke algebra as the quotient of a braid group algebra with a partial
action, and so we need to understand these things as algebraic objects.
Definition 4.4.10. Let C be a small category whose hom-sets are R-modules for
some (commutative, unital) ring R. We say that a group with partial C-action
is a group G equipped with function S : g 7→ S(g), where S(g) is a subset of the
morphisms of C, such that:
• The domain and range maps are injective on S(g) for each g ∈ G. In
other words, S(g) is a set of morphisms no two of which have the same
domain or the same range.
• S(1) is the set of all identity maps in C.
• If φ : V1 → V2 ∈ S(g), and ψ : V2 → V3 ∈ S(h), then ψφ : V1 → V3 ∈
S(hg).
• Each morphism of S(g) is invertible, and S(g −1 ) = S(g)−1 , the pointwise
inverse of the set S(g).
If some morphism of S(g) has domain V1 , then we write g(V1 ) = φ, where φ is
the unique such morphism.
Definition 4.4.11. For C as above, we say that an R-algebra A with partial
C-action is a unital R-algebra A with function S : x 7→ S(x), a subset of the
morphisms of C, such that:
• The domain and range maps are injective on S(x) for each x ∈ G.
• S(1) is the set of all identity maps in C.
• If φ : V1 → V2 ∈ S(x), then λφ : V1 → V2 ∈ S(λx) for each λ ∈ R.
• If φ : V1 → V2 ∈ S(x), and ψ : V2 → V3 ∈ S(y), then ψφ : V1 → V3 ∈
S(yx).
• If g ∈ A is invertible, then each morphism of S(g) is invertible, and
S(g −1 ) = S(g)−1 , the pointwise inverse of the set S(g).
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• If x, y ∈ A, and φ : V1 → V2 lies in S(x) and ψ : V1 → V2 lies in S(y),
then S(x + y) contains φ + ψ.
The most common examples of R-algebras with partial C-action will come from
linearly extending a group with partial C-action into its group algebra.
All the examples we work with will be closely related to Thompson’s group
and have Ob(C) some collection of leaf sets. We illustrate with some important
examples.
Example 1: (A trivial example, from a group action). Let G be a group acting on a
set X. Let C be the category whose set of objects is X and where there
is a 1-dimensional R-space of morphisms mx,y · R from x to y for each
x, y ∈ X, with my,z mx,y = mx,z . Define S(g) by:
S(g) = {mx,g·x : x ∈ X}.
Then G becomes a group with partial C-action.
Example 2: Let k be a field. Let C be the category whose objects are k-vector spaces
FL for each leaf set L of DX ∗ , where FL has basis {vl : l ∈ L}. The set
of morphisms from FL to FL0 is the space M (FL , FL0 ) of all linear maps
from FL to FL0 . If X ∈ V , then we define S(X) as follows: suppose that L
is a leaf set on which X is defined, such that X · L = L0 . Write X(li ) = li0
for li ∈ L. Then we define θX ∈ M (FL , FL0 ) by
θX (vli ) = vli0 .
We take S(X) to be the set of all such θX . It is then easy to check that
this makes V into a group with partial C-action.
Example 3: We find a partial action of BV . Let C have objects labelled by leaf sets L.
For morphisms, take all linear combinations of diagrams such as in Figure
4.7. Each of these diagrams has points at the top and bottom labelled leftto-right by leaf sets of the same size, which are put in bijection by braided
lines. The domain of this diagram is the top leaf set and the range is the
bottom; multiplication is by stacking the diagrams (and simplifying the
braids if possible)
As in the case of V , whenever X ∈ BV can be defined by a picture with
domain leaf set L, then a picture as in Figure 4.7 appears in a diagram
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Figure 4.7: A typical morphism for the partial action of BV
representing X, and we call this morphism θX,L . We then take S(X) to
be the set of all such θX,L as the leaf set L varies (across all sufficiently
deep leaf sets). Again, this gives a group with partial C-action.
We remark that the partial actions we have put on V and BV both extend
linearly to their group algebras, which are algebras with partial C-action.
Also, we could restrict to a full subcategory of C and get a new group with
partial action. For example, we could restrict to all leaf sets of size dnk ,
for some k ∈ N. In particular, we define Cn,d,R to be the category whose
morphisms are R-linear combinations of diagrams as in Figure 4.7, where
both leaf sets have size dnk . We call this the standard braided category
(over R).
We now show an important structure theorem for the partial action of BV .
Proposition 4.4.12. Let V = Vn,d be a Higman-Thompson group. Let BV be
given its partial action on the standard braided category, where the morphisms
are (R-linear combinations of ) diagrams as in Figure 4.7. For each leaf set L
of size dnk , let fL be the unique element of F ⊂ BV mapping DX k to L. Then
the algebra of morphisms Hom(DX k , DX k ) is isomorphic to the group algebra
kBdnk , for each k ∈ N. Moreover, for any leaf sets L, L0 of size dnk , we have
Hom(L, L0 ) = fL0 Hom(DX k , DX k )fL−1 .
In particular, Hom(L, L) is isomorphic to kBdnk for all L of size dnk .
Proof. This is clear from the description of Cn,d,R . Indeed morphisms from
DX k to itself are represented by braided arrangements of dnk strings joining
two sets of vertices labelled by DX k , which is also the definition of the braid
0
group. For the second part, the map θ 7→ fL−1
0 θfL clearly maps Hom(L, L ) to
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Hom(DX k , DX k ), and is invertible with inverse φ 7→ fL0 φfL−1 . This proves the
equality required, and for L = L0 , this is an algebra isomorphism.
We will define the Hecke algebra as a quotient of BV with this partial action
on Cn,d,R .
Definition 4.4.13. Let G be a group with a partial C-action, given by function
S. We define a quotient partial action of G to be the group G with its partial
action on a quotient D of C. That is, for each morphism space Hom(V, W ) of
C, let RV,W be a subspace, satisfying the closure properties:
RW,X ◦ Hom(V, W ) ⊂ RV,X ;

Hom(W, X) ◦ RV,W ⊂ RV,X .

Then there exists a category C/R whose object space is Ob(C) and whose morphism spaces are Hom(V, W )/R(V, W ). Moreover, G has a partial action on
this space, via a function S/R that maps g ∈ G to S(g)/R. This gives G a
partial action on the category C/R, which we call the quotient partial action.
This will let us define a Hecke algebra.
Definition 4.4.14. Let k be a field and let q be a variable. Let R be the ring
k[q, q −1 ]. Let V = Vn,d be a Higman-Thompson group, and let BV be its braid
group, with its partial action on the standard braided category. By Proposition
4.4.12, every hom space of C has the form
fL0 · RBdnk fL−1 .
Let π be the quotient map π : Bdnk → Hdnk ,q defined by adding relations Σ2 =
(q − 1)Σ + q, whenever Σ is a standard generator of Bdnk . Then there is a
quotient of C by π, where the hom spaces are of the form fL0 Hdnk ,q fL−1 . We
define the quotient of RBV under this partial action to be the Hecke algebra
HV,q .
The quotient π is formed in this definition by quotienting out by the subspaces RL,L0 = fL0 Ik fL−1 , where Ik is the two-sided ideal of RBdnk generated
by Σ2i − (q − 1)Σi − q. These spaces RL,L0 clearly have the necessary closure
property for Definition 4.4.13 to apply.
This is our definition of the Hecke algebra. We will now go on to understand
it from other points of view and discuss how it can be used, but fundamentally,
it is just a partial action of kBV . The usual Hecke algebra Hn,q is a quotient of
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kBn ; here we weren’t able to quotient the entire algebra, so just had to quotient
its action on leaf sets instead.
HV,q as a representation for the braided Thompson group
We first make a few remarks about what HV,q tells us about representations.
We will discuss this more later on. The algebra HV,q that we have produced is
just a group algebra of BV , but its partial action is new and interesting. We
remark that this gives a representation of BV . Indeed, if X ∈ BV , then we can
study its partial action by viewing S(X) as an element in the k[q, q −1 ]-space
Hom(C) =

Y

Hom(L, L0 ).

L,L0

The product here is taken over all pairs of leaf sets L, L0 where both have the
same size, of the form dnk . For v ∈ Hom(C), we write vL,L0 for the component
of v in Hom(L, L0 ).
Notice that S(X) lies in the subspace M0 of Hom(C) on which the domain
and range maps are injective. This M0 has a multiplication where we multiply
two elements of M0 by composing homomorphisms wherever possible: it’s easy
to see that this preserves the fact that the domain and range are injective maps.
This means that X 7→ S(X) almost gives a representation of BV in the space
M0 , but this fails, because it’s possible that S(XY ) contains morphisms that
aren’t in the product S(X)S(Y ).
To make this a representation, we notice that S(X), S(Y ) are defined on all
sufficiently deep leaf sets (all leaf sets containing M, for some leaf set M), and
so S(XY ) agrees with S(X)S(Y ) on all sufficiently deep leaf sets. So we will
define a space M by taking a quotient of M0 by a certain subspace N0 . Here N0
is defined as the set of all v ∈ M0 such that there exists leaf set M where vL,L0
vanishes for all L below M. Then M = M0 /N0 is an algebra, on which the
quotient of S defines a representation of BV . This seems to be an interesting
new representation of BV .
This completes our definition of Hq , which we have defined as a quotient
of kBV with a partial action. We will now relate it to the other ways one can
define finite-dimensional Iwahori-Hecke algebras. In particular, we will also try
to understand HV,q as an algebra of endomorphisms of a space of flags.
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4.5

The Hecke algebra as collection of endomorphisms

In this section we describe HV,q as an algebra of endomorphisms, in the case
where q is the order of a finite field F. We will relate HV,q to constructions
like the group GL(Γ, F) which we tried to define a Hecke algebra with earlier.
We will also see how to build HV,q from finite Hecke algebras Hm,q , which are
endomorphism algebras of flag spaces. We will extend the action of endomorphisms in Hm,q to higher flag spaces to allow us to fit these finite Hecke algebras
together.
Here we’ll again work with the subgroup Shom of V . In fact we’ll define
an algebra for Shom first and then add in Thompson’s group F (essentially by
inducing the representation) to form an algebra for all of V .

4.5.1

The Shom Hecke algebra

In this section, we define an algebra by deforming just the subalgebra kShom of
kV . Put G = Shom here. As in the Sn case, the Hecke algebra will arise from
endomorphisms of a G-module spanned by flags, and will satisfy relations that
come from deforming a presentation of G.
To begin the construction, we need an equivalent of GLn for this situation.
Definition 4.5.1. Let F be a finite field. We define the homogeneous general
linear group, GLhom (F), as a direct limit of finite general linear groups:
GLd (F) ,→ GLnd (F) ,→ GLn2 d (F) ,→ . . .
The embedding from GLm to GLnm sends X to X ⊗ Idn , the tensor product
(Kronecker product) of X and an n × n identity matrix.
In particular, one can verify that the permutation matrices of GLhom form
a copy of Shom . We also point out that GLhom is a subgroup of GL(Γ, F) of
Section 4.3.1 (at least in the case of V2,1 , and we can generalize at least to Vn,1
by making Γ into n loops). Indeed GLnk d is the group of all L-matrices of LF (Γ)
where L is the leaf set of all depth k leaves, and the embeddings are compatible.
We now introduce flags for this group.
Definition 4.5.2. Let k be a field (which we will usually think of as C, but
which is unrestricted). We define a kGLhom module F as follows. Let W be the
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vector space:
W = Fd ⊗ Fn ⊗ Fn ⊗ Fn ⊗ . . . ,
with infinitely many copies of Fn . We fix a basis ei,1 , ei,2 , . . . , ei,n for the ith
copy of Fn . Then each k ∈ N0 , define the dnk -dimensional subspace Wk as:
Wk = Fd ⊗ Fn ⊗ . . . ⊗ Fn ⊗hek+1,1 i ⊗ hek+2,1 i ⊗ . . . ≤ W.
|
{z
}
k factors

For each k ∈ N, the group GLnk d (F) acts on W by acting on the first k + 1
spaces. This action preserves the subspace Wk . Moreover, these actions are
compatible with the embeddings GLnk d ,→ GLnk+1 d , by definition of the Kronecker product. Thus, GLhom acts on W .
For each k ∈ N, we say a level k flag is a chain of subspaces of the form:
Fk : {0} = Wk,0 ⊂ Wk,1 ⊂ Wk,2 ⊂ . . . ⊂ Wk,nk d = Wk ,
where each Wk,i is a subspace of Wk , of codimension 1 in Wk,i+1 . We write
Fk (i) = Wk,i . Let Fk be the kGLdnk module with basis the level k flags. Then
GLdnk also acts on Fk0 for each k 0 > k via the embedding defining GLhom .
Finally, we let F× be the direct product of all the spaces Fk , and let F+ be
their direct sum. Take F to be the quotient space F× /F+ (that is, elements
of F are sequences of linear combinations of flags, one combination for each
d, modulo sequences of finite support). Then F is a kGLhom module, because
each element of GLhom acts on all but finitely many of the modules in the direct
product.
Now we define endomorphisms of the GLhom -module F, which will be defined
by giving an endomorphism of Fk for all sufficiently large k.
Definition 4.5.3. For each k ∈ N and 1 ≤ i ≤ dnk − 1, we define an endomorphism Σk,i of the GLdnk -module Fk in the usual manner for GLdnk : say two
flags Fk,1 and Fk,2 are i-neighbours if Fk,1 (i) 6= Fk,2 (i), but Fk,1 (j) = Fk,2 (j)
for all j 6= i. Then Σk,i acts on the basis of Fk by sending a flag to the sum of
all its i-neighbours. This gives a GLndk -endomorphism, as we saw in Section
4.2.2.
Next we will extend the action of the symbol Σk,i to define it on spaces Fk0 ,
for k 0 > k. Let k 0 = k + r. For F ∈ Fk0 , we define:
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Σk,i (F ) = Σk0 ,nr i . . . Σk0 ,nr (i−1)+1




Σk0 ,nr i+1 . . . Σk0 ,nr (i−1)+2 . . .
. . . (Σk0 ,nr i+n−1 . . . Σk0 ,nr i ) (F ).

In this formula, each bracket consists of terms Σk0 ,a Σk0 ,a−1 Σk0 ,a−2 . . . Σk0 ,a−nr +1 .
This is an endomorphism of the GLnk0 d -module Fk0 , becuase it’s a product of
terms Σk0 ,i which are endomorphisms. Thus, with these definitions, Σi defines
an endomorphism of the GLhom -module F.
Overall, Σk,i acts as the Hecke generators of type An of Section 4.2.2 in its
action on Fk . We extend the action of this symbol to all Fk0 by an expansion
rule, using a formula that gives the correct expansion of transpositions in Sdnk .
We now discuss invertibility. When just viewed as endomorphisms of Fk ,
the operators Σk,i are invertible: indeed, Σk,i satisfies the quadratic relation
Σ2k,i = (q − 1)Σi + q, so has inverse
Σ−1
k,i =

1
(Σk,i − (q − 1)).
q

When extended to act on Fk0 for k 0 > k, this formula no longer defines an
inverse for Σk,i . However, the action of Σk,i is still invertible, since it acts as a
product of invertible elements Σk0 ,j . So we can define a map Σ−1
k,i , which is a
GLhom (Fq )-endomorphism of F inverse to Σk,i .
0
We define Hhom,q
to be the k-algebra generated by the endomorphisms Σk,i
0
and Σ−1
k,i for GLhom (Fq ). We use the notation H to distinguish the algebras we

construct here from the Hecke algebra HV,q we defined earlier.
0
.
Next, we show some relations that hold in Hhom,q

Proposition 4.5.4. The endomorphisms Σk,i satisfy the following relations:
• Σk,i Σk,i+1 Σk,i = Σk,i+1 Σk,i Σk,i+1 for each 1 ≤ i ≤ dnk − 2
• Σk,i Σk,j = Σk,j Σk,i if |i − j| > 1.
• For each k and 1 ≤ i ≤ dnk − 1, then
Σk,i = Ck+1,ni Ck+1,ni+1 . . . Ck+1,ni+n−1 ,
where
Ck+1,y = Σk+1,y Σk+1,y−1 . . . Σk+1,y−n+1 .
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These relations parallel the defining relations of Shom , but we don’t have a
quadratic relation in this case. Note that here we’re just claiming that the Σk,i
satisfy the relations: we’re not saying anything about whether it is a presentation.
Proof. Since the Σk,i are defined as endomorphisms of F, we must verify that
these relations hold for the action of Σk,i on flags of any level. First we consider
the action on level k flags. Restricted to this subspace, the elements Σk,i act as
generators of the finite-dimensional Hecke algebra Hndk ,q so satisfy the first two
relations. The action of Σk,i on level k + 1 flags agrees with the third relation
by definition.
Now consider the action on flags of level k 0 deeper than k. Since the action
of Σk,i on level k 0 flags is by a product of endomorphisms Σk0 ,j , each of the
three relations then becomes the assertion that two products of terms Σk0 ,j are
equal. Looking at the corresponding relations with σk0 ,j , we get a relation that
is true in Shom , given by writing a word in Sdnk0 as a product of Coxeter generators in two different ways, and by Proposition 4.4.4 both these products are
reduced, since they’re formed by expanding reduced words in Sdnk or Sdnk+1 .
We know that any such relation can be demonstrated using only braid relations σk0 ,i σk0 ,i+1 σk0 ,i = σk0 ,i+1 σk0 ,i σk0 ,i+1 and σk0 ,i σk0 ,j = σk0 ,j σk0 ,i . Since these
relations hold for the Σk0 ,i as well, we are done.
This completes the definition of a deformed version of Shom . We remark that
0
in defining Hhom,q
we lose the quadratic relations Σ2k,i = (q − 1)Σk,i + q which

hold in Hdnk ,q . This happens because when we extend Σk,i to act on spaces Fk0
for k 0 > k, this relation no longer holds. This means that Σ2k,i − (q − 1)Σk,i − q
0
. This sort of fact is one of the reasons why we
is a non-zero element of Hhom,q

defined the Hecke algebra HV,q to be an algebra with a partial action: we want
the quadratic relation to hold locally (in the action of Σk,i on Fk ), even though
it cannot hold globally.
0
Next we extend Hhom,q
to an algebra for all of V , which we will relate back

to HV,q .

4.5.2

0
Extending Hhom,q
to V

In this section we create a larger space than F so that the Higman-Thompson
group F acts on it by GLhom -automorphisms. We will then define an algebra
0
0
0
HV,q
as a product of Hhom,q
and F . The construction will be similar to HV,q
,
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except that we will have many more flag spaces: one flag space for every leaf
set of size dnk instead of just one flag space for each number dnk . Essentially,
0
we’re just inducing from the representation of Hhom,q
on F up to a larger algebra
0
HV,q
; the construction looks complicated because we’re also defining the algebra

as we go.
Definition 4.5.5. Let k be a field. Let k ∈ N0 , and let L be any leaf set of
DX ∗ with dnk leaves. Let Fk be a level k flag, so that
Fk : {0} = Wk,0 ⊂ Wk,1 ⊂ Wk,2 ⊂ . . . ⊂ Wk,dnk = Wk .
Label the leaves of L from left to right with the spaces Wk,1 , Wk,2 , . . . , Wk,dnk .
Let FL be the kGLdnk module with basis all such labellings of L as the flag Fk
varies - the action of kGLdnk is on the flags, changing the labels and leaving L
the same. As before, kGLdnk also acts on FL0 whenever L0 is a leaf set of size
0

dnk , and k 0 ≥ k (via the embedding of group algebras, kGLdnk ,→ kGLdnk0 ).
Now we introduce an action of Thompson’s group F . Let f ∈ F . Then f (L)
is defined whenever L is a leaf set lying below the domain leaf set of f . Thus,
we can define an action of f sending FL to Ff (L) , where the action changes the
leaf set L to f (L) but preserves the labels.
Putting this together, we’ll define FV,× to be the direct product of all the
k-vector spaces FL as the leaf set L varies. If v ∈ FV,× , we write v(L) for the
coordinate of v in the space FL , which will be a linear combination of labellings
of L by flags. For M a leaf set of size ndk , we say that v is M -null if v(L) = 0
whenever L lies below M . Notice that if v is M -null, it is also M 0 -null for all
M 0 below M . Then the set of all M -null vectors, as M varies, forms a subspace
of FV,× , which we will call FV,+ . Finally we define space FV as the quotient of
FV,× by FV,+ .
The idea of this definition is that we have a flag space for every leaf set of
the same size as some set DX k . Each element of our algebra will act on all
sufficiently deep flag spaces, in the same way that each element of V acts on
sufficiently deep leaf sets.
Proposition 4.5.6. The actions of GLdnk and Thompson’s group F on sufficiently deep spaces FL make FV into a kGLhom module and a kF -module.
Proof. Let X ∈ GLhom and let v ∈ Fv . We wish to define X(v). Suppose
X ∈ GLdnk . Choose a representative ṽ ∈ FV,× for v such that ṽ(L) = 0
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whenever L has fewer than dnk leaves, which is possible by definition of FV,+ .
Then the action of X on ṽ(L) is defined for all leaf sets L where ṽ(L) is nonzero. If we choose a different representative v̂ for v (which differs from ṽ by an
M -null vector), then X(ṽ) and X(v̂) still differ by an element of FV,+ (which
is still M -null). Similarly if we considered X as an element of GLdnk0 instead,
we have the seen that the action of X on all sufficiently deep flags is the same
regardless of choice of k. This shows that the action of GLhom is well-defined.
To show f ∈ F acts on FV the proof is the same, except that we instead
choose a representative ṽ for v that vanishes on any leaf set not below a domain
leaf set for f . Then again, f (L) is defined everywhere ṽ(L) is non-zero, which
lets us define f (v). Changing the domain leaf set for f only changes f (v) by
an element of FV,+ , so we get a well-defined action in this case also.
Proposition 4.5.7. F acts on FV as a group of kGLhom -module automorphisms.
Proof. We just need to check that the action of F commutes with the action of
GLhom . But this is immediate, because F permutes the leaf sets L independently
of the labels, whilst GLhom fixes each leaf set and just changes the (linear
combinations of) flags that label them.
Proposition 4.5.8. The kGLhom -module F embeds into FV by the map θ
identifying Fk with FL , for L = DX k .
Proof. This is true because our constructions were parallel. For L = DX k , the
space FL is isomorphic to the subspace Fk of F, with isomorphic GLdnl actions
(for each l ≤ k). This means that we can define θ : F× → FV,× , and we need
to show that the image of F+ under θ lies in FV,+ . If v ∈ F× , then θ(v) is
null if and only if v(k) vanishes for all sufficiently large k; that is, if and only if
v ∈ F+ . So the quotients taken in each case are compatible.
We will identify F as a submodule of FV from now on to simplify the notation.

4.5.3

Endomorphisms

The purpose of this section is to finish construction of a Hecke algebra for V
by extending the endomorphisms Σk,i from F to all of FV . Recall that Shom is
generated by elements σk,i satisfying relations:
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2
• σk,i
= 1, all k and i.

• σk,i σk,i+1 σk,i = σk,i+1 σk,i σk,i+1 , each k and 1 ≤ i ≤ dnk − 2.
• σk,i and σk,j commute whenever |i − j| > 1.
• For each k ∈ N0 , m = dnk and 1 ≤ i ≤ m − 1, then
σk,i = ck+1,ni ck+1,ni+1 . . . ck+1,ni+n−1 ,
where
ck+1,y = σk+1,y σk+1,y−1 . . . σk+1,y−n+1 .
If we add to these generators all elements f ∈ F , and add in a relation for
each f ∈ F and k ∈ N, 1 ≤ i ≤ dnk − 1, saying:
• σk,i f = gσ where g ∈ F , σ = σk1 ,i1 . . . σkr ,ir ∈ Shom are the unique
elements of those groups such that this relation holds in V .
we get a presentation for V by Proposition 4.4.9. We will produce an algebra
0
HV,q

based on this presentation for kV . First of all we show that there is a well-

defined Hecke version of any σ ∈ Shom .
Proposition 4.5.9. Let σ ∈ Shom , and write σ = σk,i1 σk,i2 . . . σk,ir as a product of generators (each of which lies in Sdnk for fixed k). Assume that as
a word in Sdnk , the word σk,i1 σk,i2 . . . σk,ir is reduced. Then there exists an
endomorphism Σ of F defined by:
Σ = Σk,i1 Σk,i2 . . . Σk,ir ,
and this Σ does not depend on the choice of k or on the ir .
Proof. We know that Σ is an endomorphism, so we just need to check the
definition of Σ does not depend on the choice of k and the ir . First fix k.
Suppose that σk,i1 . . . σk,ir and σk,j1 . . . σk,jr are two reduced expressions for σ
(which necessarily have the same length r). We make the usual argument: we
can convert one such expression into the other by only using braid relations
σk,i σk,i+1 σk,i = σk,i+1 σk,i σk,i+1
and commutation relations
σk,i σk,j = σk,j σk,i .
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These relations hold for Σk,i in place of σk,i so both expressions will yield the
same element Σ.
Now we need to compare two different values of k. So suppose σk,i1 . . . σk,ir
and σk+r,j1 . . . σk+r,js are both reduced expressions for σ. Define
Σ0 = Σk,i1 . . . Σk,ir
and
Σ1 = Σk+r,j1 . . . Σk+r,js .
We wish to show Σ0 = Σ1 . First repeatedly use the relation
Σk,i = Ck+1,ni Ck+1,ni+1 . . . Ck+1,ni+n−1
to write Σ0 as a product of terms of the form Σk+r,i . The same process also
writes σ as a product of Coxeter generators of Sdnk+l , and Proposition 4.4.4
tells us that this expression is reduced. So now we have produced two different
reduced expressions for σ ∈ Sdnk+l - one from Σ1 and one from expanding Σ0 .
Once again, the two expressions for σ can be converted into each other with
only braid and commutation relations, which also hold among the Σk+l,i , so we
get Σ0 = Σ1 .
The point of this theorem is that we can now talk about the endomorphism
Σ coming from deforming a permutation σ ∈ Shom , and this is well-defined. We
now extend these endomorphisms from F to all of FV .
Theorem 4.5.10. Let L be a leaf set with dnl leaves and let f be the unique
element of F sending DX l to L. Let σk,i be a generating transposition of Shom
such that (as an element of V ) σk,i sends leaf set L to L0 , and let f 0 be the
unique element of F sending DX l to τ 0 . Define σ to be the element of Sdnl
making the diagram below commute:
L

f

σk,i

L0

DX l
σ

f0

DX l

0
Let Σ be the element of Hhom,q
corresponding to permutation σ, as in the

previous proposition. Then we define the action of Σk,i on FL to be the endomorphism making the following diagram commute:
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FL

f

Fl

Σk,i

FL0

Σ
f0

Fl

With these definitions, the Σk,i still satisfy the relations of Proposition 4.5.4
• Σk,i Σk,i+1 Σk,i = Σk,i+1 Σk,i Σk,i+1 for each 1 ≤ i ≤ dnk − 2
• Σk,i Σk,j = Σk,j Σk,i if |i − j| > 1.
• For each k ∈ N0 , m = dnk and 1 ≤ i ≤ m − 1, then
Σk,i = Ck+1,ni Ck+1,ni+1 . . . Ck+1,ni+n−1 ,
where
Ck+1,y = Σk+1,y Σk+1,y−1 . . . Σk+1,y−n+1 .
In addition, whenever σk,i f = gσ for f, g ∈ F, σ ∈ Shom , then
Σk,i f = gΣ,
where Σ is the deformed version of σ as defined as in the previous proposition,
which is still well-defined. Finally, each Σk,i is invertible as an endomorphism
of FV , so can have inverse Σ−1
k,i defined.
0
to be the k-algebra generated by the Σk,i and
We define the algebra HV,q

their inverses acting on FV .
Proof. We prove the statements one at a time. The proofs will be similar. In
each case, we will show that both sides act on FL in the same way, for all large
enough leaf sets L (that is, all leaf sets below some leaf set M , where M can
vary from one identity to another). This means their actions on FV,1 differ by
a null vector and so they act in the same way as endomorphisms of FV .
The braid relations: Fix a sufficiently deep leaf set L with dnl leaves. Consider the definition of the product Σk,i Σk,i+1 Σk,i on FL . For deep enough L, there is a
commutative diagram showing the V -action on finite trees:
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L = L0

f0

DX l
σ1

σk,i

L1

f1

DX l
σ2

σk,i+1

L2

f2

DX l
σ3

σk,i

L3

f3

DX l

Here, the Li are leaf sets, the fi lie in F , and the maps σi lie in Shom
and are chosen to make the diagram commute.There is a corresponding
commutative diagram to define the action of Σk,i Σk,i+1 Σk,i on FL (where
we write FL,i instead of keeping the subscript on Li ):
FL,0

f0

Σ1

Σk,i

FL,1

f1

Σk,i+1

FL,2

f2

Fl
Σ2

Fl
Σ3

Σk,i

FL,3

Fl

f3

Fl

There are similar diagrams for the other braid relation (for leaf sets Mi
and τi ∈ Shom corresponding to Ti ∈ Hhom,q and gi ∈ F ):
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L = M0

g0

τ1

σk,i+1

M1

g1

g2

L3 = M3

FM,1

DX l

FM,2

DX l

g3

Fl

g1

T2

Fl

g2

T3

Σk,i+1

FL,3 = FM,3

DX l

Fl
T1

Σk,i

τ3

σk,i+1

g0

Σk,i+1

τ2

σk,i

M2

FL,0 = FM,0

DX l

g3

Fl

Since σd,i σd,i+1 σd,i = σd,i+1 σd,i σd,i+1 , it follows that σ3 σ2 σ1 = τ3 τ2 τ1 . We
claim that l(σ3 σ2 σ1 ) = l(σ1 ) + l(σ2 ) + l(σ3 ) - that is, a reduced expression
for σ3 σ2 σ1 can be made by concatenating reduced expressions for σ1 , σ2
and σ3 (and also, the same is true for τ3 τ2 τ1 ). This means that σ3 σ2 σ1
and τ3 τ2 τ1 both expand to reduced expressions for the same word, so one
can be converted into the other using only braiding and commutation
relations. Thus Σ3 Σ2 Σ1 = T3 T2 T1 , which gives the result.
It remains to establish the length result. In the leaf set L, let the leaves
below the ith vertex vi of DX k be vi l1 , vi l2 , . . . , vi lr , the leaves below
the i + 1th be vi+1 lr+1 , . . . , vi+1 lr+s , and the leaves below the i + 2th
be vi+2 lr+s+1 , . . . , vi+2 lr+s+t . Then the permutations σ1 , σ2 , σ3 permute
leaves in the following way, fixing all other leaves:

. . . (vi l1 , vi l2 , . . . , vi lr , vi+1 lr+1 . . . , vi+1 lr+s , vi+2 lr+s+1 , . . . , vi+2 lr+s+t ) . . .
σk,i

−−→ . . . (vi+1 l1 , vi+1 l2 , . . . , vi+1 lr , vi lr+1 . . . , vi lr+s , vi+2 lr+s+1 , . . . , vi+2 lr+s+t ) . . .
σk,i+1

−−−−→ . . . (vi+2 l1 , vi+2 l2 , . . . , vi+2 lr , vi lr+1 . . . , vi lr+s , vi+1 lr+s+1 , . . . , vi+1 lr+s+t ) . . .
σk,i

−−→ . . . (vi+2 l1 , vi+2 l2 , . . . , vi+2 lr , vi+1 lr+1 . . . , vi+1 lr+s , vi lr+s+1 , . . . , vi lr+s+t ) . . .
Let m1 , m2 , . . . , mr+s+t be the corresponding vertices of DX l (under a
bijection with L). Then the permutation σ1 must leave DX l in the same
order that σk,1 leaves σk,1 (L). This means that DX l is correspondingly
permuted in the following manner:
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. . . (m1 , m2 , . . . , mr , mr+1 . . . , mr+s , mr+s+1 , . . . , mr+s+t ) . . .
σ1

−→ . . . (ms+1 , ms+2 , . . . , mr+s , m1 , m2 , . . . , ms , mr+s+1 , . . . , mr+s+t ) . . .
σ

2
−→
. . . (ms+t+1 , ms+t+2 , . . . , mr+s+t , m1 , m2 , . . . , ms , ms+1 , ms+2 , . . . , mr+s ) . . .

σ

3
−→
. . . (ms+t+1 , ms+t+2 , . . . , mr+s+t , mr+1 , mr+2 , . . . , mr+s , m1 , m2 , . . . , mr ) . . .

We calculate length of a permutation σ as the number of pairs i, j where
mi appears to the left of mj , but σ(mi ) appears to the right of σ(mj ).
One can verify that `(σ1 ) = rs, `(σ2 ) = rt and `(σ3 ) = st. Similarly,
`(σ3 σ2 σ1 ) = r + s + t (put another way, it interchanges mi and mj if and
only if i and j are in different sets when we partition {1, . . . , r + s + t}
into {1, . . . , r}, {r + 1, . . . , r + s} and {r + s + 1, . . . , rs + st + rt}; each of
σ1 , σ2 , σ3 interchanges a different pair of these blocks). This establishes
the result.
1. The commutation relations: This is similar to the previous case, but
simpler. We have to compare:
L = L0

f0

FL,0

DX l
σ1

σk,i

L1

f1

FL,1

σ2

L2

f2

Fl
Σ1

Σk,i

DX l

σk,j

f1

f2

Fl
Σ2

Σk,j

FL,2

DX l

f3

Fl

and
L = M0

g0

τ1

σk,i

M1

FM,1

τ2
g2

g0

Fl

g1

T2

Σk,j

FL,2 = FM,2

Fn

Fl
T1

Σk,i

DX l

g1

σk,j

L2 = M2

FL,0 = FM,0

DX l

g2

Fl

We have that τ2 τ1 = σ2 σ1 . Moreover, we have that l(τ2 τ1 ) = l(τ2 ) + l(τ1 ),
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since τ2 and τ1 are generated by disjoint sets of transpositions. So both
τ2 τ1 and σ2 σ1 are reduced expressions, and after expanding into products
of generators, τ2 τ1 can be converted into σ2 σ1 using just braiding and
commutation relations. Thus Σ2 Σ1 = T2 T1 as before.
2. The expansion relation:
Consider the pair of diagrams defining the action of Ck+1,ni Ck+1,ni+1 . . .
Ck+1,ni+n−1 , the Hecke version of ck+1,ni ck+1,ni+1 . . . ck+1,ni+n−1 (each
section of this diagram could be expanded further using the definition of
ck+1,j but we don’t show this).
L = L0

DX l

f0

FL,0

σ1

ck+1,ni+n−1

..
.
Ln−1 =

..
.

FL,n−1

σn

fn−1

Σn−1

Fl
Σn

Ck+1,ni

FL,n

DX l

fn

Σ1

Ck+1,ni+1

DX l

ck+1,ni

Ln =

..
.
σn−1

fn−1

Fl

Ck+1,ni+n−1

..
.
ck+1,ni+1

f0

fn

Fl

We compare this to:
L = L0

f0

FL,0

τ1

σk,i

Ln

DX l

fn

f0

T1

Σk,i

DX l

Ln

Fl

fn

Fl

As before, we will establish that
T1 = Σn . . . Σ2 Σ1 ,
which we do by showing that σn . . . σ2 σ1 is reduced when each σi is expanded as a product of generators.
First we consider σk,i and τ1 . Write vk,1 , vk,2 , . . . , vk,m for the leaves of
DX k , where m = dnk . Suppose that the leaves of L0 are l1 , l2 , . . . , lm
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listed left-to-right, with la , la+1 , . . . , la+r−1 lying below vk,i , and la+r , la+r+1 ,
. . . , la+r+s−1 lying below vk+1,i . Then acting on DX l , the permutation
τ1 interchanges the two blocks vl,a , . . . , vl,a+r−1 and va+r , . . . , va+r+s−1 ,
which means it has length rs.
Now we consider the various ck+1,ni+b . It is useful to keep Figure 4.5 in
mind for this part of the argument: the action of σn . . . σ1 on DX l follows
that diagram except that each strand is replaced with some number of
parallel strands (so that Remark 4.4.5 applies and would give the result
here, but we did not prove that result formally so we do the full calculation
here).
For each 1 ≤ j ≤ n, let there be rj leaves of L0 below vk+1,(n−1)i+j
and let there be sj leaves of L0 below vk+1,ni+j . Then in particular,
r1 + . . . + rn = r and s1 + . . . + sn = s. We summarize this information
as:
[r1 ]ni−n+1 [r2 ]ni−n+2 . . . [rn ]ni [s1 ]ni+1 [s2 ]ni+2 . . . [sn ]ni+n ,
where the notation [x]j means a block of x consecutive leaves below the
leaf vk+1,j . Each permutation ck+1,j then acts just by permuting the
subscripts. In particular, ck+1,ni+n−1 acts by the permutation
(vk+1,ni+n vk+1,ni+n−1 . . . vk+1,ni )
on the vertices of DX k+1 , so sends the string of blocks above to:
[r1 ]ni−n+1 [r2 ]ni−n+2 . . . [rn−1 ]ni−1 [rn ]ni+n [s1 ]ni+1 [s2 ]ni+2 . . . [sn ]ni+n−1 .
The order of two leaves is only reversed by ck+1,ni+n−1 if one lies in the
[rn ]-block and the other lies to the right, which tells us that the corresponding permutation σ1 on DX l has length rn (s1 + s2 + . . . + sn ) (and
in fact, the terms rn si are the lengths of the permutations of DX l corresponding to each transposition of ck+1,ni+n−1 ).
Continuing in this way, ck+1,ni+n−2 sends the sequence of blocks to:
[r1 ]ni−n+1 [r2 ]ni−n+2 . . . [rn−2 ]ni−2 [rn−1 ]ni+n−1 [rn ]ni+n [s1 ]ni [s2 ]ni+1 . . . [sn ]ni+n−2 .
This reverses the order of any pair of leaves where one lies in the [rn−1 ]block and one lies in any [si ]-block. This shows us that the corresponding
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permutation of DX l has length rn−1 (s1 + s2 + . . . + sn ).
Continuing in this way (with Figure 4.5 as our guide) we see that each
permutation ck+1,ni+j (for 0 ≤ j ≤ n − 1) yields a permutation of DX l of
length rj+1 (s1 + s2 + . . . + sn ). The total length of all these permutations
is then (r1 + . . . + rn )(s1 + . . . + sn ) = rs, which is also the length of τ1 .
So we see that σn . . . σ1 and τ1 must be two different reduced expressions
for the same permutation of DX l and so T1 = Σn . . . Σ1 .
3. For σ ∈ Shom , then Σ is well-defined: Examining the proof of Proposition 4.5.9, we see that it only uses the braiding, commutation and expansion relations among the generators Σk,i . We’ve already shown that
these relations hold even in the action of the generators on the larger set
FV , so this holds also.
4. The action of F : Suppose that σk,i f = gσ, and consider the action of
σk,i f on a sufficiently deep leaf set L. We wish to show that Σk,i f and
gΣ act on L in the same way. We have the diagram:
L1

L = L0

f

σk,i

L3

f0

DX k
σ0

σ
g

L2

f1

DX k

Observe that f f0 and gf1 are the unique elements of F sending DX k to
L1 and L3 respectively. Thus we have the defining diagrams for Σk,i and
for Σ:
FL,1

f f0

DX k

FL,0

Σ0

Σ

DX k

FL,2

Σk,i

FL,3

gf1

In other words, we have:
Σk,i = gf1 Σ0 f0−1 f −1
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f0

DX k
Σ0

f1

DX k

in its action on FL,1 , and
Σ = f1 Σ0 f0−1
in its action on FL,0 = f −1 FL,1 . It follows that Σk,i f = gΣ on L, as
required.
5. The existence of inverses: Consider the action of Σk,i on a leaf set L,
which is defined by
Σk,i = f 0 Σf −1 ,
where we have a diagram:
FL

f

Σk,i

FL0

Fl
Σ

f0

Fl .

Then Σ is invertible in its action on Fl , since it is given as a product of
generators of Hl,q which are invertible. So we define the action of Σ−1
k,i on
FL0 to be
−1 0 −1
Σ−1
(f ) .
k,i = f Σ

This gives a pair of mutually inverse maps Σk,i : FL → FL0 and Σ−1
k,i :
FL0 → FL . As L varies over all possible leaf sets, so does L0 , so Σ−1
k,i
is defined on all sufficiently deep leaf sets. Moreover, Σ−1
k,i is easily seen
to map null elements of FV,× in its domain to other null elements (by
mapping M -null elements to σk,i (M )-null elements), so it descends to a
well-defined endomorphism of FV . This completes the proof.

0
This completes the construction of the algebra HV,q
.

4.6

0
Comparing HV,q and HV,q
.

0
We have now created two objects called HV,q and HV,q
related to V and Hecke

algebras. To summarize:
• HV,q is the group algebra kBV equipped with a partial action. In this
action, the hom spaces are finite dimensional, and the subspaces kBk ⊂
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kBhom act on DX k via the quotient to the Hecke algebra Hn,q . It is
defined for all q.
0
• HV,q
is formed from finite Hecke algebras Hm,q acting on flag spaces Fk =

FDX k (for m = dnk ). The construction extends the action of the symbols
Σk,i to all FL where L is a leaf set below DX k . This construction requires
q to be the order of a finite field.
0
We now relate these constructions. The key to relating them is that HV,q

naturally has a partial action, because we defined it as an algebra of endomorphisms of all sufficiently deep spaces FL . Moreover, the action of generator Σk,i
on the space FL is defined by a formula:
Σk,i |FL = f 0 Σf −1 ,
where we have a commutative diagram
FL

f

Σk,i

FL0

Fl
Σ

f0

Fl .

In this diagram, Σ acts on Fl by an element of the finite-dimensional Hecke
algebra Hdnl ,q . Thus the action of Σk,i on L lies in f 0 Hdnk ,q f −1 (with the natural
action of these morphisms). We also notice that the Σk,i satisfy the defining
relations of a braid group, by Theorem 4.5.10. These facts combine into the
following theorem.
0
Theorem 4.6.1. There is an algebra homomorphism θ from kBV to HV,q
,
0
defined on the generators by sending Σk,i ∈ kBV to Σk,i ∈ HV,q
and preserving

f ∈ Fn,d . Moreover, if X ∈ kBV and S(X) contains f 0 Y f −1 ∈ Hom(L, L0 ) =
f 0 Hdnk ,q f −1 , then θ(X) acts on L by the morphism f 0 Y f −1 .
Proof. We have argued that the algebra quotient exists. All we have left to
check is that if S(X) contains f 0 Φf −1 ∈ Hom(L, L0 ) (for Φ ∈ Hdnk ,q ), then
S(θ(X)) contains f 0 Φf −1 also. Suppose that X(L) is defined for X ∈ kBV and
leaf set L. Notice that X is only defined on L if all its monomials are, so we can
just consider X in the braid group BV (rather than kBV ). Then X is defined
on L if and only if we can write X with domain leaf set L and range leaf set L0
say; then we can factor X in the braid group as f 0 Σf −1 where Y ∈ Bhom and
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f, f 0 ∈ F , mapping DX k to L, L0 respectively. This same factorization defines
an action of θ(X) on FL .
In summary, we have constructed a Hecke algebra HV,q which is an algebra
0
with a partial action, and (for q the order of a finite field) an algebra HV,q
which

as an algebra is a quotient of HV,q by a map θ, and which has a partial action
where S(θ(X)) contains S(X) for all X ∈ HV,q . It seems likely that more is
true.
0
Conjecture 1. The homomorphism θ is injective, so that HV,q
is isomorphic

to a group algebra for BV .
We suggest why this conjecture seems to hold. If it fails, there is a non-zero
0
X ∈ kBV which when viewed as an element of HV,q
acts as the zero map on

all sufficiently deep spaces FL . We will focus on X ∈ kBhom so that X maps
leaf sets DX k to themselves at least, and we write X as a (non-commutative)
polynomial X = p(Σk,1 , . . . , Σk,dnk −1 ) in the generators Σk,i of Hdnk ,q . We
need this polynomial to not only vanish in Hk,q , but also vanish when expanded
to any Hk0 ,q for k 0 > k. Moreover X should contain some non-reduced word
in the Σk,i (or we could just study it in terms of braid groups) and so we can
look at Σ2k,i , which appears in X somewhere. In Hk,q , Σ2k,i can be rewritten as
(q − 1)Σk,i + q, but in Hk,q this square becomes a sum of many more terms.
For example, consider V = V2,1 (so d = 1, n = 2), and look at Σ1,1 as the
unique generator of the 2-dimensional Hecke algebra H21 ,q . Acting on F1 , this
satisfies the relation:
Σ21,1 = (q − 1)Σ1,1 + q.
When we extend the action of Σ1,1 to F2 , it acts by the Hecke element Σ2,2 Σ2,1 Σ2,3 Σ2,2 .
But this element of H22 ,q does not satisfy any quadratic relations (and in fact
its minimal polynomial has degree 7). So Σ21,1 − (q − 1)Σ1,1 − q is a non-zero
0
element of HV,q
. Our conjecture is saying that this sort of phenomenon always

happens. This seems plausible, but difficult to prove: I have no good plan for
how to consider all possible relations in any possible expansion.

4.6.1

Evaluating the construction

Recall that in Section 4.3 we identified four reasonable strategies for building a
Hecke algebra - or in other words, four similarities between symmetric groups
and Hecke algebras of type An . We now give a brief overview of evaluate how
well HV,q compares with these strategies.
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Adding relations to a braid group
This is essentially what we did in defining HV,q . We did not take a quotient of
the group itself, but took a quotient of a category on which it acted. Notice
that if we set q = 1 (which would in the classical setting give a group algebra
kSn ) we still get an action of a braided group, rather than getting Thompson’s
group V . However, the square of each generator then acts by the identity on
each leaf set where it is defined. So by quotienting out elements with a trivial
action, we arrive back at Thompson’s group V .
Studying endomorphisms of a general linear group module
We ask if HV,q can be seen as endomorphisms of a module for some version of
0
. Elements of
the general linear group. This was the purpose of defining HV,q
0
were defined by an action on spaces FL . The space FL was defined as the
HV,q

k-space of flags in the F-vector space WL whose basis is labelled by L. Thus,
FL is a GLL -module (where GLL is the set of linear maps on WL ).
0
both
The action of F permutes the spaces FL , and general elements of HV,q

permute them and act by endomorphisms on the spaces being permuted, as
described in Theorem 4.5.10. Indeed, we write the action of Σk,i on a leaf set
FL as f 0 Σf −1 for f, f 0 ∈ F and Σ an endomorphism of Fl . It may be useful to
rewrite this as (f 0 Σ(f 0 )−1 )(f 0 f −1 ), where f 0 Σ(f 0 )−1 is a GLL0 -endomorphism
0
on flag spaces FL can
of FL0 and f 0 f −1 ∈ F . So the action of elements of HV,q

be written as a product of an element of F and a GLL -endomorphism of some
flag space.
Overall, we can define a group GLV,× as the product of all GLL as the leaf
set L varies, and define a subgroup GLV,+ as elements of GLV,× that are the
identity on all leaf sets below some M (the group analogue of what we called
0
M -null vectors). Then HV,q
acts by GLV,× /GLV,+ endomorphisms. This means
0
that we can understand HV,q
as endomorphisms of some sort of general linear
0
group, either in the local or the global action of HV,q
.

Whilst this is nice to have, this is not a particularly satisfying way to describe HV,q in terms of endomorphisms. For example, it does not seem to come
close to containing every GLV,× /GLV,+ endomorphism, so this is quite a weak
description. It would be better if we somehow could take into account that if
0
X ∈ HV,q
acts by endomorphism θ on FL , then it tends to by an expanded ver-

sion of θ on the expansion FL+ . However, this isn’t always true: for example,
Σ2 − (q − 1)Σ − q might act as the zero map on some FL but not act as the zero
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map on expanding. This sort of problem is why we have ended up working with
the product of the spaces FL , unable to put any more relations between them.
This also means we can’t work with a smaller linear group than GLV,× /GLV,+
- we really do need to treat all the leaf sets separately.
In Section 4.3, we tried to construct a Hecke algebra (for V = V2,1 ) using
a group GL(Γ, F). Here Γ was the graph with one vertex and two loops, and
GL(Γ, F) was a group of invertible elements of LF (Γ), generated by matrix
groups for each leaf set, and we defined flags for this group, but it wasn’t possible
to build a Hecke algebra from this construction. Instead, the algebra HV,q
requires separate flag spaces for different leaf sets, rather than one overarching
idea of flags.
Deforming a presentation of V
This is maybe a less helpful way to think about HV,q , because we haven’t defined what is meant by a presentation for a group with partial C-action. But
certainly, we can regard HV,q as a deformation of V with its partial action.
Here let C be the category with objects labelled by leaf sets of size dnk ; we take
Hom(DX k , DX k ) to be kSdnk , and for general L, L0 leaf sets of the same size
dnk , we put Hom(L, L0 ) = f 0 Hom(DX k , DX k )f −1 , where f, f 0 are the unique
elements of F mapping DX k to L, L0 . Then HV,q can be regarded as a deformation of the group algebra of V with its partial action on C, where we replace
each kSdnk with Hdnk ,q .
Fitting together finite Hecke algebras
0
This is a reasonable description for HV,q
. As far as we can tell, one cannot

embed Hk,q in Hnk,q by expanding generators. Recall how we considered the
particular case of trying to embed H2,q into H4,q (for V = V2,1 ). One would seek
Σ ∈ H4,q , probably of the form Σ2,2 Σ2,1 Σ2,3 Σ2,2 plus smaller terms, satisfying
the quadratic relation Σ2 = (q − 1)Σ + q. This Σ would be an expansion of
Σ2,1 ∈ H1,q . After extensive calculations, it seems that such Σ do not exist, so
we can’t embed Hk,q into Hk+1,q .
We’ve done the next best thing, by defining endomorphisms which are equal
to a generator on one layer and an expanded product of generators on the next,
which are our Σn,i . We’ve used these to generate the Hecke algebra. This is
perhaps a less good description of HV,q , where we have a braid group algebra
rather than finite-dimensional Hecke algebras.
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4.7

Properties of the Hecke algebra construction

Here we show some possibly desirable properties of the Hecke algebra we’ve
constructed. In particular, we show that it is finitely generated (as an algebra
with partial action). We also describe a family of representations of V that are
the q = 0 case of representations of HV,q . These representations will not be irreducible, but are the closest (it seems) one can come to defining representations
of V in terms of the irreducible representations of each Sn .

4.7.1

A family of representations for HV,q

In this section we sketch some representations for HV,q that in the case q = 1
give representations of V . Recall that Sm has k representations V λ for each
λ ` m (the Specht modules), which generalize to modules also called V λ for
the Hecke algebra Hm,q . These modules are irreducible if the Hecke algebra is
semisimple (see eg [32]).
We use these modules to define representations for HV,q or for V = Vn,d as
follows. We look at HV,q as just the braid group algebra, and look for representations that locally quotient through homomorphisms to the finite-dimensional
Hecke algebras. For each N = dnk (for k ∈ N), choose λk ` N . We take a space
Wk isomorphic to V λk for each k, which is a module for Hdnk ,q . Moreover, for
each leaf set L of size dnk , we take an isomorphic copy WL of Wk , and specify
that the isomorphism is by f : Wk → WL , where f is the unique element of
f mapping DX k to L. For general X ∈ BV , if we write X = f2 X 0 f1−1 (for
fi : DX k → Li and Xi ∈ Bdnk ) then we define the action of X on WL by
this same formula, where we take X 0 acting through the quotient to Hdnk ,q on
Wk . This makes X into a map from WL to WL0 . So each element of BV acts
on all sufficiently deep WL (via a quotient to the Hecke algebra) and the space
Q
WL / ⊕ WL is a representation. We call it WΛ , where Λ = (λ1 , λ2 , λ3 , . . .).
This is a representation, where we can think of each subgroup BL as acting via
a Hecke algebra quotient, as we wanted.
However, we remark that this construction almost never gives an irreducible
representation WΛ of V . Indeed, the representation is defined by choosing a
representation W λ of Sm for each m = dnk . Each space hWL : |L| = dnk i is
acted on individually by all sufficiently high elements of V . This means that
given any subset S of {dnk : k ∈ N}, we can drop all WL from WΛ where
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|L| ∈ S. This will still give a representation of V , and moreover it will be a
subrepresentation of WΛ . It is a proper subrepresentation if any of the dropped
WL has dimension greater than 1. So WΛ can only possibly be irreducible if it
is a linear representation, and we gain nothing new here.

4.7.2

Extending the construction to colour-preserving Thompson groups

It is natural to ask if this construction will work for colour preserving Thompson
groups VC,S . We explain why this seems to fail (and so it’s even less possible
to define a Hecke algebra here than in the case of V alone).
First we remark that a braided version BC,S of the colour-preserving Thompson group clearly exists, where we just use colour-preserving braided diagrams.
We can also define its partial action on the standard braided category exactly
as before. We could also define FC,S to be the group of all order-preserving
elements of VC,S . However, this FC,S is not as nice as in the single-coloured
case, because there isn’t always an element of FC,S bijecting given two leaf sets
with the same size and set of colours; the colours can appear in a different order.
So we won’t be able in general to get a factorization resembling V = Shom F .
Instead, we look at the other way to define a Hecke algebra, by giving BC,S a
partial action.
Suppose we are trying to do this, which means that we want to form quotients
of kBL , where BL is the group of braided, colour-preserving permutations of
some leaf set. The next problem we have is what the equivalent of a finitedimensional Hecke algebra should be. Consider trying to add relations to a
colour-preserving subgroup of a braid group. This is a finitely presented group,
since it’s a finite index subgroup of the braid group (there are finitely many
permutations of the colours). In principle, one could find a presentation for this
group. However, it’s not obvious what that presentation is, and after finding it,
we would have to decide on sensible extra relations to add to it to get a Hecke
algebra. Since the presentation is more complicated than for the braid group, it
seems very hard to define quadratic relations to be added. This could be worth
investigating, to find if there is a sensible quotient here, but it doesn’t seem
to exist. So there doesn’t seem to be a way of defining Hecke algebras in the
greater generality.
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4.7.3

Finite generation of HV,q

Finally we wish to argue that HV,q is finitely generated. This will be finite
generation as an algebra with partial action, which means that we must be able
to deduce the action of every element of HV,q from the action of the generators.
The work here will basically be a careful reproof of the fact that V is finitely
generated to show this holds.
First we show that F with its partial action on Cn,d is finitely generated.
Here we don’t need to worry about the full structure of the hom sets in Cn,d ,
because only one morphism of each hom set could possibly come from an element
of F . So we just consider the partial action on leaf sets.
Lemma 4.7.1. Let F = Fn,d be a Higman-Thompson group. Then F satisfies
the following finite generation property in its action on leaf sets: there is a finite
subset Fgen of F such that whenever f ∈ F is defined on the leaf set L, we can
write f = f1 f2 f3 . . . fm , for fi ∈ Fgen , such that fi is defined on the leaf set
fi+1 . . . fm (L) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ m − 1, and fm is defined on L.
Since this proof is essentially reshowing that F is finitely generated, it is
written somewhat briefly in places.
Proof. Let T be the d-rooted n-regular forest, so that F acts on the ends of T .
We can assume (by removing the root of T to form an isomorphic group) that
d > 1. Let vertices of T be represented by strings DX ∗ as is normal, where
D = {r1 , r2 , . . . , rd } (the notation r because these are the roots) and where
X = {x1 , x2 , . . . , xn }, read left to right.
For each 1 ≤ k ≤ d, define a leaf set
L0,k = {ri : i 6= k} ∪ {rk xi : 1 ≤ i ≤ n}.
Define X0,k to be the element of F that maps L0,k to L0,k+1 , for each 1 ≤ k ≤
d − 1. Also define, for all m ∈ N and 1 ≤ k ≤ d,
L1,k = {ri : i 6= d} ∪ {rd xi : i 6= k} ∪ {rd xk xi : 1 ≤ i ≤ n}.
Define X1,k to be the element of F that maps L1,k to L1,k+1 . Take Fgen to
be the set of all elements X0,k and X1,k as well as their inverses. Finally, for
N > 1, define
−1
LN,k = {ri : i 6= d}∪{rd xld xi : i 6= d, 0 ≤ l < N }\{rd xdN −1 xk }∪{rd xN
xk xi : 1 ≤ i ≤ n},
d
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and we define XN,k to be the element of F mapping LN,k to LN,k+1 . We draw
L2,3 for the case d = 3, n = 4 to give an example.
d1

d2

d3 x1

d3 x2

d3 x3
d3 x4 x1

d3 x4 x2

d3 x4 x3 x1

d3 x4 x3 x2

d3 x4 x4
d3 x4 x3 x3

d3 x4 x3 x4

Figure 4.8: An example leaf set L2,3
It is easy to see that LN,k is a minimal leaf set on which Xn,k is defined.
Moreover, for n ≥ 1, one can verify that
−1
X0,n−1 XN,k X0,n−1
= XN +1,k .

Also, the expressions on both sides of this formula act on LN +1,k (and hence on
−1
−1
all lower leaf sets) : X0,n−1
is defined on LN +1,k , XN,k acts on X0,n−1
(LN +1,k ),
−1
and X0,n−1 acts on XN,k X0,n−1
(LN +1,k ). This tells us that all XN,k are in the

subgroup generated by the XN,k for N = 0, 1, along with their partial action.
Now consider general f ∈ F , defined by a bijection L → L0 . Let N be
the unique value such that LN,n is in bijection with L, and write f = f1 f2 for
f1 : LN,n → L0 and f2 : L → LN,n . We show that f1 can be written as a product
of terms Xm,i such that the product acts on L: that is, we show that L can be
converted into LN,n by acting on it with various Xm,i . Indeed, if L 6= LN,n then
it lies below some Lm,i for m ≤ N and i < n. Then acting on L by Xm,i , the
leaves of L are moved rightwards. This process must terminate by eventually
converting L into LN,n . So f1 , with all of its partial action, is in the subgroup
generated by the Xk,i for k = 0, 1. Similarly f2−1 , with its action on L0 , lies in
this subgroup, so f , with its action L → L0 does as well. This completes the
proof.
We now extend this result to kBV .
Theorem 4.7.2. BV satisfies the following finite generation property in its
action on the standard braided category Cn,d : there is a finite subset Bgen of
BV such that whenever Σ ∈ BV and L is a leaf set with Σ(L) defined, we
can write Σ = Σ1 Σ2 Σ3 . . . Σm for Σi ∈ Bgen . Moreover there exist leaf sets
L0 , L1 , . . . , Lm = L such that S(Σi ) contains a morphism Li → Li−1 (so that
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Σ1 Σ2 . . . Σm acts on L). This finite generation property descends to the quotient
partial action HV,q .
Again, this proof is essentially a proof that BV is finitely generated, but
with some care taken as to what leaf sets each product is defined on.
Proof. It is clear that finite generation is preserved in quotients (of groups with
partial action) so we just need to study the partial action on Cn,d . We already
have that F is finitely generated with its partial action on all leaf sets, and it
clearly stays finitely generated when we restrict to the leaf sets of size dnk (since
there are no morphisms between leaf sets of different size).
In this proof, we will take Bgen to consist of a generating set Fgen for F together with finite generating sets for the homogeneous subgroups Bd , Bnd , Bn2 d
of Bhom (that act on depth 0, depth 1 and depth 2 leaves respectively).
Now consider general Σ ∈ BV , and leaf set L (of size dnk ) where Σ(L) is
defined. We can factor Σ = f 0 φf −1 for φ ∈ Bhom , and f, f 0 ∈ F . In this
expression, f −1 maps L to DX k , and f 0 maps DX k to L0 , the image of L under
Σ. Since we have already shown finite generation for F , it’s enough to write φ
as a product of elements of Bgen such that the product is defined on DX k . That
is, it’s enough to show that each Bdnk ⊂ Bhom is in the subgroup generated by
Bgen , with its action on DX k . We will establish this for the standard generators
of Bdnk (those whose braid diagrams, as in Figure 4.1, have a single crossing,
left-over-right). This is enough to imply the result.
Let τ be such a generator for Bdnk . It is easy to show that there exists
f ∈ F such that f τ f −1 lies in Bd , Bdn or Bdn2 (we just need to define f by a
bijection between leaf sets that takes the two leaves moved by τ to two leaves
of level 0, 1 or 2). Then τ 0 = f τ f −1 lies in Bgen and it acts on DX i for some
i = 0, 1, 2, so certainly τ 0 acts on f (DX k ) which is a leaf set lying below DX i .
Thus, τ = f −1 τ 0 f gives rise to an expression for τ as a product of generators,
which is defined on DX k and any lower leaf set - as required.
This finite generation property can be extended linearly to kBV . One could
go on to study higher finiteness properties of Hn,q such as being finitely presented, after defining what this means for an algebra with partial action, but
we won’t pursue this any further.
This concludes our study of the Hecke algebras HV,q . Ultimately, this study
has not led to much progress with the representation theory of V . One might
conclude by saying that it is just good to know that deforming V to form a Hecke
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algebra does not work, and so other people do not need to try this. Nevertheless,
the constructions we have made along the way seem interesting.
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